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Editor's ForewordThis volume of the Balti Ponti Studies fouses on the results of the researharried out so far into the absolute (radioarbon) hronology of the area lyingbetween the Vistula and Dnieper or the bio-ultural borderland between the Westand East of Europe. Absolute hronology is treated here both as a researh goal andfundamental premise in the broader studies of the hronometri and developmentsynhronization of \borderland" ultural systems. In a series of artiles devoted toindividual taxa a onsiderable number of new 14C dates have been ompared. Thedates onern soure materials that have been hosen from the point of view of theirrepresentativeness and hronometri value (\short-lived" materials were preferredto minimize a potential error). The vast majority of analyses were purposefullymade in the same 14C laboratory of the State Sienti� Center of EnvironmentalRadiogeohemistry of Ukrainian Aademy of Sienes in Kiev taking advantage offunds generously provided by the Polish Committee for Sienti� Researh.The volume devoted to the \dark" setion of the \borderland" history (3150--1850 BC) is the �rst but not the last publiation on the broader issues mentionedabove that we intend to present in the near future.



Editorial omment1. All dates in the B-PS are alibrated [see: Radioarbon vol.28, 1986, and thenext volumes℄. Deviations from this rule will be point out in notes.2. The names of the arhaelogial ultures and sites are standarized to the Englishliterature on the subjet (e.g. M. Gimbutas, J. P. Mallory). In the ase of a newterm, the author's original name has been retained.3. The spelling of names of loalities having the rank of administrative entresfollows oÆial, state, English language artographi publiations (e.g. Ukraine,sale 1 : 2 000 000, Kiev: Mapa LTD, edition of 1996).



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 7-11PL ISSN 1231-0344Viktor I. Klohko, Aleksander Ko±ko, Marzena SzmytPROBLEM OF TAXONOMIC LIMITATIONS IN THESYNTHESIS OF THE HISTORY OF BALTIC-PONTICBORDERLAND IN 3150-1850 BCIn the time interval mentioned in the title, in the physiographi borderlandbetween the East and West of Europe, a yle of ultural hanges took plae. Oneof their onsequenes was the disintegration of distint ties joining the soietiesliving in the drainage basins of the Balti and Blak Seas. The yle was initiatedby the disintegration of the great Eneolithi systems of the Funnel Beaker ulture(FBC) and Tripolye ulture (TC) of ommon Balkan origin. The territorial suessorof the former was the Globular Amphora ulture (GAC) and Corded Ware ulture(CWC), while the latter was sueeded by the Yamnaya ulture (YC), whih wasforeign to the mentioned tradition [Gimbutas 1956; 1991; Danilenko 1974; Ko±ko1985; Mallory 1989; - see there for more literature; f. a di�erent view in Videiko1994℄. The synhronization of the development of the CWC and YC, and laterthe assessment of geneti relationships between them - a key issue of the Europeanprehistory of the Early Metal Age - is made onsiderably more diÆult. In the areasof old highlands, on the forest-steppe (the most ulturally reative), between theupper part of the Dniester's drainage (\limes" of Zªota Lipa) [Mahnik 1979b:52�℄and the Dnieper basin, a taxonomi \no-man's land" appears, i.e. an area lakingany omplexes of soures that ould reveal the forms of ties between harateristisof both irles - the CWC and YC. Only in its borderlands - the northern, forestone and the southern, steppe one - do we �nd poorly explored manifestations ofthe synthesis of both irles (within the Middle Dnieper ulture (MDC) and theBudzhak group of the YC) [Artemenko 1967; 1985; Yarovoy 1985℄. A less autease of the situation an also be found in the relationships holding between theGAC and YC [Szmyt 1996b; 1999b℄.It is hard to determine now to what extent this piture is real, i.e. how seriousis the deformation aused by the urrent state of researh. Taking notie of theurgent need to verify this doubt, it must be said that the state of \disintegration ofties" should be pereived for the time being as an assessment of a real diÆulty inthe systematization of the ultural phenomena between the Vistula and Dnieper.



8The best way to lear up the doubt would be to undertake �eld explorations inseleted test areas loated in the zone under disussion, for instane, in the viinityof Zhytomyr.The proess ontinues after the deline of the \proper" CWC and YC, at thestage of late or epi-orded ultures and the Cataomb ulture (CC). Its end isushered only by the emergene of ultures related to the Trzinie horizon and theMnogovalikovoi Pottery ulture (MPC) [Ko±ko, Klohko 1998; Czebreszuk 1998℄.With respet to the period from 3150 to 1850 BC, arhaeology based on ty-pohronology experienes a state of \analytial atrophy" between the Vistula andDnieper. Systems of taxa in the basin of the Balti and Blak Seas are synhronizedwith respet to one another with little auray (\roughly") making it impossible toplae them in the sequenes of historial events. This is why even when one reords,for instane, \pit-grave" (YC) or \ataomb" traits in the Vistula drainage, it is dif-�ult to venture to assess in greater detail their taxonomi position, not speakingof the quali�ation of their historial purport.In onsequene of this, several negative attitudes an be observed. One ofthem is avoiding \inonvenient" issues, another one is interpreting \ontrariwise",i.e. reversing the diretions in the irulation of spei� patterns (f. the problemof the origins of Maªopolska ataomb graves [Klejn 1964℄).1. THE MOTIVATION AND METHODOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS OF THERESEARCH PROGRAM INTO THE COMPARATIVE CHRONOLOGY OF THEAREA BETWEEN THE VISTULA AND DNIEPER FROM 3150 TO 1850 BCDrafted several years ago, the program of researh into the omparative hro-nology of the area between the Vistula and Dnieper between 3150 and 1850 BCtook for granted the results of many years' work on the absolute dating of prehi-stori ultural strutures in the said area arried out earlier. These studies wereonduted by many sholars in several aademi enters [f. e.g. aspet summariesby Dolukhanov, Timofeev 1972; Mallory 1977; Telegin 1977; 1985; Patokova et al.1989; Wehler 1994℄. Apart from lear advantages like, in the �rst plae, the veryfat of gradual building the foundations of the absolute hronology, the e�orts alsobrought about e�ets that were not entirely satisfying and - in many instanes - thatwere not expeted by the sholars.a. A major shortoming was an asystemati hoie of samples:{ joint disussion of datings referring to di�erent regions of the oeumene, oftenentirely dissimilar as far as autogenesis is onerned, of a given ultural unit inthe study of the radioarbon dating hronology, and{ a lak of series of datings for sites with a well preserved stratigraphy, of whih



9there are quite a few in this part of Europe (e.g. kurgans with a stratigraphiarrangement of burials belonging to di�erent arhaeologial ultures).As a result, the grid of omparative hronology built in this way gave rise to nume-rous interpretation disputes making obvious the need for organizational work usingthe soalled mirogeographi method [Cofta-Broniewska 1989, see there for olderliterature℄, i.e. hoosing:{ diagnosti surfaes representative of individual taxa, i.e. regions of a spei�position (within the urrent synthesis) in the history of development of indivi-dual soieties, and{ soure data relating to these analytial units, i.e. reords of taxonomially va-luable assemblages for whih there would be organi materials suitable fromthe point of view of the 14C method.Created along these assumptions, the outline of potential openings for a systematistudy of the hronometry between the Vistula and Dnieper was a new quality being,however, only a point of departure. We were aware that taking advantage of themin a methodologially satisfying manner alled for oordinated �eld work (f. theabove-mentioned question of the \noman's land" or areas deprived of any signi�antsets of hronologially valuable assemblage series [e.g. area of the Budzhak groupof the YC - Yarovoy 1985℄).b. Doubts were also raised by the preferenes shown in the 14C dating of haroaland wood, i.e.{ sending for radioarbon analyses so-alled long-lived materials, whih ould(and in many instanes, did!) ause interpretation ompliations, and{ frequent dating taxonomially dubious soures by this method, if one onsidersthe fat that haroals are often elements of the natural ontents of layers/�llingmaterial of features or ultural material older than the investigated feature(e�et of digging-in into an older set of soures).. It is worth mentioning about inomplete publiations of the soure ontexts ofdated samples or even about failures to report information on more detailed taxono-mi identi�ations. Moreover, the available literature provided us with the piture ofomparative hronology based on datings made from various materials, at di�erenttimes and with the use of di�erent tehnologies of radioarbon hronometry.All these reasons (and many other less important but troublesome ones) havegiven rise to the situation whih may be pereived as haoti: hundreds of datingshave been made but there are no satisfatory absolute hronologies in respet ofboth individual ultures and regions. There are also lear data gaps, e.g. a virtuallak of datings for the GAC [see Szmyt 1996b℄ and MDC.The situation presented above was a point of departure for a program of rese-arh oordinated by a Polish-Ukrainian researh team of sholars from the AdamMikiewiz University in Pozna« (Institute of Prehistory and Institute of EasternStudies) and the Ukrainian Aademy of Sienes in Kiev (Institute of Arhaeology



10and State Sienti� Center of Environmental Radiogeohemistry). The �naning forthe program was generously provided, for the most part, by the Polish Committeefor Sienti� Researh in a number of individual grants.The program is based on the following priniples:{ most of the radioarbon analyses are performed in the 14C laboratory of theState Sienti� Center of Environmental Radiogeohemistry of the UkrainianAademy of Sienes in Kiev with the results being randomly veri�ed in otherlaboratories by \ross-dating" [see Kovalyukh, Nazarov, Radioarbon. . . ; Skrip-kin, Kovalyukh, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄;{ analyses are primarily made of samples of bones or other short-lived materials(e.g. reeds, et.) and only when these annot be found, haroal and wood areused; in this way we avoid undue ontroversies onneted with the \old-woode�et".{ priority is given to these samples whih ome form features with preservedstratigraphy; thus it is possible to verify an obtained series with independentdata;{ the arhaeologial ontext of eah dating should be lear; it should be published�rst in the Balti-Ponti Studies or in another sholarly journal; in this way weavoid \empty" datings, the interpretation of whih is pratially impossible.The implementation of these priniples has enountered ertain ompliations.We are fully aware of the ontroversies that may be aroused by the �rst priniple.It has been adopted, nevertheless, as a onsequene of the hosen organizationaland �nanial struture. Signi�ant e�ets are brought about by the hoie of bonesas the basi material for radioarbon analyses [f. methodologial problems: Skrip-kin, Kovalyukh, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. The interpretation of datings ofburnt bones, whih were the main material for the analyses in the ase of the So�e-vka group of the TC, presents a partiular diÆulty [Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin1995℄. Furthermore, in ertain situations, as for instane in the dating of materialsfrom old arhaeologial exavations, it was not always possible to determine withertainty the arhaeologial ontext of the sample (the ase of several datings forstage CII of the TC and GAC). The use of suh unertain soures, as far as their in-formative value is onerned, has been fored upon us beause of the limited sopeof exploration works arried out in Ukraine at present [see also Szmyt, Chernyakov,Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄.Taking into aount all pros and ons, we believe that our approah has turnedout to be highly e�etive. So far, as a result of the program, radioarbon dates havebeen obtained in respet of ultural units from Belarus, Poland and Ukraine. Theprogram enlisted the ooperation of a number of people whose earlier ontributionsto the taxonomi exploration of the area between the Vistula and Dnieper togetherwith olletions of soures urrently at their disposal guaranteed a high quality ofooperation results. New series of datings, meeting urrent methodologial require-



11ments, have been obtained for the following ultures: TC, stage CII (35 datings),MDC (17 datings), YC (45 datings), Kemi-Oba (5 datings), and - for the �rst timein the literature - for the eastern group of the GAC (12 datings) [see Kadrow, Szmyt1996b℄, the CWC with referenes to the MDC (5 datings), the Kujawy groups ofthe FBC and CWC (or possibly from the \borderland" of the FBC and the CWC)with \eastern" traits (4 datings), as well as the GAC in Kujawy with \eastern" ele-ments (7 datings). Additionally, in respet of younger ultural groups (the TrzinieHorizon ulture and MPC) samples were examined whih were presented in one ofthe earlier volumes of the Balti-Ponti Studies [Makarowiz 1998; Kovalyukh et al.1998℄. It is worth mentioning that a methodologially similar program was indepen-dently implemented also in respet of the CC (24 datings) [Kaiser, Radioarbon. . . ;Nikolova, Radioarbon dating. . . , in this volume℄.Geographially speaking, the disussed soures ome from the right-bank (i.e.western) part of the Middle Dnieper area, the Lower Dniester, Volhynia, Podolia,Maªopolska and Kujawy. 2. RESEARCH POTENTIALThe obtained body of data makes it possible to analyze from various aspetsthe hronologial and ultural situation between the Vistula and Dnieper from 3150to 1850 BC. In the onlusion of the present volume [Klohko, Ko±ko, Szmyt, AComparative. . . , in this volume℄, we outline two aspets of the situation. One ofthem is the hronology of seleted ultural units in di�erent zones of the territorythey oupy. This, in turn, allows us to trae out the urrent foundations of theomparative hronology in the overall \interuvial" territory.At the same time, we regard this state of exploration as a register of futureresearh tasks. One of the issues whih still remains unlear is the polylinearism ofdevelopment of ultural systems whih for the time being are treated as \bloks".Similarly inspiring is the veri�ation of the priniple of \peripheral survivals" [f.e.g. the hronology of the deline of the TC So�evka group: Kovalyukh, Videiko,Skripkin 1995℄. The borderland of the East and West of Europe in the said periodwhen agrarian and \pastoral" ultures met ontinues to be one of the most importantresearh areas in the building of a synthesis of European prehistory.Any further researh shall be reorded in the next volumes of the Balti-PontiStudies. Translated by Piotr T. �ebrowski



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 12-26PL ISSN 1231-0344Nikolay N. Kovalyukh, Sergey V. NazarovRADIOCARBON DATING CALIBRATION INARCHEOLOGICAL STUDIESReliable radioarbon dating, whih displays real historial events, is a top, whihall geohronologists with arheologists are striving to. The 14C dating due to theintriate work made by representatives of radioarbon has nearly been idealizedin reent years by raising it in the \absolute" rank. These suesses were reahedat the improvement (re�nement) aount of the alibration urves by radioarbon,whih were heked against dendrohronologial dating. Building of lengths of sub--alibration urves had exatly reprodued a temporal interval of historial eventsunder study. These studies in separate events have made it possible to reeiveradioarbon dating, whih had ±10-20 years' mistake.These suesses have fored to take a look in a di�erent way at the hronologyand life period of many ultures, whih lived on the Eastern European territoryduring the Ages of Copper and Bronze. Many ultures had had a rather omplexway from their spring up to the stopping the existene. Several ultures, whihhad muh in ommon, now and then, were in ontat and lived in parallel over aourse of prolonged period. Subsequently they were transformed into a new unitedulture.All these stages of separate ulture development are possible to be study whenleaning upon the exat, reliable radioarbon dating.Authors of given artile are the representatives of an isotopi geohronologyand they have their own sight for 14C dating improvement.It is neessary to pass a long devious road from a seleted by arheologistssample to a radioarbon dating to be get. And suh a road annot be always �-nished by the aim ahievement. Only the implementation of serious statistis, 14Cdating seriated obtained, make it possible to onsider realistially one or anotherhronologial length for the ulture under study.A validity degree of radioarbon dating, obtained from di�erent materials hasbeen onsidered in this artile. Improvement of BP dating alibration programsand a omparison between them by data obtained allows eliminating suh kinds of



13mistakes, whih would disturb subsequently to produe orrelation of radioarbondating that had been obtained by ultures from di�erent regions.Finally, the ontrol between laboratories is preisely this one whih allowsto exlude all doubts and to refer with on�dene to radioarbon dating obtained,whih oasionally an make a revolution in arheologists' opinions and whih foreto take a new glane for the history of our distant anestors existene.1. METHODOLOGY OF RADIOCARBON DATING CALIBRATIONRadioarbon method was based on the suggestion of 14C-isotope onentrationonstany in the atmosphere. However, atmospheri radioarbon onentration de-pends on the tension and diretivities of the earth's magneti �eld, osmi fatorsand solar ativity. The international projet on alibration urve building by annualtree rings was reated for the reason to �x these hange.
F i g . 1. Graphial presentation of alibration (Ki-6719)



14 Several unique buried trunks were seleted with this aim to alulate the ageby their well-saved annual rings. The onentrations of 14C in separate annual treerings and orals were determined, and the alibration urve up to 24 000 years(INTCAL98) was built [Stuiver, van der Pliht 1998℄.The results of alibration are most are presented in the manner of intervals setthat had been grouped for 1σ, 2σ and 3σ with orresponding dating probabilities of63%, 95% and 99% within. Suh kind of approah allows being orientated towardsthe real historial limits of dating. However, the appliation of intervals ompliatesunderstanding of results and does not present with a possibility for their statistialand hronologial proessing. That is why the neessity appeared of rounding o�the alibration results and to present them in a dotted dating manner.Graphial presentation of alibration is shown on the Fig. 1. Radioarbon ageGaussian distribution when rossing with alibration urve forms a real historialage. It is possible to de�ne probability of dating to be get in one or another intervalby the given distribution - it will orrespond to a �gure area, whih will be uto� by this interval. However an estimate of suh probability is suÆiently omplexomputing proess, so it would be simplest to alulate probability of getting aresult into the forehand interval, and then to de�ne subsequently this interval only.It was ounted that probability of one mistake (±σ) to be brought into the intervalis 63%, of dupliated mistake (±2σ) - 95%, a tripled mistake (±3σ) intervals areused more rarely, probability of �nding wherein forms 99%. The employment ofdupliated mistake intervals in pratie may be suÆiently.Priniples of historial age determination are shown on the Fig. 2.
F i g . 2. Determination of alibration intervals: a) for 1δ, b) for 2δ



15Calibration urve, as well as radioarbon age has a measurement mistake. So,it is neessary at intersetions of radioarbon age distribution with alibration urveto take these mistakes into aount. The variants of taking measurement mistakeinto aount (σ dating) and the alibration urve mistakes (σ urve) are shown onthe Fig. 3 [van der Pliht, Mook, Hasper 1987℄.
F i g . 3. Variants of taking measurement mistake into aount and of alibration urveThe variant 1a does not take a alibration urve mistake into aount thatgives smaller sizes of alibration intervals as a result. The variant 1b does take bothmistakes into aount by their addition - it gives a maximum plausible alibrationresult at the big intervals of alibration. And �nally, the variant 1 is the most orretonsideration of mistake from the mathematial standpoint. If a alibration urvewere presented as a diret line, the variant 1 would be ideal, however a alibrationurve is not as suh, so eah of the presented method of mistakes onsideration ismeaningful in one or another situations.Complexities of alibration interval results implementation for the hronologi-al and statistial works have required an alternative view of these results. Certainly,the most demonstrative and suitable an be suh a presentation of results as a dotteddating. 2. DOTTED DATING: ADVANTAGES AND DEFECTSBernhard Weninger was the �rst to ome forward for this problem deision. Hehad elaborated a program that presents a result in one interval form; a probabilityof dating �nding out in whih is suÆiently great.The di�erene between the onepts \dotted dating" and \single dating" if notgreat, and yet exists. Dotted dating haraterizes a onrete dotted value of real



16alendar age with a divergene. Thus, it is possible to on�rm that the most probablevalue of real historial age an form just the value of this dot. The age presentation ina single dating form is expressible by a dotted value with a divergene, however thisdot is not the most probable value of real historial age. Historial age distributionis shown on the drawing 6 for Ki-7124 dating, the orresponding dotted datingpresented by the \Ages" program, and the single dating obtained by the \CalPal"program.
F i g . 4. Comparison between dotted and single datingEah presentation has its own �eld of use - a single dating de�nes a range ofdating oming, and it an be used for orientating within its staying limits; a dotteddating haraterizes the most probable and narrow suÆiently interval of dating�nding out.Main defet of single dating is a possibility to de�ne broad limits of result -they exeed as a rule the radioarbon age initial divergenes. Di�erent probabilityof result for dating group is a defet of dotted dating.3. MATERIALS FOR DATING AND RELIABILITY OF RADIOCARBONDATING OBTAINEDMaterials for dating purpose within the range of reliability degree by the radio-arbon dating obtained an be aligned in the following sequene: large fossil bones
→ wood → organi remains of grasses → large oal → fossil soils → �ne haroal
→ small fossil bones → lamshells.



17Bone material has the major use sine it is the very reliable and numerousone when arheologial exavations arried out under studies for dating. Calogenof fossil bones is subjeted sometimes to a baterial proessing, and the isotopi ageobtained under investigation of samples an be distorted as a result of biologialfrationation. A orretion for frationation δ13C, whih an be obtained by mass--spetrometri method, must be input for eah sample with the goal of all distortionsonsideration for the age obtained.The most reliable for radioarbon dating are tubular bones of normal density,the least suitable are onsidered friable bones and brainpans whih had been builtfrom �ne bone plates with friable and porous surfae, as a rule.Wood follows fossil bones within the range of materials safety. The mentionedone is often met at exavations. The reliable radioarbon dating an be get fromthe wood samples when orret hemial training had been arried out. Howeverthe fat an be taken into onsideration that the wood while keeping in the soil issubjeted to deomposition, and in the most ases we an deal with the samplespresenting a entral part of a tree. In these ases dating are to be aged arti�iallyfor 50-150 years.The examples of radioarbon dating of Yamnaya ulture (YC) monumentsobtained from di�erent material (tree, fossil bones) are presented in Tables 1 and 2.T a b l e 1The results of the Yamnaya ulture samples radioarbon dating (fossil tree) of the Ukrainian territoryNo. Tie Lab. Age BPLoation Sample Presented by Number1 Vidradne, Novyi Buh Distr., barrow 1, O.G. Shaposhnikova Ki-7070 3890±65Mykolaiv Region burial 212 Vishneve, Tatarbunary Distr., barrow 17, L.V. Subbotin Ki-7126 4105±65Odesa Region burial 383 Novoselitsa, Tatarbunary Distr., barrow 19, L.V. Subbotin Ki-7127 4055±60Odesa Region burial 194 Novoselitsa, Tatarbunary Distr., barrow 20, L.V. Subbotin Ki-7128 4005±50Odesa Region burial 85 Vinogradne, Tomakivka Distr., barrow 15, V.V. Otroshhenko Ki-7129 4145±55Zaporizhzhia Region burial 56 Kremniovka, Volodarske Distr., barrow 6, S.M. Brathenko Ki-7124 4325±60Donetsk Region burial 67 Kremniovka, Volodarske Distr., barrow 6, S.M. Brathenko Ki-7125 4365±55Donetsk Region burial 7



18 T a b l e 2The results of Yamnaya ulture samples radioarbon dating (fossil bones) of Ukrainian territoryNo. Tie Lab. Age BPLoation Sample Number1 Ordzhonikidze - 1997 b. 11, g. 90 Ki-6571a 4035±502 Ordzhonikidze - 1997 b. 11, g. 11 Ki-6572a 4005±553 Golovkovka b. 6, g. 8 Ki-6719 3970±554 Golovkovka b. 7, g. 4 Ki-6722 3980±605 Golovkovka b. 11, g. 5 Ki-6723 4030±606 Golovkovka b. 12, g. 3 Ki-6724 3950±507 Golovkovka b. 5, g. 3 Ki-6730a 3925±558 Golovkovka b. 5, g. 5 Ki-6731 4005±559 Protopopovka b. 2, g. 2 Ki-6733 3945±5010 Protopopovka b. 2, g. 3 Ki-6734 3925±55Diagram of omparison for alibrated radioarbon dating obtained by wood andfossil bones (Table 1 and Table 2) is shown on the Fig. 5. From the data obtainedone an see that radioarbon dating presented by wood are more anient. Theearlier dating has been obtained, aording to the diagram, for the ®Kremniovka¯monument - about 3 thousand BC years. However, one important point shouldbe remembered, that we used to ompare di�erent monuments of YC, whih aresituated in di�erent regions of Ukraine. That is why, this question requires anextended disussions for the �nal onlusions.
F i g . 5. Comparison of alibrated radioarbon dating



19T a b l e 3The results of interlaboratory ontrolNo. Sample Kiev radioarbon laboratory Oxford radioarbon laboratoryLab. Number Age 14C, BP Lab. Number Age 14C, BP1 Nikolsky, grave 125 Ki-6603 6160±70 OXA-5029 6300±802 Yasinovatka, grave 45 Ki-6791 6305±80 OXA-6164 6360±753 Yasinovatka, grave 19 Ki-6788 6310±85 OXA-6165 6370±604 Vasilievka 5, grave 29 Ki-6776 6220±60 OXA-6198 6298±705 Vasilievka 5, grave 8 Ki-6777 6430±50 OXA-6171 6470±706 Marievka 5, grave 10 Ki-6781 7585±80 OXA-6200 7620±1007 Marievka 5, grave 14 Ki-6780 7600±100 OXA-6269 7630±110
F i g . 6. Radioarbon dating omparisonIt is neessary also to onsider a reliability degree of radioarbon dating obta-ined by �ne fragmental haroal. As often happens, the arheologists at exavations�nd a body of �ne fragmental haroal in a ultural layer, whih di�ers in laterage from the monuments studied. Suh kind of bodies are formed, as a rule, afterlarge �res at the sari�e of �lling rodents and insets burrows with light haroaltransferred by winds and oods. So, it is preferable to use harred wood fragmentswhen getting radioarbon dating.



20 Interlaboratory ontrol is one of number reliability and validity riteria forradioarbon dating obtained as well. Laboratories partiipating in suh a kind ofontrol with a purpose of isotopi dating makes use samples with pratially equalradioarbon ontents. There were presented fragments of men skeleton skulls foromparison by radioarbon between laboratories. Materials for dating had beentaken from the di�erent Neolithi burial-mounds, situated through the Ukrainianterritory. These materials have been presented to Kiev and Oxford radioarbonlaboratories by prof. D.Y. Telegin. Results of radioarbon dating are shown in theTable 3. The analysis of resulting data exhibited in the Fig. 6, points to the fat ofgood oordination between dating obtained by preisely these samples in di�erentlaboratories. 4. COMPUTER-AIDED MANUFACTURING OF CALIBRATIONThere are some programs for radioarbon dating alibration. A more wide-spread amongst them are the following: Groningen radioarbon alibration program(\Cal25") designed by Johannes van der Pliht at the Center of Isotopi Studies ofGroningen University [van der Pliht 1993℄, Oxford alibration program (\OxCal")designed by Christopher B. Ramsey at Radioarbon Department of Oxford Uni-versity [Ramsey 1995℄ and \CalPal" alibration program of Bernhard Weningerdeveloped in the radioarbon laboratory of Cologne University [Weninger 1986℄.Radioarbon dating alibration an also be exeuted by Kiev radioarbon ali-bration program \Ages", designed in the radioarbon laboratory at the State Sien-ti� Center of Environmental Radiogeohemistry of NAN of Ukraine [Nazarov,Kovalyukh 1999℄. The program is funtioning by IBM PC joint omputers underMS Windows 95 operating system management. Main advantages of the programare onvenient way in use, interfae for lots of languages and possibility for alibra-tion results to be exported in the most widespread graphi formats of �les.The \Ages" program had been written on C++ language and was exeutedin aordane with Windows 95 standards. All the program funtions provided areavailable through the main menu, but the most abundant ones have been broughtto the panel of quik aess.For purpose of dating alibration it is neessary and suÆiently to indiateits radioarbon age in BP±σ form. The program allows if needed to add someadditional information of dating laboratory number, tie, owner of sample et. Whenreating a list of samples it is possible to indiate the sample's name and author.All the data input are stored in the �le, whih will also be available for a furtheruse on any omputer, where the \Ages" program is installed.



21Inasmuh as there is suÆiently great amount of alibration urves up to thepresent day, the program gives a hane to hoose one of the urves representedin the form of separate �les.Calibration urve, pratially, is presented by a set of dots put down 10-20 yearsdistant of time lapse from one dot to another. Cubi interpolation is used in theprogram for the urve presentation as uninterrupted urve. Funtion form betweentwo dots is determined by four dots around ones [Reinsh 1967℄. The estimation ofradioarbon age Gaussian distribution is exeuted within 3σ limits.There were four programs to be used in order to ompare the alibrationresults: \Cal25", \OxCal", \CalPal" and \Ages". The parameters of primary impor-tane omparison are ertainly the results of alibration. The programs \Cal25" and\OxCal" present the results in an interval type, the single dating program is a resultof \CalPal" alibration program, the \Ages" program presents a results just as in aninterval so in a dotted dating. The alibration results are provided in the Table 4.T a b l e 4The results of radioarbon dating alibrationLab. Cal25 OxCal CalPal Agesnumber dot intervalsKi-7070 1σ 2465-2289 1σ 2470-2280 2355±95 2388±82 1σ 2470-23062σ 2559-2535 2σ 2560-2520 2σ 2572-25152531-2523 2500-2190 2500-22712495-2197 2170-2140 2257-22272163-2145 2223-2204Ki-7126 1σ 2861-2811 1σ 2860-2810 2700±120 2638±65 1σ 2862-28082755-2723 2760-2720 2777-27732701-2575 2700-2570 2758-27202511-2505 2510-2500 2704-25732σ 2877-2555 2σ 2880-2490 2514-25012539-2495 2σ 2880-2471Ki-7127 1σ 2835-2817 1σ 2840-2810 2640±130 2586±36 1σ 2832-28202663-2647 2670-2470 2661-26502625-2487 2σ 2870-2460 2623-25502485-2471 2542-24912σ 2865-2807 2479-24742781-2771 2σ 2863-28072759-2717 2779-27712707-2463 2759-27192706-2464Ki-7128 1σ 2575-2511 1σ 2580-2460 2530±60 2542±34 1σ 2576-2508



22Lab. Cal25 OxCal CalPal Agesnumber dot intervals2505-2467 2σ 2840-2810 2504-24682σ 2835-2817 2670-2400 2σ 2828-28232663-2649 2380-2340 2658-26522625-2401 2622-26072379-2349 2602-24582419-24062358-2356Ki-7129 1σ 2869-2831 1σ 2870-2600 2730±100 2748±127 1σ 2876-26212821-2805 2σ 2880-2570 2608-25992783-2769 2587-25852761-2717 2σ 2883-25712709-2661 2516-25002651-26232605-26032σ 2881-26172613-2577Ki-7124 1σ 3019-2977 1σ 3020-2880 2975±75 2906±20 1σ 3014-29812971-2945 2σ 3300-2700 2963-29512939-2885 2927-28862σ 3261-3243 2σ 3094-28783099-28652807-27812771-27612719-2707Ki-7125 1σ 3081-3069 1σ 3080-3060 3010±80 2967±60 1σ 3081-30683027-2909 3030-2900 3028-29072σ 3307-3291 2σ 3310-3230 2σ 3260-32413289-3271 3110-2880 3099-28843265-32393169-31613101-2883Ki-6571a 1σ 2619-2609 1σ 2620-2470 2580±80 2534±48 1σ 2619-26102597-2591 2σ 2860-2810 2597-25902583-2487 2750-2720 2582-24862485-2471 2700-2460 2484-24722σ 2857-2813 2σ 2854-28512735-2725 2841-28162697-2463 2671-2464Ki-6572a 1σ 2617-2613 1σ 2620-2610 2540±70 2522±55 1σ 2616-26142579-2465 2580-2460 2577-24672σ 2853-2849 2σ 2900-2800 2σ 2832-28202841-2815 2700-2300 2661-26502669-2397 2623-24032385-2345 2376-2352



23Lab. Cal25 OxCal CalPal Agesnumber dot intervalsKi-6719 1σ 2573-2515 1σ 2580-2400 2475±85 2479±19 1σ 2566-25202501-2455 2380-2350 2498-24602447-2433 2σ 2620-2290 2σ 2619-26112423-2403 2596-25922373-2371 2581-23062363-23532σ 2621-26092597-25892583-2297Ki-6722 1σ 2577-2455 1σ 2580-2400 2490±90 2480±20 1σ 2572-25152445-2435 2370-2350 2500-24612421-2403 2σ 2850-2800 2σ 2826-28262363-2353 2700-2250 2657-26532σ 2833-2819 2621-26082661-2649 2601-23062623-2293Ki-6723 1σ 2657-2653 1σ 2660-2650 2590±100 2527±57 1σ 2620-26092621-2607 2630-2460 2598-25882601-2467 2σ 2900-2350 2584-24702σ 2861-2811 2σ 2858-28122755-2721 2744-27242703-2455 2698-24592449-2431 2416-24092423-24032375-23692365-2353Ki-6724 1σ 2557-2537 1σ 2560-2520 2450±90 2466±10 1σ 2551-25412527-2525 2500-2400 2491-24782495-2401 2380-2340 2475-24562379-2349 2σ 2580-2290 2447-24332σ 2575-2511 2421-24042503-2295 2362-23532σ 2575-25112503-2295Ki-6730a 1σ 2471-2331 1σ 2480-2300 2410±80 2433±37 1σ 2470-23962323-2309 2σ 2580-2200 2386-23392σ 2571-2517 2318-23122499-2281 2σ 2570-25172251-2233 2499-22802219-2207 2251-22312219-2207Ki-6731 1σ 2617-2613 1σ 2620-2610 2540±70 2522±55 1σ 2616-26142579-2465 2580-2460 2577-24672σ 2853-2849 2σ 2900-2800 2σ 2832-2820



24Lab. Cal25 OxCal CalPal Agesnumber dot intervals2841-2815 2700-2300 2661-26502669-2397 2623-24032385-2345 2376-2352Ki-6733 1σ 2555-2539 1σ 2560-2530 2445±85 2438±35 1σ 2549-25432495-2399 2500-2340 2490-24802381-2347 2σ 2580-2290 2473-24032σ 2575-2513 2376-23522503-2293 2σ 2574-25132501-2293Ki-6734 1σ 2471-2331 1σ 2480-2300 2410±80 2433±37 1σ 2470-23962323-2309 2σ 2580-2200 2386-23392σ 2571-2517 2318-23122499-2281 2σ 2570-25172251-2233 2499-22802219-2207 2251-22312219-2207Just the same alibration urve - INTCAL98 was used when alibration. Disre-pany between these alibration results are explained by the auray of alulationsapplied in the program and, ertainly, by the method of alibration urve and ra-dioarbon dating errors onsideration [van der Pliht, Mook 1987℄.
F i g . 7. The results of alibration graphi omparison (Ki-6734)



25Fig. 7 illustrates a graphi omparison of alibration interval results for morepitorial visualization of the results.Comparison of alibration results is the very important question when the pro-grams are ompared, however, a list of additional funtions provided by the pro-grams, omfort of input-output data, et. are to be neessary taken into aount.The programs \Cal25" and \CalPal" run on under MS DOS operating system, that iswhy an export of results to another appliations is obstruted. \OxCal" and \Ages"are devoid suh a defet - both of them run on under MSWindows operating systemand have the export means of results.There is more spei� attention paid for exporting of graphial results to thevetor formats in \Ages" program, that allows editing easy later on. Suitable printfuntions allow to make printout easily of both single dating alibration results anddating groups results tables.5. CONTRIBUTION TO THE YAMNAYA CULTURE CHRONOLOGYWe used radioarbon dating obtained as to YC of Ukrainian steppe and par-tially forest - steppe zones for hronologial analysis. Full desription of YC mo-numents pointed in the Table 1 and Table 2 is illustrated in the published work ofD.Y. Telegin [Telegin 1977℄.As for limate-hronologial aspet the YC on the territory of Ukraine ameinto existene on the mark of Atlanti and Subboreal periods hanging, about 3200--2900 years BC. Then more severe subboreal limate gave way to warm limateof Atlanti period. The \Kremniovka" monument (it was among those with datingarried out) whih was existing in 2970-2900 years BC belongs, by isotopi data,to the monuments of Early YC. Almost without exeption all the monuments withdating arried out refer to the Late YC age. A limati optimum appears in thattime (2800-2400 years BC), whih promotes demography burst and blossoming forthof YC. Cold and humid limate of Early Subboreal gave way to warm and temperatedry limate - the optimum onditions for life appear - high grasses in steppes, broad--leaved forests in partially wooden steppe zone. A large number of radioarbondating, whih haraterize the main stage of the Late YC development within 2600--2400 years BC hronologial limits.We an onlude by isotopi hronologial investigations that YC existed aboutone thousand years on the territory of Ukraine sine the time of its inipiene upto its hange by Cataomb ulture and other ones.



26 CONCLUSIONSa. Radioarbon dating alibration is a omplex mathematial proess of naturalhanges and measurements faults onsideration in radioarbon age �nding out,however this proess is required for the real history age estimation. Ambiguousapproah for these fators onsideration explains a di�erene between alibra-tion results obtained by di�erent alibration programs.b. Dotted dating aount applied in the program is not ideal, and it requires afurther study.. Dotted data obtained are appropriate in the ase of using them in a hrono-logial and a statisti information, however the employment of intervals whihdisplay all the possible on�nes of dating �nding out would be more orretlyfor the sample historial age dating determination.d. Tubular fossil bones are the best arheologial materials so that the plausibledata an be obtained by radioarbon.e. Essentially all radioarbon dating presented of YC through the territory ofUkraine are within the subboreal limati optimum (4200-3900 BP).Translated by authors



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 27-33PL ISSN 1231-0344Vadim V. Skripkin, Nikolay N. KovalyukhRADIOCARBON LS DATING OF BONE MICRO-SAMPLESSamples of bones from arheologial exavations are reliable and often exlu-sive material for radioarbon dating. At the same time radioarbon dating of fossilbones is assoiated with some diÆulties. Porous struture of bones when being inground absorbs water soluble organi substanes, whih have age di�erent from ol-lagen of bones. Besides, bone ollagen when being in ground is subjeted to bateriaand miro-fungus destroying inuene. Miro-biota inuene leads to breaking ofarbon isotopes primary orrelation, so alled \isotopi frationating".The fators mentioned above have an inuene partiularly on the bone mi-ro-samples dating, in whih arbon total ontents does not exeed one gram.Miro-samples form not less than 50% in a whole arheologial material availa-ble for radioarbon dating. Miro-samples of bone material are the only possibleobjets in determination of absolute age by isotopi methods for many arheologialmonuments. It should be given the speial attention for primary hemial proessingof samples under investigation. An important and inonsistent problem is deidedon this stage: as muh as possible full removing of introdued organi substanesand bad admixtures with keeping simultaneously as muh as possible amount ofbone ollagen, and of bone oal - for burnt bones. It is important for the sampleswith signi�ant biologial destroying of ollagen (more than 50%), that stable ar-bon isotopes orrelation with subsequent orreting of radioarbon age should bede�ned by masses-spetrometri method.Methods and strategies. A new omplex tehnology is designed in our labo-ratory of bone miro-samples primary hemial proessing and subsequent arbondating frations deposition in a kind of benzene.Primary proessing. Traditional strategy of bone samples primary proessingomprises a stage of ollagen deposition in a pure substane type [Arslanov 1987℄.For this aim the sample redued to fragments is proessed by 0.5% - 2% solutionof hydrohlori aid at room temperature. Mineral part of bone onsisting of pho-sphates and alium and magnesium arbonates is dissolved in hydrohlori aid,



28but ollagen stays as a jelly-like material. It is important to note that a ertainportion of the bone organi material is also dissolved and, moreover, it disappe-ars forever. Subsequent proessing of ollagen is impeded and requires muh time.Hydrated form of ollagen is extremely unomfortable for washing, entrifugationand drying. A great amount of phosphorus and sulphur ompounds is abundantin the end produt - dry ollagen. Phosphorus and sulphur are the most harmfuladmixtures in lithium arbide produing, and that is why it is neessary to oxidize aollagen beforehand till arbon dioxide with subsequent gas purifying. Multi-stageof traditional tehnology leads to inevitable losses of arbonaeous substanes, thatis undesirable partiularly for miro-samples. It is impossible at all to selet a da-ting arbon fration from some types of bone material by traditional tehnology. Sofor instane burnt bones ontain semi-destroyed ollagen and �ne-dispersed boneoal. Both omponents are ompletely available for the purpose of undistorted ra-dioarbon age determination, but semi-destroyed ollagen is pratially ompletelydissolved in aids, and �ne-dispersed bone oal an be deposited only with the helpof super-speed and loweÆient entrifugal mahines.Tehnology developed makes possible lithium arbide prodution from ollagenor bone oal without preliminary deposition of them in a pure kind [Skripkin,Kovalyukh 1998℄. The bones for this purpose are redued to fragments, and afterwashing with trisodium phosphate solution they are proessed by 1-3% hydrouoriaid. This aid transforms arbonate and partly alium phosphate into uoride.Calium uoride does not dissolved pratially in weak aids, but hange of CO−23and PO−34 volumetri anions for ompat F leads to genesis of mineral matrix whihis porous and leaned from organi-siliate omplex. Collagen in this ase exists insemi-bound nonhydrated state. Essential advantage of hydrouori aid is its abilityto dissolve siliates and humi aids as well as produts of bateria vital ativityabsorbed on them. It make it possible to remove introdued organi substanes andarboni arbon, to wash and dry the proessed sample easy and qualitatively. Thelosses of bone organi substanes or bone oal are minimum under suh proessing[Kovalyukh, Skripkin, Sobotovih 1996℄.The sample subsequently is redued to fragments and mixed with manganesedioxide for lithium arbide prodution by tehnology of \vauum pyrolysis" (the di-ret hemisorption into a lithium alloy of arbonaeous gases produed by the ontrolledthermal degradation of organi materials under vauum).This tehnology is based on ombination of two proesses: thermal breakdownof organi sample and hemial absorption of gaseous produts by lithium. Reatoronstrution and elements of tehnology are shown on the �gure 1. Synthesis isarried out within the reator made of stainless steel with metalli lithium plaedon the bottom, but the sample is seated inside the titanium glass. The glass withthe sample is held at the optimum height in the tubular holder, whih direts a gasow for the melted lithium. Suh loation of lithium and arbonized sample permits



29

F i g . 1. Reator onstrution and elements of tehnologytemperature regulation to be made within the area of thermal breakdown (and on-sequently gassing veloity) without temperature hanging within the melted lithiumarea. Reator is inserted into the stove at optimum depth, and is �xed in suh aposition. When temperature onditions are properly hosen a veloity of hemi-al absorption of thermal breakdown gaseous produts by metalli lithium slightlyexeeds a sample thermal breakdown veloity. The reator pressure is stabilized at0.1-0.2 atm. This promotes raising of thermal breakdown light - volatile produtsgassing and prevents ondensation of these materials for reator walls.As a result of running proesses the ollagen is onverted into a volatile organiombinations and into a bone oal. Addition of manganese dioxide plays an impor-tant role. When the temperature is above 550oC the manganese dioxide disintegrateswith ative oxygen liberation all over the volume of mixture. Oxygen liberation runsquietly, under the broad range of temperatures (550-940oC). Fine-dispersed boneoal therewith is oxidized till arbon oxide and dioxide, and in suh a kind it isabsorbed by melted metalli lithium. An essential feature of manganese oxides is



30their ability to link phosphorus and sulphur in thermal stable ombinations. Thisallows getting lithium arbide of high quality, and what is more - pratially fromthe whole arbon ontent of bone organi substanes. Formation of lithium arbideruns without ompliations with high output. Lithium oxide, hydride and nitride arealso formed in parallels with arbide. Lithium hydride and nitride are ompletelydestroyed under short reation volume vauuming at the end of proess. The rea-tor of redued volume (400 ml3) was designed for fossil bones miro-samples thathas made it possible to redue greatly the losses on this stage.Lithium arbide is subjeted to hydrolysis, and gassing aetylene is onvertedinto benzene on vanadium atalyst. Vauum system for benzene syntheses is madefrom materials, whih adsorb not at all aetylene and benzene. Internal volume ofvauum line has its minimum possible meaning. Construtive partiularities men-tioned above allow to reah 95-97% benzene output to the total exlusion of thememory e�et. As a result of summation of new omplex tehnology advantages thepossibility appears for bone samples dating arrying-out with ollagen total ontentsup to 250-300 mg.The omplex hemial tehnology of lithium arbide prodution from fossilbones samples had been tested omprehensively. The samples of di�erent type bo-nes as well as of their di�erent preservation after their reduing to fragments andquartering were proessed in parallels by both traditional and new methods. Theresults obtained were ompared and analyzed. The samples age in parallel seriesoinided within the limits of instrumental error under measurement pratially inoverwhelming majority of ases. Moreover there was a suess in dating some testsby only new method of hemial bones proessing appliation. Samples with obvio-usly denominated rejuvenating inuene of humi aids were equally well leanedfrom the last ones both by washingout with alkali or trisodium phosphate and bythe ation of hydrouori aid. Laborious proess of the new omplex approahand a temporal period spent for it was found 5-10 times less than for the traditio-nal method of bone material radioarbon analysis. The most typial results of twomethods omparisons are shown in the Table 1.Traditional tehnology of ollagen deposition stipulates humi substanes re-moving by 0.1% NaOH solution proessing. As a rule, humi substanes are ofyounger age with respet to ollagen, and they are present within the bone samplesin a kind of silion oxide and soil organi material re-preipitated onglomerate.If used new tehnology the humi substanes are removed from the bone samplestogether with siliates at the proessing stage by hydrouori aid. Silion oxide isompletely dissolved in hydrouori aid solution, and humi substanes preipita-ted on siliates form pseudo-solution.One an see from omparative experiments arried out that new tehnologyompletely satis�es requirements for the samples puri�ation from humi substan-es. Comparison was arried out for the samples of di�erent preservation and ar-



31T a b l e 1Comparative dating of fossil bone samples by the traditional tehnology and by \vauum pyrolysis"methodNo. Sample Lab. numb Age 14C, BP1 Ordzhonikidze (exavations 1997), Traditional method Ki-6827a 3890±50b.11, g.8 Vauum pyrolysis Ki-6827b 3910±452 Golovkovka, b.3, g.1 Traditional method Ki-6718a 3905±55Vauum pyrolysis Ki-6718b 3920±603 Ordzhonikidze (exavations 1980), gr. Traditional method Ki-6553a 3710±60Chorna Mogila, b.3, g.17 Vauum pyrolysis Ki-6553b 3745±504 Semionovka (exavations 1990-91), Traditional method Ki-6688a 6800±60b.1 Vauum pyrolysis Ki-6688b 6980±655 O. Surskoy b.II (exavations 1946), Traditional method Ki-6691a 7230±55sq.7 Vauum pyrolysis Ki-6691b 7245±606 Solonoe Ozero IV Traditional method Ki-6202a 12805±95(exavations 1990) Vauum pyrolysis Ki-6202b 12890±1007 Novovladimirovka II Traditional method Ki-6203a 19290±85Vauum pyrolysis Ki-6203b 19340±958 Dmitrievka, Traditional method Ki-5826a 16495±100Upper late Paleolithi layer of seat Vauum pyrolysis Ki-5826b 16520±95heologial age. If the samples ome under the age period of 12-19 th. BP, ®vauumpyrolysis¯ method gives even more anient results, that points to the fat of moreomplete and seletive removing of introdued organi substanes. The ollagen los-ses are likely be redued onsiderably when humi substanes removing tehnologyby hydrouori method of organo-siliate omponent dissolving is in use.Measurement of benzene miro-samples is arried out into the speially de-veloped miro-vials with the help of \Quantulus" - low-bakground spetrometer[Buzinny, Skripkin 1995℄. Miro-vials are made of high pressure non-porous teon.Holders for miro-vials are made of high purity titanium, and they are providedwith by the sreen to prevent \ross-talk" e�et. Construtive partiularities as wellas the hosen materials enable high ounting features to be get (Table 2).As a result of biologial proesses, whih have been going on within the systembone - soil miroorganisms, the natural relation between three main arbon isotopes(12C, 13C and 14C) experienes ertain hanges. These hanges an be inreasedadditionally during the proess of arbon ollagen form hemial transformationsinto benzene one.



32 T a b l e 2Counting featuresVial Benzene loss Bg 14C FM FM (E2/BG) tmax (year) tmax (year)volume per 24 hour (mp) eÆieny(ml) (mg) (%)0.85 less than 0.10 0.11 82 23.2 61127 48050 80T a b l e 3Comparative dating of fossil bones samples maro and miro inrements (Yamnaya ulture)No. Sample Lab. numb Age 14C, BP9 Protopopovka, b.1, g.4 Maro Ki-6733a 3945±50Miro Ki-7130 3920±7010 Protopopovka, b.2, g.3 Maro Ki-6734a 3925±55Miro Ki-7131 3910±6011 Ordzhonikidze (exavations 1997), Shakhta 22, Maro Ki-6833 3900±55b.2 g.6 Miro Ki-7132 3930±7012 Golovkovka, b.6, g.8 Maro Ki-6719 3970±55Miro Ki-7133 3960±6013 Golovkovka, b.11, g.5. Maro Ki-6723a 4030±60Miro Ki-7134 4035±6014 Golovkovka, b.5, g.5 Maro Ki-6731 4005±55Miro Ki-7135 4020±7015 Golovkovka, b.7, g.4 Maro Ki-6722 3980±60Miro Ki-7136 3940±70In evaluating radioarbon age the orretion is being taken in aount forbiologial isotopi frationation. Undertaking suh an operation is possible dueto wellde�ned relationship between the deetion of 13C isotope onentrationand the degree of 14 isotope frationation. Pratially �14C = (δ13C)2 equality ispersisting. For this aim the determination is made on variation in onentrations of13C isotope in the ready benzene by mass-spetrometri method. This fator usuallyfalls within the limits −18.5 < δ13C < d13C < −20.7 promille. For suh kindof samples, whih had been under onsiderable e�et of soil miroorganisms, thisfator an reah - 16 promiles, whereas together with hemial frationation it may



33even ome to 14 promile. It means in pratie that samples misrepresentation byage in something like BP=5000 years an reah 250 years. Corretion entering forthe isotopi frationation is urrently entral for miro-samples, sine suh sampleshave as a rule a �ne bone layer, being easy permeable for natural destroying agents.The work arried out in our laboratory on Yamnaya ulture arheologial mo-numents dating is an inherent example of radioarbon method applying for fossilbones miro-samples.As one an see from the data mentioned above in the Table 3 the ages of thebones miro-samples derived are oinided within the limits of error in measurementwith those ages derived from the same samples, taken in maro amounts. Smallrejuvenation for the miro-tests is aused by omparatively most bakground e�etstipulated by the osmi radiation. These deviations an be taken into aountsubsequent to the omplex omparative heking, inluding mathematial statistisare arried out.Conlusions. Complex tehnology has been designed with the purpose of fossilbones miro-samples dating, whih has shown reliability of high degree for resul-ting dating. All the stage of new tehnology had passed all-round inspetion for theonvergene of results with respet to the traditional methods. Represented teh-nology allows getting reliable results for those kinds of samples, whih ould be notdated earlier by traditional method. Translated by authors



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 34-71PL ISSN 1231-0344Mihailo Y. VideikoRADIOCARBON DATING CHRONOLOGY OF THE LATETRIPOLYE CULTURE*This artile is dediated to the radioarbon hronology of the late period ofthe Tripolye ulture (TC) (Tripolye-CII, aording to the period division of T. S.Passek [1949℄). The development of this topi is important for the reonstrution ofthe ethni ultural situation on the territory of south-eastern Europe in the seondhalf of the 4th - �rst half of the 3rd millennium (BC), in other words, at the end ofthe Neolithi Age and the beginning of the Bronze Age.For the reation of the isotope hronology of the late TC, we urrently possessa set of 35∗∗ 14C dates deriving from 12 monuments of the C-II stage (Tables 1-12).These represent all the major territorial groups of TC, inluding the Dniester, theNorthern Ponti area, Volhynia, and the basins of the Southern Bug and the MiddleDnieper rivers (Fig. 1).Here we will speak about the following groups of the late TC: Gorodsk - Troy-aniv, So�evka, and Usatovo. For a long time, this period has been dated aordingto 10 dates obtained essentially for Usatovo type omplexes. Seven of these dateswere de�ned for Mayaki settlement and one for eah of Gorodsk settlement, andthe Usatovo and Danku II emeteries.Thus, it was hardly possible to date all the loal variants of the late TC. It isalso worth noting that nowadays the term \TC CII", for the naming of the ulturalomplexes in the region of the Prut and the Dnieper river basins, is used in defereneto tradition. In reality, there existed arhaeologial ultures, still referred to inliterature as loal types or variants of the TC, that had been formed under thestrong inuene of the ultures of entral and southern Europe.The 25 new dates obtained in Kiev laboratory allow us to date those ulturaltypes. Eight dates published in the Balti - Ponti Studies were for emeteries of theSo�evka type [Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin 1995: 135-140; Kadrow 1995: 141-147℄.
∗ Projet was �naned in part with grant no. 1H01G01810provided by the Polish Committee for Sienti� Researhin 1996-1998.
∗∗ The paper ignores a series of dates (11) from the Akkiembekskiy kurgan onerning the Usatovo group of theTC [Szmyt, Chernyakov, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄ - editor's note.



35
F i g . 1. Loation of 14C dated sites of the late Tripolye ulture (phase CII).1 - Zhvaniets; 2 - Tsviklovtsy; 3 - Danku II; 4 - Mayaki; 5 - Usatovo; 6 - Sandraki; 7 - Vilkhovets(Olkhovets); 8 - Troyaniv; 9 - Gorodsk; 10 - Zavalovka; 11 - Krasny Khutor; 12 - So�evka.A number of dating for emeteries of the Usatovo type were published in artilesinluded in this volume. Seventeen datings and the orresponding materials forthem, deriving from late TC settlements, are published below. The samples fordating were mostly seleted from the materials stored in sienti� olletions of theInstitute of Arheology of the National Aademy of Sienes of Ukraine (Sandraki,Troyaniv, Zhvaniets) or of the National Historial Museum (Zhvaniets, Tsviklovtsy,Troyaniv). In the latter ase, it was not always possible to identify aurately thesoure of samples from partiular omplexes. Four samples deriving from Vilkhovetssettlement were examined by the author of this artile in 1993 [Videiko 1994:25-26,Fig.15℄.The artile omprises a short desription of the dated omplexes from 12 lateTC sites (settlements and emeteries); an analysis of the results obtained; an essayon the isotope hronology of the late period of TC, ontaining a historial-geo-graphial review of the issue; and relative and absolute hronologies of the TCCII.



36 1. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATED COMPLEXES1.1. SANDRAKIT a b l e 1Sandraki - the dated omplexesSettlement Complex - material Stage index BP BCSandraki sq.3-7, hearth - bones TC, C-II Ki-6746 4175±50 2270±92Sandraki sq.3-7, hollow - bones TC, C-II Ki-6747 4210±45 2790±81The settlement is situated near the village of Sandraki in the Khmilnyk Distritof Vinnitsia Region (Fig. 1). In 1949-1950, it was explored by an Southern Bugarhaeologial expedition under the supervision of O.F. Lagodovska [Lagodovska1956:118-129℄. The materials are stored in the sienti� olletions of the Instituteof Arheology (Kiev). The �nds from this settlement illustrated the multi-level ha-rater of the monument. The settlement is situated beyond the eastern border ofSandraki village, on the high ape dune presently known as Pagurok. Pagurok faesa streamlet valley with steep slopes, diÆult for limbing. Above the streamlet val-ley, the site rises to 20-22 metres. Its upper ground has an oval form, extended ina western diretion, 90 metres long, 50 metres wide. Its area is 0.4 hetares. Fromthe �eld on the eastern side of Pagurok, there is an easily-distinguishable bank anddith, and a further bank and dith whih are almost impossible to make out. Re-mains from three epohs were disovered in the ross-setion: 17th-18th Century,Bronze Age, and TC CII. The samples for dating were seleted from among thematerials obtained during exavations of the overland dwelling of 50 m2. This had along retangular shape, extended in a north-est - south-west diretion. The remainsof the building onsisted of burnt lay of a red-and-yellow and reddish olour, lyingon one level 0.08 - 0.15 m wide.After sorting these remains, it was deteted that under it, in the loam, therewas a further ultural layer, represented by fragments of late TC eramis, animalbones et. These �nds were lying in a spread and fragmented way and did notform any onentrations. The majority of the �nds were eramis, found in a veryfragmented ondition.In the opinion of the researher, two major groups were of eramis: eramiswith an admixture of mia and sand; and painted eramis with no admixture. The�rst group, deorated with engraved or ord-patterned ornamentation, represents86% of the eramis found (Fig. 2). Those with rope ornamentation essentially on-sist of ups and wide-mouthed vessels, kithen pots et. Semi-spherial vessels with



37a slightly internally-urved upper brim are very typial. The vessel brim is oftentypially obliquely ut towards the middle. The ornamentation is usually found onthe external under-edge of the up and on its edge ut aslant to the middle. Frag-ments of ups deorated internally our only rarely; the ornamentation onsistingof \aterpillars" or small urved sikles. Oasionally, there appears a sheme ofa horizontal row of ords, alternated with a similar vertial row (Fig. 3). A frag-ment of the lower part of a up with the image of a ross in its entre is of speialinterest. Here, in the tehnique of ord pressing, an ornament typial of paintedUsatovo vessels is repeated. The ord ornamentation of the pot-like vessels, similarto Usatovo ones, is also espeially worth noting.The eramis with a herbal admixture onstitutes a separate group and is re-presented by a small quantity of fragments. The general harater of eramis witha deep ornament is similar to that of the late TC settlements of Gorodsk, Raiki,Nova Chortorya et.The other group of eramis (Fig. 4), omprising 14% of the total �nd, isharaterised by highly-puri�ed lay of a erami paste with no admixture or witha large amount of very small-grained sand. The olour of the eramis is light pinkand yellow, sporadially turning into red. The painting was done in dark brown orblak paint, often mixed with red. The following forms our: large two-handledvessels with high shoulders, pot-shaped vessels, wide-mouthed vessels with bulboushandles; middle-sized wide-mouthed vessels with short, slightly narrowed neks;ups; platters et. Suh erami shapes are typial for ornamented eramis of lateTC omplexes. The ornamentation onsists of straight lines, urved lines, nets andother elements. One distintive pattern is an ornamentation of wide plaited strips,onisting of multiple parallel lines, densely overing the surfae of the vessel.An examination of pottery from Sandraki settlement showed that inluded inthe group of kithen utensils was erami pottery with a polished surfae, oasio-nally overed with red paint, analogous in prodution tehnology and in shape tothose observed in Baden ulture. On the brims of the pots, for example, there appear\stuk rolls" (separate rolls of lay stuk to the vessel before �ring) with pinhes,similar to the strongly ontoured Baden \horn"-style, shoulder-plaed handles.The plasti arts are represented by fragments of �gurines of women standingand �gures of bulls.The int artefats, bones, and lay fragments represent tools. The int artefatswere made of half-nished produts mostly of light and dark-grey int of loal origin.Artefats of transparent int of brownish tones were also found. There were thefollowing types of produts representing tools srapers on blades, blade knives,axes, hisels, triangular arrowheads (with a straight base), as well as tools made frombone: a horn, strikers, tetrahedral awls, pressers, and mattoks. A �nd of eight largeakes (15 to 19 m long), buried in loam under the oor of the dwelling, should alsobe mentioned. All the akes were split from the same nuleus. Numerous erami
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F i g . 2. Sandraki, Vinnitsia Region. \Kithen" pottery
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F i g . 3. Sandraki, Vinnitsia Region. Pottery with orded-stamp ornament



40spinners deorated with inisions or engravings were disovered in Sandraki, too,along with lay weights for vertial looms, deorated with point-like die inisionsand line engravings. Furthermore, in the dwelling, the bottoms of vessels with printsof textile set during pottery prodution were disovered [Lagodovska 1956:122-128℄.1.2. ZHVANIETS, SHCHOVB SITET a b l e 2Zhvaniets, shovb site - the dated omplexesSettlement Complex - material Stage index BP BCZhvaniets, Shhovb site surfae dwelling 2 - bones TC, C-II Ki-6743 4480±40 3209±106Zhvaniets dug-out 6 - bones TC, C-II Ki-6744 4355±60 2965±89Zhvaniets, Shhovb site dug-out 1 - bones TC, C-II Ki-6745 4530±50 3205±98Zhvaniets, Shhovb site embankment - haroal TC, C-II Ki-6753 4290±55 2939±91Zhvaniets, Shhovb site ? - haroal TC, C-II Ki-6754 4380±60 2984±78This late TC settlement is situated near the village of Zhvaniets in the Kamia-nets Podilskyi Distrit of Khmelnytskyi Region. It is loated on a high dune washedfrom three sides by the rivers Zhvanhyk and Karmelitka (Fig. 1). A part of thesettlement was destroyed by quarrying, and a setion of the TC level has shifteddown from the dune. T.G. Movsha [1970; 1973℄ explored the settlement. The sam-ples seleted for dating are from the ground of surfae dwelling 2, dug-outs 1 and6 (animal bones), the embankment, and an unidenti�ed omplex (haroal).A protetive bank and dith forti�ed the settlement on the side of the �eld.The front of the earth bank and the dith in front of it were laid out with large stoneags. On a plateau, beyond the boundaries of the settlement, a prodution omplexonsisting of two-levelled furnaes and plaes for lay mixing was explored. Thefurnaes lay in three rows over the slope of the dune [Movsha 1970:85-86℄. Dwelling(ground?) 2 was a retangular building of frame olumn onstrution, measuring 7x 6 m, the walls and oors of whih were smeared with lay plaster. The remainsare satisfatorily preserved. On the ground of the dwelling, a small quantity of intartefats, a ouple of horn mattoks, fragments of painted and kithen pottery,and some erami spinners were disovered. Dug-out 1 is a trough-shaped hollow,measuring 3.8 to 7.1m, partially destroyed. Its depth below the present surfae is upto 1.1 m. The bottom is uneven, partially laid out with stone ags of loal origin. Theremains of masonry (?) were disovered near the southern boundary. The remains



41of three �re-plaes, also agged, were explored. In addition to horn artiles, a graingrater, stumpers, mattoks and battle-axes made of horn were found, as well assome bone awls and a number of int artefats - plates, ake and plate srapers,and hips from a sikle. There are relatively few eramis - most notably: a table,painted vessels, semi-spherial plates, pots, and some vessels with a onial mouth.The painting was done in blak and red. The ornamental ompositions onsist ofsemi-ovals and strips. In the middle of the ovals and semi-ovals, ompositions ofimages of people and animals were drawn. What little kithen pottery was foundis made of lay, with an admixture of shell fragments or sand. These vessels aredeorated by ord prints in the area under the edge, and with onial \stuk"adornments on the shoulders.Among other pottery were found erami weights, spinners formed of vesselbellies, or onial with a onave base, and a fragment of an anthropomorphi�gurine.T.G. Movsha published data onerning �nds of pottery of the Funnel Beakerulture (FBC) (7 fragments and 1 restored vessel from dwellings 1 and 2 of theZhvaniets - Shhovb settlement [Movsha 1985a:24-26, Fig. 2-4℄. This data gives usan impression of what type of dwellings are involved - surfae dwellings or dug--outs. Although we have provided dates for objets of both types, along with theirorresponding numbers (Fig. 3), we onsider it important to add as full a desriptionof them as possible.The pottery is produed from lay with an admixture of �ne-grained sand, ofgrey or blak and grey olour; the surfae is polished. Fragments of onave vesselswith high funnel brims were found. Two fragments had \ear" handles plaed underthe edge. On the shoulders of the fragments of three vessels, attahments in theshape of the Cyrilli letters \M" and \L", typial for the FBC, have been preserved.The edge of the brim is deorated with parallel ord prints and tetrahedral dieinisions [Movsha 1985a℄. 1.3. TROYANIVT a b l e 3Troyaniv - the dated omplexesSettlement Complex - material Stage index BP BCTroyaniv exavation 18, sq. LXXII-2, dwelling 28 - bones TC, C-II Ki-6748 4360±55 2967±64Troyaniv sq. XIII-19, dwelling - bones TC, C-II Ki-6749 4410±50 3003±83Troyaniv exavation III, sq. LV - B-7, dwelling 25 - bones TC, C-II Ki-6750 4430±45 3013±105



42 The settlement is loated on a high dune on the right bank of the Gnylopiatkariver (Fig. 1) (Distrit and Region Zhytomyr). It is in the shape of a peninsula. Theslopes of the dune are steep. In 1956-58, the remains of 35 dwellings of di�erenttypes were exavated. During the exavations in Troyaniv, it beame possible totrae details of the loation plan of the settlement's dwellings. They were arrangedin two irles, forming a fortifying ape from the side of the �eld [Shmagliy 1960:52-54℄.Sample Ki-6748 (bone) was taken from dwelling 28, exavated in 1958. Exa-vation 18 lay in the most onentrated area of the �nd. In the western orner ofthe exavation, a grain grater was disovered. At a depth of 0.8-1.2 m, fragmentsof pottery, �gures, int akes, horn and bone tools, and hips of animal boneswere disovered in a hollow, whih featured the highest onentration of �nds.The investigated hollow was assumed to be the remains of the sunken dwelling28. Sample Ki-6749 (bone) was taken from dwelling 1, exavated in 1956. Dwelling1 was partially destroyed in the proess of dam onstrution, so its full dimensionshave not been asertained. Cultural remains of di�erent periods - Late TC and 8th -7th ent. BC - were found there. A ouple of postholes and fragments of burnt laywere disovered, 0.25 to 1.43 m below the surfae. In the ultural layer, fragmentsof pottery and hips of animal bones were found. Sythian artefats were disoveredin the layer above that of the TC period.Sample Ki-6750 (bone) was taken from dwelling 25, exavated in 1957. At adepth of 0.6 m, an objet formed of burnt lay plaster, measuring 3 x 1 m, wasobserved. Next to this, a stone (granite) ag, measuring 2 x 1 m, was disovered.It an be presumed that this ag served as a �re-plae. Both in the plaster andunder it, TC artefats - pottery fragments, spinners, loom weights, tools made ofint and stone, and animal bone hips - were found. The int tools of the settlementomprised axe blades tetrahedral in ross-setion, large ake knives, and hips fromaxes, srapers and triangular arrowheads.Among the stone artefats, a half-�nished battle hammer axe deserves to bespeially mentioned. It is at, with irular onvex shoulders. Along the axis of theaxe a asting seam is outlined. The butt, probably fungus-shaped, was split out; theinlet is just slightly outlined. This �nd showed that this type of axe was produedloally. During the exavation, 12 fragments of battle-axes were disovered. Gneissor �ne-grained granite were used for their prodution. The Troyaniv axes resemblethose disovered in So�evka emeteries [Klohko, Ko±ko 1995℄.The pottery omprises two major groups. The �rst group ontains 3 types ofmass admixtures: sand + quartz + mia; rushed shells; and a herbal admixtureburnt during the baking proess. Pottery with admixtures of the �rst type was foundin larger quantities, and inluded the following: pots, jugs, amphorae, platters andvessel overs. This type of vessel is haraterised by a ord ornamentation. The



43ord prints, loated along the bellies of the vessels, are in the form of one ortwo horizontal lines and are harateristi for this type of pottery. There are alsofragments featuring prints of die and point-like die (Fig. 5, 6:1-6). Some of thevessels of this group are externally oloured with red paint. The seond group ofpottery - vessels deorated with drawings - is lesser in quantity and was generallyfound in fragments, with preserved traes of painting in a dark brown olour (Fig.6:7-9). The following forms were found: platters, pots, spherial and onial vessels,and beakers.A large number of anthropomorphi �gures of a shemati type, made of lay oftype one admixtures, were also disovered. There were also numerous lay spinners,some of them deorated with inised and engraved lines, and some of them bearingdrawings of a pitographi type. The �nd of small votive axes analogous to theFunnel Beaker ulture should also be mentioned.Aording to the researhers' interpretation, Troyaniv ould be ompared tosuh settlements in Volhynia as Gorodsk, Nova Chortorya, Pavoloh [Belanoskaya,Shmagliy 1959:128.℄ 1.4. TSVIKLOVTSYT a b l e 4Tsviklovtsy - the dated omplexCemetery Complex - material Stage index BP BCTsviklovtsy grave? - burnt TC, C-II Ki-6751 3960±50 2450±89bonesIn 1960, �eld researh of the late TC settlement at Tsviklovsy in the KamianetsPodilskyi Distrit, Khmelnytskyi Region was ommened (Fig. 1). It is loated at thesoure of the Smotryh river on a high dune on the right river bank, in Gryada site.The settlement, a hane disovery, is a unique jewel in the treasure of the LateTC. During exavations, the remains of a semi dug-out, two multi-purpose pits, aworship ag-stone made of lay and a ritual grave with the remains of a rematedbody were found (pits 3 and 5, semi dug-out 1).In the spae between the pits and semi dug-out 1, and slightly to the north--east of the worship ag, in pit 8, a remation grave was opened. The pit lo-ation is traed in grey and yellow loam. However, it only beame possible todistinguish its preise boundaries against the bakground of yellow loam, at a



44depth of 0.7 m below the present surfae. The lower part of the walls and thebottom of the pit were exavated. The pit is 8-shaped, oriented lengthways tothe north-east, with negligible deviation. It is divided into two parts: the smal-ler north-western, horse-shoe-shaped part (measuring 0.9 x 1.2 m), and the lar-ger, north-eastern, oval-shaped part (measuring 2 x 1.65 m). In the upper layersof the grave was disovered a setion of well-burnt plaster, belonging, as was la-ter spei�ed, to the upper part of the vault of the big oven. On the oven's vaultin the south-eastern, southern and south-western parts, fragments of a big thik--walled vessel of yellowish olour, ontaining an admixture of rushed shells ina lay mass, was found. Below the setion from the oven's vault, and only par-tially beyond its outline, 5 piles of burnt human bones - grave remains - wereloated. The burnt piles were found in the south-eastern part of the grave at adepth of 1 - 1.05 m below the present surfae (0.55-0.60 m within the distin-guishable boundaries of the pit) in an ash layer rih in haroal. Fragments ofsalp (pile 1) were lying near the eastern wall of the pit. To the south of thesewas a pile of burnt tubular bones (pile 4), among whih V.I. Bibikova identi-�ed Bos taurus bones, Unio mollus shells and several small, unburned bones ofan Ovis et Capra. A fragment of a small horn pikaxe with hole was also foundthere. Its sides were deorated with herring-bone patterned inisions. Two bonepiles (2,3) were found loser to the middle of the pit. In addition to fragmentsof large tubular human bones, probably lower extremities, there was a pile of alarge animal bones and Unio shells. Near the south-western wall of the pit, the�fth pile was disovered. It was loated below the lower stone of the grain gra-ter. Here, besides the burnt human bones, burnt bones of a roe deer, a largehoof (a sheep ?), and two Unio shells were found. Several isolated burnt hu-man bones were found outside the ontours of the pile. Almost in the middleof the grave, in a layer of ash, the left horn pivot of a goat was found. Nearthe southern edge, unidenti�ed animal bones, human bones and 18 fragments ofUnio shells were disovered. To the south-west of the burnt bones, at the samedepth, lay vessel shards of a mostly large size. These �lled almost the whole so-uth-eastern part of pit 8. Fragments of several vessels were mixed together, withsome others lying next to them. There are only two items of painted pottery,both spherial vessels, one is a spherial amphora with a high mouth and a loophandle on onvex shoulders. There are two onial attahments on the handle -the rudiments of anthropomorphism. The amphora is painted blak. The deo-rative pattern is an ornamentation of ut strips, rossing at an angle, typial forLate TC.Various vessels and other lay items (spinners, weights), stone grain graters andhorn pikaxes were inluded in this adult's grave. Judging from the preserved oiputfragment of salp, M.M. Gerasimov identi�ed the age of death as approximately18-20 years.
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F i g . 4. Sandraki, Vinnitsia Region. \Table" pottery, painted
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F i g . 5. Troyaniv, Zhytomyr Region. \Kithen" pottery
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F i g . 6. Troyaniv, Zhytomyr Region. Pottery with orded (1-6) and painted (7-9) ornament



48 Ceramis from the grave have analogies in a number of the latest TC mo-numents. Similar samples derive from Gorodsk, Gusyatyn and other sites. Thik--edged ups deorated with ord prints are typial for Gorodsk. In the opinionof T.G. Movsha, there are some indiations that the settlement in Tsviklovtsy isone of the very last of the Late TC. A semi-dug-out was exavated whih, a-ording to T.G. Movsha, served as a workshop for jewellery prodution. Half-�-nished artiles, ready-to-wear items and int artefats were disovered there, aswell as a buried treasure of jewellery: opper braelets, beads, and neklaes, allwith diret analogies among jewellery disovered during the exavations of So�evkaemetery; and deer-teeth pendants and shell neklaes whih have a wide rangeof analogies in TC omplexes of CI and CII stages [Movsha 1964; 1965; 1985b:238-239℄. 1.5. GORODSKT a b l e 5Gorodsk - the dated omplexesSettlement Complex - material Stage index BP BCGorodsk ? - bones TC, C II GrN-5090 4551±35 3442±59Gorodsk ? - shells TC, C II Ki-6752 4495±45 3212±100The settlement is situated near Gorodsk village in the Korostyshiv Distrit ofZhytomyr Region. It is loated on a high hill, \Chervona Gora", above the Teterivriver (Fig. 1). Arheologial �eld researh was arried out in 1936-1940 in ChervonaGora forti�ed settlement.The exavations were onduted by V.P. Petrov, E.Y. Krihevskiy and M.L.Makarevih. The settlement is multi-levelled, with early Slavi and Anient Rusmaterials over TC layers. It is not known how the �rst speimen for the dating of theLate TC (?) settlement in Gorodsk was obtained. The laboratory index testi�es thatthe dating was done in a Groningen laboratory, approximately in the 1970s, in thesame pak with the dating from Gorodnitsa - Gorodyshe (GN - 5088: 4615±35BP,3420±73BC).The sample for the new dating (shell remains) was taken from the NationalHistorial Museum (Kiev) olletions. We do not posses any information about theirinterrelation with samples from any other omplexes, whih is why we will submitbelow a short desription of the researh and �nds in Gorodsk.



49In 1936, V.P. Petrov explored the remains of the overland dwellings. Only layags for �re-plaes spread over the soil, 1-1.5 m in diameter and 0.2 m high, hadbeen preserved. Near the �replaes, pottery, int and stone artefats, spinners, andanimal bones were disovered [Petrov 1940:283-451℄. Exavations in 1937, arriedout by E.Y. Krihevskiy, showed that the TC ultural level lay 0.6-0.9 m belowthe surfae. Fragments of burnt plaster with wood prints that did not onstitutepiles of ground type were found in the grave. In addition, domesti pits of di�erentsizes were explored. These were �lled with pottery fragments, int, and animalbones [Krihevskiy 1940:383-451℄. In 1939-1940, exavations of the two \on-ground"dwellings 7 and 8 were onduted by M.L. Makarevih. The remains of two groundswere explored, and inluded burnt lay fragments, a large quantity of pottery, tools,anthropomorphi �gures, animal bones, and Unio shells. Some reords of the �ndwere published by T.S. Passek [Passek 1949℄.The pottery was of two types: kithen and table ware. The table pottery anbe divided into two subtypes: pottery with or without ornamentation. The potterybearing ornamentation was represented by platters, wide-mouthed pots, and am-phorae with \horn- shaped" handles. The plain painted pottery was representedby platters, ups, amphorae, and pots. Broad lines and nets are the most populardeorative patterns of the C-II stage. The kithen pottery is made of lay with anadmixture of sand and shell folds. It omprises pots and dishes, some of whih aredeorated with pressed ord and inision ornamentation. In addition to TC vessels,fragments of vessels of the Baden ulture (Boleraz stage), deorated with \stuk"rolls and engraved herring-bone ornamentation were disovered in the same layer[Krihevskiy 1940: Fig. 94, 103, 105, 443:30, 32, 445:51; Petrov 1940: Fig. 73-76,84℄. Fragments of pottery with motifs typial for the Globular Amphora ulturewere also disovered [Krihevskiy 1940: Fig. 98, 143, 154; Petrov 1940: Fig. 83, 96℄.Horn-shaped handles and pots with pinhes on the brims and deorations in theform of horizontal lines pressed with point-like die, found in di�erent omplexesof Gorodsk, have ertain analogies in the late Baden ulture [Krihevskiy 1940:Fig. 108, 140, 141, 144-148, 155, 156, 170, 172, 175, 190; Passek 1949: Fig. 82:15,16). Flint artefats are represented by wedge-shaped axes with polished blades,triangular arrowheads, srapers, large ake hips from the axes, grain graters, andstumpers. Chips - waste materials of prodution - were also found, as were both awhole and a fragmented battle hammer axe with inlet, and double-ended lay spin-ners deorated with die pressing, an ornamentation typial for Late TC omplexes,espeially in Volhynia.



50 1.6. VILKHOVETST a b l e 6Vilkhovets - the dated omplexesSettlement Complex - material Stage index BP BCVilkhovets pit 1 - bones TC, C II Ki-6922 4170±55 2766±97Vilkhovets pit 1 - bones TC, C II Ki-6923 4165±60 2761±102Vilkhovets pit 1 - bones TC, C II Ki-6924 4205±50 2786±84Vilkhovets pit 1 - bones TC, C II Ki-6925 4225±55 2792±86The monument is situated near the village of Vilkhovets (Olkhovets), in theZvenygorodka Distrit of Cherkasy Region. Exavations were onduted by M. Vi-deiko in 1993. The remains of two dwellings and one domesti pit were explored.The samples for dating were taken from pit 1.The settlement is loated 1.5 km to the west of the village, on two sides of aobble-stone road leading to Ryzhanivka village (Fig. 1). In the northern part, thesettlement is bordered by a deep steep bank desending to a streamlet. A similarbank is also loated in the southern part. Both banks are partially oupied bythe present day village. To the west and the east, the territory of the monumentis bordered by a fairly notieable relief desent. After the sorting of dwelling 1had been ompleted, horizontal learane was arried out. The traes of a pit, ovalin plan, measuring 3.3 x 2.2 m, were found 1 m below the plaster level, near theplaster edge of square I-4. The pit was partially overed, although not penetrated,by a layer of plaster. Thus, at the time the dwelling was bloked up, the pit hadbeen already �lled (presumably, it was full even at the time of the onstrution ofthe dwelling). The pit was �lled with animal bones, pottery fragments, and a hornhammer and mattok. Fragments of anthropomorphi plasti arts were disoveredas well.Pit 1 in sq. I-4 had probably been dug out before the onstrution of dwelling1. Soil from the pit was used for the onstrution of the dwelling. The pit was gra-dually �lled with rubbish: animal bones, and rushed pottery (Fig. 7 and 8). By thetime dwelling 1 was onstruted, the pit had been �lled. Here we enounter a aseof vertial stratigraphy. Typologially, the material from the pit is similar to thatfound in the dwelling. This means that only a short period had passed between thefuntioning and the destrution of the dwelling. The �nd of pottery fragments withord ornamentation and \aterpillars" deserves to be mentioned Fig. 7. Althoughnot typial for omplexes of Kosenivka monuments, suh fragments are typiallyfound among TC kithen and table pottery, whih is also made of a similar paste.



51These fragments have diret analogies in the materials of Usatovo type monumentsand Neolithi omplexes of the Dnieper. 1.7. KRASNY KHUTORT a b l e 7Krasny Khutor - the dated omplexesCemetery Complex - material Stage index BP BCKrasny Khutor grave 2 - burnt TC, C II Ki-5038 4280±110 2859±170bonesKrasny Khutor grave 6 - organi deposit TC, C II Ki-5016 4140±110 2740±144(\nagar")Krasny Khutor grave 98 - burnt TC, C II Ki-5039 4160±90 2742±123bonesThe samples for the dating were taken from late TC emetery exavationsarried out in 1950-1951. Krasny Khutor emetery (Kiev Distrit and Region) isloated on the top of a sand dune on the left bank of the Dnieper (Fig. 1). Allof the graves were opened in the layer of yellow sand 0.2-0.6 m below the surfae[Danilenko, Makarevih 1956; Videiko 1995℄. The graves were identi�ed as burntbones and funeral equipment onentrations or as isolated urns with body remationremains. Aording to this identi�ation, there were a total of 169 graves.Among the funeral inventories we �nd pottery, weaponry, tools and jewellery.The pottery is represented by dishes, pots of di�erent types, amphorae, beakers andovers. The majority of vessels were shaped from paste, with a onsiderable amountof organi admixture and smashed shells, whih is why this pottery is so light andfragile. Presumably, it was a speial type of funeral pottery [Kruts 1977℄. The surfaeof the vessels is polished. Some vessels have preserved traes of omplete ohrepainting, and there are several fragments with traes of dark red olour drawings.Part of the pottery is deorated with edge inisions, die priks and stuk \pearls".The amphorae have horn-shaped handles. The erami omplex of Krasny Khutoremetery has ertain features analogous to Baden, Kostola, and Cot�ofeni ultures[Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko 1995:213℄.Weaponry is represented by numerous int arrowheads, stone hammer axes,opper blade daggers and knives [Klohko, Ko±ko 1995℄. Several dozen arrowheadswere found, several types of whih were de�ned: triangular, with straight, onvex or
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F i g . 7. Vilkhovets, Cherkasy Region. \Kithen" pottery from pit no. 1
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F i g . 8. Vilkhovets, Cherkasy Region. Painted pottery from pit no. 1



54onave base. Two types of stone hammer axe - with a long blade and narrow bak,and short with a broad bak were de�ned. Some artefats are made of imported rawmaterials [Petrougne 1995℄. The opper daggers have, on the heel, inlets for pins orfastening handles. They have ertain prototypes in Usatovo and Mayaki �nds. Therhombi opper blade knives are 6-8 m long.The most ommon prodution material used for tools is int. There are akesfrom bukets in di�erent stages of wear, leaf-like axes with polished blades, sra-pers, strikers, knives and pressers. Flakes - waste materials of prodution - weredisovered as well. More detailed int work of emeteries of the So�evka type isanalysed in the researh of J. Budziszewski [1995:148-189℄. Some erami spinners,oasionally deorated, were found as well. The jewellery is made of opper. Thereare rings and various neklaes, and ylindrial-spiral beads produed from broadrolled opper strips [Klohko 1995℄. 1.8. SOFIEVKAT a b l e 8So�evka - the dated omplexesCemetery Complex - material Stage index BP BCSo�evka grave 1 - burnt bones TC, C-II Ki-5012 4320±70 2953±96So�evka sq. M11 - burnt bones TC, C-II Ki-5013 4270±90 2830±144So�evka ? - burnt haroal TC, C-II Ki-5029 4300±45 2928±59The samples for the dating were taken from Late TC emetery exavationsarried out in 1947, 1948 and 1963. The So�evka emetery (Boryspil Distrit, KievRegion) is loated on the top of a sand dune on the left bank of the Dnieper (Fig. 1).All the graves were opened in the layer of yellow sand, 0.5-0.8 m below the surfae,exept for individual �nds whih had shifted to the upper levels due to ploughingand erosion proesses. Besides the TC materials, ultural remains of Sythian andAnient Rus times were found and examined [Samoylovski 1952; Zakharuk 1952;Zakharuk, Kruts 1963; Videiko 1995℄.The graves were identi�ed as burnt bones and funeral equipment onentra-tions or as isolated urns with body remation remains. Aording to this identi�a-tion, there were 148 graves in total, although the real number of graves was possiblyseveral times smaller.Among the funeral inventories we �nd pottery, weaponry, tools and jewellery.



55The pottery is represented by dishes, pots of di�erent types, amphorae, beakers andovers. The majority of vessels were made of paste, with a onsiderable amount oforgani admixture and smashed shells, whih is the reason this pottery is so light andfragile. Presumably, it was a speial type of funeral pottery [Kruts 1977℄. The surfaeof the vessels is polished. Some vessels have preserved traes of omplete ohrepainting, and there are several fragments with traes of dark red olour drawings.Part of the pottery is deorated with edge inisions, priks and stuk \pearls". Theamphorae have hornshaped handles. The erami omplex of So�evka emetery hassome analogous features in Baden, Kostola, Cot�ofeni ultures [Kadrow, Ko±ko,Videiko 1995:213℄.Weaponry is represented by numerous int arrowheads, stone hammer axes,opper blade daggers and knives [Klohko, Ko±ko 1995℄. Several dozen arrowheadswere found, several types of whih were de�ned: triangular, with straight, onvex oronave base. Two types of stone hammer axe - with a long blade and narrow bak,and short with a broad bak were de�ned. Some artefats are made of importedraw materials [Petrougne 1995℄. The opper daggers have on the heel inlets for pinsor fastening handles. They have ertain prototypes in Usatovo and Mayaki �nds.The rhombi opper blade knives are 6-8 m long.The most ommon prodution material used for tools is int. There are akehips from bukets in di�erent stages of wear, leaf-like axes with polished blades,srapers, steels, knives, pressers. Flakes - waste materials of prodution - were di-sovered as well. More detailed int work of emeteries of the So�evka type isanalysed in the researh of J. Budziszewski [1995: 148-189℄. Some erami spinners,oasionally deorated, were found as well. The jewellery is made of opper. Thereare rings and various neklaes, and ylindrial-spiral beads produed from broadrolled opper strips [Klohko 1995℄. There are also several glass beads, onsideredas the most anient on the ontinent [Ostroverkhov 1981; 1985; Klohko, Stolpiak1995℄. 1.9. ZAVALOVKAT a b l e 9Zavalovka - the dated omplexesCemetery Complex - material Stage index BP BCZavalovka grave 6 - burnt bones TC, C-II Ki-5015 4290±90 2887±146Zavalovka grave 10 - burnt bones TC, C-II Ki-5014 4230±80 2790±110



56 The samples for dating were taken from Late TC emetery exavations on-duted in 1962. Zavalovka emetery (Vyshe Dubehnya Distrit, Kiev Region) isloated on the top of a sand dune on the left bank of the Dnieper (Fig. 1). All thegraves were opened in the layer of yellow sand, 0.5-0.8 m below the present surfae.Besides TC materials, the dune also revealed ultural remains and pits of the EarlyBronze Age, whih eventually ut through a ross-setion of Late TC graves [Kruts1968; Videiko 1995℄.The graves were identi�ed as burnt bones and funeral equipment onentra-tions or as isolated urns with body remation remains. Aording to this identi�a-tion, there were a total of 16 graves.Among the funeral inventories we �nd pottery, weaponry, tools and jewellery.The pottery is represented by dishes and pot shards. The surfae of the vesselsis polished. Part of the pottery is deorated with edge inisions, priks and stuk\pearls". The amphorae have horn-shaped handles. The erami omplex of Zava-lovka emetery has some analogous features in Baden, Kostola, Cot�ofeni ultures[Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko 1995:213℄.Weaponry is represented by numerous int arrowheads, stone hammer axes,opper blade daggers and knives [Klohko, Ko±ko 1995℄. Several dozen arrowheadswere found, several types of whih were de�ned: triangular, with straight, onvex oronave base. The int artefats exeed other tools in number. There are ake hipsfrom bukets in di�erent stages of wear, leaf-like axes with polished blades, srapers,steels, knives, pressers. Flakes - waste materials of prodution - were disovered aswell. More detailed int work of emeteries of the So�evka type is analysed in theresearh of J. Budziszewski [1995:148-189℄.The jewellery is made of opper and amber. There are rings and various nekla-es, and ylindrial - spiral beads produed from broad rolled opper strips [Klohko1995℄. Several amber beads were also found [Videiko 1995℄. 1.10. MAYAKIT a b l e 10Mayaki - the dated omplexesSettlement Complex - material Stage index BP BCMayaki settlement-dith TC, C-II Bln-629 4400±100 3049±159(?) -haroalMayaki settlement-dith TC, C-II Le-645 4340±65 2960±74(?) -haroal



57Settlement Complex - material Stage index BP BCMayaki settlement-dith TC, C-II Ki-870 4670±100 3481±148(?) -haroalMayaki settlement-dith TC, C-II UCLA-1642B 4375±60 2777±76(?) -haroalMayaki settlement-dith TC, C-II UCLA-1642G 4375±60 2777±76(?) -haroalMayaki settlement-dith TC, C-II Ki-281 4475±130 3154±180(?) -haroalMayaki settlement-dith TC, C-II Ki-282 4580±120 3292±189(?) -haroalThis settlement of the Usatovo type is loated on the north-western outskirts ofMayaki village (Odesa Region) (Fig. 1). It oupied a ape on the edge of a high �rstterrae (12m) of the Dniester river. In the proess of exavations, V.G. Zbenovihexplored the remains of two dithes. The width of the dithes was 4-8 m, the funnelross-setion 3.2 - 3.4 m below the anient surfae. The dithes were �lled withlayers of loam and haroal, saturated fragments of pottery, animal bones, shells, andharoals. The only onentration of material is represented by traes of �re-plaes,whih appear at di�erent levels, 2.6-2.9 m below the surfae. They are oval in shapeand 2-5 m in diameter. The thikness of the layer is 0.2-0.4 m. Aording to V.G.Zbenovih, the dithes were �lled in a omparatively short period of time, beausethe erami goods disovered do not di�er between di�erent levels [Zbenovih1974:30℄. The samples for dating (dates Ki-870:4670±100 BP, Le-645:4340±65 BP,Bln-629: 4400±100 BP, UCLA-1642G: 4375±110 BP [a. Telegin 1985℄ UCLA -1642B: 4375±60 BP [a. Wehler 1993℄, UCLA -1642G:4375±60 BP) are likely tohave been taken from the �re-plaes of Mayaki dith, as the rest of the settlementarea was left unexplored, exept for the north-western part of the settlement, wherelittle piles of ultural layers with a apaity of up to 1m, evidently sunken dwellingsor domesti pits, were disovered [Zbenovih 1974:31℄. There exist two versionsof the same dating for Mayaki for the period under onsideration: UCLA -1642B:4375±110 years BP [Telegin 1985℄ or UCLA -1642B: 4375±60 years BP [Wehler1994℄.In 1986, V.G.Petrenko resumed exavations in Mayaki settlement. He examineda dith loated loser to the bank, from where two samples of haroal were taken.The samples were seleted from the same layer, 20 m thik, from the surfae of thedith �lling. It is worth noting that the di�erene in dates now reahes 105 years:Ki-281: 4475±130 and Ki-282: 4580±120 [Patokova et al. 1989:115℄.The dith was funnel shape in plan, 3.6 m deep, and had been dug in forestloam. Due to the heterogeneity of the soil, up to 30 onseutive strata were identi�edin the ross-setion. The lower setion, 1.5-2 m wide, onsisted of strata of yellow



58loam and slightly burnt loam of di�erent shades, with an admixture of arbonisedstems. There are oasional strata of burnt stems and poles up to 1 m thik.Anient oal was also found here, as were several fragments of eramis, stones,animal bones, and int akes. There were many fragments of burnt plaster, witha waste-material admixture, featuring wood prints. These were onstrution wastesfrom monument dwellings loated in the viinity. The upper layer of the dith was�lled with a mixture of ash and sandy loam, pot shards, animal bones, int artefats,bones, stones, and fragments of �gurines [Patokova et al. 1989:89-91℄.The eramis omprise kithen pottery (70%) and table pottery. Most of thekithen pottery was made of lay, with a sand and shell admixture. There werepots, platters, a few amphorae, and large vessels for grain storage. The majorityof vessels have a die-inision ornamentation. Others feature ord ornamentations,some of mixed tehnique. A omprehensive pattern of die holes, engraved lines andpinhes an oasionally be seen.The table pottery an be divided into two groups: painted pottery, and potterywith engraved ornamentation. The painted pottery - dishes, pots and amphorae -is not numerous (no more than 6%). It is produed from puri�ed lay, and thepainting is in a dark-brown or red olour. The seond subgroup of table pottery(11%), onsisting of dishes, amphorae and ylindrial vessels, has a polished body,with die or pressing ornamentation. In plaes, a white lay engraving �lling has beenpreserved.Anthropomorphi plasti art is represented by shemati images on ubi forms,deorated with pressing or die ornamentation, and by fragments of typial shematiTC �gurines. Also worth noting are ubes with engraving and die-inision ornamen-tation. Tools are not numerous. They inlude plate and ake srapers, hips fromaxes, trapezes, and awls, and a triangular arrowhead with a onave base. The mate-rials used are stone, horn, bone and int - the last of these being mostly produtionwaste materials.Many bone artiles an be found, suh as awls, and several horn artefats,among them mattoks, a hook, pendants, and various un�nished artiles.1.11. USATOVOT a b l e 11Usatovo - the dated omplexCemetery Complex - material Stage index BP BCUsatovo grave - haroal TC, C-II UCLA-1642A 4330±60 2952±58



59The sample for dating was taken from the seond sub-burial ground emetery ofthe Usatovo omplex (Odesa Region) (Fig. 1). The number of the grave is unknown,hene the general nature of the desription whih follows. The seond sub-burialground emetery of Usatovo omplex is loated on a plateau of the high bank of theKhadzibey estuary, 460 m to the south of the settlement. It oupied an area of 6400m2. It was explored by V.G. Zbenovih (1962) and by E.F. Patokova (1964, 1970,1971, 1974). Altogether, approximately 30 graves and 10 ritual sites were exavated.The sample for dating was probably seleted by V.G. Zbenovih (the index of thedating is lose to those for Mayaki, explored by V.G. Zbenovih in the same period).The grave sites were loated under stone ags, measuring 1.1-1.5 x 0.6-1 m, andloated 0.5-0.7 m below the present surfae. The graves were east-west or north-eastoriented. The bodies were in a foetal position, lying on their left side, rarely on theirright side or on their bak; the head oriented to the east or the north-east. Theskeletons bear traes of ohre. There were between 1 and 5 vessels in eah grave(generally kithen pottery, with only 4% painted pottery), with oasional examplesof anthropomorphi plasti arts. Only a few int artefats were found, among themtrapezoids, and arrowheads. 1.12. DANKU IIT a b l e 12Danku II - the dated omplexCemetery Complex - material Stage index BP BCDanku II grave 2 - haroal TC, C-II Le-1054 4600±60 2952±58The sub-burial ground emetery Danku II is situated near Danku village, in theHines�ti Distrit of Moldova (Fig. 1). It is loated on a high dune on the left bankof the Prut, 1.5 km to the south of Danku I emetery. The graves explored werearranged in an oval formation, measuring 10 x16 m, oriented along the north-north--west/south-south-east axis. The exavations were arried out by V.O. Dergahev in1968, 1969. The sample for dating (haroal) was taken from grave 2. Grave 2 isretangular in plan, 1.4 - 2.2 m in size, loated at a depth of 0.4 - 0.45 m. It was�lled with burnt soil, with a high admixture of haroals. The walls bore traes of�re. The body was in a foetal position, lying on its left side; the head oriented to thesouth-east. The skeleton was just slightly harred. A beaker had been plaed in thegrave pit, near the head of the deeased. In the western orner of the grave were



60an amphora, deorated with irular inisions, and a double-ended onial vessel,deorated with die inisions and ord pressings. All the vessels were made of lay,with a shell admixture. There are traes of repeated �ring on the vessel bodies. Agoat bone, a int plate and a stone striker-presser were disovered in the viinity[Dergahev, Manzura 1991:41-42℄.2. ATTRIBUTION AND SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE DATED COMPLEXESZhvaniets Shhovb settlement was attributed to the beginning of the CII stageby T.G. Movsha. Aording to Movsha, Zhvaniets-Shhovb oupied an interme-diate plae between the settlements of Krutoborontsi-2 and Koshylivtsy - Oboz [Mo-vsha 1970:98℄. V.A. Dergahev attributed Zhvaniets-Shhovb to the Brynzeny type,at the beginning of the CII stage, genetially onneted with earlier settlements ofnorthern Moldova [Dergahev 1980:115-119℄. The data obtained generally supportssuh onlusions. Two groups of dates an be determined. Dug-out 1 is overed byoverland dwelling 2. However, aording to T. G. Movsha, the di�erene in time wasinsigni�ant [Movsha 1970:92℄. Reeived isotope data, aording to whih the age ofthe site di�ers by 50 years from the dwelling 2 dating, supports this onlusion. Thedate obtained from the speimens taken from the bank (haroal), dug-out 6 and afurther, undetermined omplex is a later one. As three previous dates were obtainedthrough the animal bones analysis, we fae the problem of the peuliarities of iso-topi dating aording to di�erent materials. Still, the date from dug-out 6 obtainedthrough bone analysis seems to on�rm the existene of a later stage in the settle-ment life. The dates obtained from Zhvaniets-Shhovb are generally simultaneousto those for Gorodsk and Troyaniv, based on the painted vessel �nds in Volhynia.In onnetion with this, it is worth noting a �nd of two-levelled furnaes [Movsha1971b:128-134℄, whose produtivity exeeded the needs of the loal population.Troyaniv was dated bak to the C-II TC stage. Aording to V.A. Dergahev,it was partially ontemporary to Gorodsk, and to the omplexes of Bryzeny andGordines�ti in northern Moldova [Dergahev 1980:130℄. Its synhronization with theDnieper omplexes of Zhvaniets-Shhovb type and with Brynzeny III was based on�nds of painted pottery. The dates obtained support suh onlusions. It is worthnoting that the hronologial division of the late TC omplexes of Volhynia intoearlier ones (Troyaniv type) and later ones (Gorodsk type) was not on�rmed byisotope data. This is ompletely understandable, as researhers have onsistently un-derlined the problemati harater of the existing hronologial division of VolhyniaTC [Dergahev 1980:130-131℄.



61Gorodsk was attributed to the C-II stage of the TC. T.G. Movsha distinguishedthe Gorodsk-Kasperivtsymonument type [Movsha 1985a:137-238℄, whih was simul-taneous to So�evka, Gordines�ti and Usatovo types. The data obtained enables usto state that it was not the oldest TC monument in omparison to the Usatovo andSo�evka sites, but rather a ontemporary one to Troyaniv. Here we an speak aboutthe existene of loal, but not loal hronologial types of the late TC in Volhynia.Suh was assumed by V.A. Dergahev [1980:130℄. The new dating seems to be themost plausible, espeially with regard to the fragments of Baden and similar-stylepottery disovered during exavations.Sandraki is attributed to omplexes of the Gorodsk type, onsidered to belater than settlements of the Troyaniv [Shmagliy 1971; Dergahev 1980:200; Movsha1985b℄, Gordines�ti and Usatovo types. The dating obtained does not, generallyspeaking, ontradit these onlusions, when we onsider new dating for emeteriesof the Usatovo type, the results of whih are onsidered to show ontemporaneitywith the emeteries of So�evka on the Dnieper.Tsviklovtsy is attributed to omplexes of the Gorodsk-Kasperivtsy type, and isonsidered to be the latest in this range. Suggestively, the population that had leftthese omplexes took part in the formation of the Upper Dniester group of theCorded Ware ulture [Movsha 1985b℄. V.A. Dergahev attributed this settlement tothe Gordines�ti type [Dergahev 1980:200℄. The �nd of a body remation grave inTsviklovtsy, resembling a So�evka type emetery, is worth noting in this ontext.Aording to the dating obtained, Tsviklovtsy an urrently be onsidered thelatest TC omplex. However, several remarks seem pertinent here. First of all,it should be noted that the di�erene between the arhaeologial materials fromTsviklovtsy and those from ontemporaneous omplexes are not great. Seond ofall, there is no ertainty as to the origin of the sample used for dating from a ertainamount of exavated objets.V.A. Dergahev expressed a supposition onerning the inuene of \Westernultures of the Lengyel irle" on the formation of the Gordines�ti type of the lateTC ulture [Dergahev, Manzura 1991:13℄. The examination of old olletions andarhive materials allows us to expand on this supposition. The dating of Sandrakiand Gorodsk erami materials of, or inuened by, the Baden ulture may testify tothe formation of the Gordines�ti and Gorodsk types under its e�et. The formationof the So�evka type is onneted with the same inuene interrelated with theabove-mentioned regional TC C-II types.Vilkhovets is attributed to the Kosenivka type, loated in the region of thebasin of the Southern Bug and Dnieper rivers. S.M. Ryzhov attributed this type toTC C-II and divided it into three phases. T.G. Movsha attributed it to both C-Iand C-II stages. [Kruts, Ryzhov 1985:54; Movsha 1993℄. However, dates obtainedindiate that Vilkhovets belongs to the same horizon as omplexes of Gorodsk,So�evka, and Usatovo (late) types.



62 Krasny Khutor, Zavalovka and So�evka are attributed to the TC C-II stage.The monuments of So�evka type in its time were synhronised with early omplexesof the Usatovo and Gorodsk types and dated bak to the beginning of the C-II stage[Dergahev 1980℄. It is worth noting that the eramis, weaponry and tools fromthe emetery have a rather wide dating range in onnetion to various analogies.The set of dates obtained enables us to attribute this monument to the end ofTC, together with the latest Usatovo emeteries, omplexes of the Kosenivka andGorodsk types.V.G. Zbenovih attributed the settlement in Mayaki to the C-II stage of the TCulture, onsidering that this omplex should be dated bak to a later period thanUsatovo-Velyky Kuyalnyk. The reason for this was the lesser quantity of paintedvessels and omparatively larger number of vessels with engraved ornamentation.It is worth realling in this ontext the absene of shemati realisti plasti art inMayaki. The features listed, in the opinion of the researher, annot be regarded asloal peuliarities [Zbenovih 1974:134℄. V.G. Petrenko, de�ning the hronologialposition of Mayaki in the system of monuments of the Usatovo type, took intoaount the typologial and stylisti analyses of the eramis.V.G. Petrenko attributed Mayaki to the late Usatovo type monuments [Pato-kova et al. 1989:105-110℄. He distinguished a signi�ant range (more than 500 years)overing the isotope dating for Mayaki whih, at the same time, the apaity of theultural layer and the arhaeologial materials evidently ontradited. He tried tooperate with his own alulated average date - 2509 BC (non-alibrated) and deter-mined the alendar age of Mayaki as the middle of the 33rd entury BC [Patokovaet al. :115-116℄.Y.K. Chernysh inluded Mayaki among the latest omplexes of the C-II stageand attributed it to the 11th level of the late TC [Chernysh 1982:226℄. It shouldbe noted that Mayaki settlement is multi-levelled. Thus, a wide dating range is notsurprising. However, the question of the auray of the previously obtained datesis still open. Similarly, the new dates for Usatovo santuary and graves [see Szmyt,Chernyakov, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄ testify to the possible existene oflater omplexes of the Usatovo type than the one explored in Mayaki.The seond sub-burial ground of Usatovo emetery is attributed to the Usatovotype omplexes of the C-II stage of TC [Zbenovih 1974:44-48; Patokova 1979; Der-gahev, Manzura 1991:116-129℄. It generally orresponds to the range of omplexesbetween Mayaki settlement and the late dates from Zhvaniets. It appeared to beolder than So�evka emeteries, and arheologial materials do not ontradit suhdating. At the same time, the appearane of the set of dates for sub-burial groundUsatovo emeteries that are signi�antly more diverse neessitated the repeateddating of Mayaki and Usatovo settlements and of Usatovo type emeteries.The Danku II omplex was dated by V.A. Dergahev bak to the end of theC-II stage of TC [Dergahev 1980℄. Y.K. Chernysh also attributed this monument



63to the C-II stage and plaed it within the 11th (the last) stage of the late TC[Chernysh 1982:226℄. The onsequently rather early date (earlier than for omplexesof Zhvaniets and Troyaniv type) is, in our opinion, too far bak.3. RADIOCARBON CHRONOLOGY OF THE LATE TRIPOLYE - C-II.3.1. HISTORIOGRAPHICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ABSOLUTE DATING OFTRIPOLYE C-II.In the Copper Age, monuments of early agriultural ultures of TC-Cuutenistrethed over signi�ant territories - from Romanian Carpathians in the West to thebasin of the Middle Dnieper in the East. These ultures, due to their geographialsituation, their extensive relations with neighbouring ultures, and the omparativelyhigh level of researh whih has gone into them, oupy a signi�ant plae in thedevelopment of the hronology of Neolithi, Copper Age and Early Bronze Agemonuments. They are, in addition, linked with the dating of the steppe ultures ofthe Copper Age and Early Bronze Age.The omplex utilisation of arhaeologial materials and dates obtained withthe help of natural sienes now allows us to speify an absolute hronology ofTC-Cuuteni ulture and to attribute it to between the 5th and 1st enturies of thethird millennium BCThe situation with regards to the absolute dating of TC-Cuuteni ulture ur-rently stands as follows. On the one hand, the hronology invented in the 1960-70's,based on onventional radioarbon dates and partially on arhaeologial dating (forUsatovo monuments), ontinues to exist and to be applied. Aording to this hro-nology, TC-Cuuteni ulture existed between 4000-2500 (2400-2200) BC On theother hand, we have the hronology based on alibrated (alendar) dating, inventedat the end of the 1960's-80's, whih is on�rmed by stratigraphy and by the arha-eologial dating of the Early Bronze Age monuments synhronised with partiularlate TC omplexes. Aording to alendar hronology, TC existed in the periodbetween 5000-2900 (2750) BC. As we an see, the di�erene between the two hro-nologies at the primary stage of the ulture is 1000 years, and 400-700 years atthe �nal stage. We have enountered as many as two dozen signi�antly di�erentulture dating shemes Table 13.



64 T a b l e 13Absolute dating of Tripolye-Cuuteni ulture and its individual stages. History of the problemNo. Author Year∗ Period C-I Period C-II1 T.S. Passek 1949 2100- -17002 T.S. Passek 1962 (b) -25003 E. Neustupn�y 1968 (BC) -34004 H. Quitta, G. Kohl 1969 (b) -29005 V. Dumitresu 1974 (b) -26006 V.G. Zbenovih 1974, 1989 (b) 2400-22007 Y.K. Chernysh 1982 (BC) -3750 3750-32508 Y.K. Chernysh 1982 (b) -3000 3000-25009 T.G. Movsha 1984 (b) 3000-2800/2750 2800/2750-2400/235010 S. Cuos� 1984 (b) -2900 2900-260011 S. Jastrz�bski 1985 (b) 2800-2700 2700-2500/240012 M.O. Chmykhov and 1988 (b) -2200I.T. Chernyakov13 M. Y. Videiko 1989 (BC) 3467-278514 V.G. Petrenko 1989 (b) 3000-2800/2750 2800/2750-2500/240015 V.G. Petrenko 1989 (BC) 3785-3580/3530 3580/3530-3245/327516 H. Parzinger 1993 (BC) 3700/3500-3600/3400 3400/3200-3300/310017 K.P. Wehler 1994 (BC) 3780- -332018 C. Mantu 1997 (BC) 3700-3500 3500-320019 N.B. Burdo, M.Y. Videiko 1998 (BC) -2750* 1 - before 14C hronology; 2-19 - 14C hronology (onv.: b; al.: BC).At the beginning of the 20th entury, this ulture dating was supported by aomparison with ultures of painted pottery of the Mediterranean area. The dateswere determined using evidene that had historial dating (Egypt, Crete et.). It isoneivable that suh onnetions were rather approximate, taking into aount thesoures existing at that time.Thus, V.O. Gorodtsov attributed TC to the beginning of the 4th millenniumBC, regarding it as ontemporaneous with Yamnaya ulture [Gorodtsov 1900℄. E.P.Shtern attributed TC to the middle of the 3rd millennium BC, previous to theCopper-Stone Age. G.Childe ompared the early stages of TC with EM II, datingbak not later than 2500 BC.In the 1930-40's, T.S. Passek published hronologial tables of TC-Cuuteni.A number of the �nds she attributed to the Eneolithi. The latest �nds were at-tributed to the Bronze Age and dated bak to 1700-1400 BC. Aording to the



65author's onsiderations, the dating of the TC monuments orresponds to I/II-II EM[Passek 1940:18-19, Table 1℄. She later spei�ed the hronologial limits of TC anddetermined them, in aordane with Cretan hronology, as two variants: maximal- from the 3rd millennium to 1750 BC and minimal - from 2500 to1750 BC [Passek1949:26℄.The development of radioarbon dating, at the beginning of the 1960's, fai-litated the re-positioning of TC-Cuuteni ulture. In 1962, at the VI InternationalCongress of Prehistori and Protohistori Sienes, T.S. Passek attributed the lateperiod of TC to the middle of the 3rd millennium BC [Passek 1964℄. In 1965, V.Titov's paper was published. In 1972, all the dates on 14C known up to that timewere published by P.M. Dolukhanov and V.I. Timofeev [Titov 1965; Dolukhanov,Timofeev 1972℄. In 1974, V. Dumitresu published 5 dates for the Cuuteni ultureand a signi�ant number of dates for simultaneous ultures [Dumitresu 1974℄. Itwas lear then that the appliation of radioarbon dates would lead to the exten-sion of the absolute age of TC-Cuuteni. The appliation of dendro-hronologialamendments extends dating even more - by 500-800 years [Dolukhanov, Timofeev1972; Kolhin, Sher 1972℄.At the end of the 1960's, it beame neessary to alibrate 14C dates. One of theworks from this period with an analysis of the orrelation between alibrated arbondates and arhaeologial data belongs to E. Neustupn�y. He learly demonstratedthe hronologial positions of European evidene of the Early Bronze Age thatpermitted the identi�ation of historial dates. Complexes of Baden ultures ofthe D and E phases were synhronised with Troyan layers, monuments of EM-I andEH-I periods, that date bak approximately to 3000 BC, aording to the researher.The stratigraphy of Ezero shows that Gumelnit�a and Vin�a C ultures were previousto EV Egea. The dating of the Early Bronze Age of Egea an be determined onthe basis of �nds opened during the Knossos exavations of Egyptian stone vasesand others of similar style, whih date bak to approximately 3000 BC [Neustupn�y1968:25-28, 31℄.The alibrated (alendar) dating generally orrelates with this alulation. TheEneolithi period, previous to the Early Bronze Age, must have dated bak to the5th - 4th millennia BC, not to the 4th - 3rd millennia BC as had previously beenbelieved. In a synhronising table, E. Neustupn�y assigned the period to between3400-4400 BC, in other words, from the middle of the 5th to the middle of the 4thmillennium BC [Neustupn�y 1968℄. It should be noted that the number of datingsfor the earliest and the latest TC evidene was insigni�ant, and the range of datingof the ulture was gradually extended as new dates appeared.Simultaneously, the new, absolute hronology for the TC ulture, graduallyestablished in Soviet arhaeologial literature, reated onventional dating with re-gard to radioarbon. It had been onsidered that the TC ulture existed during the4th - 3rd millennia BC [Arkheologiya 1985:150℄. Dating bak late TC (Usatovo)



66monuments to 2400-220 BC, V.G. Zbenovih referred to the 14C date for Mayaki[Zbenovih 1971:192℄. The options of date alibration were not pratially takeninto aount by TC researhers.At the same time, researhers ontinued to use the traditional method of da-ting TC monuments. V.G. Zbenovih used a soure whih was, in his opinion, morereliable: opper daggers, with their diret analogies in the Eneolithi monumentsof Crete and neighbouring territories, where their prototypes existed in the intervalbetween II EM and the beginning-middle of I MM periods. At that time, sientistsdated them bak to 2500-2100 BC. That permitted V.G. Zbenovih to identify thedate of the Usatovo daggers as being between 2400-2200 BC. Another method ofdating - synhronisation with the ulture of �Cernavoda I - linked the �nds, aordingto V.G. Zbenovih, with Early Bronze Age horizons of Ezero in Southern Bulgaria,whih were synhronised with Troy I - Troy IV layers, or from the end of the �rst half- through the whole of the seond half of the 3rd millennium. They were synhro-nised with the Maikop ulture, whih, at that time, by means of its omparison withultures of the Near East, Iran and Mesopotamia, was also attributed to the seondhalf of the 3rd millennium BC. Thus, all three methods indiated the seond halfof the 3rd millennium BC, or more preisely the period between 2400-2200 BC.Radioarbon dates (non-alibrated) of 2390-2450 BC (Mayaki), aording to theresearher, on�rmed to a ertain degree the above-mentioned ideas [Zbenovih1974:142-143℄.Current dating of the Mediterranean monuments of the early II - middle IMinoya periods is somewhat di�erent to that proposed by V.G. Zbenovih. Thefollowing dates were proposed: EMII - 2900-2300 and MMI - 2150-1800BC [Warren1980:499℄. This means that the prototypes of Usatovo daggers must be attributedto an interval of 1000 years, between 2900-1800 BC, but not to those 500 yearsbetween 2500-2000 BC as suggested by V.G. Zbenovih.In 1982, N.V. Ryndina and L.V. Konkova o�ered a new omparison and da-ting of Usatovo daggers with regard to their typology and prodution tehnology.Writing about their origin, the authors underlined that Anatolian daggers identi-al to Usatovo ones originated from hordes and mixed Troyan olletions (Troy II,Troy II-IV, Saladzha-Gyuk) and annot be dated bak to a narrow time range. Theywere dated bak to the seond half of the 3rd millennium BC [Ryndina, Konkova1982:41℄.The dating of Troy II is still debatable. D. Easton dated Troy II bak to the pe-riod between 3100-2560 BC; J. Yakar dated it bak to 2800-2500 BC; C. Renfew (re-ferring to alibrated 14C dates) dated it bak to 2800-2350 BC [Easton 1976:161-163;Yakar 1979: 23-69; Renfrew 1971:275-282℄. In fat, only the initial date for Troy isdebatable, as the latest date - 2500 BC - has a historial bakground and is onne-ted with the synhronisation of Dorak emetery. An artefat with a artouhe ofa pharaoh of the V dynasty who reigned around 2558 BC was found in the grave



67there [Easton 1976:163℄. Thus, following typologial and tehnologial omparisons,Usatovo daggers an be dated bak to the period between 3100-2550 BC. Non-a-librated dates for Usatovo are between 2830-2315 BC (with approximate urves),alibrated dates are between 3467-2785 BC. Aepting the priority of typologialdating on�rmed by historial dates, we ome to the onlusion that the dating ofthe Usatovo daggers is somewhere between 3000-2700 BC and orresponds ratherto alibrated dates than to non-alibrated.V.A. Dergahev, giving the harateristis of the late period of TC in his mo-nograph in 1980, noted that the dating is based on the typologial omparison ofmetal artefats and eramis, and on the synhronisation of TC omplexes withmaterials of the Maikop ulture (dated bak aording to Near East-Mesopota-mian analogies) and with the ultures of �Cernavoda and Cot�ofeni, and EBA layersin Ezero and others dated bak aording to Helleni-Anatolian analogies. V.A.Dergahev laims that the two ways of dating generally oinide and indiate theperiod between 2600-2500 and 2100-2000 BC. He also asserts that non-alibratedradioarbon datings (six of them were sampled for Mayaki, Usatovo and DankuII) on�rmed the dates obtained by means of traditional arhaeologial methods.At the same time, he noted that, although absolute dating of the late TC is ratheronvining, it annot be regarded as the onlusive one, as not all of the previouslyidenti�ed analogies and synhronisations are well reasoned, and sine typologialomparisons are sometimes rather super�ial. The author also tended to extend thedating range of the Early Bronze Age of Bulgaria. This tendeny was also onnetedwith isotopi dating alibration [Dergahev 1980:18℄.In the 1980's, T.G. Movsha was also working on the hronologial problems ofTC-Cuuteni ulture. In 1984, she proposed her own hronologial sheme, aor-ding to whih TC C-II must have dated bak to 2800-2400 (2750-2350) BC [Movsha1985b℄.In 1989, V.G. Petrenko published a paper dediated to Usatovo monuments inthe north-western Ponti region (Patokova et al. 1989:3-4). In the introdution to theolletive monograph, he proposed a hronologial table for TC, with absolute dates.It was based on the sheme of T.G. Movsha [Movsha 1985b℄. Speifying a hronologyof Usatovo �nds in the orresponding setion, the author supplies a number ofanalogies to the materials from Ezero (XII-VII), �Cernavoda III and Cot�ofeni. Withregard to large Usatovo daggers, he noted that their analogies were disoveredin mixed Troyan olletions of the seond half of the 3rd millennium BC Theirlate appearane in the northern Ponti region is doubtful, as Anatolian omplexesof Troy II type disappeared in the period between 2300-2200 BC, aording toradioarbon hronology. Thus, the radioarbon method dates Usatovo materialsbak to approximately the 27th - 25th enturyes BC. However, aording to V.G.Petrenko, the materials do not reet the real age of the monuments. Taking intoaount dendro-hronologial probability, aording to R. Clark alibration, the late



68part of the Usatovo group must be dated bak to the middle of the 33rd enturyBC [Patokova et al. 1989:115-116℄.In 1994, an artile by K.P. Wehler dediated to the state of isotopi datingof TC-Cuuteni ulture was published. He had taken 51 dates into aount. Morethan two thirds of these, aording to this data, were alulated by Berlin and Kievlaboratories. Summarising the obtained data, the author proposed the followingdating for the latest stages of TC-Cuuteni ulture: 3780-3320 BC.Allowing for a 50%mistake probability, TC C-I an be dated bak to 3890-3620,and C-II to 3150-2880 BC (al. BC). In that ase, the whole period of the ulture'sexistene must be dated bak to 4500-2900 BC [Wehler 1994:13℄. Aording toK.P. Wehler, the data obtained an be on�rmed by arhaeologial dating arriedout by H. Parzinger. The latter ompared strati�ed monuments of south-easternEurope and the Mediterranean.The fundamental two volume researh of H. Parzinger, overing hundreds ofstrati�ed monuments of the South of Europe and the Near East, is of speial in-terest in the searh for a solution to the problems of Neolithi - Early Bronze agehronology [Parzinger 1993℄. All the monuments of the Neolithi, Eneolithi andthe Early Bronze Age, together with their orresponding layers, were inluded inone of the 15 horizons, aording to their position. This system inludes, in par-tiular, monuments of the Cuuteni ulture on the territory of Romania - suhwell-known multi-levelled settlements as Tirpes�ti, Trayan-Dyaul, Fintynilor, Esvoar,and Cuuteni-Foltes�ti. The stage of TC C-I represented by the B1-2 layer of theCuuteni settlement is attributed by H. Parzinger to the seond half of the 9th ho-rizon (9b), generally dated bak between 3700-3600 and 3500-3400 BC. However,the monuments of Cuuteni A-B were also attributed to horizon 9. This may beorret from the stratigraphi point of view, but does not orrelate with the abso-lute dating of the stage in general. To our mind, the threshold of horizon 9 hasto be shifted bak 400-500 years, as arhaeo-magneti and isotopi data testi�es.The following date - TC C-II - represented by layer I of the Foltes�ti layer, is at-tributed to the 10th horizon, whih must plae it in the period between 3400-3300and 3200-3200 BC, in analogy with Egypt and Mesopotamia [Parzinger 1993:290℄.This evidently orresponds, in general, to alibrated, but not to onventional dates.Unfortunately, the region overed by this researh only extended as far east as theriver Prut, i.e. the western division of the TC-Cuuteni ulture. Materials from theterritories of Moldova and Ukraine have not been used, though it is oneivablefrom the ontext of the researh that they were, to a ertain extent, taken intoaount.The latest researhes in the �eld of the isotopi hronology of TC-Cuuteniulture are onneted with a set of dates from the samples of So�evka type in KievLaboratory. The development of new laboratory equipment and the improvementin the proessing of samples enabled the use of alinated bones from the gra-



69ves with body remation remains, and the miro-testing of haroal and organisaturated eramis from the emeteries [Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin 1995:135℄.The results, to a ertain extent, have hanged the idea of the dating of the endof the TC. Aording to the authors of the publiation of the dates, the eme-teries of So�evka type date bak to 3300-2900 BC [Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skrip-kin 1995:135-140℄. The analysis of arhaeologial dates does not ontradit this.Thus, a vessel with features harateristi of the artefats of the Globular Amphoraulture, the hronologial position of whih, with regard to TC, is not doubted,was disovered in the erami omplex of the emeteries [Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko1995:211-213℄.S. Kadrow [1995℄ o�ered a slightly di�erent version of the absolute hrono-logy of So�evka monuments. He used a data proessing program that enables us toobtain the minimum interval for a spei� date. As a result of this proessing, allindividual dates from So�evka emeteries were between 2950 -2700 BC. Aordingto S. Kadrow, the set of dates from So�evka overing 100-130 years between 2920-2790 BC is the most ompat [Kadrow 1995℄.3.2. THE RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY OF TRIPOLYE CIIACCORDING TO THE ISOTOPIC METHODThe new set of 18 dates for omplexes from the Dniester, the Volhynia andthe region of the Bug and the Dnieper river basins allows us to make the iso-topi hronology of the latest TC more detailed. It is important that they wereobtained using the same method and that the dates for So�evka emeteries mentio-ned above are relatively preise. In addition, the dating of the Usatovo omplexesfrom the burial ground (at least 3 dates) should be mentioned. Thus, the newset of dates exeeds in quality and in quantity the set obtained in the previousdeade.The dates obtained do not generally ontradit the results of the arhaeologi-al omparison of omplexes of the basi types of the late TC. The latter onernsthe division of the C-II stage into two horizons - early and late. Eah of these hasits spei� set of types [Dergahev 1980:192℄. However, the onrete set of datesand the attribution of individual omplexes to di�erent stages was not signi�antlyhanged in the light of isotopi hronology.Let us begin with the early horizon. We have written before about the ne-essity to eliminate the Lukashy type. In view of this, it is worth mentioning V.A.Dergahev's onlusion that this type de�nitely has no plae within the parametersof the general Late TC period, as distinguished by him [Dergahev 1980:136,142℄.Aording to isotopi dates, the Gorodsk settlement, whih gave its name to the



70type inluded in the Late TC C-II, should, in fat, be attributed to the early stage.In the light of the new dates, several questions arise regarding the attribution ofMayaki, a settlement of the Usatovo type, to the late stage. At the same time,the existene of the Usatovo type throughout the whole of TC C-II is beyonddoubt.Certain hanges also took plae in terms of the nomenlature of the late stageof the C-II period. These are onneted with the rather old age of emeteries ofSo�evka type that had previously been ompared to the Troyaniv type, belonging tothe early stage. The plae of Gorodsk is oupied by Sandraki. The Usatovo typeshould be represented not by Mayaki, but by Usatovo burial ground emeteriesand santuary. The appearane of Kosenivka type omplexes in the region of theBug and the Dnieper river basins, represented by Vilkhovets settlement, was ratherunexpeted.The appearane of dates for Tsviklovtsy (if orret) and Usatovo burial groundemeteries, whih, in general, exeed the bounds of the late TC isotopi dates, maytestify to the existene of an intermediate period on the edge of the disappearaneof the Late TC monuments.The results of the relative hronology of the Late TC omplexes aording toisotopi dating is summed up below in Table 14. T a b l e 14The relative hronology of the late period (C-II) of Tripolye aording to isotopie datesMoldova South (steppe) The Dniester Volhynia The Southern Bug The DnieperUsatovo emeteries TsviklovtsyUsatovo santuary Zhvaniets-2 Sandraki Vilkhovets emeteries ofSo�evka typeMayaki, Usatovo, Zhvaniets-1 Troyaniv,sub-burial ground emetery GorodskDanku-IIIn the light of the new dates, the absolute hronology of the late TC has alsoslightly altered. When the dates fromGorodsk and a number of the dates for Mayakisettlement are taken into aount, the beginning of the early stage of C-II periodoinides with the beginning of the seond half of the 4th millennium BC. In thefuture, this threshold will probably move to the last quarter of the same millennium,if the dates from Troyaniv are taken into aount. The onlusion onerning theearlier dating of TC C II deline has reently been on�rmed. We would remind youthat the �nal limit of TC C-II was previously dated bak to the last quarter of the4th millennium BC. Presently, this period is onsidered to see the beginning of TC



71C-II. With the appearane of the dates for So�evka type, the end of Tripolye C-IIwas shifted to the �rst quarter of the 3rd millennium BC. This limit is on�rmedby the set of dates for suh settlements as Sandraki, Zhvaniets and Vilkhovets.The dates for Tsviklovtsy and for the Usatovo sub-burial ground emeteries andsantuary, however, allow us to shift this date to the middle of the 3rd millenniumBC. Translated by Maria Ogiyenko



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 72-79PL ISSN 1231-0344Vitor I. Klohko, Vladimir A. KrutsRADIOCARBON DATES FROM THE YAMNAYACULTURE BARROW AT THE TRIPOLYE CULTURE \GIANTSETTLEMENT" NEAR TALYANKYThe \giant settlement" of the late Tripolye ulture (TC) near the village ofTalyanky, in the Talne Distrit of the Cherkasy Region, has been studied by resear-hers led by Vladimir A. Kruts for many years [Kruts 1994: 29-30, Fig. 2℄. In 1986,the fourth burial mound (hereinafter, barrow 4) of the Yamnaya ulture (YC) wasexavated at the site of the settlement by an expedition led by Vitor I. Klohko.Barrow 4 was loated at the south-eastern end of the settlement. It was 0.7 mhigh and about 22 m in diameter. It was built over the remains of two onstrutionsof the TC (so-alled \ploshhadki" or grounds) that belonged to the outer row of thesettlement onstrutions - \ploshhadki" 13 and 14. The bank of the barrow (heavilysmoothed down by modern ploughing) onsisted of blak earth and ontained alarge number of fragments of baked lay and eramis from the partially ruinedremains of the TC huts (Fig. 1). 1. THE GRAVESGrave 1 (the YC) (Fig. 1; 2:1) was situated 1.5 m to the north of the assumed entreof the barrow and represented the main (primary) grave. The disharge (i.e. the soiltaken out in the proess of digging the grave) was sattered along the western wallof the pit in a layer 7 m long, up to 2 m wide and up to 0.5 m high. The lower partof the disharge onsisted of humus, while the upper level was formed of mainlandlay.The retangular pit, its walls slightly slanted inwards, was 1.9 m x 1.1 m in size,and 0.8 m deep from the edge (the level of buried soil). Its long sides were orientedalong the north-east-to-south-west line. The �lling was of humus, with oasional



73small piees of wood from the \eiling". It was a double grave. Skeleton 1, of anadolesent (still with some milk teeth)1 lay on its bak at the eastern wall of the pit,with its arms extended along the body. The legs, bent at the knees, later fell to theright. The bones were overed with a thik layer of raddle. Skeleton 2 belongs toan adult. It lay on its bak, head to the north-east, arms slightly bent at the elbowsand extended along the body. The legs had been bent at the knees and fell to theright and to the left; the feet had been positioned next to eah other.The whole oor of the pit under skeleton 1 displayed traes of a mat wovenof plant �bre (linen); in addition, there were traes of another overing, whih hadbeen put over the �rst mat, urrently represented by brownish rot, thikly overedwith ohre. At the bottom of the pit, near the left heel bone of skeleton 1, therewas a int tool (a sraper?) made of a triangular ake of yellow loal stone, withone edge retouhed.The radioarbon date of the grave | 3990±50 BP (Ki-6714) was obtained fromthe human bones.Grave 2 (the YC) (Fig. 1; 2:2) was loated 2.5 m to the east of the assumed entre,ut into the edge of the �rst bank. Its disharge lay at the foot of the �rst bank,pratially on the mainland lay, overed with a thin layer of humus (up to 10mthik) (the rest of the humus in this plae had been used for the onstrution of the�rst bank). The disharge, up to 0.4 m high, onsists of two parts: humus (below)and lay (above).The retangular pit was 1.8 m x 1.1 m in size, 1.3 m deep from the edge, its longsides oriented along the north-east-to-south-west line. The �lling is heavily mixed,ontaining oasional small fragments of wood from the \eiling". The skeleton ofan adult man lay on its bak, head towards the north-east, arms slightly bent andpositioned along the body. The legs, bent at the knees, fell to the left. The oor ofthe pit displayed traes of a rug woven from plant �bre. On top of this, under andalong the bones of the skeleton, there are traes of brown rot (remains of lothes?).Two oals were plaed above the skull.This grave is the main grave of the seond bank.The radioarbon date of the grave | 3945±50 BP (Ki-6715) was obtained fromthe human bones.Grave 3 (the YC) (Fig. 1; 3:1) was loated 5 m to the north-west of the assumedentre, ut into the edge of the seond and �rst banks. The lay disharge, up to0.4 m high, was plaed on the slope of the seond bank.The retangular pit, with slightly onvex walls, was 2 m x 1.2 m in size and 1.3m deep. The �lling ontained white rot (remainders of the eiling made of someorgani material?). The skeleton of an adult lay on its bak; the arms extendedalong the body; the legs, bent at the knees, falling to the right.The bottom of the pit displayed the remains of a rug made from plant �bre.1 Here and below anthropologial de�nitions are given by Dr. Svetlana Kruts.
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F i g . 1. Talyanky, Cherkasy Region. Loation of the site (left) and plan of the barrow 4 (right)
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F i g . 2. Talyanky, Cherkasy Region. The barrow of the Yamnaya ulture: 1 - grave 1 (a - int tool); 2 -grave 2Key: a - humus (arable layer); b - rok-bed (lay);  - remains of mat; d - haroals; e - ohre; f - remainsof plant �bres
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F i g . 3. Talyanky, Cherkasy Region. The barrow of the Yamnaya ulture: 1 - grave 3; 2 - grave 4The skull was overed with blak, velvet-like rot (remains of a head-dress?), whileboth under and over the bones of the skeleton was a brown-oloured rot (remainsof lothes?). Two oals were found near the skull.The radioarbon date of the grave | 3905±60 BP (Ki-6716) was obtained fromthe human bones.Grave 4 (the Late YC) (Fig. 1; 3:2) was loated 8.5 m to the south-east of the



78assumed entre, in the �eld of the third bank. While this grave was being made,the TC \ploshhadka" was broken through.The retangular pit was 1.8 m x 1.1 m in size, and about 0.9 m deep, withits long sides oriented along the north-east-to-south-west line. The skeleton of anadult man lay in a foetal position on its left side, head towards the north-east, withthe arms extended along the body, and the legs bent at the knees, heels under thepelvis.The bottom of the pit displayed traes of a rug that had deayed into brownrot. This grave | the latest in the barrow | was sunk into the bevel of the thirdbank.The radioarbon date of the grave | 3865±50 BP (Ki-6717) was obtained fromthe human bones. 2. STRATIGRAPHY OF THE BARROW 4Bank 1. The original bank of the barrow was made over grave 1. The diameter anbe reonstruted from the edge of the burial soil as being no more than 5.5 m. Itsheight remains unknown, sine the top of the bank was destroyed by ploughing. Thebank was made from humus, with lumps of lay, baked lay and eramis from theruined TC \ploshhadki". Most probably, turf ut nearby was used as onstrutionmaterial for this and two other banks of the barrow.Bank 2 was made over grave 2, sunk in the eastern slope of the �rst bank. The bankis oval in shape, 13 to 15 m in diameter. It was built from humus, with admixturesof baked lay and eramis from the ruined TC \ploshhadki".Bank 3 was built over grave 3, sunk in the western slope of the seond and �rstbanks. The diameter an be reonstruted from the �nal exavation of soil in the�eld as being 21 to 22 m. The bank was made from humus, with admixtures of TCeramis and baked lay. CONCLUSIONSThe stratigraphy of the barrow and the series of radioarbon dates, allow us tomake the following observations.



79a. The Talyanky settlement of the TC dates bak to 4800-4700 BP (3640-3460 BC)2.Sine life in the settlement eased, the layer of soil over the remains of the TC hutshas reahed up to 10 m.b. The onstrution of the barrow began (date of the primary grave, no.1) in3990±50 BP (2502±71 BC).. The seond bank of the barrow (grave 2) was built in 3945±50 BP (2398±78 BC).The third bank of the barrow (grave 3) was built in 3905±60 BP (2371±86 BC).d. Hene, the early YC graves in this barrow date bak to 4000-3900 BP. The LateYC grave (grave 4) dates bak to 3865±50 BP (2309±89 BC).Translated by Maria Ogiyenko

2 The dates 14C (from the animal bones) 4755±50BP (Ki-6865); 4720±60BP (Ki-6866); 4810±55BP (Ki-6867);4780±60 BP (Ki-6868) = 3640-3460 BC.



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 80-102PL ISSN 1231-0344Alla V. NikolovaRADIOCARBON DATES FROM THE GRAVES OF THEYAMNAYA CULTURE AT THE INGULETS RIVER (THEKIROVOHRAD REGION)For the purposes of analysis, researhers seleted a group of the Yamnayaulture (YC) graves studied by the expedition of the Institute of Arhaeology of theUkrainian Aademy of Sienes in 1990-1992. The graves were part of the burialsite loated in the south-eastern part of the Kirovohrad Region near the villages ofGolovkovka and Protopopovka in the Aleksandria Distrit (Fig. 1:A, B).The burial site was situated on the watershed plateau of the Ingulets riverand its tributary, the Beshka, and onsisted of 48 individual mounds. The moundsformed separate groups that stood 0.5 to 2 km from eah other (Fig. 1:C-I). All inall, 56 graves were found in 41 exavated burial mounds, and human bones weretaken from 17 YC graves for 14C alibration dating (Table 1). Below is a desriptionof the graves. 1. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS1.1. BURIAL MOUNDS NEAR GOLOVKOVKABarrow 3. Height: 0.4 m, diameter: 20 m. Made over grave 1 of the YC (Fig. 2:1).Grave 1 (main, Fig. 2:2) was found in the entre of the barrow. At the levelof the buried blak earth, the grave was overed with wooden bloks up to 0.18 mwide. The retangular pit, 1.85 m x 1.06 m in size, was oriented from south-west tonorth-east. The bottom of the pit lay at a depth of 1 m from the level of the blakearth. The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to the south-west. Thearms were extended along the body. The legs, bent at the knees and raised up, later



81fell down in a rhombus. The bones were overed with ohre. To the left of the skull,there was a lump of ohre shaped in the form of a rimson oval \at ake", 9.5 x8 x 4 m in size. There was some brown rot on the oor of the pit.Barrow 5. Height: 3 m, diameter - 35 m. There were two graves of the YC in thisbarrow (Fig. 2:3).Stratigraphy of the barrow. The barrow was built in two stages. The earliermound was made over grave 5; it is 2.3 m high and about 25 m in diameter. Two�re-beds were found under this mound at the level of the anient horizon: one inthe north-eastern setor of the barrow, and the other 2.5 m to the south-east of thegrave. The seond mound of the barrow was onneted with grave 3; after it wasbuilt, the barrow reahed its urrent size.Grave 3 (Fig. 3:1) was sunk into the south-eastern setor of the �rst mound,and overed with wooden bloks at that level. The retangular pit, 1.4 x 1.05 m insize, oriented with its long sides from north-east to south-west, was ruined at somestage. The pit was 1 m deep. At the bottom of the pit, along the long walls, therewas a groove, 5 m wide and 2-4 m deep. Only the upper part of the skeleton waspreserved; it lay in a foetal position on its right side, head to the north-east. Theright arm was extended, and the left arm was slightly bent at the elbow. There wasa sheep/goat hoof behind the skull, and some white rot, oloured with ohre, onthe oor of the pit.Grave 5 (main, Fig. 3:3) was found at the entre of the barrow. The pit, retan-gular in projetion, with rounded orners, was 2 x 1.2 m in size, with its long sidesoriented from south-west to north-east. It was overed with wooden bloks, plaedparallel to the long sides. The pit was 1 m deep from the level of the buried blakearth. The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to the south-west, armsslightly bent at the elbows. The bones were overed with ohre, and there wereseveral lumps of ohre behind the skull. The oor displayed brown rot and pathesof ohre.Barrow 6. Height: 3.3 m, diameter: 40 m. Three graves of the YC were found inthis barrow (Fig 4:1).Stratigraphy of the barrow. The �rst bank was made over grave 8; it was 1.7 mhigh and 15 m in diameter. Later, grave 9 was sunk into the southern edge of thebarrow, and was subsequently overed with a bank (2.5 m high, 22 m in diameter).The onstrution of the seond bank was onneted with grave 11, sunk in thesouth-eastern setor of the barrow; it was loal in nature and made no signi�anthanges to the size of the barrow. The next bank of the barrow was onneted tograves of the Cataomb ulture (CC). The last bank of the barrow was made overgrave 2 of the Mnogovalikovoi Pottery ulture (MPC), and also onneted to theonstrution of a moat around the previous bank, as fragments of vessels belongingto that ulture whih were found in the moat suggest.
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F i g . 1. Loation (left) and layout (right) of the burial mound near the villages of Golovkovka andProtopopovka in the Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad RegionA-B - layout of the loation of the barrow groups; C-I - layouts of the loation of the barrows withinthe barrow groups; (I-XI - barrow groups near the village Golovkovka). Legend: a - barrow groups; b -barrows
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F i g . 2. Golovkovka, Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad Region1 - general layout of barrow 3; 2 - plan and setion of grave 1 of barrow 3; 3 - general layout of barrow5. Legend: a - lump of ohre; b - remains of hearth;  - pathes of ohre; d - diggins.
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F i g . 3. Golovkovka, Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad Region1 - plan and setion of grave 3 of barrow 5: 2 - plan and setion of grave 8 of barrow 6; 3 - plan andsetion of grave 5 of barrow 5; 4 - plan and setion of grave 9 of barrow 6. Legend: a - pathes of ohre;b - wooden shield;  - digging



86 T a b l e 1List of 14C datingsSite Lab. No. No barrow Culture, Date BP Date BC Date BC/No grave Strati�ation 68% - 95% -Level 1 sigma 2 sigmaGolovkovka Ki-6718 3/1 YC 3920±60 2468-2312 2566-25241 2304-2296 2502-22702260-2202Golovkovka Ki-6730 5/3 YC 3960±60 2564-2526 2612-22802 2500-2398 2220-22102378-2348Golovkovka Ki-6731 5/5 YC 4005±55 2580-2460 2856-28201 2660-2640 2624-23942382-2338Golovkovka Ki-6719 6/8 YC 3970±55 2568-2522 2610-25981 2504-2450 2588-22902434-24022374-2356Golovkovka Ki-6720 6/9 YC 3880±55 2456-2418 2470-21921 2410-2284 2162-2146Golovkovka Ki-6721 6/11 YC 3850±55 2460-2314 2552-25423 2302-2296 2492-2198Golovkovka Ki-6722 7/4 YC 3980±60 2574-2452 2846-28261 2430-2402 2652-26482370-2360 2618-2288Golovkovka Ki-6723 11/5 YC 4030±60 2614-2464 2866-28101 2746-27262698-24502434-24002374-2354Golovkovka Ki-6724 12/3 YC 3950±50 2556-2536 2572-25181 2494-2444 2506-22882442-23982378-2348Golovkovka Ki-6727 14/2 YC 3910±55 2464-2316 2558-2532? 2494-22702260-2202Golovkovka Ki-6725 14/3 YC 3895±55 2458-2312 2548-2544? 2304-2294 2490-21962156-2150Golovkovka Ki-6726 14/4 YC 3840±50 2398-2378 2456-2184? 2348-2198 2170-2140



87Site Lab. No. No barrow Culture, Date BP Date BC Date BC/No grave Strati�ation 68% - 95% -Level 1 sigma 2 sigmaGolovkovka Ki-6728 14/7 YC 3905±55 2500-2300 2580-25301 2510-22702250-2200Golovkovka Ki-6729 14/9 YC 3920±50 2580-2540 2580-2200? 2500-2010Protopopovka Ki-6733 1/2 YC 3945±50 2580-2530 2590-23001 2510-24502430-2360Protopopovka Ki-6734 1/3 YC 3925±55 2560-2540 2580-2280? 2500-2340 2230-2210Protopopovka Ki-6732 1/4 YC 3890±55 2410-2310 2570-2540? 2500-2210Grave 8 (main, Fig. 3:2) was loated in the entre of the barrow. The laydisharge lay to the north-west and the south-east of the pit. The pit was retangularin shape, 1.8 x 1.1 m in size, with its long walls oriented from south-west to north--east. At the level of the buried blak earth it was overed with wooden beams(0.18 m in diameter), plaed along the longer walls. The pit was 0.95 m deep. Theskeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to the south-west. The armswere extended; the legs, bent at the knees and raised up, later fell down in arhombus. The bones were oloured with ohre. The oor of the pit displayed brownrot. Grave 9 (Fig. 3:4) was sunk in the barrow, 4.2 m to the south of the \0". Theretangular pit, 1.85 x 1 m in size, was oriented with its long sides from south-westto north-east. It was 0.9 m deep, and overed with wooden bloks plaed aross it.The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to the south-west. The armswere extended; the legs, bent at the knees and raised up, later fell down to theleft. The bones were overed with ohre, espeially intensive on the skull. Pathesof ohre were also found under the skull and near the left hand. There was somebrown rot on the oor of the pit.Grave 11 (Fig. 4:2) was found to the east of the previous grave. The pit wastrapezoid in shape, 1.7 x 0.85-1.15 m in size, with its long sides oriented from south--west to north-east. The entrane to the 0.7 m deep pit was bloked with beams,arranged aross it. The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to thesouth-west. The arms were extended; the legs, bent at the knees and raised up, fellto the right. The skull, bones of the hands and the feet were oloured with ohre.There was brown rot at the bottom of the pit.Barrow 7. Height: 0.9 m, diameter: 30 m. It ontained one grave of the YC, andwas onstruted over that grave (Fig. 5:1).
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F i g . 4. Golovkovka, Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad Region1 - general layout and setion of barrow 6; 2- plan and setion of grave 11. Legend: a - buried blakearth; b - wooden shield  - digging
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F i g . 5. Golovkovka, Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad Region1 - general plan and setions of barrow 7; 2 - plan and setion of grave 4 of barrow 7; 3 - int knifefrom grave 4. Legend: a- diggins; b - �bre rot from the mat



90 Grave 4 (main, Fig. 5:2) was found in the entre of the retangular pit, 1.7x 1.1 m in size, oriented with its long sides from west to east. The disharge layto the north of the pit, whih was 0.95 m deep. At the level of the buried blakearth, the pit was overed with wooden bloks; in the south-eastern orner of thepit there was a blok of granite, 0.4 x 0.3 x 0.08 m in size. The skeleton lay in afoetal position on its bak, head to the west. The arms were extended; the legs, bentat the knees and raised up, later fell to the right. To the right of the skull, there wasa fragment, 8 x 5.5 x 0.8 m in size, of a int knife with a broken blade (Fig. 5:3).The remaining piee, made of a at int ake, retouhed on both sides, onsistedof a part of the blade and the blunted base of the haft, and was possibly used as asraper. In the bottom of the pit, along the walls, there were postholes 10 m deep,5 m in diameter. The skull, bones of the hands and the feet were oloured withohre. There were also the remains of a grass mat on the pit oor.Barrow 11. It represented the so-alled \maidan", i.e. its bank was used for theprodution of saltpetre in the XVII-XVIII enturies, and, therefore, the majorpart of it was ruined. Only a small part of the anient bank remained. There, twograves of the YC were found; the one that was hosen for determining the dateshad presumably been onneted to the onstrution of the seond bank of thebarrow.Grave 5 (Fig. 6:2) was made in a pit 3 x 2.7 m in size, with its long walls orientedfrom south-west to north-east. On a ledge in the pit, 1.6 m deep from the \0" level,there was a shield made from ten beams. Below the ledge, there was a trapezoidpit , 1.95 x 1.45-0.9 m in size. The bottom of the pit lay 1 m below the ledge anddisplayed 8 postholes, 3-4 m in diameter and up to 15 m deep. The skeleton layin a foetal position on its bak, head to the south-west. The arms were extended;the legs, bent at the knees and raised up, later fell to the right. The bones wereovered with ohre. There was brown rot at the bottom of the pit.Barrow 12. Height: 0.5m, diameter: 20 m. It was made over a YC grave (Fig. 6:1).Grave 3 (main, Fig. 7:2) was loated in the entre of the barrow. The retangularpit, with rounded orners, was 2.45 x 1.25 m in size, with its longer walls orientedfrom north-east to south-west. The pit was 0.6 m deep. The �lling ontained theremains of a wooden shield and lumps of ohre. The skeleton lay in a foetal positionon its bak, head to the north-east. The arms were extended, the legs, bent at theknees and raised up, later fell down in a rhombus. The skull and the bones wereovered with ohre. The skull rested on a 15-m earth \pillow".Barrow 14. The bank of the barrow originally reahed the height of 6-8 m and was60 m in diameter. Of seven graves of the YC that were found in the barrow, 5 wereseleted for analysis (Fig. 7:1).Stratigraphy of the barrow. The entral part of the barrow had been ruined bya pit (\maidan") made for the prodution of saltpetre; the remaining \aps" of thebarrow suggested that the earliest of the exavated graves had been grave 7 and
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F i g . 6. Golovkovka, Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad Region1 - general plan of barrow 12; 2 - plan and setion of grave 5 of barrow 11. Legend: a - wooden shield;b - buried blak earth;  - digging
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F i g . 7. Golovkovka, Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad Region1 - general plan and setion of barrow 14; 2 - plan and setion of grave 3 of barrow 12. Legend: a-remains of �re-beds; b - digging



93that one of the traed banks of the barrow had been onneted to that grave. Theother exavated graves were sunk after grave 7.Grave 2 (Fig. 8:1) was loated at a distane of 18 m to the north-east of theassumed entre of the barrow. It was made in a pit 2.15 x 1.9 m in size, with itslonger walls oriented from north-west to south-east. On a ledge in the pit, 1.85 mdeep, there were wooden bloks. In the south-eastern orner of the pit there was asmall pile of slightly burnt bones of a small animal (sheep-goat?). Below the shieldthere was a retangular pit, 1.55 x 1 m in size, 0.65 m deep from the level of theledge. The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its left side, head to the north-west.The left arm was extended, the right arm was bent at the elbow. The legs werebent at right angles to the body. On the oor of the pit were the remains of a grassmat, 1.15 x 0.65 m, overed with wooden rods. Under the skull and in the northernorner of the mat there were traes of ohre. In front of the skeleton there was along wooden bar, 0.78 m long and 1 m thik. Beyond the mat there were severalbones of a small animal. Behind the head of the skeleton was a moulded vessel witha short straight nek, strongly ontoured shoulders and a at bottom. The shoulderswere deorated with a \herringbone" pattern made with a omb-like instrument.The vessel was 14.1 m tall, the diameter 12.2 m at the rim, 16.6 m in the body,and 6 m at the bottom (Fig. 8:2).Grave 3 (Fig. 8:3) was found 19.5 m to the south-east of the assumed entre.The retangular pit, 1.3 x 1 m in size, was oriented with its long walls from northto south. The �lling ontained the remains of a wooden shield. The bottom of thepit lay 2.2 m deep from the \0" level. The skeleton lay in a foetal position on itsleft side, head to the north. Both arms were slightly bent at the elbows. The legswere bent at right angles to the body. There was a grass mat on the oor, with anunbroken layer of thin rods.Grave 4 (Fig. 9:3) was found 15.5 m to the south-east of the assumed entre.At the depth of 1.1 m, there were partially preserved longitudinal ledges, 1.05 and1 m wide, whih had served as rests for the beams, 16 m in diameter, that hadbeen plaed along the pit. One of the beams was partially burned. Below the shield,there was a retangular pit with rounded orners, 1.7 x 1 m in size, with its longerwalls oriented from north to south. The pit was 1 m deep from the level of theledge. The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to the north. The armswere extended; the legs, originally bent at the knees and raised up, fell to the right.The bones were overed with ohre. The bottom of the pit was overed with a grassmat, sprinkled with ohre, and featured six postholes, 5 m in diameter and 10 mdeep.Grave 7 (Fig. 9:2) was found 15 m to the south-west of the assumed entre.Ledges, 1 m wide, were made at a depth of 1.5 m from the entrane level, andsupported several beams, plaed along the pit. Below the shield was a retangularpit, its orners emphasised with vertial grooves. The pit, 1.8 x 1 m in size, and 1.1
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F i g . 8. Golovkovka, Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad Region1 - plan and setion of grave 2 of barrow 14 (1 - animal bones; 2 - vessel); 2 - vessel from grave 2; 3- plan and setion of grave 3 of barrow 14. Legend: a - �bre rot from the mat and wooden shield; b -digging
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F i g . 9. Golovkovka, Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad Region1 - plan and setion of grave 9 of barrow 14; 2 - plan and setion of grave 7 of barrow 14; 3 - plan andsetion of grave 4 of barrow 14. Legend: a - �bre rot from the mat; b - wooden shield;  - digging



96m deep from the level of the ledges, was oriented with its long sides from south--west to north-east. The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to thesouth-west. The arms were extended; the legs, bent at the knees and raised up, laterfell to the left. The bones were overed with ohre. There were pathes of ohreand some brown rot on the oor. At the bottom of the pit, along the wall, therewere six postholes with wooden remains inside. The hollows were 5 m in diameterand 10 m deep.Grave 9 (Fig. 9:1) was sunk 22.5 m to the south-east of the assumed entre.1.5 m deep from the \0" level there were several ledges, 0.12-0.2 m wide, whihhad served as the rests for 0.1 m wide wooden bloks plaed aross the pit. The�lling of the pit ontained one half of a granite grinder, oval in projetion andsemi-irular in setion. The working faet of the grinder displayed traes of ohre.Its dimensions were 12.2 x 9.5 x 4.5 m. Below the shield there was a retangularpit, 1.1 x 0.8 m in size, with its longer sides oriented from north-east to south-west.The pit was 0.4 m deep from the level of the ledges. The skeleton lay in a foetalposition on its left side, head to the north-east. Both of the arms were bent at theelbows. The legs were bent at right angles to the body. There was brown rot on theoor. 1.2. BARROW 1 NEAR THE VILLAGE OF PROTOPOPOVKAThe barrow stood on the high plateau of the Ingul's left bank. By the timethe exavations began, the entral part, and the north-eastern and south-western\aps" had been ruined by earlier onstrution works. The remaining barrow was2 m high, and 20 m in diameter.Of the four graves of the YC found in the barrow, samples for analysis weretaken from three (Fig. 10:4; 11).Stratigraphy of the barrow. The barrow was onstruted in two stages. The �rstbank was onneted to grave 2. It onsisted of 2 onstrution layers. The �rst ofthese, 0.9 m deep and 10 m in diameter, was made of blak earth \pellets". In theproess of making the bank, the buried blak earth and the surfae of the bank hadbeen overed with a watery layer of soil. On top of this was the seond layer, 0.5m thik and 15 m in diameter, also made of blak earth \pellets". The exavationteam did not manage to trae the onnetion of the seond blak earth bank witha partiular grave (Fig. 10:1-3).Grave 2 (main, Fig. 10:4) was found in the entre of the barrow; the dishargelying to the south of the grave. At the level of the buried blak earth, the pit wasovered with a layer of ane and two layers of rossed thin rods. The retangular
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F i g . 10. Protopopovka, Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad Region1 - plan of barrow 1; 2-3 - setions of barrow 1; 4 - plan and setion of grave 3 of barrow 1. Legend: a- wooden shield; b - digging;  - �bre rot from the mat



98pit, with rounded orners, was 2 x 1.6 m in size, with its longer walls oriented fromnorth-west to south-east. The pit was 1.25 m deep from the level of the buried blakearth. The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to the north-west. Thearms were extended along the body; the legs, originally bent at the knees and raisedup, fell to the right. The skull was intensively overed with ohre. Pathes of ohrewere also seen on the pelvis and the feet bones. There was brown rot at the bottomof the pit. In the orners at the bottom there were holes made by wooden poles, 5m in diameter and 11 m deep.Grave 3 (Fig. 11:2) was sunk into the entre of the last bank. There were ledgesmade, 0.5 m deep from the entry level, whih served as rests for the beam overplaed aross the pit. Below the level of the ledges there was a retangular pit, 0.9x 0.8 m in size, with its longer walls oriented from south-west to north-east. The pitwas 0.6 m deep from the level of the ledges. The skeleton lay in a foetal positionon its bak, head to the south-west. The arms were extended; the leg bones werenot preserved. There was some brown rot at the bottom of the pit.Grave 4 (Fig. 11:1) was sunk 10.5 m to the north-east of the assumed entre.The retangular pit, 1.5 x 0.96 m in size, was oriented with its longer sides fromsouth-west to north- east. The bottom lay 2.7 m from the \0" level. The skeletonlay in a foetal position on its left side, head to the south-west. The left arm wasextended, the right arm was bent at the elbow; the legs were bent at right angles tothe body. There was some brown rot and pathes of ohre at the bottom of the pit.2. CHRONOLOGY (CONCLUSION)2.1. RELATIVE DATING OF THE MONUMENTSFrom the features of the burial rite, the presented group of graves may bedivided into two groups: (1) graves with skeletons in a foetal position on their baks(12 graves); and (2) graves with skeletons in a foetal position on their side (5 graves,with 1 skeleton on its right side and 4 on their left side). Most of the graves of the�rst group were oriented in a westerly diretion: skeletons in 8 out of 12 graveslay with their heads to the south-west; one to the west, one to the north-west, oneto the north, and one to the north-east. In two of the graves, the skeletons werepositioned either on the right or on the left side, heads to the north-east; and inthree other graves, the skeletons lay in a foetal position on their left side with theirheads to the south-west, the north-west and the north.
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F i g . 11. Protopopovka, Aleksandria Distrit, Kirovohrad Region1 - plan and setion of grave 4 of barrow 1; 2-3 - plans and setion of grave 3 of barrow 1. Legend: a -wooden shield; b - digging



100 Stratigraphially, the graves an be divided as follows: in one ase, only onetype of grave was found (barrow 6), while in three other barrows there were gravesin whih the skeletons had been positioned in the same way but oriented di�erently,and there were graves in whih both the position of the skeleton and its orientationwere di�erent (barrows 5 and 14 near the village of Golovkovka, and barrow 2 nearthe village of Protopopovka). In these barrows, graves that ontained skeletonspositioned on their baks had been made earlier than the graves with the skeletonsin a foetal position on their right or left side. On the other hand, 5 graves withskeletons that lay in a foetal position on their baks, with their heads towards thesouth-west, the north- west, the west and the north, had some spei� details suh aspostholes in the bottom of the grave. In general, this detail was typial for 40 perentof the graves studied at the burial site, and distinguished the site signi�antly fromthose in other regions of Ukraine, where this detail of the burial rite did not ourin more than 5 to 10 perent [Nikolova 1992℄. It should be noted that the role ofthese postholes is not suÆiently lear, despite the assumptions of some researhersthat they were used for installing some spei� wooden onstrutions in the pits.Although wood was typially very well-preserved in this region, our observationssuggest that no traes of wood were found inside the postholes in most of thegraves. Possibly, before losing the grave, suh onstrutions were removed fromthe pit, or else the postholes may have been designed for a ompletely di�erentpurpose. Whatever the ase, this detail of the burial rite may probably be regardedas a spei� ethno-ultural feature.The analysis of the stratigraphi loation of the features of the burial rite, madefor all graves of the burial site onerned, suggests that the earliest graves were thesmall group of those whih ontained skeletons in a foetal position on their baks,with their heads to the east [Polin, Tuphenko, Nikolova 1992; 1993; 1994℄. The nexthronologial group is represented by graves that ontained skeletons that had beenpositioned on their baks, with their heads to the west and the south-west, the latterbeing the key diretion in that burial site and ourring in about 70 perent of ases.Other graves that were made at the same time ontained skeletons that were positio-ned on their right side and oriented towards the south-west. These graves displayed aspei� feature: postholes at the bottom of the pit. The fat that the two ways of po-sitioning the body oinided in time is proved by ases where a single bank overedgraves of both kinds, as well as by graves where the bodies were buried on their baksthat were made later than those ontaining skeletons that lay on their right side (forinstane, Golovkovka, barrows 20, 25), and by several double and group graves [Po-lin, Tuphenko, Nikolova 1993:17; 1994:10℄. The last hronologial group of the bu-rial site onsists of graves ontaining skeletons in a foetal position on their left side.One of the graves, dated with the use of the 14 method, ontained a vessel relatedto the ninth luster, aording to our lassi�ation [Nikolova, Mamhyh 1997:108℄,and has a wide range of similarities both with the Late YC and the Early CC.



101Within the above framework of hronologial lassi�ation of the YC monu-ments of the Ukrainian steppe, these materials relate to the 3rd and the 4th hro-nologial periods [Nikolova 1992:16℄. 2.2. ABSOLUTE DATING OF THE MONUMENTSThe analysis of the dates obtained using the 14C method and the arhaeologialdata brings us to the following onlusions.a. Aording to the alibrated 14C dates, with 95.5% probability (Table 1), theYC graves of this burial site had existed for a substantial time, and the graveswere dated between 2866 - 2140 BC (Ki-6723, 4030±60 - Ki-6726, 3840±50 BP).However, taking into aount standard deviations, the di�erene between individualradioarbon dates of some graves amounts to 460-300 years (for example, Ki-6723and Ki-6725). T a b l e 2Calibration after Weninger 1993Lab. No. No. barrow Date BP Date BC/AD/No. grave alKi-6718 3/1 3920±60 2379±85Ki-6730 5/3 3960±60 2446±97Ki-6731 5/5 4005±55 2516±72Ki-6719 6/8 3970±55 2472±90Ki-6720 6/9 3880±55 2356±89Ki-6721 6/11 3850±55 2296±94Ki-6722 7/4 3980±60 2480±93Ki-6723 11/5 4030±60 2539±81Ki-6724 12/3 3950±50 2403±81Ki-6727 14/2 3910±55 2377±79Ki-6725 14/3 3895±55 2371±83Ki-6726 14/4 3840±50 2285±90Ki-6728 14/7 3905±55 2374±80Ki-6729 14/9 3920±50 2386±72Ki-6733 1/2 3945±50 2398±78Ki-6734 1/3 3925±55 2388±78Ki-6732 1/4 3890±55 2364±85b. The use of the B. Weninger program [Kadrow, Szmyt 1996b: 104-108℄ so-mewhat redues this time span (Table 2). Aording to these data, the dates of thegraves for this burial site fall between 2620-2195 BC, while standard deviations of



102individual alibrated 14C dates fall in the range of 194 to 144 years (for example,Ki-6730 and Ki-6731).. Comparison of the data of the burial rite and of the alibrated 14C datesobtained suggests that some of the graves whih display the same sets of burial ritefeatures di�er substantially in their alibrated 14C dates, while graves with di�erentsets of features have lose alibrated 14C dates. The graves ontaining skeletonspositioned on their baks display the broadest range of dates: 2539±81 (Ki-6723) -2285±90 (Ki-6726) BC (Table 2); one grave ontaining a skeleton positioned on itsright side dates bak to 2446±97 BC (Ki-6730). The range is somewhat narrower forthe graves that ontain skeletons positioned on their left side: it falls within 2386±72- 2364±85 BC (Ki-6729 and Ki-6732). Of the 12 graves of the �rst group, nine fallinto the range of 2539±81 (ki-6723) - 2374±80 (Ki-6728) BC (Table 2); meanwhile,the graves of this group, united by the ourrene of postholes in the oor of thepits, produe the most substantial di�erene in 14C alibrations: 2539±81 (Ki-6723)- 2285±90 Ki-6726 BC.d. Comparison of stratigraphi observations and of 14C alibration dates in ge-neral points to their lose ompatibility, exept in barrow 14, where the obtained 14Cdates of the graves do not orrespond to their stratigraphial sequene. However,it should be noted that the severe ruination of the barrow's bank, and the formerpratie of using it for the prodution of saltpeter, not only prevented the rese-arhers from determining the real stratigraphi sequene of the graves, but ouldalso have inuened the quality of the original samples. Aording to the 14C datesobtained, the graves ontaining skeletons positioned on their baks (Ki-6726 andKi-6728) date bak to a more reent period (3905±55 and 3840±50 BP) than thegraves (Ki-6725, Ki-6727, Ki-6729) ontaining skeletons lying in a foetal position ontheir left side (3895±55 BP, 3910±55 BP, 3920±50 BP, respetively).Therefore, the results obtained from the 14C dating of the YC monumentsanalysed allow us to address a number of issues linked to general problems of ana-lysis and of the arhaeologial interpretation of radioarbon dates for determiningabsolute dates of arhaeologial data [see in this volume: Nikolova, Radioarbondating. . . ℄. Translated by Maria Ogiyenko



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 103-128PL ISSN 1231-0344Alla V. NikolovaRADIOCARBON DATING OF GRAVES OF THEYAMNAYA AND CATACOMB CULTURES ON THE DNIEPERRIGHT BANKThe expedition of the Institute of Arhaeology of the National Aademy ofSienes of Ukraine has been investigating barrow burial plaes in the NikopolDistrit of the Dnipropetrovsk Region (the right bank of the Dnieper) (Fig. 1) formany years. A number of graves of the Yamnaya ulture (YC) and the Cataombulture (CC) were seleted for 14C dating, some of whih have been analysed [seeKaiser, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. This artile presents materials of the YCand the CC from two barrows. 1. MATERIAL DESCRIPTIONChkalovo, barrow 11 (Fig. 2-4). One of the barrow burial sites, barrow 11, was partof the large barrow group near Chkalovo village. The exavations began in 1979 andare still being arried out. The group was loated at the watershed of two anientbanks. At the time of exavation, barrow 11 was 0.65 m in height, with a diameterof 20 m. A �lled dith was disovered, typial for barrows of the Eneolithi-BronzeAges, formed due to the exavation of soil for the embankment onstrution.13 graves were disovered in the barrow: 6 graves of the YC; 5 of the CC and2 of the Mnogovalikovoi Pottery ulture (MPC). Bones from the YC and CC graveswere taken for 14C dating (Table 1). This paper presents all the �ndings from theYC graves, inluding enotaphs, as the details of the burial eremony testi�ed tothe relative simultaneity of those burial plaes ontaining YC skeletons and thoseof a symboli nature.The barrow was onstruted one shot above grave 9, whih was surroundedby a ring digging, with a break in its south-western part, at the level of the buried
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F i g . 1. The iruit of the arrangement of barrow groups near Ordzhonikidze and near Chkalovo in theNikopol Distrit of the Dnipropetrovsk Region [see Pustovalov 1994℄. Legend: a - barrow grouphernozem. The outlet was up to 0.35 m thik and 7.5 m in diameter. All thesubsequent graves were sunk into the embankment with no visible additions (Fig. 2).Grave 2 (YC, Fig. 4:2) was unearthed 9 m to the south-east of the established entreof the barrow. It is a enotaph type burial plae, dug in a pit with ledges, whihwere loated at a depth of 0.7 m. Below the ledges, the pit was retangular, 1.5 x 0.9m in size, oriented lengthways from east to west with insigni�ant deviation. Thebottom was at a depth of 1.15 m. A fragment of fashioned ohre, of a laret olourand retangular in shape, 20 x 18 m in size and 3 m thik, lay at the bottom ofthe pit, near the northern wall. Similar ohre was found in graves 5 and 11.Grave 5 (YC, Fig. 4:1) is a enotaph type burial plae, disovered 9 m to the eastof the barrow entre. There were ledges at a depth of 1.4 m, with wooden bloksresting on them along the tomb. Below the ledges, the pit was retangular, 1.4 x 0.8m in size and oriented lengthways from north-east to south-west. The bottom wasat a depth of 1.9 m. A fragment of fashioned ohre, of a laret olour, 14 x 10 m



105in size and 3 m thik, was found at the bottom of the pit near the western wall. AUnio shell was found near the north-eastern wall of the pit.Grave 6 (CC, Fig. 4:4) lay 6 m to the south-west of the barrow entre. The entranehole was round, 1.1 m in diameter. The bottom of the hamber desended from adepth of 1.3 m towards the entrane loated in the eastern wall of the pit. Isolatedhuman bones were found in the �lling. There had been two entombments in thehamber, the �rst body being removed from the tomb during the seond burialeremony. The hamber was oval in shape, 2 x 1.3 m in size, oriented lengthwaysfrom north to east. The bottom lay at a depth of 1.84 m. The seond sepulhre wasat a depth of 1.76 m. The skeleton lay extended on its bak, head to the north-west.The arms were bent at the elbows, the hands plaed near the hin. The remainsof a white substane were found under the skeleton, and preserved human bonesfrom the earlier grave were sattered on the bottom of the ataomb.Grave 7 (CC, Fig. 3:3) was disovered 3.5 m to the north-west of the barrow entre.The entrane hole was oval in plan, 1.2 x 1.1 m in size, oriented lengthways fromwest to east, the bottom at a depth of 1 4 m. The pit was �lled with lay. The burialhamber adjoined the eastern wall of the pit. It was oval, 2.1 x 1.4 m in size, andoriented lengthways from north to south. The bottom of the pit lay at a depth of1.65 m. The skeleton lay extended on its bak, head to the north. The left arm wasextended, the right arm slightly bent at the elbow. A stain of red ohre was foundnear the skull on the pit oor.Grave 8 (YC, Fig. 3:1) was loated 3.5 m to the east of the barrow entre. It wasonstruted in a pit with ledges formed at a depth of 0.65 m. Below the ledges,the pit was retangular, 1 8 x 1.1 m in size, oriented lengthways from south-west tonorth-east. The bottom lay at a depth of 2.05 m. Fragments of a wooden overingwere found in the �lling. The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head tothe south-west. The arms were slightly bent at the elbows, the legs bent at the kneesand raised, later falling apart in a rhombus. The skull and feet bore traes of ohrepowdering. Near the right shoulder of the body lay an awl (bronze, four-sided inplan, 6.5 m long; Fig. 3:2). Brownish remains (leather/skin?) were found on thepit bottom. Small postholes were traed in the bottom of the pit along the tombperimeter. There were three postholes near the south-western front wall and threenear the longitudinal walls of the pit. They were 4 m in diameter and up to 3.5 mdeep.Grave 9 (main YC, Fig. 3:6) was sunk at the level of buried hernozem in a retan-gular pit 2.2 x 1.04 m in size, oriented lengthways from north-east to south-west.The bottom lay at a depth of 1.15 m. The body lay in a foetal position on its bak,head to the north-east. The arms were extended along the body. The legs werebent at the knees and raised, but had fallen down. The bones bore traes of ohre.Brownish remains (leather/skin?) were found on the bottom of the pit. Numerouspostholes, 4.5 m in diameter and 4 m deep, were traed along the front walls.
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F i g . 2. Chkalovo, Nikopol Distrit, Dnipropetrovsk Region1 - general plan of barrow 11; 2 - ross-setions of barrow 11. Legend: a - the ontinent, b - the digging, - buried hernozem
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F i g . 3. Chkalovo, Nikopol Distrit, Dnipropetrovsk Region, barrow 111 - plane of grave 8; 2 - bronze awl from grave 8; 3 - plan of grave 7; 4 - lay vessel from grave 12; 5- plan of grave 12; 6 - plan of grave 9. Legend: a - ontinent; b - ohre stains;  - blak remains; d -hollow



108Grave 11 (YC, Fig. 4:3) was disovered 6.5 m to the south-east of the barrow entre.It was sunk in a pit with ledges, whih lay at a depth of 0.9 m and were from 40m to 1.1 m wide. Below the ledges, the pit was retangular, 1.9 x 1 m in size, itsorners strengthened by vertial rods whih extended down the walls to the bottomor up to 0.05 m from the bottom of the pit, whih lay at a depth of 2.1 m. The pitwas oriented lengthways from south-west to north-east. The remains of a form ofshovel were found in the walls. These fragments were 48 m long, 2 m wide and 1m deep. The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to the south-west.The left arm was extended, the right arm was slightly bent at the elbow. The legs,bent at the knees and raised, had fallen to the left. The skeleton was painted withohre, traes of whih were found on the pit oor in the areas of the skull andfeet. Fashioned ohre lay to the left of the shoulder (fashioned ohre, ylindrial inshape, of a laret olour, 8 m in diameter, 2.8m high; Fig. 4:5). Brown remains(leather/skin?) were also found on the bottom of the pit.Grave 12 (CC, Fig. 3:5) was loated 6.5 m to the south-west of the barrow entre.The entrane passage was oval, 1.2 x 1 m in size, oriented lengthways from north--east to south-west. The bottom lay at a depth of 1.4 m.The burial hamber adjoined the north-eastern wall of the pit. The hamber en-trane was arhed in form, 0.52 m long, 0.3 m high. The hamber itself was ovalin shape, 1.9 x 1.4 m size, oriented lengthways from north-west to south-east. Thebottom lay at a depth of 2.1 m, the vault height was 0.86 m. Fragments of a formof shovel, 4 m in width, 28-30 m long and 2 m deep had been preserved in thehamber walls. The skeleton lay extended on its bak, head to the north-east. Thearms were bent at the elbows, the hands plaed on the pelvi bones. The brownishremains of a pillow or hat (leather/skin?) an be observed on the skull, and someblak olour remains on the leg bones. A vessel (a erami, at bottomed vesselwith low and ontoured shoulders. It is deorated with engraved lines and slantingdie points. The brim edge and the mouth of the vessel are deorated with \herring--bone" inisions. Below this are engraved double zigzag lines, the areas betweenwhih are �lled with slanting inisions. The vessel is 14 m tall, and the diametersare 14 m at the mouth, 19 m at the belly and 9 m at the base; Fig. 3:4) stood tothe right of the skull, surrounded by a painted layer of ohre, 20 m long and 12m wide.Grave 13 (YC, Fig. 4:6) was loated 5 m to the north of the barrow entre. The pitwas retangular in shape, with rounded orners, 1.6 x l m in size, oriented lengthwaysfrom south- west to north-east. The bottom lay at a depth of 1.6 m. The skeleton layin a foetal position on its bak, head to the south-west. The arms were extended, thelegs, bent at the knees and raised, had fallen to the right. The skull and extremitieswere painted with ohre.Shakhta 22, barrow 2 (Fig. 5-8). The seond barrow was part of the Shakhta 22group, loated at the watershed of the left bank of the Solena river, to the north of
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F i g . 4. Chkalovo, Nikopol Distrit, Dnipropetrovsk Region, barrow 111 - plan of grave 5; 2 - plan of grave 2; 3 - plan graves 11; 4 - plan graves 6; 5 - fashioned ohre fromgrave 11; 6 - plan of grave 13. Legend: a - fashioned ohre; b - ohre stains;  - wood



110the manganese prodution mine (Shakhta 22), whene the group obtained its name(Fig. 1). The group onsisted of 17 banks extended in a hain from west to east.Barrow 2 was the seond highest in the group and lay in its western extremity. At thetime of exavation, its height was 2.05 m, diameter 34 m. The barrow embankmenthad been ploughed up, and a dith, formed as a result of soil exavations for theembankment onstrution was disovered around it. There were 17 graves in thebarrow: 10 of the YC 6 of the CC and 1 of the framework ultures (Fig. 5). Humanbones from two graves of the YC were seleted for the 14C dating, and we haveonsequently on�ned our presentation to graves of this ulture.The barrow was onstruted by the YC population. The anient embankment,onsisting of hernozem mounds, was raised over grave 12. Its height was 2 m,diameter - 20 m. The diameter of the embankment was subsequently inreased to27 m when grave 14, overed with an embankment of friable hernozem, was sunkinto the north-west part. The next embankment of a loal type, overing the southernsetor of the barrow, was onneted with grave 9. The �nal barrow embankment,onsisting of loam, was onstruted following the sinking of graves 6, 3, 13 and 16,and thus reahed its �nal dimensions. The subsequent graves were sunk without theonstrution of further embankments (Fig. 6:1-7).Grave 2 was loated in the south-eastern setor of the barrow. Stone overing plateswere found at a depth of 1.72 m. Below these was a retangular pit with roundedorners, 0.8 x 0.5 m in size, oriented lengthways from north-east to south-west. Thebottom lay at 2.91 m (1.19 m lower than the overing). The skeleton of a hild hadbeen eaten away by rodents. Judging by the remains of the skull, it lay towards thenorth-east. At the bottom of the pit, an ohre stain was observed.Grave 3 (Fig. 7:1) was loated in the south-eastern setor of the barrow. The re-tangular pit, with rounded omers, 4 x 2.5 m in size, was oriented lengthways fromsouth-west to north-east. It featured ledges, at a depth of 2.05 m, upon whih lay adeayed overing of ane up to 2 m thik. Below the ledges, the pit was retangularin plan and 1.6 x 1 m in size. Its depth was 3.12 m (1.06 m lower than the ledges).The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its left side, head to the south-west. Theright arm was extended. The bones of the left arm were not preserved. The skeletonwas painted extensively with ohre.Grave 4 (Fig. 6:8) was situated in the southern setor of the barrow. The retangularpit, with rounded orners, 0.8 x 0.6 m in size, was oriented lengthways from south--east to north-west. The bottom lay at a depth of 2.78 m. A hild was buried inthe grave, although only some barely appreiable remains of his skeleton have beenpreserved. A erami egg-shaped vessel with a low straight mouth and small, atbottom stood near the south-eastern wall. The area under the rim was deoratedwith ord prints. The vessel was 12.5 m high, the diameter of the mouth 9.5 m(Fig. 6:9).Grave 6 (Fig. 7:3) was loated in the western setor of the barrow. The retangular
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F i g . 5. General plan of barrow 2, Shakhta 22 group, Nikopol Distrit, Dnipropetrovsk RegionLegend: a - grave outletpit, with rounded omers, 1.5 x 0.94 m in size, was oriented lengthways from northto south with insigni�ant deviation. The depth of the pit was 3.31 m. The skeletonlay in a foetal position on its side, head to the north. The left arm was extended.The legs were bent at right angles to the body. A fragment of the bottom part of alarge vessel lay to the left of the body. Its internal and external sides were overedwith lines (Fig. 4:4). A piee of ohre lay behind the skull, and a shell was foundnear the feet.
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F i g . 6. Group Shakhta 22, Nikopol Distrit, Dnipropetrovsk Region barrow 2.1-7 - ross-setion of barrow 2; 8 - plan of grave 4; 9 - pottery vessel from grave 4; 10 - plan of grave 9.Legend: a - ontinent; b - ohre;  - piee of ohre
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F i g . 7. Group Shakhta 22, Nikopol Distrik, Dnipropetrovsk Region barrow 21 - vessel from grave 14; 2 - plan of grave 14; 3 - plan of grave 16. Legend: a - ohre; b - buriedhernozem;  - ontinent; d - small goat hooves



114Grave 9 (Fig. 6:10) was loated in the south-eastern setor of the barrow. The pitwas retangular in plan, with rounded orners, 2 x 1.34 m in size, and orientedlengthways from north-east to south-west. At a depth of 3.11 m there were ledges,upon whih were the remains of a wooden overing. Below the ledges, at a depthof 3.81 m (0.8 m below the ledges) the pit was retangular in plan, 1.7 x 1 m in size.The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its left side, head to the north- east. Theleft arm was extended, the right arm bent at the elbow. The legs were bent at anobtuse angle to the body. A piee of ohre lay near the feet.Grave 12 (major, Fig. 7:5) was loated in the entre of the barrow. The pit wasovered by ane at the level of the anient horizon. The pit is retangular in plan,2 x 1.1. m in size, oriented lengthways from north-east to south-west. The pit is 0.9deep from the level of the buried hernozem. The skeleton had been satisfatorilypreserved. It lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to the north-east. The armswere extended. The raised legs had fallen to the right. A piee of ohre lay to theright of the skull.Grave 13 (Fig. 7:20) was loated in the eastern setor of the barrow. The retangularpit, 3.1 x 2 m in size, was oriented lengthways from east to west. Ledges, at a depth of2.05 m, bore traes of a wooden overing. Below the ledges, the pit was trapezoidin plan, 1.8 x 1.1 - 1.2 min size. Its depth was 3.15 m (1.1 m below the ledges).The skeleton lay in a foetal position on its bak, head to the west. The arms wereextended along the body. The legs, raised, and bent at the knees, had fallen to theright. The skeleton was painted in ohre, partiularly marked on the skull. Somebrownish remains were found on the bottom of the pit.Grave 14 (Fig. 8:2) was onstruted in the north-western setor of the barrow. Thepit was trapezoid in plan, 1.7 x 0.8-1 m in size, oriented lengthways from south-westto north-east. The depth was 3.09 m. The remains of a wooden overing were foundin the �lling. The grave ontained the skeletons of an adult male and a hild. Theadult skeleton lay in a foetal position on its left side, near the south-eastern wall,with its head to the south-west. The left arm was extended, the right arm bent at theelbow. The legs were bent at an obtuse angle to the body. The skeleton of the hildlay on its bak, next to the adult, oriented in the same diretion, with its arms slightlybent at the elbows. Behind the skull, the bottom of the pit was overed with ohre.A erami vessel with a rounded bottom stood nearby (Fig. 8:1). It was egg shaped,with a low, straight mouth, 14.5 m high, and with a diameter at the mouth of 8.8m. Two small goat hooves lay near the vessel. The skulls of both the deeased borestains of ohre. Brown oloured remains were observed on the bottom of the pit.Grave 16 (Fig. 8:3) was loated in the north-eastern setor of the barrow. It had beenpartially destroyed by a bulldozer. The pit was retangular, 2.4 m long, orientedlengthways from west to east. At a depth of 2.05 m were ledges with a woodenovering over them. Below the ledges, the pit was 1.4 m long. It was 2.55 m deep(0.55 m lower than the ledges). The grave ontained the skeletal remains of an adult
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F i g . 8. Group Shakhta 22, Nikopol Distrit, Dnipropetrovsk Region barrow 21 - plan of grave 3; 2 - plan of grave 13; 3 - plan of grave 6; 4 - fragment of vessel from grave 6; 5 -plan of grave 12. Legend: a - ane; b - buried hernozem;  - ontinent; d - wood; e - ohre



116and a hild. They lay in a foetal position on their left side with their heads to thewest. The right arm of the adult was bent at the elbow. The bones of the other armhad not been preserved. The legs were bent at right angles to the body. A smallgoat hoof was found behind the skull of the hild. Brown remains were observedon the pit oor. 2. DATING OF THE YAMNAYA CULTUREa. A omparison of the graves of the YC presented here with the YC gravesnear Golovkovka village in Kirovograd Region [see Nikolova, Radioarbon dates. . . ,in this volume℄ reveals signi�ant resemblanes, not only with regard to generalfeatures of the burial eremony, as testi�ed by the similar position and orientationof the skeletons, but additionally in peuliarities of the grave onstrution, inludingthe presene of small holes at the bottom of the grave pits.The analysis of hanges in the burial eremonies of the YC of Ukraine hasrevealed omparable tendenies between di�erent regions, despite the existeneof loal peuliarities. This allows us to determine four basi hronologial periodsin the development of the YC [Nikolova 1992℄. The most anient among these isharaterised by the establishment of a relative uniformity in the burial eremony.One of the most important features of this period was the onstrution of the basiquantity of initial embankments above the graves, with the obligatory support ofgraves by additions to existing barrows, inluding those of other ultures. All theinfrequent ases of stone irles and dith onstrutions, types of funeral feasts andso on around the burial plaes have been attributed to this period. Graves weresunk only in the entre of barrows. The prinipal grave shape is of a simple pitwith rounded orners, bloked with a tree or a stone The skeletons lay in a foetalposition on their baks, with the legs raised, and the head oriented to the east,north-east and oasionally to the south-east. The bodies were frequently olouredwith ohre. The monuments of this period are onentrated mainly on the territoryof the left bank of the Dnieper river (the basin between the Don and the Molohnarivers, the Orel and the Samara rivers basin, the Lower Dnieper and the Crimea);in some areas of the Dnieper right bank; and, probably, along the Ingul river basin.The period orresponds to the most anient YC monuments of the Lower Volgabasin (Bykovo 2, 2/3) the Middle and the Lower Don basin (settlement near Repin),the Kuban basin and also the materials of the Mikhailivka settlement (layer 2).The following period saw the expansion of the distribution of the YC territoryfurther to the west, whih proeeded to over the whole of the territory of the right



117bank of the Dnieper down to the basin of the Dniester and Prut rivers At the sametime, the majority of traditions of the preeding period had been preserved. Themajor hanges appeared in the orientation of the bodies. This tendeny is evidentaross pratially all the territories, both on the left and the right banks of theDnieper. Graves of this period were frequently the �rst graves sunk in barrows ofthe loal Late Eneolithi and Usatovo type ultural groups. The Post Maikop typesof metal produts and eramis of the third layer of Mikhailivka, as well as the �rstgraves featuring the remains of arriages appeared in this period. The burial plaesof this period were aompanied by embankments or soil additions. The entralsetions of the previous embankments were used for sinking graves. The prevailingposition of the dead remained the foetal position.The rihest ourishing of the YC on the territory of Ukraine ame duringthe third stage of its development. Although our data is relative, it is possible toassume that the height of the development of the YC population ame at this timefrom a quantitative assessment of burial monuments. Its �nal boundaries extendaross all regions of the steppe and forest-steppe zone of Ukraine, down to theregions of the Danube river basin. The linking of ertain territories with separatesoial groups (tribes?), appears to be attributable to this period, as ertain spei�features of both the burial eremony and erami omplexes have been traed toseparate territorial groups. A more detailed omparison, along with the olletion ofadditional materials, will obviously enable a more preise piture of their borders tobe asertained in the nearest future. The urrent stage of analysis already allows usto distinguish at least two basi territorial groupings, the populations of whih hadrather intensive ultural onnetions. The �rst of these inluded the southern areasof the Dnieper left bank territory - the Azov Sea basin, the Molohna basin, thebasin of the Dnieper and the Northern Ponti area, as well as the Crimean steppe.The harateristi feature of this sub-luster was the preservation of the mainlyeasterly diretion of body orientation. This distinguished it from all other territorialgroups of monuments, inluding the Northern Donets and the Orel and the Samararivers basin, whih were part of the seond grouping, inluding all regions to thewest of the Dnieper.The ourrene of numerous emeteries �lled with relatively simultaneous gra-ves is attributed to this period. The transformation of barrows into emeteries ofsmall, separate olletions entailed hanges in ertain burial traditions. This an beobserved to the greatest degree in the parameters of orientation, whih had gradu-ally lost its independent, eremonial meaning and surrendered to the tradition ofa planigraphi manner of emetery onstrution. It is worth noting that the obse-rvable distintions in orientation aross a range of regions generially asended tothe preeding period. Consequently, for the monuments inluded in the �rst terri-torial grouping, the easterly diretion remained prevalent until pratially the endof the YC. The western orientation was established in other monuments. This was



118a period of gradual ultural transformation, by the end of whih the tradition ofembankment onstrution and soil addition over the burial plaes had disappearedby the end of the period. Changes in the shapes of the grave pits have been foundin a number of areas. Burial plaes with bodies in a foetal position on their sideappeared during this period. For a ertain time, the ulture was haraterised bybi-ritual eremonies, until the re-establishment of a unity in the burial eremony.The �nal hronologial period in the development of the burial eremony ofthe YC monuments of Ukraine, as well as in other regions of its distribution, is ha-raterised by the ultimate transformation of all its features. The pratie of raisingembankments and soil additions above the burial plaes �nally ame to an end, untilonly old emeteries were used. The position of the bodies was exlusively in a foetalposition on their side, their orientation diverse and not onforming to any pattern,determined instead by the position of the grave inlets in the barrow embankment,as at the end of the previous period. The ustom of powdering the dead bodies withohre pratially disappeared. The erami omplex varied as well, with at botto-med vessels of di�erent shapes beoming dominant. In addition, a ertain hangein the onnetions between territorial groups has also been disovered [Nikolova1992:18-20℄.The graves presented herein, as well as materials of the Kirovohrad Regionwithin the framework of the given hronologial lassi�ation [see Nikolova, Ra-dioarbon dates. . . , in this volume℄ an be de�nitely attributed to the third andfourth hronologial periods.b. The graves presented above and the graves from Golovkovka village [seeNikolova, Radioarbon dates. . . in this volume℄ represent two groups aording tothe ustoms of the eremonies: (1) graves with skeletons in a foetal position ontheir bak (Chkalovo, barrow 11); (2) graves with skeletons in a foetal positionon their side (Shakhta 22, barrow 2). The analysis of graves disovered in eah ofthese barrow burial grounds learly testi�es to a ertain similarity between thoseattributed to one of the distint eremonial groups, and orrespondingly points totheir hronologial aÆnity. This an be observed not only in general eremonialfeatures, but also in individual details, suh as the presene of aompanying pieesof ohre and the onstrution type of the bottom of the grave (Chkalovo).. Fifteen radioarbon dates were obtained from six graves from barrow 11 nearChkalovo. Eight of these were obtained for graves 9 and 11 (Table 1). It should bestressed that this quantity of dates was obtained inadvertently, due to a mistakein the proess of ompleting the data ards. However, this inadvertent experimenthas allowed a number of problems to be raised onerning the auray of theindividual 14C dates obtained. Out of four pairs of individual radioarbon datesfor these graves, just three orresponded to the observed stratigraphy (Ki-6828 andKi-6829; Ki-6828a and Ki-6829a; Ki-6571 and Ki-6572) and one pair of dates for thesame grave ontradited it (Ki-6571 and Ki-6572). Three radioarbon dates for two



119T a b l e 1Chkalovo and Shakhta 22, Nikopol Distrit, Dnipropetrovsk Region, graves of the Yamnaya andCataomb ultures. List of 14C datingsSite Lab. No. No. barrow/ Culture, Date BP Date BC 68% Date BC 95%No. grave strati�ation - 1 sigma - 2 sigmalevelChkalovo Ki-6608 11/6 CC 3815±45 2316-2190 2452-24322164-2144 2402-23702358-21302074-2052Chkalovo Ki-6608a 11/6 CC 3770±50 2278-2228 2390-23882206-2132 2334-20702078-2048 1998-1986Chkalovo Ki-6610 11/7 CC 3765±45 2276-2246 2314-23002204-2130 2298-20322080-2046Chkalovo Ki-6610a 11/7 CC 3750±45 2270-2260 2284-20282202-2122 1998-19842086-2040Chkalovo Ki-6827 11/8 YC 3910±45 2460-2390 2550-25422388-2334 2490-22762240-22382236-2204Chkalovo Ki-6571 11/9 YC 3985±45 2540-2522 2610-25981 2504-2456 2588-23962380-2344Chkalovo Ki-6571a 11/9 YC 4035±50 2608-2600 2862-28161 2586-2470 2694-26762668-24562418-2412Chkalovo Ki-6828 11/9 YC 3960±50 2562-2528 2576-23121 2498-2448 2304-22942436-24002374-2354Chkalovo Ki-6828a 11/9 YC 4010±50 2574-2514 2854-28221 2508-2454 2658-26422622-24482436-24002376-2352Chkalovo Ki-6572 11/11 YC 4060±55 2850-2824 2866-28102656-2644 2754-27242620-2488 2698-2462



120 Site Lab. No. No. barrow/ Culture, Date BP Date BC 68% Date BC 95%No. grave strati�ation - 1 sigma - 2 sigmalevelChkalovo Ki-6572a 11/11 YC 4005±55 2580-2460 2856-28202660-26402624-23942382-2338Chkalovo Ki-6829 11/11 YC 3900±55 2460-2314 2552-25422302-2296 2492-2198Chkalovo Ki-6829a 11/11 YC 3990±50 2574-2516 2840-28342508-2456 2616-23322384-2336Chkalovo Ki-6609 11/12 3870±40 2452-2430 2458-2270CC 2404-2368 2260-22022364-2282Chkalovo Ki-6609a 11/12 CC 3800±50 2310-2308 2450-24322294-2138 2402-23702358-21242086-2040Shakhta 22 Ki-6833 2/6 YC 3900±55 2460-2314 2552-25424 2302-2296 2492-2198Shakhta 22 Ki-6834 2/9 YC 3970±50 2568-2524 2584-23143 2502-2452 2302-22962430-24022370-2360Shakhta 22 Ki-6834a 2/9 YC 3930±50 2470-2390 2566-25243 2388-2332 2500-23002240-2208graves from barrow 2, Shakhta 22 orresponded to the stratigraphy observed in thebarrow. Based on a omparison of the results for the radioarbon dates obtainedfor graves 9 and 11 in Chkalovo, it is learly neessary to onsider three dates(Ki-6827, Ki-6828 and Ki-6829) as inorret. The remaining dates are similar andtheir distintions within the limits of the measurement mistake. The results of the14C dating Ki-6833 and Ki-6834 are authenti for graves from barrow 2, Shakhta 22.d. Based on the results of the radioarbon dating alibration with 95.5% errorprobability (Table 1), the graves presented above should be dated bak within asigni�ant time interval 2866-2198 BC. This orresponds to the dating obtained forthe emetery near Golovkovka village [see Nikolova, Radioarbon dates. . . , in thisvolume℄. The synhronism of the YC graves from territories of the Dnipropetrovsk
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F i g . 9. Radioarbon dating of the Yamnaya ulture [using Weninger 1993 alibration℄



122and Kirovohrad regions is therefore determined not only by means of analysis ofthe arhaeologial data but also by their radioarbon dating. The interval aordingto 14C dating for the graves from barrow 11 in Chkalovo is determined as 2860-2330BC. The dates for the later graves from barrow 2, Shakhta 22 orrespond to theinterval 2560- 2198 BC (Table 1). Comparing the 14C dating results for the YC gra-ves from the Dnipropetrovsk and Kirovohrad Regions [see Nikolova, Radioarbondates. . . , in this volume℄, it is worth noting that due to range of the radioarbondates obtained, it was possible to determine the time di�erene between the graveswith skeletons in a foetal position on their bak and those with skeletons in a fo-etal position on their side (ompare Chkalovo and Shakhta 22). This has also beenobserved in arhaeologial data.e. The signi�ant di�erenes in the series of radioarbon dates obtained whihwere observed in the results analysis of 14C dating for graves from barrow 11 nearChkalovo village (for example Ki-6572 = 2866-2462 BC and Ki-6829 = 2552-2198BC) highlight the extreme are needed in the arhaeologial interpretation of in-dividual radioarbon dates. The error probability of dating results is probably nothigh. Nevertheless, it is learly neessary to reognise that at the present level ofdevelopment of the 14C dating method, the de�nition of absolute range of hro-nologial periods, whih are narrower than those for the ulture in general annotbe based on individual radioarbon dating, but requires the aumulation of signi�-ant series of data, allowing us to speify the produtivity of the radioarbon datingand the possible arhaeologial interpretation of its results. Therefore, it is learlyneessary to admit that, at the modern level of development, attempts to base thede�nition of the hronologial sequene of separate monuments on radioarbon arestill problemati, taking into aount the ambiguity of results. It is possible that aninsigni�ant quantity of 14C dates permits us to determine only the general tempo-ral orientation of separate ultures, whih is already a very important ahievementof absolute dating.f. The appliation of the B. Weninger programme, taking into aount theabove mentioned problem, nevertheless allows us to narrow slightly the hronolo-gial range of the onsidered monuments [Kadrow, Szmyt 1996:104-l08℄. The ali-bration results of individual dates are shown in Table 2. Aording to these data,the YC graves presented in this artile, allowing for standard deviations, date bakto approximately 2598-2431 BC (Chkalovo) and about 2465-2292 BC (Shakhta 22).In general, based on 27 14C dates obtained (Fig. 9), the late monuments of the YCon the territory of the Dnipropetrovsk right bank an be dated bak to approxima-tely 2620-2279 BC. For the graves presented herein, the majority of the 14C datesobtained are onentrated in the range of 2500-2300 BC (Fig. 9).



1233. DATING OF THE CATACOMB CULTUREa. The radioarbon dates obtained for the ataomb graves from barrow 11 nearChkalovo (Table 1) initially di�ered slightly from the dates obtained for similargraves on the same territory [see Kaiser, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. Theanalysed results of the 14C dating of three graves where the burial eremony wasof a similar nature (Ki-6608, Ki-66l0, 6609), dated bak to 2458-2032 BC, seemedrather doubtful. Their 14C alibrated dates, obtained using the programme of B.Weninger [1986℄, di�ered insigni�antly and were all within 2403-2039 BC (Table 2).Additional 14C dating of samples Ki-6608a, Ki-6610a and Ki-6609a was thereforearried out. The results obtained seem to be more orret and oinide well with theother results of dating for CC graves of the territory under onsideration (Table 3).Aording to these results, the ataomb graves from barrow 11 in Chkalovo datebak to within 2304-2032 BC. T a b l e 2Calibration after Weninger 1993 (see Table 1)Lab. No. No. barrow/ Date BP Date BC/ADNo. grave al.Ki-6608 11/6 3815±45 2231±81Ki-6608a 11/6 3770±50 2135±92Ki-6610 11/7 3765±45 2131±82Ki-6610a 11/7 3750±45 2117±75Ki-6827 11/8 3910±45 2385±69Ki-6571 11/9 3985±45 2507±66Ki-6571a 11/9 4035±50 2532±66Ki-6828 11/9 3960±50 2450±89Ki-6828a 11/9 4010±50 2521±60Ki-6572 11/11 4060±55 2556±87Ki-6572a 11/11 4005±55 2516±72Ki-6829 11/11 3900±55 2373±81Ki-6829a 11/11 3990±50 2502±71Ki-6609 11/12 3870±40 2320±83Ki-6609a 11/12 3800±50 2217±87Ki-6833 2/6 3900±55 2373±81Ki-6834 2/9 3970±50 2478±84Ki-6834a 2/9 3930±50 2393±72



124 T a b l e 3Barrows near Ordzhonikidze, graves of the Cataomb ulture. List of 14C datings (Calibration afterWeninger 1993)Sample loation Number barrow/ Lab. number Date BP Cal. DateNoumber grave BC/ADChernaya 3/17 Ki-6553 3745±50 2118±79MogilaChernaya 3/27 Ki-6554 3805±45 2217±80MogilaChernaya 3/28 Ki-6555 3825±45 2255±72MogilaGurskaya 2/30 Ki-6556 3720±55 2103±83MogilaChkalovo 1 7/8 Ki-6558 3835±40 2266±72MogilaChkalovo 2 1/20 Ki-6559 3740±45 2115±73MogilaKruglaya 1/7 Ki-6560 3680±45 2041±76MogilaKruglaya 1/14 Ki-6561 3710±40 2085±68MogilaKruglaya 1/15 Ki-6562 3750±45 2117±75MogilaKruglaya 1/18 Ki-6563 3775±50 2191±93MogilaKruglaya 8/5 Ki-6564 3560±55 1851±82MogilaKruglaya 8/5 Ki-6564a 3620±55 1953±80MogilaKruglaya 8/12 Ki-6565 3690±45 2048±75MogilaKruglaya 8/13 Ki-6566 3720±50 2101±78MogilaKruglaya 8/13 Ki-6566a 3760±50 2127±85MogilaKruglaya 11/7 Ki-6567 3680±50 2044±80MogilaKruglaya 11/12 Ki-6568 3810±50 2224±88MogilaKruglaya 11/17 Ki-6569 3730±45 2106±72Mogila
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F i g . 10. Radioarbon dating of the Cataomb ulture [using Weninger 1993 alibration℄



126 b. One of the versions of data analysis has been o�ered for the interpretationof the radioarbon dates obtained for the graves of the CC of the given region [seeKaiser, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. Here, we would like to onsider anotherpossible method of analysis. The dates alibrated aording to the programme ofB. Weninger are submitted in Table 3. One grave (Ki-6553) should be attributedto the Mnogovalikova Pottery ulture. In aordane with the radioarbon dates,among 12 graves of the CC, two groups an be distinguished aording to the type ofburial eremony arried out. The �rst of these onsists of 4 graves (Ki-6555, Ki-6562,Ki-6566 and Ki-6568), and the eremony features orrespond to the early period ofthe CC. The remaining 14 graves, omprising the seond group, orrespond to thelate Ingul period. A diret stratigraphy is observed between the graves of di�erentgroups in only one ase (Ki-6554 arid Ki-6555) [see Kaiser, Radioarbon. . . , in thisvolume℄. The analysis of 14C dates for graves of the �rst group demonstrates thatin three ases these graves had the earliest dating among the graves of the CCfound in one barrow (Ki-6555, Ki-6566 and Ki-6568). However, the hronologialrange of this group (2327-2023 BC) is broad enough to be aeptable (Table 3). Onthe other hand, ertain disrepanies are observed in the analysis of the 14C datesfor the seond group. Thus, for example, onsiderably di�erent radioarbon dates(Ki-6563 = 2284- 2098 BC and Ki-6564 = 1933-1769 BC) were obtained for twograves featuring idential burial eremonies, in whih stone axes similar in shapewere found. It should be noted that the �nal date dropped out of the whole rangeof the 14C dates obtained, whih raised doubts as to its reliability. The new 14Cdates of the sample from the same grave allow us to redue this disrepany slightly(Ki-6564a = with. 2033-1873 BC), In general, assuming the radioarbon data underonsideration is orret, even taking into aount the disrepanies revealed, thetime range determined for the existene of this group is too broad - 2304-1873 BC.Furthermore, in this ontext, the auray of some of them is doubtful.It should be emphasised that, as with the graves of the YC, based on theradioarbon dates obtained, it is still impossible to trae the di�erent dates forthose CC graves whih the arhaeologial analysis identi�ed as displaying distintfeatures of the burial eremony. If we onsider the results obtained from the 14Cdating of the Cataomb ulture in general, it is learly visible that the majority areonentrated in the range of 2200-2000 BC (Fig. 10). CONCLUSIONNotwithstanding the observations expressed above onerning the auray ofthe radioarbon dating results obtained, the reently obtained set of 14C dates on-siderably expands the opportunities for an absolute dating of the YC and the CC,
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F i g . 11. Radioarbon dating of the Yamnaya and Cataomb ultures [using Weninger 1993 alibration℄



128whilst at the same time allowing us to onsider the problem of their hronologialorrelation at a new level.Aording to the results of the 14C dating obtained (Fig. 11), the late periodin the development of the YC on the territory of the right bank of the Dnieper anbe dated between 2550-2250 BC.The distintions between the dating of the YC and the CC are absolutely learlyobserved: the dating for the latter an be determined in the range of 2250-2000 BC.The radioarbon data obtained, supported by the published arhaeologial fats,absolutely ontradit the theory of the synhronism of the Late YC and the LateCC monuments on the territory of Ukraine.



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 129-150PL ISSN 1231-0344Elke KaiserRADIOCARBON DATES FROM CATACOMB GRAVESUntil now, the hronologial lassi�ation of the Cataomb ulture (CC) hasbeen based on the typologial omparison of �ndings and on synhronisation withother ultural groups, espeially in south-eastern Europe [Bogataya, Manzura 1994:81�.℄. Its absolute hronologial frame had not hanged substantially sine its �rst,and last, omplete examination in the �fties [Popova 1955:28�.℄, aording to whihthe CC dates from the transition of the 3rd to 2nd millennia BC to the middle of the2nd millennium BC. In reent years, there have been a number of attempts to datethe early Bronze Age in the steppe regions further bak, aording to the hronologyof south-eastern and entral Europe [Pustovalov 1994:86�℄. However, the authordid not give any reasons for these new dates. This was ompliated by the fat thatthe absolute hronology of the early Bronze Age in south-eastern Europe did notseem suÆiently seure [Razky 1995:51�.; Makkay 1996:219�.℄. Additionally, thereis often little evidene to ompare the �ndings of the steppe groups with those inthe Carpathian Basin and the Balkans during this period.Thus, the pursuit to obtain an independent dating is understandable. In 1997,22 samples taken from ataomb graves of grave mounds in the Distrit Niko-pol, of the Dnipropetrovsk Region, were analysed in the 14C Laboratory in Kiev(State Sienti� Center of Environmental Radiogeohemistry Ukrainian Aademyof Sienes). The grave mounds are situated in di�erent kurgan groups on the we-stern bank of the Dnieper river around the town of Ordzhonikidze (Fig. 1). Theyhave been exavated sine 1979 by annual expeditions. The samples are bones ofskeletons from 21 graves (Fig. 2), �ve of whih were exavated in the summer of1997, the others being found in the years from 1980 to 1983. The author was ableto examine the graves of the older exavations1.Several datings belong to graves of the same kurgans, and it seems interesting tohek the relative hronology of these barrows. Mound 3 of the group at Chernaya1 The material is still in preparation for printing. A.V. Nikolova and E.P. Bunyatyan kindly gave their permissionto publish the material used in this artile. Only the graves of the �nds from the 1980's will be presented.
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F i g . 1. Loation of kurgan groups near Ordzhonikidze, Nikopol Distrit, Dnipropetrovsk Region
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F i g . 2. Calibrated dates of 15 ataomb graves around Ordzhonikidze, Nikopol Distrit, DnipropetrovskRegion (the abberviations are explained in the appendix)



132Mogila was exavated in 1980, and 11 ataomb burials were found (Fig. 3). Bonesfrom three skeletons were analysed (Fig. 2). Aording to the absolute dating, grave28 is the oldest. It displays a onstrution with a retangular entrane pit, an entranepassage and a semi- irular hamber. The deeased was plaed in a shallow foetalposition on his right side (Fig. 4). As previously desribed, these features seem tobe harateristi for the early phase of the CC. Grave 27 is only 20 years morereent (in absolute terms), and was situated diretly above the hamber of grave 28(Fig. 4). The entrane pit was not found. The deeased lay in a strethed positionon his bak, whih suggests a dating in the late phase of the CC, whih is alsosupported by the orientation of the grave within the kurgan. However, aording toa alibration with a probability of 95% (2 sigma), the graves ould be ontemporaryto one another. A probability of 68% (1 sigma) shows a time range from 2450 to2200 BC for grave 28, and from 2350 to 2150 BC for grave 27.Grave 17 of barrow 3 is de�nitely younger (Fig. 5). It ranges from 2300 to2050 BC, with a probability of 68%. Despite this, the deeased lay in an deep foetalposition in the grave, whih is onstruted in the typial way for the late phase, withan round entrane pit and an oval-shaped hamber. On �rst view, therefore, thisdate seems to be ontraditory to the traditional lassi�ation of ataomb graves.However, for the region between the Orel and Samara rivers, I.F. Kovaleva pointsout that several graves whih were built in the abovementioned way, and whihontain skeletons in a foetal position, lying on one of their sides, represent thelatest horizon of the CC in this area [Kovaleva 1983:20�.℄.The other samples were taken from three mounds of the large group at Kru-glaya Mogila. Aording to the radioarbon dates, the oldest burial was in barrow11 (Fig. 6). The skeleton of grave 12 lay in a foetal position on its left side, in aretangular hamber with a similarly formed entrane pit (Fig. 7). The 14C date(3810±50 BP) of the grave is slightly earlier than that for grave 28 of ChernayaMogila. It ould have been onstruted between 2450 and 2150 BC (with a pro-bability of 68% - 1 sigma). The two other graves from this barrow whih wereanalysed are muh younger. The three deeased of grave 17, as well as the indi-vidual of burial 7, were buried in grave onstrutions with a round entrane pitand an oval-shaped hamber. All were buried in a strethed position on their bak.In grave 17, one of the skeletons was partly destroyed and apparently pushed tothe wall. This was probably the result of a preeding burial. There is no informa-tion onerning whih skeleton the sample was taken from. Grave 17 was sunkbetween 2300 and 2050 BC, grave 7 between 2200 and 2000 BC (with a probabilityof 68%).Of all the graves of barrow 1 (Fig. 8) whih were analysed, grave 18 (Fig. 9)is the oldest (with a probability of 68%, it was onstruted between 2300 and 2100BC). In this mound, six ataomb graves were found. Radioarbon dates were madefrom four graves, three of whih ould be lassi�ed in the late phase, due to the
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F i g . 3. Chernaya Mogila, barrow 3
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F i g . 4. Chernaya Mogila, barrow 3, grave 27 and 28strethed position of the skeleton. Grave 15 was empty, exept for a few humanbones whih were found in the �lling of the pits. At the bottom of the hamber,an egg-shaped pot was found, although there is no other evidene to suggest thatthis grave belongs to the early phase. Unfortunately, none of the skeletons in afoetal position were analysed (grave 6). Both of the graves found in the northernpart of the kurgan seem to represent a more reent horizon of deeased buried in astrethed position (Fig. 8). Grave 15 ould also be lassi�ed in the �rst half of the21st entury BC, aording to a probability of 68%. The two more reent graves -14 and 7 - range from 2200 to 2000 BC, with a probability of 68%.The most reent graves ould be identi�ed in barrow 8 (Fig. 10). Grave 13is haraterised by a retangular grave onstrution and an entrane passage, andrepresents the oldest ataomb in this mound, although its absolute date is about3720 BP (Fig. 11a). Compared to the other ataomb graves with harateristis ofan older horizon, this seems to be too young. Younger than this, by 30 years, is grave12, omposed of an oval-shaped entrane and grave pit, in whih an individual was
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F i g . 5. Chernaya Mogila, barrow 3, grave 17buried in a strethed position (Fig. 11b). After alibration, both graves ould havebeen sunk between 2200 and 2050 BC, with a probability of 68%. Grave 5 is themost reent grave (Fig. 12), showing a alibrated time range from 2050 to 1800 BC- extreme ompared to the other radioarbon results.Thus, the 14C dates from the barrow near Ordzhonikidze on�rm the theoryof a relative hronology of CC insofar as that, in three kurgans, all the graves withharateristis of the so-alled older phase of the CC represent the oldest ataombs.One has to admit, however, that in two ases (mound 3 of Chernaya Mogila andmound 8 of Kruglaya Mogila), the absolute age of the next more reent burial,whih already shows the harateristis of the next phase, is very lose to that of the
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F i g . 6. Kruglaya Mogila, barrow 11
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F i g . 7. Kruglaya Mogila, barrow 11, grave 12so-alled \old" grave. Aording to the alibration, the time range of onstrutionis nearly the same for all of these graves.Aording to their dating, with a probability of 68% on�dene, the 15 a-taomb graves ould be divided into four hronologial phases, whih follow one
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F i g . 8. Kruglaya Mogila, barrow 1after the other and overlap in some plaes (Fig. 2)2. The �rst range, whih datesfrom 2450 to 2200 BC, overs four graves from three kurgans. Most of them showa further small range of probability beyond the mentioned period. The next phase,overing �ve ataombs, ranges from 2300 to 2000 BC, with a probability of 68%.With the exeption of the date for grave 18 of barrow 1 of Kruglaya Mogila, alldates, with a probability of 95%, lie within this period, or seem to be slightly older.2 The alulations were made using the program OxCal 2.18.
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F i g . 9. Kruglaya Mogila, barrow 1, grave 18
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F i g . 10. Kruglaya Mogila, barrow 8The next range, again overing �ve graves, of di�erent mounds from the group atKruglaya Mogila, dates between 2200 and 1950 BC, with a probability of 68%. Aprobability of 2 sigma would extend the period from 2300 to 1900 BC. The mostreent grave omes from kurgan 8 of Kruglaya Mogila. Its absolute dating is 80years later than the preeding one of the third phase. This grave ranges between2050 and 1800 BC, with a probability of 68%.A brief overview of the graves whih ompose eah of these phases, afteralibration, shows no diret onformities of grave onstrutions, position of theburied, rituals et. These graves and their relative hronology will be disussedlater. First, we will turn to the question of whether these datings orrespond toothers from Bronze Age ultures in the steppe. Datings were reently published of



141wood samples taken from ataomb graves in di�erent regions of Ukraine [Telegin1992:68�.℄. The largest series was taken from a group of mounds situated nearSvatovo on the northern Donets river. Only a few other �ndings from these graveshave yet been published [Smirnov 1996: Fig. 9:11; 11:3; 47:23.25℄.The range of time resulting from the alibration of all analysed graves is muhlonger than that for the graves near the Dnieper. The oldest four graves date frombetween 2900 and 2600 BC, with a probability of 68% (Fig. 13). The other �ve datesare later than 2500 BC, one grave following gradually after another. The dating ofgrave 2, mound 12, has to be exluded, sine the standard deviation is too high togive a lear result. Unfortunately, this is the only grave of Svatovo whih has hadits �ndings analysed and published with an illustration. Its onstrution, with a big,semi-irular entrane pit, whih is only slightly smaller than the grave hamber, isregarded as typial for the late phase of the CC in the Donets region [Brathenko1976:32, Fig. 11; Smirnov 1996:57℄. The datings for Svatovo ould prove the atualoneption as to belonging to the internal hronology of the CC. Aording to this,the ataombs of the Donets and Don region are onsiderably older than those inthe western parts of the Ukrainian steppe, where the population who buried theirdead in ataombs later expanded. The grave onstrutions of the late period areharaterised by round entrane pits and oval-shaped hambers (see below).The results of radioarbon datings of Bronze Age graves from Kalmykia, in-luding CC graves, have already been presented [Aleksandrovskiy et al. 1997: 9�.℄.The graves of �ve di�erent barrow groups were analysed and, taking extreme valuesinto onsideration, the datings for the CC range from 2600 to 1850 BC in this area.The most reent values, however, often range from 2200 to 2000 BC, the oldestbeing about 2500 BC [Aleksandrovskiy et al. 1997:20, Tab. 2℄3.Although these are still preliminary results, and not all of them are ompre-hensible, the period of the ataomb graves an be ompared with that of the gravesnear Ordzhonikidze. In ontrast to this, the early datings from Svatovo in the Do-nets region seem to be too high. A omparison of dates and graves is, therefore,indispensable in order to be able to work with the datings.J.P. Mallory and D.Y. Telegin published the results of the radioarbon analysisof wood samples taken from ataombs in whih the remains of wagons were found[Mallory, Telegin 1994: 30�.℄. One wagon was found in the entrane pit of grave 11 ofmound 9 near Kamenka-Dniprovskaya, Zaporizhia Region [Chernykh 1991:137�.℄.The grave was onstruted with a retangular entrane pit, whih was onnetedthrough a 50 m long entrane passage with a semi-irular hamber. On the bottomof the pit, an elderly man was buried in a shallow foetal position on his right side.The grave onstrution and the position of the skeleton are assigned to the earlyphase of the CC [Chernykh 1991: 139℄.3 In Tab. 1 of this publiation all results of analyses are listed in detail, but there is no ultural lassi�ation ofthe grave from whih samples were taken, whih makes it impossible to on�rm the detail values with the ompilationin Tab. 2.
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F i g . 11. Kruglaya Mogila, barrow 8 a - grave 13, b - grave 12, 1-3 - pots from grave 12



143Three samples from this grave were taken and analysed. They eah date fromdi�erent a period. The two extreme values ome from the laboratory of Kiev(Ki-3368: 3900±50 BC; Ki-3592: 4370±50 BC). Another value was determined ina di�erent radioarbon laboratory (UB-3135) and gives a date of 4062±19 BC.The oldest result would be muh earlier than the earliest datings of Svatovo inthe Donets region, the seond ould be orrelated with the graves of Svatovo andthe most reent is parallel with the oldest CC from Ordzhonikidze, in the Dnieperregion.The other published results of radioarbon analyses of wagon graves rangefrom 4200 to 4100 BC, whih itself suggests that the seond dating of grave 11 ofKamenka-Dniprovskaya is the orret one. The only grave whih falls outside ofthis range is grave 27 of mound 11 at Marevka, whih shows an absolute result ofabout 3908 BC. However, the standard deviation of±120 years is too high to showa lear dating after alibration. The wagon was found in one of the two hamberswhih branh o� from a more or less retangular entrane pit [Cherednihenko,Pustovalov 1991: 206�.℄. In the eastern hamber, three adults and one hild wereburied behind the remains of a two-wheeled wagon. Again, the grave onstrutionand the position of the skeleton suggest that the grave was built in the early phaseof the CC. The site is situated on the right bank of the Dnieper river, not farfrom the ity of Zaporizhia, also lose to the wagon grave of Kamenka-Dnipro-vskaya.Ultimately, the diverging results mean that the absolute dating of the ataombgraves ontaining wagons is still inonlusive. The existing values seem to prove onlythat they belong to the early phase of the CC. One has to admit that the base ofradioarbon dates is still not solid enough to give exat limits for the absolutehronologial position of the CC.In the relative hronology of the steppe region, the CC is followed by theSrubnaya ulture (SC), whih was also spread over a wide territory - between theDnieper and the Volga rivers. The separate periods, espeially in di�erent regions,still need further investigation. As yet, there exist no interpretable radioarbonresults from the Northern Ponti zone. However, some of the graves near Utevkawere analysed, whih are said to represent the Potapovo period. This period issuggested to be the foundation for the evolution of the SC in the forest steppezone of the entral Volga region [Trifonov 1996: 62 Tab. 1; Vasilev, Kuznetsov,Semenova 1992: 52�.℄. The results give a possible dating from 2100 to 1700 BC,with a probability of 68% (1 sigma, Fig. 14).The graves of Krivoye Ozero, from whih horse bones were also analysed byTrifonov, probably belong to the same horizon [Trifonov 1996: 62, Tab. 1℄. Afteralibration, the four datings show two phases - the �rst ranging from 2300 to 2000BC, the seond from 2000 to 1800 BC (again with a probability of 68%). If oneaepts the general opinion of Ukrainian arhaeologists that the CC in the eastern
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F i g . 12. Kruglaya Mogila, barrow 8, grave 5
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F i g . 13. Calibrated dates of nine graves of Svatovo, Donets region [after Telegin 1992, 68�℄regions of Ukraine is muh older than in western parts, and if one adjusts thedatings of Svatovo, the results of the SC graves will orrespond to the hronologialonept.It is ultimately proposed that the CC and SC existed simultaneously, whenSC was still in an evolutionary phase. The Potapovo phase was preeded by thePoltavkinskaya ulture, whih, in some parts, existed parallel to the CC [Kuznetsov1996: 56�.℄4.4 The alulation of the intervals shown by Kuznetsov is in parts unlear, espeially the datings for the Potapovaulture, whih show a muh older timespan.
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F i g . 14. Calibrated dates of Srubnaya ulture graves (from Utevka and Krivoye Ozero, after Trifonov1996:62 Tab. 1)Although further radioarbon analyses may, in the future, result in some han-ges in absolute hronology, the existing results allow us to build an initial frame forthe absolute dating of the early and middle Bronze Age in eastern Europe. Howe-ver, even the 15 dates from the mounds near Ordzhonikidze only (approximately) �tinto this frame beause datings of di�erent regions were linked. Even more ompli-ated is the hronologial position of the Yamnaya ulture (YC). Several results ofradioarbon analyses have already been published [Telegin 1977:5 �.; Telegin, Sobo-tovih, Kovalyuh 1978:55�.; Telegin, Sobotovih, Kovalyuh 1981:78�.; Sementsov,Romanova, Dolukhanov 1969:251 �.; Dvoryaninov, Dzigovskiy, Subbotin 1985:161℄,but the standard deviation is mostly too high for a alibration to be suessful.Another problem with the old Ukrainian datings is the existene of many extremevalues, even from samples of the same horizon. The soures of error are not lear;again, only a few of the �ndings from the analysed graves have been published.



147The only reliable results urrently available ome from samples whih weretaken from material of pit graves in Bulgaria [G�orsdorf, Boyad�zhiev 1996:155f.℄.Their hronologial ranges are from 3100 to 2910 BC for the older graves and from2890 to 2490 BC for the more reent ones, with a probability of 68%. Samples fromboth the entral and the seondary burials of the mound of Poruhik Geshanovowere analysed. The authors suggest that this mound was in use for a period of about100 years, and onsequently date it from 2950 to 2850 BC (2960-2860 BC for themound of Pla�idol, the seond site from whih samples where taken).Considering the �nal possible dating for the Bulgarian pit graves of about 2500BC, and the fat that they probably do not represent the most reent phase ofthe whole late pit grave horizon, these dates an be orrelated with those of theataombs near Ordzhonikidze.This leads to the onlusion that the CC ould be synhronised with the earlyBronze Age in the Carpathian Basin and in the Balkans (and with the MiddleBronze Age in Bulgaria). After linking the ivilisations in Mesopotamia and Egypt,via their relations to Crete and Anatolia, with the ultures of the middle and lateEneolithi in south-eastern Europe H. Parzinger integrated the latter into an ab-solute hronologial system. The Eneolithi in south-eastern Europe ends with theso-alled horizon 13, whih inludes the Vu�edol ulture and inuenes of GlinaIII. This horizon is dated from 2500/2400 to 2300/2200 BC [Parzinger 1993: 270f.,290℄.This dating, based on arhaeologial-historial omparison, is essentially on�r-med by Razky, who ompared the radioarbon datings for the Eneolithi graves inthe Carpathian Basin and along the Lower Danube, as well as those for the Aegeanand north-western Anatolia [Razky 1995:60, Fig. 1℄. Aording to his systematis,all Eneolithi ultures are approximately 100 years older than the dates suggestedby H. Parzinger. The datings of the early Bronze Age in Bulgaria orrespond withthe results of the radioarbon measurements [G�orsdorf, Boyad�ziev 1996:107℄.The new results of 14C datings allow us to on�rm the general suession ofYC, CC and SC in the 3rd millennium, and the beginning of the 2nd millennium BC.Exat time ranges for the transitional periods between ultures are still not lear.In the area west of the Dnieper river, the CC de�nitely begins about 2500 BC,although there is some evidene of muh older graves suh as the wagon gravesin the surroundings of Zaporizhia. In the Donets and Don regions, some of theanalysed burials are muh older than in the western part, and seem to prove thesuggestion that a entral part of CC was situated here. However, further details,and the on�rmation of the internal hronology of the CC, require additional seriesof 14C samples.Finally, the results of the radioarbon measurements from the three moundsof Kruglaya Mogila give rise to a number of speulations whih, although as yetimpossible to prove, should nevertheless be mentioned. The mounds of Kruglaya



148Mogila ontained more than 18 kurgans. In six of these, ataomb graves were found,whih were all seondary burials in grave mounds of Eneolithi or YC. There is noproof of any kind of arti�ial aumulation of earth above the CC graves, and thusno evidene for vertial stratigraphi observations. The harateristis for graves ofthe so-alled early and late phases of the CC have already been mentioned.The results of the radioarbon analysis indiate that the onstrution of ata-omb graves was started at di�erent times in eah mound. As already shown, theoldest and the most reent graves with harateristis of the old phase were foundin mound 11 in mound 8 respetively. It is not sure when the �rst ataomb burialin barrow 1 was established, beause there is no analysis from grave 6, whih isprobably the oldest. However, the suession of the ataomb burials of mound 1seems to imply that after eah generation a new grave was built. There are severalhints whih point to the fat that a kurgan group represents the grave yard of apartiular ommunity (for example, the ataombs of Kruglaya Mogila are oftensituated in opposite \orners" of the mound; the only two graves with stone axes,of all the groups around Ordzhonikidze, were found in barrow 1 and 8 in the groupof Kruglaya Mogila).It might be suggested that the establishment of ataomb graves in a kurganbegins with a highly respeted �gure of the ommunity, and perhaps the status ofthe buried was emphasised by a orresponding grave onstrution (ompare withbarrow 11/grave 12, barrow 8/grave 13 of Kruglaya Mogila and barrow 3/grave 28of Chernaya Mogila). After this �rst grave had been sunk, other members of theommunity were allowed to be buried in the same mound. This would also explainwhy some of the graves hitherto onsidered to be older do not di�er distintly fromthe younger ones aording to the 14C dates. At the beginning of this artile, itwas pointed out that the values of the radioarbon analysis of the barrows aroundOrdzhonikidze, after alibration, ould be divided into four phases. The dates ofthe old ataomb graves are spread over two of these phases. No results of anth-ropologial analyses were available, so it was not possible to make any statementsonerning gender in the burial rites.These reetions are intended to be speulative. They are to lead to new ap-proahes in analysing ataomb graves, espeially in the territory to the west of theDnieper river. However, there is no doubt about the need for further radioarbonmeasurements and further investigations to be arried out, in order to solve thegeneral problem of absolute dating, the problem of internal hronology and spei�problems of soial struture.



149LIST OF THE GRAVES AND THE 14C DATESINFORM : Referenes - M. Stuiver and R.S. Kra [eds.℄ 1986 Radioarbon28(2B): 805-1030; OxCal v2.18 ub r:4 sd:12 prob[hron℄DATE Chkal. K7/8 (Chkalovo, group I, K7/gr.8) [Ki-6558℄: 3835±40BP: 68.2%on�dene: 2460BC (0.14) 2420BC; 2400BC (0.68) 2270BC; 2240BC (0.18) 2200BC.95.4% on�dene: 2460BC (1.00) 2190BCDATE Chern. K3/28 (Chernaya Mogila, K3/gr. 28) [Ki -6555℄: 3825±40BP:68.2% on�dene: 2450BC (0.08) 2430BC; 2400BC (0.05) 2380BC; 2350BC (0.87)2200BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2460BC (0.97) 2190BC; 2160BC (0.03) 2140BCDATE Krug. K11/12 (Kruglaya Mogila, K11/gr.12) [Ki-6568℄: 3810±50BP:68.2% on�dene: 2450BC (0.04) 2430BC; 2350BC (0.89) 2190BC; 2160BC (0.07)2140BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2460BC (1.00) 2130BCDATE Chern. K3/27 [Ki-6554℄: 3805±45BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2340BC (0.92)2190BC; 2160BC (0.08) 2140BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2460BC (1.00) 2130BCDATE Krug. K1/18 [Ki-6563℄: 3775±50BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2300BC (1.00)2130BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2460BC (0.03) 2420BC; 2400BC (0.89) 2120BC; 2090BC(0.08) 2040BCDATE Krug. K1/15 [Ki-6562℄:3750±45BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2280BC (0.28)2230BC; 2210BC (0.59) 2130BC; 2070BC (0.13) 2040BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2330BC(1.00) 2030BCDATE Chern. K3/17 [Ki-6553℄: 3745±50BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2280BC (0.26)2230BC; 2210BC (0.56) 2130BC; 2080BC (0.19) 2040BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2350BC(1.00) 2020BCDATE Chkal. K1/20 (Chkalovo, group II, K1/20) [Ki-6559℄: 3740±45BP: 68.2%on�dene: 2280BC (0.18) 2240BC; 2210BC (0.60) 2130BC; 2080BC (0.22) 2040BC.95.4% on�dene: 2320BC (1.00) 2030BCDATE Krug. K11/17 [Ki-6569℄: 3730±45BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2280BC (0.09)2250BC; 2210BC (0.61) 2120BC; 2090BC (0.30) 2040BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2300BC(0.99) 2020BC; 2000BC (0.01) 1980BCDATE Krug. K8/13 [Ki-6566℄: 3720±50BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2200BC (1.00)2030BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2300BC (1.00) 1970BCDATE Krug. K1/14 [Ki-6561℄: 3710±40BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2200BC (1.00)2030BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2280BC (0.06) 2230BC; 2210BC (0.94) 1970BCDATE Krug. K8/12 [Ki-6565℄ : 3690±45BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2190BC (0.11)2160BC; 2140BC (0.89) 2030BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2280BC (0.02) 2250BC; 2210BC(0.98) 1950BCDATE Krug. K1/7 [Ki-6560℄: 3680±45BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2180BC (0.01)2170BC; 2140BC (0.92) 2020BC; 2000BC (0.07) 1980BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2200BC(1.00) 1930BC



150 DATE Krug. K11/7 [Ki-6567℄: 3680±50BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2190BC (0.07)2160BC; 2140BC (0.84) 2020BC; 2000BC (0.09) 1980BC. 95.4% on�dene: 2280BC(0.02) 2250BC; 2210BC (0.98) 1920BCDATE Krug. K8/5 [Ki-6564℄: 3560±55BP: 68.2% on�dene: 2030BC (0.13)2000BC; 1980BC (0.74) 1870BC; 1840BC (0.08) 1820BC; 1800BC (0.06) 1780BC.95.4% on�dene: 2120BC (0.03) 2080BC; 2040BC (0.97) 1750BCTranslated by author



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 151-162PL ISSN 1231-0344Mikola M. Kryvaltsevih, Nikolay KovalyukhRADIOCARBON DATING OF THE MIDDLE DNIEPERCULTURE FROM BELARUS*Until now, radioarbon hronology had yet to be obtained for the MiddleDnieper ulture (MDC). I.I. Artemenko suggested only one 14C date. Barrow 5of the Belynets emetery was dated to 2350±50 onv BC using the 14C method[Artemenko 1987: 41℄. This date was published without any laboratory number oralibration. The date was obtained in 1970 from grave 1, in whih many remains ofburnt wood were found. This grave also ontained small piees of remated bones,some red ohre, a stone axe, two polished int axes with a retangular ross-setion,a int knife and two int blades [Artemenko 1976a: 156℄.The elaboration of a more aurate hronology was provided by a programmeof investigation of MDC from Belarus whih inludes radioarbon dating (Fig. 1).14C analyses were arried out at the State Sienti� Center of Environmental Ra-diogeohemistry of the National Aademy of Sienes of Ukraine in Kiev (head Dr.N.N. Kovalyukh).A series of 14C dates were obtained from 5 graves of Prorva site 1 (near thetown of Ragahow, Homel Region), whih was exavated by Mikola Kryvaltsevihand Igar Yazepenka in 1994-1997. Cemetery Prorva 1 is loated in the valley of theleft bank of the Dnieper and on the southern bank of the Prorva lake. There weremore than 20 graves at this emetery, with some remains of inhumed and rematedindividuals. Prorva site 1 is one of the numerous emeteries of MDC whih havebeen opened and exavated in Ragahow miro-region by I.I. Artemenko (some bar-row emeteries near Hodasavihy), and M. Kryvaltsevih with I. Yazepenka (Prorvasite 1 and 2, barrow near lake Kamaryn). Two radioarbon dates from Prorva site1 have already been presented in Balti-Ponti Studies [Kryvaltsevih 1996:98-102;Kadrow, Szmyt 1996b:109-110℄. Charoal for radioarbon analysis was taken fromburnt wooden strutures of grave 1. The dates of grave 1 were al. 4150±80 BP
∗ Projet �naned with grant no. 1H01G01810 provided by the Polish Committee for Sienti� Researh in1996-1998.
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F i g . 1. Loation of sites.Legend: 1 - Belynets; 2 - Prorva site 1; 3 - Prorva site 2; 4 - Hodasavihy; 5 - Stralitsa; 6 - Aziarnoyesite 1(Le-5020), 2736±119 BC and 4060±45 (Ki±5140), 2548±78 BC [Kadrow, Szmyt1996b:109-110℄.Grave 2 was situated in the highest part of the barrow mound. A irular trenh(nearly 7m in diameter) had been made around this grave in anient times. Traesof graves were found 0.43-0.45m below the present ground level. The burial pitpenetrated the ground more than 0.2m deeper than the anient surfae. The gravewas retangular in shape and oriented along the NE-SW line (Fig. 2). Charoal fromburnt wood was found along the edges of the burial pit. Two samples for radioarbonanalysis were taken from these burnt wooden strutures (Ki-5612; Ki-5613 - Tabl. 1).
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F i g . 2. Prorva site 1, Homel Region, grave 2.Cross-setion and plan of grave showing loation of grave-goods (Legend: 1 - dark-grey layer andharoal, 2 - laminar ake, 3 - pottery, 4 - blade, 5 - fragments of burnt bones, 6 - int arrowheads, 7 -plaes where haroal samples were taken for radioarbon analysis, 8 - sand, 9 - int axe). Grave goods(1-7, 9 - int, 8, 10 - pottery).



154 T a b l e 1List of 14C datings of Middle Dnieper ulture from BelarusSites Lab. No. 14C age, BP Intervals of alibrated ages, al BC1δ 2δProrva 1 Le-5020 4150±80 2874 - 2826 2894 - 2549grave 1 2824 - 2807 2525 - 24852796 - 2772 2485 - 24732759 - 27162714 - 26552655 - 26232610 - 26002587 - 2582Prorva 1 Ki-5140 4060±45 2828 - 2821 2853 - 2811grave 1 2664 - 2654 2756 - 27402627 - 2608 2731 - 27212602 - 2545 2704 - 26462527 - 2473 2643 - 2466Prorva 1 Ki-5612 3490±45 1878 - 1834 1896 - 1684grave 2 1822 - 17941788 - 1744Prorva 1 Ki-5613 3570±40 1952 - 1960 2026 - 2002grave 2 1950 - 1877 1982 - 18641838 - 1818 1848 - 17681798 - 1784Prorva 1 Ki-6205 3890±50 2456 - 2418 2468 - 2198grave 10 2410 - 23122306 - 2294Prorva 1 Ki-6206 4010±40 2568 - 2522 2614 - 2456grave 10 2502 - 2468 2422 - 2408Prorva 1 Ki-6207 3960±40 2560 - 2532 2570 - 2520grave 18 2496 - 2452 2504 - 23902430 - 2402 2388 - 23322370 - 2360Prorva 1 Ki-6208 3830±40 2330 - 2196 2452 - 2430grave 20 2154 - 2152 2404 - 23662364 - 21822170 - 2140Prorva 2 Ki-6590 3870±55 2454 - 2424 2466 - 2190grave 1 2408 - 2280 2162 - 21442224 - 2208



155Sites Lab. No. 14C age, BP Intervals of alibrated ages, al BC1δ 2δHodasavihy Ki-6592 3855±40 2448 - 2438 2456 - 2418(Siargeeva Gryva) 2400 - 2376 2410 - 2196barrow 3 2352 - 2276 2156 - 2150grave2 2246 - 2204Stralitsa Ki-6585 3425±45 1862 - 1850 1876 - 1836grave 14? 1764 - 1674 1820 - 17981650 - 1640 1784 - 16101550 - 1536Stralitsa Ki-6586 3500±60 1886 - 1742 1964 - 1678grave 43?Stralitsa Ki-6587 3460±70 1878 - 1836 1936 - 1606grave 53? 1822 - 1796 1560 - 15321788 - 1682Stralitsa Ki-6588 3515±60 1892 - 1746 1972 - 1684grave 53?Stralitsa Ki-6589 3440±55 1872 - 1840 1884 - 1610grave 56? 1812 - 1808 1550 - 15381780 - 1676Aziarnoye 1 Ki-6209 3580±50 2014 - 2010 2100 - 20981976 - 1876 2036 - 18581878 - 1818 1854 - 17521798 - 1784Aziarnoye 1 Ki-6210 3520±40 1886 - 1864 1934 - 17401850 - 1766The vessel (Fig. 2:8) from the burial omplex was standing bottom up in thegrave. At the bottom of the pit a int axe (Fig. 2:9), 2 laminar akes (Fig. 2:4, 6)and a blade (Fig. 2:7), 4 int arrowheads (Fig. 2:1-3, 5), a bowl (Fig. 2:10), andfragments of burnt bones were found. It is possible that remation was used as theburial ustom in this grave.Aording to horizontal and vertial stratigraphy, grave 2 ould be one of thelatest MDC burials at Prorva-1. This may be on�rmed by 14C dating (Table 1).Grave 10 (dimensions of the pit were 2.70x1.95m) was oriented along the E-W axis(Fig. 3). The depth of the pit, measured from the anient surfae, reahed morethan 0.70 m. A large vessel (Fig. 3:19) was standing bottom up in the burial pit. Thesurfae of the vessel was deorated with ord ornaments and imprints of a stampwith a pattern of short lines. A portion of soot from the inside of this vessel wassubmitted to the 14C analysis (Ki-6205 - Table 1).
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F i g . 3. Prorva site 1, Homel Region, grave 10.Cross-setion and plan of grave showing loation of grave-goods (Legend: 1 - haroal, 2 - fragments ofburnt bones, 3 - pottery, 4 - stone axe, 5 - bones, 6 - int produts, 7 - grey layer, 8 - dark-grey layer, 9- brown layer with remains of bones, 10 - sand). Grave goods (1, 19 - pottery, 2-18 - int, 20 - stone).
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F i g . 4. Prorva site 1, Homel Region, grave 18.Cross-setion and plan of grave showing loation of �nds (Legend: 1 - bowl, 2 - haroal, 3 - a fragmentof remated bone, 4 - sand). A bowl from the grave.Besides this vessel, the feature inluded the following elements: a pot deoratedwith rows of imprints (Fig. 3:1), int produts (blades, knives, laminar akes; Fig.3:2-18), and a stone axe (Fig. 3:20). There were some small fragments of rematedbones and the remains of unremated bones in the �lling and at the bottom of grave10. The remated bones were human and animal. The remains of a tortoise testawere among them1. The remains of unremated bones were found in piles of brownlayer (traes of some animal arasses?). The same fragments were also submittedto the 14C analysis (Ki-6206 - Table 1).Grave 18 (dimensions of the pit were 1.85x0.83m) was oriented along the NE-SWaxis. The depth of the pit, measured from the anient surfae, reahed more than0.45m. There were several separate minor piees of haroal and remated bonesin the �lling of the grave pit (Fig. 4). A round-bottomed bowl was standing in thegrave (Fig. 4). Many piees of haroal were found in the bowl, some of whih weresubmitted to the 14C analysis (Ki-6707 - Table 1).Grave 20 was overed by a �rm ultural layer, in whih traes of a building withSosnitsa-type eramis were found. At a depth of 0.37 m below the outline of1 All investigations of the bone materials from Prorva sites 1 and 2 were made in Pozna« by Prof. J.Piontek, M.Krenz-Niedbaªa M. S., Dr D. Makowieki.



158the grave, traes of burnt wooden strutures were disovered along three walls ofthe grave pit, below the Sosnitsa ultural layer. The burial pit (dimensions were2.80x1.85 m) was oriented along the NE-SW line (Fig. 5). The depth of the pitreahed more than 0.20m from the anient surfae. There were traes of burntwooden strutures along three walls (exepting the NE edge of the grave). Someharoal for the 14C analysis was taken from the south-eastern wall of the grave-pit(Table 1). Traes of posts (?) 10-15 m in diameter were found in the orners of thegrave. The �lling of the pit ontained small fragments of burnt bones, some pieesof haroal, a stone ylinder from the hole of a stone axe (Fig. 5:10), and fragmentsof a bowl (Fig. 5:9). At the bottom of the grave pit, there were two pathes with theremains of human teeth, whih may be interpreted as traes of two human skeletons(?). Possibly, one of them lay along the grave pit and was oriented with its headtowardss the north (?). Underneath the grave pit, there was a layer of sand, in whihmany fragments of MDC eramis were found (Fig. 5:1-2, 4-8, 9-11).Thus, an analysis of the series of radioarbon datings of the Prorva site 1 gravesmay lead to the onlusion that the emetery was a long-standing burial omplex.In aordane with a preliminary assumption, this orresponds to its arhaeologialdate. The earliest dating obtained for the Prorva graves is 2740-2550 BC (grave 1).Aording to 14C hronology, the latest MDC grave at the Prorva site 1 was grave 2.Its intervals of alibrated age are 1960-1740 BC. A 14C hronology of the emeteryis to be orreted and alibrated; some dates have yet to be reeived.An MDC grave was also found at Prorva site 2. Exavations were arried outby I.Yazepenka in 1994-1998. Grave 1 was loated on the highest part of the hill. Airular trenh was probably made around this grave in anient times. The featuremust have been oriented along the W-E axis. There were many grave goods at thebottom of the burial pit (Fig. 6): (1) a vessel with the lay mass tempered withpiees of �ne-grained haroal (Fig. 6:1); this vessel was standing bottom up in thegrave pit; (2) int knives, blades and laminar akes with retouh (Fig. 6:4, 6-11); (3)arrowheads (Fig. 6:12-16); (4) a int axe (Fig. 6:3); (5) a stone axe (Fig. 6:2); (6) alarge ore (Fig. 6:5); (7) a bronze awl with some traes and remains of a woodenhelve.Small fragments of remated animal bones (birds, a pike, and a tortoise testa)were found among the ontents of the pit. The piees of haroal from the laymass of the vessel (Fig. 6:1) were submitted to the 14C analysis (Ki-6590 - Table 1).Some materials from old olletions of I.I. Artemenko were used for the 14Cdating, too. In partiular, a sample from the barrow emeteryHodasavihy site \Siar-geyeva Gryva" (Homel Region). Some teeth and remains of human bones from grave2 (barrow 3) were taken for the 14C analysis ( Ki-6592 - Table 1). Barrow 3 (0.65min height and 10 m in diameter) yielded 5 burials. Aording to I.I. Artemenko, theentral grave 1 was the earliest burial in this barrow. Burial 2 was arried out sometime later [Artemenko 1964:67-68℄. This grave must have been oriented along the
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F i g . 5. Prorva site 1, Homel Region, grave 20.Cross-setion and plan of grave showing loation of grave-goods (Legend: 1 - dark-grey layer andharoal, 2 - fragments of burnt bones, 3 - piees of the bowl, 4 - remains of human teeth, 5 - piees oferamis, 6 - sand). Grave goods.
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F i g . 6. Prorva site 2, Homel Region, grave 1.Plan of grave showing loation of grave goods (Legend: 1 - vessel, 2 - arrowheads, 3 - int knives, bladesand akes, 4 - bones, 5 - stone axe, 6 - ore, 7 - bronze awl, 8 - int axe). Grave goods (1 - vessel, 2 -stone, 3-16 - int).
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F i g . 7. Aziarnoje site 1. Minsk Region. One pot of type 1 whih was dated using the 14C - method.N-S axis, and ontained the remains of a human skeleton2. The bones belonged toa hild whose age was estimated to have been 5-6 years. The body ould have beenoriented with its head towards the north. The grave goods inluded an ornamentedlay vessel, a stone axe, int knives and blades, an arrowhead, and a int axe [Ar-temenko 1964:67-68℄. Judging from the 14C hronology, it may be stated that someMDC graves of barrow 3 were ontemporary with the intervals of alibrated age ofthe Prorva sites 1 and 2 (exept for grave 2).We made an attempt to arry out 14C dating of some materials from the well--known emetery at Stralitsa (near the villages of Yurkovihy and Rudnia Shlia-2 Its teeth were submitted to the anthropologists L.I. Tegaka and I.I. Salivon (of the Institute of Ethnography ofthe National Aademy of Sienes of Belarus).



162ginskaya, in the Vetka Distrit of the Homel Region). The Stralitsa emetery wasexavated in 1963-1965 by I.I. Artemenko. Aording to I.I. Artemenko, the MDCgraves at Stralitsa dated from the �rst half of the 2nd millennium BC [Artemenko1976b:89-96℄.Many of the insriptions on the boxes in whih the organi remains and some�nds from the Stralitsa emetery were kept did not �t the desription of the sepa-rate features. This being the ase, 14C dates obtained from the Stralitsa emeteryshould be pereived as 14C hronology not for any separate graves but for the wholeemetery (Table 1).Teeth (grave 14?), some remains of the organi faing of a opper artefat(grave 43? and grave 53?), some bone beads (grave 56?), and the remains ofsome animal bones (grave 53?) were used as the samples for radioarbon data(Ki-6585-6589 - Table 1). We should note that the dates obtained for Stralitsa havea late 14C age. Several intervals of alibrated age are of approximately the sametime as that for grave 2 from the Prorva site 1.The majority of materials from the Aziarnoye site 1 settlement (Luban Distritof the Minsk Region) orresponded to the late phase of MDC in Palessye. Thesettlement was exavated by M. Kryvaltsevih in 1985-1988 [Kryvaltsevih 1999℄.The shards of two pots of type 1 (the �nal stage of MDC; Fig. 7) were datedaording to the results of an analysis of soot using the 14C method (Ki-6209-6210- Table 1). The same intervals of alibrated age may be found at the Prorva site 1(grave 2) as at Stralitsa. They possibly represent the late age of MDC in Belarus.This paper submits the �rst series of 14C dates obtained from several sites ofMDC in Belarus. It is only the beginning of our investigative projet. We intend toinrease the number of 14C dates, whih will make it possible for us to ompletethe alibration of some MDC radioarbon dates. Translated by author



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 163-195PL ISSN 1231-0344Viktor I. KlohkoRADIOCARBON CHRONOLOGY OF THE EARLY ANDMIDDLE BRONZE AGE IN THE MIDDLE DNIEPERREGION. THE MYRONIVKA BARROWSIn the south of the Kiev Region, on the right bank of the Dnieper, withinthe Kaharlyk and Myronivka Distrits, there is a natural landsape phenomenonknown as the \Myronivka Steppe", a peuliar \island" of the steppe landsape inthe right-bank forest steppe zone.Exavations of barrows in this region were �rst undertaken by the diretorof the St. Petersburg Artillery History Museum N. E. Branderburg in 1888-1902[Pehenkin 1908; Kahalova 1974℄.In 1984, an expedition led by the author of this artile exavated eight barrowsof the Bronze Age in the viinity of Myronivka at the southern end of this olletionof monuments [Klohko 1984℄ (Fig.1). These were emergeny exavations ondutedin an area where the irrigation system for a loal olletive farm was about tobe built. A desription of the barrows is given in a hypothetial sequene of theonstrution of their main graves.Barrow 1. The largest barrow in the exavated group (barrow 1, \Kozatska Mogila")was 6.6 m high, about 50 m in diameter, and stood on the high left bank of theRosava river (a tributary of the Ros), 1.5 km to the east of the Kiev-Dnieperpetrovskmotorway (Fig. 1). The surfae of the barrow was edged with turf, but had beenbadly damaged by subsequent digging. In the entre, there was a large pit, up to15 m in diameter, while the eastern side of the barrow was taken down when aroad was built aross the �eld. The bank of the barrow was asymmetri in shape:the northern side was steeper, the southern side more sloping. The barrow, like allthe other barrows in this group, was exavated using the tehnique developed byUkrainian arhaeologists in the 1960s-1970s, i.e. with the use of a 100 hp bulldozer.In the proess of exavation, the bank was taken down ompletely exept for someinner walls, later also destroyed. Beause there was a �eld road running past theedge of the barrow, the walls had to be deviated from the north-south axis, andsine the barrow's geometrial entre had been destroyed by the previous digging,the highest point of the remaining part of the bank, loated 5 m to the north, was
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F i g . 1. Myronivka, Kiev Region. Loation (left) and plan (right) of the Myronivka barrowsassumed to be the generally-aepted entre. The entral wall, 2.5 m wide, had tobe moved aordingly. The �rst western wall was 2 m wide, the seond 1 m wide.Due to the ruination of the bank, no additional walls ould be left in the easternpart of the barrow.All in all, eight graves were studied in the barrow. A study of the stratigraphyof the banks and the loation of the graves allowed us to reonstrut the followingsequene of burial rituals and onstrution of the barrow's banks.The oldest (also the main one in the barrow) was a grave of the Yamnayaulture (YC) No. 1/8 (Fig. 2), made in a retangular pit 1.2 m x 1.8 m in size,
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0.9 m deep from the level of buried soil, with its long walls oriented, with sli-ght deviation, along the east-west line. The soil removed during the digging ofthe grave had been put into two banks along the northern and southern edges ofthe grave, aording to its original layers (with blak earth below and lay above).The pit had been overed with wood, the remains of whih ould be seen in the�lling. The bulk of the preserved wood was of thin, partially-burned rods (proba-bly, after the over was made, some smouldering oals were thrown onto it). Inthe middle of the pit there were traes of a wooden beam, 5 x 12 m in se-tion, the remaining part of whih, 1.1 m long, lay along the long walls of the
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F i g . 2. Myronivka, Kiev Region. Plan of barrow 1pit, and had probably one served as the main support for the overhead over(Fig. 3:1).The skeleton of a 35-45-year-old woman [anthropologial de�nitions here andbelow are given by Dr. Svetlana I. Kruts℄ lay on its bak, head to the south-west. Thearms were slightly bent at the elbows and extended along the body. The legs hadbeen bent up at the knees, and later fell down in a rhombus. The skull is overed
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F i g . 3. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 1. 1- grave 1/8; 2 - grave 1/4; 3 - vessel from grave 1/4Key: a - humus (arable layer); b - lay (rok-bed);  - digging; d - old trenh; e - remains of mat; f -ohre; g - haroals; h - wood; i - birh bark



168with bright raddle (red ohre), while other bones of the skeleton display traes ofdark raddle; there was also dark brown rot (remains of lothes?) along the bonesand under the skull (Fig. 3:1). The bottom of the pit displays the remains of a ane(?) mat.The radioarbon date of the grave | 4235±60 BP (Ki-6741) was obtained fromthe wood of the overhead over.Over the grave there was a bank of blak earth, 2.5 m high and 14 m in diameter(Fig. 2: bank I).After a short period of time (too short for the grass to grow on the surfae ofthe �rst bank) another grave of the YC No. 1/4 (Fig. 2), was made on the easternedge of the initial barrow in a retangular pit with rounded edges, 0.9 m x 1.9 min size, 0.8 m deep from the level of the buried soil. The soil removed when thepit was dug lay in two banks along the long walls of the pit, the northern bankpartly overing the edge of the �rst bank. Between the edges of the banks formedby the disharges, we found a stone wall made of large slabs of granite. The wallwas up to 0.5 m high, built at the level of the buried soil (the remains of the anientgrass layer ould still be seen under the slabs), and shielded the grave from the sideopposite the barrow.The grave ontained the remains of a wooden eiling that had fallen parallelto the long walls. At the bottom of the pit, there were skeletons of an elderly manand a baby under a year old. The adult skeleton lay on its bak, head to the south--west. The arms were extended along the body; the legs had been bent with theknees up, and later fell to the right. The baby skeleton lay in a foetal position onits right side, also with the head towards the south-east (Fig. 3:2). To the left ofthe skeletons, in the orner of the pit, there was a moulded erami vessel. Thewhole grave was sprinkled with lila ohre. On the bones of the adult were theremains of lothes made of oarse-woven linen fabri, �nished with leather, withtraes of ohre painting, and blak long-haired fur. Near the baby skeleton was abright raddle artefat modelled in the shape of a strethed rhombus.The vessel was made of lay, with an admixture of mia. It had rounded sides,a small, slightly onvex bottom and a short nek. On both sides, from the edge tothe ribs, there were moulded \ear-shaped" handles. The light brown surfae wasovered with a layer of blak organi substane, with a thiker layer inside the vessel.The vessel was 13.2 m tall, with a diameter of 11.7 m at the rim (Fig. 3:3).Above the grave was a bank, whih inreased the height of the barrow to 3m and its diameter to 22 m. The bank was asymmetri: its southern half was moresloping, the northern one steeper, and the top was at (Fig. 2: bank II). Later on,it was overed with grass, traes of whih ould still be seen, whih proves that thebank had stood open for a long period of time.After a relatively long period of time (?), another grave of the YC No. 1/5 (Fig.2), was made on the south-eastern edge of the seond bank. The grave was made in



169a retangular pit with rounded orners, 1.0 m x 1.5 m in size, about 0.9 m deep fromthe level of the buried soil. The disharge from this grave was not found, as theburied soil in this area had been partially removed during the onstrution of the�rst and seond banks; therefore, the pit ould be learly seen only at the mainlandlay level . The �lling of the pit was heavily mixed, with a substantial admixture oflay. As for the wooden eiling, only one, poorly preserved fragment of the beamwas found, on the bottom of the pit in the north-western orner. Its position allowsus to assume that the beams of the eiling were laid along the long walls of the pit,similarly to the earlier graves.The skeleton of a man aged 50-55 lay on its bak, with the knees raised up,head to the south, and hands under the pelvis. It had been partially ruined whengrave 1/6 was made. The lower part of the skull and hand bones were found in the�lling of the pit. The upper part of the skull had been severed and was not presentin the grave (aording to the anthropologist, the setion was made on relativelyfresh bone). The bones in the pelvi area displayed slight traes of ohre. At thebottom of the pit there were traes of a mat. The northern part of the grave hadbeen ruined when grave 1/6 was built (Fig. 4:1). The nature of the ruination ofthe skeleton allows us to assume that it had ourred before the eiling of the pitollapsed and the burial hamber was �lled with earth. In my personal opinion, allthese fats suggest that there ould have been no more than 100 years between theonstrution of grave 1/5 and the ruination of grave 1/6. Most probably, it was overthis grave that the third and �nal bank of the barrow (Fig. 2: bank III) was built,whih inreased the barrow's diameter to 31 m. Later on, the upper part of thisbank was destroyed by amateur exavations, but its height is reonstruted as nomore than 5-6 metres.All further burials in the barrow were sunk from the surfae of this bank;however, their sequene may only be assumed on the basis of their typologialharateristis:(1) A grave of the late YC No. 1/1, (Fig. 2; 5:1) was found inside the bank of thebarrow, in its south-eastern part, 2.3 m deep from the surfae. The shape of the pitwas almost impossible to determine and was traed only by the rot from the matthat had been put on the bottom.A human skeleton, very poorly preserved, lay in a foetal position on its leftside, head to the north. The legs were bent at the knees. The left arm was extended,hand under the thigh; the right arm bent at the elbow, hand on the pelvis. Over theskeleton there were traes of the eiling, made of wooden beams that had fallenlengthwise (parallel to the long walls of the pit). On the bones there were traesof lothes represented by some brown rot. At the bottom of the pit there was asmear of rot from the mat. The mat had been made in several layers: under theskull there was some dark brown rot (leather?), brown rot (fabri or leather?), andwhitish reed rot; the whole oor of the pit was overed with a thin layer of brown



170rot and whitish grass rot. Amongst the grass rot, one ould see large stalks of reedwith leaves, and �ne stems of some grass.(2) A grave of the Middle Dnieper (?) ulture (MDC) No. 1/6 (Fig. 2; 4:2, 3), wasfound in the south-eastern part of the barrow, 6 m deep from the surfae. Theretangular pit with rounded orners, 1.8 m x 0.6 m in size, ould be traed fromthe mainland lay level.At the bottom of the pit, along the western wall, there was the skeleton ofa woman aged 30-40, strethed on its bak, head towards the south. The skeletonwas poorly preserved and badly ruined by shrew holes. Under the bones were theremains of a birh bark rug. Several oals were found by the legs and the feet,where the earth was sprinkled with lila ohre. At the skull there were fragmentsof a erami vessel.The vessel was an asymmetri lay \amphora", oarsely moulded, with a sphe-rial body, a at bottom, and a short straight nek (Fig. 4:3). On the upper part ofthe vessel there were two oval moulded \ears" with vertial openings. The upperpart was deorated with two rows of light impressions made with a stik. The doughwas blak, rumbly and oaly. The surfae was overed with a light reddish-yellowoating that had aked o� in plaes. The vessel was overed, inside and out (underthe oating), with grass srathes. It was 15.4 m tall and 20 m in diameter. Whilethe form of this unusual vessel was somewhat similar to that of Globular Amphoraeramis, the tehnology of manufature resembles that of burial ritual eramis ofthe Cataomb ulture (CC).The YC grave 1/5 was partially ruined when grave 1/6 was built. Part of thisolder grave, found in the on�nes of the 6/1 pit together with some leg bones andthe remains of the wooden eiling, was overed with earth and well-embedded inthe bottom of the new grave. As was mentioned above, �eld and anthropologialobservations suggest that the period of time between these two graves was relativelyshort (under 100 years).(3) A grave of the CC No. 1/7, (Fig. 2; 5:3) was also found in the south-eastern partof the barrow near graves 5/1 and 6/1. The retangular entry shaft, 0.6 m x 0.7 m insize, in the lower part (at the mainland lay level), 6.35 m deep from the surfae,was �lled with lay with an admixture of humus. In the lower part of the shaft, wefound part of a pig arass (the spine and ribs). The entrane to the hamber wasloated in the eastern wall of the shaft. The eiling of the hamber had ollapsed.The hamber was �lled with mud and ontained numerous shrew holes. Near theentrane there were traes of a wooden shield that used to over it. The hamberwas oval in form, and oriented along the north-south line. It was 1.8 m x 1 m insize, the bottom of the hamber 0.3 m below the entrane shaft.The skeleton of a young man aged 18-22 lay on its bak, head to the south. Theright arm was bent at the elbow, with the hand near the shoulder; the left arm wasextended along the body, with the hand under the thigh. The legs were arranged in
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F i g . 4. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 1. 1- grave 1/5; 2 - grave 1/6



172a rhombus. Under the bones there were faint traes of a brown and grey mat. Nearthe skull there were two lumps of lila ohre; at the feet were several oals.(4) A grave of the MDC No. 1/2, (Fig. 2; 5:2) was found in the southern part ofthe barrow, 4.4 m deep from the surfae. The retangular pit was partly ruined bythe bulldozer during the exavation. The remaining part is 1.1 m long and 0.7 mwide.The skeleton of an elderly man lay strethed on its bak, head to the east. Theright arm was bent at the elbow, with the hand at the shoulder; the left arm wasextended along the body, with the hand under the pelvis. The skull was turned tothe left. Under the skeleton were the remains of a mat, now represented by traesof light brown rot. In the nek area, we found a long bronze bead rolled from a 5mm-long plate. The bead was in a very poor ondition and ould not be taken fromthe exavations.The middle part of the barrow had been ruined by the digging of a trenhduring amateur exavations (or a robbery?) onduted, judging from the �nds offragments of eramis in the pit, at the end of the 19th entury. The �nds in thepit suggest that the exavation destroyed a burial of the Mnogovalikovoi Potteryulture (MPC) (from the remains of the pit, it appears to be grave No. 1/3), a graveof the Early Middle Age period (an iron stirrup and horse teeth were found in it),and the remains of a funeral feast of the Yamnaya period (as may be seen fromthe fragments of eramis). In the southern part of the barrow the \researhers"made several shafts that went into the mainland lay as deeply as 2 m. The earthremoved from the pit was sattered nearby at the edge of the bank, mostly onto itsnorth-western slope, and inreased the diameter of the barrow to 40 m. Followingthe exavations, the pit was not �lled in, and a rater whih emerged there damagedthe entral and southern parts of the barrow.Barrow 2. Barrow was situated 300 m further to the south-east of barrow 1 (Fig. 1).It was 0.7 m high and 31 m in diameter, and its surfae had been ploughed.All in all, four graves were investigated in the barrow (Fig. 6). The study of thevertial (stratigraphy) and horizontal (planigraphy) loation of the objets allowedus to reonstrut the following sequene of burial rituals and onstrution of thebarrow's banks.First, there was a YC No. 2/2, (Fig. 6, 7:1). Its disharge lay in two banks alongthe burial pit at the level of the buried soil. The retangular pit, with roundedorners, is 1.6 m x 1.4 m in size and 1.1 m deep from the level of the buried soil. Itslong walls are oriented, with slight deviation, along the east-west line. The grave wasdamaged during the 1892 exavations (see below). Bones of a woman of inde�niteage, heavily oloured with ohre, were moved to one side by the arhaeologists andlay in a small pile in the northern orner of the pit. Over the grave there had been abank, then 24 m in diameter. Its initial height ould not be identi�ed, as the upperpart had been ploughed.
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F i g . 5. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 1. 1- grave 1/1; 2 - grave 1/1; 3 - grave 1/7
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F i g . 6. Myronivka, Kiev Region. Plan of barrow 2At a later period, a late YC No. 2/3, (Fig. 6; 7:2a) was made in the easternpart of the bank. The retangular pit, with rounded orners, was oriented with itslong sides along the north-south line. The northern wall was taken down at thetime grave 2/4 was sunk. The size of the remaining part is 1.25 m x 0.95 m, thedepth 1.8 m from the surfae. At the bottom of the pit there was the skeleton ofa man aged 40-45 that had been ruined when grave 2/4 was built. The bones wereintensively oloured with ohre, and the skull displayed a wound mark. The original



175position, most probably, was in a foetal position on the right side. To the right, therewas the skeleton of a hild aged under 7, in a foetal position on its left side. Thehild's skull was oloured with ohre. There were the remains of a reef mat on theoor.The radioarbon date of the grave | 3875±60 BP (Ki-5826) | was determinedfrom the bones of the adult.Over the grave there was the seond bank of the barrow, whih inreased itssize to 31 m. Its height ould not be determined.Later on, yet another late YC grave No. 2/4 (Fig. 6, 7:2b), was made in theeastern part of the barrow, partly ruining grave 2/3. The retangular pit was 1.5 mx 1.3 m in size, and 1.8 m deep from the surfae. The skeleton of a man aged 25-35lay in a foetal position on its left side, head to the west. The left arm was extendedalong the body, the right arm bent at the elbow, with its hand on the thigh. Nearthe left elbow was a piee of oal. The bones of the skull, the lower part of thehest, and the feet were lightly oloured with ohre.The radioarbon date of the grave | 3810±55 BP (Ki-5825) | was determinedfrom the human bones.Grave No. 2/1, found in the north-western part of the barrow, was attributedto the MPC (Fig. 6; 7:3). The square pit, with rounded orners, was 1.3 m x 1.3 min size and 1.6 m deep from the surfae. The poorly preserved skeleton of a youngman lay in a foetal position on its right side, head to the north-west. The arms wereextended to the knees. Under the bones were the remains of a mat, identi�ed frombrown rot, and traes of ohre.At the end of the 19th entury, a 1 m-wide trenh was dug that ut into theentre of the barrow (Fig. 6). During the exavations, the barrow's entral gravewas damaged1.Barrow 3. Barrow was situated 2.3 km to the north of barrow (Fig. 1). The bank wasploughed, and the remaining part is 0.5 m high. The barrow is 28 m in diameter (thebank was widened by ploughing; the original diameter is assumed to be 11-12 m).The main (and the only) grave in the barrow belonged to the YC. The retan-gular pit, with rounded orners, was 1.8 m x 1.1 m in size and 0.85 m deep fromthe level of the buried soil. The pit was overed with a reed rug. The skeleton of aman (?) aged 20-23 lay on its bak, head to the south-west (Fig. 9). The legs wereraised at the knees; the arms extended along the body. At the bottom of the pit wasa seond reed rug. There was brown rot from lothes on the bones. A thik (up to0.5 m) layer of similar rot ould be seen under the skull.1 In the pit was left a brandy bottle, ontaining several visiting ards and a silver Russian 5-kopek oin, dated1890. All of the visiting ards were printed in Polish, and belonged to the following people: a Professor of WarsawUniversity, Prof. dr. Teodor Wierzbowski (Aleje Jerozolimskie 25); a loal landlord August Morzkowski (MironivkaKievskoy gubernii); Tadeusz and Anna Wierzy«ski; Stanisªaw Zuh; and Józef Jakobi. On the reverse side of Prof. dr.Teodor Wierzbowski's ard were a few words written in ink: \This grave was exavated on July 21 (August 2) 1892.Only bones of the orpse were found" (Fig. 8).
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F i g . 7. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 2. 1- grave 2/2; 2a - grave 2/3; 2b - grave 2/4; 3 - grave 2/1
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F i g . 8. Myronivka, Kiev region. Polish arhaeologists' visiting ardsThe radioarbon date of the grave | 4010±60 BP (Ki-5828) | was determinedfrom the human bones.Barrow 7. Barrow was situated 1 km to the north-east of barrow 1 (Fig. 1). Thebank had been ploughed, and the remaining part was 0.3 m high and about 20m in diameter (the original diameter was estimated to be from 8 to 10 m). Themain grave in the barrow No. 7/2 (Fig. 10:1, 2). The disharge lay in the shape
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F i g . 9. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 3



179of a ontinuous semi-irle on the buried soil. The retangular pit, with roundedorners, was 2.0 m x 1.5 m in size and 0.9 m deep from the level of the buried soil,its long axis oriented along the east-west line.It was a olletive grave: there were four skeletons in the pit, all with theirheads to the west. In the entre of the pit was the skeleton of a woman aged 30-35,whih lay on its bak with its knees raised (legs falling to the right), and armsextended along the body. To the right of this was the skeleton of a hild aged 5or 6, strethed on its right side, faing the woman. The right arm was extendedalong the body, the left arm bent at the elbow. Between the woman and the hildwas the (poorly preserved) skeleton of a baby, less than a year old, strethed on itsbak.The bones displayed signs of yellow rot (the remains of fabri?) and grass; therewere remnants of leather (?) on the bottom of the pit, and of thik felt, olouredwith ohre, under the skull. The bottom of the pit had been overed with a rug |painted with ohre. Under the skull of the baby there was a smudge of lila ohre,4-5 m in diameter and 0.5 m thik.The radioarbon date of the grave | 3895±60 BP (Ki-5823) | was determinedfrom the human bones.A burial of the MPC No. 7/1 (Fig. 10:3), was sunk in the bank of the barrowto the south of the main grave. It was disovered at the depth of 0.5 m from thesurfae. The edges of the pit were indistint. The skeleton of an adult man (?) layin a deep foetal position on its right side, head to the north-west. The arms werebent at the elbows, hands pulled up to the hin. There were traes of brown rotunder the bones, and oals at the right shoulder.The radioarbon date of the grave | 3610±30 BP (Ki-5827) | was determinedfrom the human bones.Barrow 8. Barrow was situated 0.6 km to the north-east of barrow 7 (Fig. 1). Thebank was heavily ploughed | aording to loal residents, the barrow's bank hadbeen taken down with a bulldozer by a loal olletive farm in order to failitateagriultural work; before that, it had reahed the height of 4-5 m. At the time ofthe exavations, the remainder of the bank was 1.5 m high and 32 m in diameter.The barrow ontained nine graves, whih were studied during the exavations. Thegraves had been made in the following order.The main grave in the barrow was the YC grave No. 8/9 (Fig. 11; 12:1). Thedisharge from the grave lay in two banks up to 30 m high. The retangular pitwas 1.9 m x 1.0 m in size and 0.8 m deep from the level of the buried soil. The�lling ontained the remains of a wooden eiling.The skeleton of a man aged 25-35 lay on its bak, with its knees raised (legs fal-ling to the right), and arms extended along the body. The bones were sprinkled withohre, whih was partiularly intensive on the skull. Between the lowest vertebraand the pelvis there was a int arrowhead (in a wound).
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F i g . 10. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 7. 1- plan of the barrow; 2 - grave 7/2; 3 - grave 7/1
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F i g . 11. Myronivka, Kiev Region. Plan of Barrow 8The arrowhead, made of \smoky" grey, semi-transparent int, was triangularin shape with a groove at the base; its edges were overed with �ne retouh. It was2 m long and 1.3 m wide at the base (Fig. 12:2).The grave inluded two �re-beds (Fig. 11). The �rst, loated 0.5 m to the south--west of the pit, ontained several small fragments of moulded eramis. The seondwas found 3 m to the south-west of the �rst, and ontained a fragment of a glossyblak vessel.A blak earth bank (Fig. 11: bank I), 1.2 m high and 14 m in diameter, wasmade over the grave. Three burials of the MDC were sunk into the bank.
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F i g . 12. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 8. 1- grave 8/9; 2 - arrowhead from grave 8/9; 3 - grave 8/8;4 - vessel from grave 8/8
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F i g . 13. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 8, graves of the Middle Dnieper ulture. 1- grave 8/3; 2 -grave 8/6; 3 - grave 8/4



184 Grave No. 8/3 (Fig. 13:1), was found 2 m to the south-east of the entre. At thelevel of the disharge taken from the entral grave it was overed with a reed mat,plaed on thin (3-6 m in diameter) wooden rods. The narrow pit was of retangularform, 1.9 m x 0.6 m in size and 0.45 m deep from the over level. The long wallsof the pit were strengthened with thin wooden bars 0.02-0.03 m long, positionedhorizontally and wedged at the orners. The pit broadened out at the bottom andhad a trapezium shape in setion. The skeleton of a woman ages 25-35 lay strethedon its bak, head to the north-east. The arms were extended along the body, handsat the pelvis. On the bottom of the pit, between her legs, near the knees, there wasa lump of bright raddle. The bones displayed traes of dark brown rot, ohre-likein plaes.Grave No. 8/6 (Fig. 13:2), was found 3 m to the south-east of the entre, 1.6m deep from the surfae. The pit was made in the buried soil; it was retangular inshape, with rounded orners, 1.25 m x 0.45 m in size, with its long walls orientedalong the south-west-to-north-east line. The skeletons of two hildren aged 3-4 and6-7 lay strethed on their baks, heads in opposite diretions. The skeletons hadbeen partly eaten away by rodents. Under the bones there were traes of lightbrown rot.The radioarbon date of the grave | 3690±45 BP (Ki-5824) | was determinedfrom the human bones.Grave No. 8/4 (Fig. 13:3), loated 3 m to the south of the entre, was made inthe �rst bank of the barrow, 1.3 m deep from the surfae. The edges of the pit ouldnot be distinguished. The skeleton of an adolesent lay strethed on its bak, headto the west. The arms were extended along the body, hands at the pelvis. Underthe bones there was dark brown rot.These graves were overed with the seond bank, of blak earth with a lightadmixture of lay (Fig. 11: bank II), whih enlarged the original barrow to 17.4 min diameter. The height of the bank was impossible to determine, as its top hadbeen ruined.A burial of the CC No. 8/8 (Fig. 11; 12:3, 4), was sunk into this bank. The laydisharge from the grave was found on the north-western edge of the seond bankand was overed with a �ne layer of newly-formed soil and by the third bank of thebarrow.An entrane shaft, square in setion and 0.7 m x 0.7 m in size was found 4.5 mto the north-west of the entre. It was �lled with mainland lay and 3 m deep fromthe surfae.The entrane to the hamber was loated in the north-eastern wall. The bottomof the hamber was 5 m lower than the entrane shaft. The hamber was of irularshape (1.7 m diameter), and its eiling had ollapsed.The skeleton of a woman aged 45-50 lay strethed on its bak, head to thenorth. The arms were extended along the body; the left hand was plaed at the



185pelvis, while the right hand lay on the thigh. A small moulded vessel lay to the sideof the right shoulder. Under the bones there was dark brown rot, and the oorunder the bones was lightly sprinkled with ohre.The vessel had rounded sides, a at bottom and a short straight nek. It was 10m high; the diameter of the body was 13 m, and 6 m at the bottom (Fig. 12:4).The dough was blak and rumbly; the surfae ohre-like with dark stains. Therewere srathes both inside and out.Later, four burials of the MPC were sunk into the seond bank.Grave No. 8/5 (Fig. 11; 14), was found 8 m to the south-west of the entre. Aretangular pit 2.9x1.6 m and 2.6 m deep measuring from the surfae was investi-gated. It was �lled with lay with some hernozem. In the �lling material piees ofwood were reorded oming from the struture overing the grave pit. On the bot-tom, on a thin layer of hernozem, 3-5 m deep, a skeleton of a man aged 25-35 yearslay on its left side, in a exed position, with the head pointing east. The state of theskeleton's preservation was poor and the bones were overed with a dark-red �lm.The radioarbon date of the burial, namely 3325±50 BP (Ki-5829), was prou-red from human bones.Grave No. 8/2 (Fig. 11; 15:1) was found 1,8 m to the south of the entre,0,8 m deep from the surfae of the barrow's bank. The edges of the pit ouldnot be distinguished learly and had to be traed from the remains of a wooden\sarophagus". The skeleton of an adult lay in a foetal position on its left side, headto the west. The legs were bent at the knees, with the heels pulled up to the pelvis.The arms were bent at the elbows, the left hand pulled up to the hin. There wasa bone bukle near the elbow of the left arm, and traes of brown rot under thebones.The bone bukle (Fig. 15:1) was oval in shape, pointed, with a large hole inthe entre and a small hole at the edge. The bukle was 4.5 m in diameter, andthe large hole 1.8 m. The surfae of the bukle was polished.Grave No. 8/1 (Fig. 11; 15:2), was loated 8.5 m to the south of the entre, 0.8m deep from the surfae of the barrow's bank. The edges of the pit were indistint.On and under the bones were the remains of a wooden \sarophagus". The poorlypreserved skeleton of an adult lay in a deep foetal position on its right side, headto the east. The wood of the \sarophagus" was burnt in plaes on the bottom.Grave No. 8/7 (Fig. 11; 15:3), was loated 1 m to the north of the entre, 1.6m deep from the surfae, in the buried soil. The skeleton of a hild aged 9-10 layin a foetal position on its left side in a wooden \sarophagus" gouged from a wholetree trunk. The wooden lid of the \sarophagus" lay immediately on the bones; ithad been made from thin \plates", assembled lengthwise.Over these graves | most probably, originally over grave 8/5 | there wasa bank (Fig. 11: bank III) that onsisted of two learly distint layers: the lowerlayer of blak earth and the upper layer of lay. The lay layer probably served to
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F i g . 14. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 8, grave 8/5strengthen the barrow surfae. The bank enlarged the diameter of the barrow to26-27 m; its height ould not be determined as the top had been destroyed. As wasmentioned above, the bank of the barrow was partially taken down with a bulldozerby a loal olletive farm.In terms of time, the next barrow of the Myronivka burial site (i.e. the one thatfollowed the onstrution of the �rst, the main bank), after the barrows of the YC,is a barrow of the MDC (barrow 6, Fig. 1; 16).
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F i g . 15. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 8, graves of the Mnogovalikovoi Pottery ulture. 1- grave 8/2;2 - grave 8/1; 3 - grave 8/7



188Barrow 6. This barrow was situated 1.4 km to the north-west of barrow 1. Its bankhad been heavily ploughed and was hardly visible. It was approximately 16 m in dia-meter and 0.3 m high. In the entre of the barrow, we found traes of an exavationby robbers (end of the 19th | early 20th entury, judging from the eramis foundin the barrow), 6 m x 5 m in size and 0.5 m deep from the surfae (the bottom ofthis pit reahed the level of the mainland lay). In the entre of the barrow, at thebottom of the robbers' pit, we found the remains of a burial pit.The pit (Fig. 16:1) was long and narrow, with rounded orners, 2.3 m x 0.9 m insize, 1 m deep from the surfae, with its long walls oriented (with slight deviation)along the east-west line. In the �lling of the pit, we found bones of a well-built managed 30-40; the bones were oloured with ohre. Judging from the loation of theremains, the buried body lay in a strethed position on its bak, head to the west.A stone axe-hammer was found in the bank near the grave.The axe-hammer, made of solid blak stone (Fig. 16:3), is short (10 m) andwide (7 m), with a rounded butt, polished surfae, and a ylindrial loop, 2.5 m indiameter, drilled into it with the help of a int bore (the inner surfae was uneven).The grave, most probably of the MDC, was destroyed in modern times.The last barrows in this group to be built were two barrows of the MPC.Barrow 4. Barrow (Fig. 1; 17; 18) was loated 30 m to the south-east of barrow 3,and ontained three MPC graves . Its bank was heavily ploughed, 0.5 m high, andabout 38 m in diameter.The main grave in the barrow, probably, was grave No. 4/2 (Fig. 17:1; 18:2),loated 2.6 m to the west of the assumed entre of the barrow. The retangular pit,with rounded orners, was 2.4 m x 1.2 m in size, 1.3 m deep from the surfae. Theskeleton of a woman aged 20-25 lay in a foetal position on its left side, head to thesouth-east. The bones were in poor ondition and, therefore, the position of thearms ould not be determined. The bones were oloured with dark raddle. Underthe bones there were traes of dark brown rot, blak in plaes. Above the head andat the feet were the remains of wood (from a \sarophagus"?). The bones and therot were found on the layer of blak earth, 0.2-0.1 m thik, that overed the entirelay bottom of the pit.Grave No. 4/1 (Fig. 17:1, 2) was loated 3.5 m. to the south of the assumedentre, at the level of the buried soil, 0.9 m. deep from the surfae. The ontoursof the pit ould not be traed. A skeleton in very poor ondition lay in a foetalposition on its left side, head to the west, with the right arm extended along thespine, and the left arm pulled to the knees. The skull was oloured with herryohre.Grave No. 4/3 (Fig. 17; 18:1) was found 1 m to the east of the assumed entre,in the buried soil, 0.7 m deep from the surfae. The retangular pit was 1.5 m x 0.9m in size, with its long walls oriented along the east-west line. The poorly preservedskeleton of a young man lay in a foetal position on its right side, head to the west,
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F i g . 16. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 6. 1- plan of the barrow; 2 - grave; 3 - axe-hammer
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F i g . 17. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 4. 1- plan of the barrow, 2 - grave 4/1with the arms bent at the elbows, and hands pulled to the fae. The bones displayedtraes of dark raddle. On the bottom of the pit there was brown rot.Barrow 5. Barrow (Fig. 1; 19; 20) was found 0.3 km to the north-east of barrow4 and ontained two MPC graves and a Late Middle Age grave. The surfae ofthe barrow had been ploughed, and the remaining part is 0.4 m high and 22 m indiameter.
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F i g . 18. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 4. 1- grave 4/3; 2 - grave 4/2
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F i g . 19. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 5. 1- plan of the barrow; 2 - grave 5/3; 3 - grave 5/1
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F i g . 20. Myronivka, Kiev Region, barrow 5, grave 5/2



194 The main grave in the barrow was grave No. 5/2 (Fig. 19:1; 20), loated inthe entre. The lay of the disharge taken from the grave lay on the buried soiland formed a bank to the north of the pit, whih was also partially �lled in withthe lay. The pit was retangular in shape, with learly distinguishable orners, 2.0m x 1.0 m in size, 1.8 m deep from the level of the buried soil. Its long axis wasoriented along the north-west-to-south-east line. The skeleton of an adult woman(?) lay in a wooden \sarophagus" in a deep foetal position position, slightly arhedat the hest, head to the south-east. The arms were bent at the elbows; the lefthand was pulled to the knees, while the right hand lay at the right shoulder. The\sarophagus" had been gouged from a single wooden trunk and overed with twotrunks up to 30 m in diameter.Over this grave there was a barrow bank, onstruted in one stage, and laterused to aommodate the sinking of a grave of the MPC No. 5/3 (Fig. 19:1, 2), whihwas situated 4 m to the south of the main grave. The pit, in the shape of an arh,was 4.2 m x 2.3 m in size, 1.6 m deep from the surfae, with its long axis orientedalong the north-west-to-south-east line. The grave had been ruined (robbed?) inanient times. Small fragments of bones, teeth of a young man (?), and piees ofwood (from the eiling or the sarophagus) were found in the �lling and at thebottom of the pit.Grave No. 5/1 was found 0.4 m to the east of the entre, 0.3 m deep from thesurfae. The edges of the pit ould not be distinguished. The bones were in poorondition, partly ruined by a plough. The body had been positioned strethed on itsbak, head to the west. In our view, the grave belongs to the late Middle Age (?).CONCLUSIONSSumming up this investigation, it is possible to say that the Myronivka barrowsprodued a stratigraphi olumn embraing a number of ultures of the BronzeAge whih had followed one another in this region over a period of 300 years. Aseries of radioarbon dates, determined at Kiev laboratory (Table 1), allows us toalulate the absolute age of these ultures and the duration of their existene inMiddle Dnieper region.Is it important to note that these dates, produed with the help of a new teh-nique, di�er substantially from earlier dates (the \Rosava" series, Ki-2730, 2732,2734, 3036). The approximated new radioarbon dates for ultures of the MiddleDnieper region, obtained on the basis of the \Myronivka ulture", are as follows(Table 2).



195T a b l e 1Myronivka, Kiev Region of Radioarbon dates from the Myronivka barrowsNo. Stratigraphi Groups and Cultures ChronologyBP BCI. Yamnaya Culture 4235±60 - 4010±60 - 2804±90 - 2522±83 -(Graves 1/8; 1/4; 1/5; 2/1;7/2; 3; 8/9) 3895±60 2367±88II. Late Yamnaya Culture 3875±60 - 3810±55 2350±95 - 2229±96(Graves 1/1; 2/3; 2/4)III. Middle Dnieper Culture 3690±45 2048±75(Graves 1/6; 1/2; 8/3; 8/6; 8/4; 6)Cataomb Culture(Graves 1/7; 8/8)IV. Mnogovalikovoi Pottery Culture 3610±30 - 3325±50 1941±49 - 1577±64(Graves 2/1; 7/1; 8/5; 8/2; 8/1; 8/7;4/1; 4/2; 4/3; 5/3; 5/2) T a b l e 2Chronologial framework of the sequene of Bronze Age ultures in the Middle Dnieper RegionCultures BP Dates BC DatesYamnaya ulture 4200-3900 2800 - 2350Late Yamnaya ulture 3900-3800 2350 - 2200Middle Dnieper, Cataomb ultures 3700-3600 2050 - 1950Mnogovalikovoi Pottery ulture 3600-3300 1950 - 1600Here, it should be noted that the date of 4200 BP is the only one for the YCin this region, and, therefore, demands further veri�ation. It is also neessary todetermine learly when the CC emerged in the Ros river basin. Furthermore, thedatings for the MDC, based on a single radioarbon date, are preliminary and referonly to the Myronivka group of this ulture (whih, in our view, deserves to beonsidered separately). In general, the \ord" monuments of the right bank of theMiddle Dnieper area require serious rede�nition and a new level of researh.Translated by Maria Ogiyenko



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 196-202PL ISSN 1231-0344Marzena Szmyt, Ivan T. ChernyakovRADIOCARBON CHRONOLOGY OF \AKKIEMBETSKIYKURGAN". A PRELIMINARY REPORTWhile working on the program of researh into the radioarbon hronology ofthe area between the Vistula and Dnieper [f. Klohko, Ko±ko, Szmyt, Problem. . . ,in this volume℄, researhers were attrated by the Dniester drainage beause itappeared to be partiularly important for the orrelation of the ultural phenomenaof Eastern and Western Europe. The researh arried out so far shows that the area,heavily settled �rst by Late Tripolye ulture and Yamnaya ulture groups and laterused by the Cataomb ulture as well, was reahed by Central European groupssuh as Globular Amphora ulture and Corded Ware ulture [Chernyakov, Toshhev1985; Yarovoy 1985; Dergahev 1986; Toshhev 1991; Alekseyeva 1992℄. At the sametime, there are relis of settlements of populations migrating from steppe expansesloated further to the east as, for instane, the Kemi-Oba ulture [Subbotin 1995℄.It was assumed that the best results would be obtained by analyzing a multi--phase feature whose strati�ation is well reorded. These onditions were met bythe so-alled Akkiembetskiy kurgan loated near the village of Zatoka (BilhorodDnistrovskyi Distrit, Odesa Region). Exavations were arried out there by Ivan T.Chernyakov with his team. The investigations revealed that the plae had been usedmany times in the ourse of prehistory (in partiular at the turn of the Eneolithiand the beginning of the Bronze Age) and that it had a well-preserved stratigraphisequene of layers - suessive kurgan mounds. At present, a disussion of soures isbeing prepared for publiation in the Balti-Ponti Studies. Here, we wish to presentpreliminary results of the radioarbon dating of features (hiey graves) from thekurgan. The following data onerning the stratigraphi and ultural position of theinvestigated features are working onlusions of I.T. Chernyakov.The analysis enompassed twenty features: 1 ritual plae (so-alled temple) and19 graves belonging to four ultural units, namely the Usatovo group later the TC(ritual plae and 6 graves), Kemi-Oba ulture (4 graves), Budzhak group (ulture)
∗ Projet �naned with grant no. 1 H01G01810 provided by the Polish Committee for Sienti� Researh in1996-1998.



197T a b l e 1Radioarbon dates from the Akkiembetskiy kurganLab. no. Feature Material Class of Cultural Strati- BP BCdating unit graphigroupKi-6800 Ritual Animal IA Usatovo I 4170±60 2759±101plae bonesKi-6801 Ritual Animal IA Usatovo I 4095±65 2600±124plae bonesKi-6802 Grave 6 Human IA Usatovo II 4020±65 2539±92bonesKi-6803 Grave 6 Human IA Usatovo II 4090±60 2590±115bonesKi-6804 Grave 9 Human IA Usatovo II 3990±60 2491±89bonesKi-6805 Grave 10 Human IA Usatovo II 3930±55 2387±79bonesKi-6806 Grave 7 Wood IIA Usatovo ? 3975±55 2479±88Ki-6807 Grave 7 Human IA Usatovo ? 3950±60 2402±97bonesKi-6808 Grave 7 Human IA Usatovo ? 3935±45 2399±66bonesKi-6809 Grave 23 Human IA Usatovo III 3920±60 2379±85bonesKi-6810 Grave 24 Human IA Usatovo III 3945±50 2398±78bonesKi-6811 Grave 1 Trzina IA Kemi-Oba IV 3900±65 2367±92Ki-6812 Grave 1 Human IA Kemi-Oba IV 3950±60 2402±97bonesKi-6813 Grave 2 Human IA Kemi-Oba IV 3930±50 2392±72bonesKi-6814 Grave 3 Human IA Kemi-Oba V 3890±50 2368±80bonesKi-6815 Grave 12 Human IA Kemi-Oba V 3925±55 2388±78bonesKi-6816 Grave 13 Wood IA Budzhak VI 3865±50 2309±89Ki-6817 Grave 14 Wood IIA Budzhak VI 3920±45 2391±66Ki-6818 Grave 17 Wood IIA Budzhak VII 3840±65 2298±107Ki-6819 Grave 17 Human IA Budzhak VII 3865±60 2314±97bones



198Lab. no. Feature Material Class of Cultural Strati- BP BCdating unit graphigroupKi-6820 Grave 21 Wood IIA Budzhak VII 3760±45 2126±79Ki-6821 Grave 22 Wood IIA Budzhak VII 3775±60 2160±105Ki-6822 Grave 22 Human IA Budzhak VII 3810±55 2229±96bonesKi-6823 Grave 11 Human IA Mnogovalikovoi VIII 3795±60 2215±106bones PotteryKi-6824 Grave 15 Human IA Mnogovalikovoi VIII 3745±50 2118±79bones PotteryKi-6825 Grave 16 Human IA Mnogovalikovoi VIII 3780±60 2166±107bones PotteryKi-6826 Grave 20 Human IA Mnogovalikovoi VIII 3685±45 2046±75bones Potteryof the Late Yamnaya ulture (5 graves) and the Mnogovalikovoi Pottery ulture (4graves). All measurements were arried out at the 14C laboratory State Sienti�Center of Environmental Radiogeohemistry of the National Aademy of Sienesof Ukraine under the supervision of Dr. Nikolay N. Kovalyukh. The dates werealibrated using the program of B. Weninger [1993℄. The results are shown in Tables1 and 2.In aggregate, radioarbon analyses of 27 samples were performed. They on-tained human bones (from graves; 18 samples) and animal ones (from the ritualplae; 2 samples) as well as wood (from graves; 6 samples) and reed (from a grave;1 sample). Eleven samples were taken from features of the Usatovo group, 5 fromKemi-Oba ulture graves, 7 from Budzhak group graves and 4 from the graves ofthe Mnogovalikovoi Pottery ulture. Aording to a lassi�ation of datings, sugge-sted elsewhere, based on the sample ontents and ontext [Czebreszuk, Szmyt 1998;2000℄, they belong to lasses IA (21 items) and IIA (6 items), i.e. to the highest las-ses in the ategory of samples ontaining short-lived materials (IA) and long-livedones (IIA).From the point of view of the standard error size, the series ontains datingsof medium auray. The standard error range is 45-65 radioarbon years with fourdatings having errors of 45, 55 and 65 years, �ve datings having a deviation of 50years and ten datings having a deviation of 60 years.To verify the series, two samples from eah of six features were sent to radio-arbon analysis. In the ases of the ritual plae and grave no. 6, bones were datedin both ases (belonging to the same skeleton from grave 6 and the head of a horsefound at the ritual plae), the samples from graves 17 and 22 ontained separately



199T a b l e 2Group alibration of dates from the Akkiembetskiy kurganStratigraphi Cultural unit Lab. Nos BC - 2 sigma BC - 1 sigmagroupI Usatovo Ki-6800, 6801 2880-2490 2820-2580II Usatovo Ki-6802, 6803, 6804, 6805 2850-2300 2610-2340? Usatovo Ki-6806, 6807, 6808 2570-2230 2480-2300III Usatovo Ki-6809, 6810 2550-2210 2460-2300IV Kemi-Oba Ki-6811, 6813 2560-2210 2460-2290V Kemi-Oba Ki-6814, 6815 2520-2200 2440-2280VI Budzhak Ki-6816, 6817 2480-2180 2450-2290VII Budzhak Ki-6818, 6819, 6820, 6821, 6822 2450-2030 2340-2100VIII Mnogovalikovoi Ki-6823, 6824, 6825, 6826 2360-1920 2220-2000PotteryI - III Usatovo Ki-6800 { Ki-6810 2850-2260 2610-2310IV - V Kemi-Oba Ki-6811 { Ki-6815 2550-2210 2450-2280VI - VII Budzhak Ki-6816 { Ki-6822 2460-2040 2380-2130VIII Mnogovalikovoi Ki-6823 { Ki-6826 2360-1920 2220-2000bones and wood, from grave 1 bones and reed were dated, whereas from grave 7human bones were dated twie and reed one. The datings for di�erent samplesfrom the same feature are similar (see Table 1). Only in one ase (grave 7) was adating of a wood sample slightly older than dates proured from bone samples.All in all, the datings show that the investigated plae was intensively used inthe 3rd millennium BC, in the period from 2759±101 BC to 2046±75 BC, withthe use being espeially intensive in 2480-2120 BC (we give dating ranges hereat the level of 1 sigma = 68%, for full information see Tables 1 and 2). Aftertaking into onsideration the disussed series of dates, the hronology of individualtaxa (ultures) looks as follows: Usatovo group - 2610-2310 BC, Kemi-Oba ulture- 2450-2280 BC, Budzhak group - 2380-2130 BC, Mnogovalikovoi Pottery ulture- 2290-2060 BC. The unbroken ontinuity of datings and the overlapping of theirhronologial ranges are learly observable in the ase of the named taxa, whih maybe evidene of the temporal proximity of suh ultures as Usatovo and Kemi-Oba,Kemi-Oba and Budzhak, Budzhak and the Mnogovalikovoi Pottery ulture.Owing to the surviving strati�ation of the kurgan, it is possible to analyze theultural-stratigraphi units with a greater auray. The datings are related to eightstratigraphi groups, i.e. omplexes of features of a similar stratigraphi position.The oldest of those groups (I) is the ritual plae of an Usatovo group population.
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F i g . 1. Calibration of dates proured from the Akkiembetskiy kurgan
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202Two dates, obtained by analyzing the skull of a horse, point to 2820-2580 BC (inthis interval, probably to 2815 BC). The same ultural unit is onneted with thenext two stratigraphi groups: group II (dates from graves 6, 9 and 10) may bedated to a 2610-2340 BC and group III (graves 23 and 24) to a 2460-2300 BC.No exat stratigraphi position was determined in respet of another Usatovo grave(no. 7) dated to 2470 BC. Next two stratigraphi groups are formed by graves ofthe Kemi-Oba ulture. The older one (group IV; graves 1 and 2) may be dated to2460-2290 BC, while the younger one (group IV; graves 3 and 12) to 2440-2280 BC.Also two other groups omprise graves of the Late YC, spei�ally the Budzhakgroup. The older of them (VI) is made up of graves 13 and 14, whih an be jointlydated to 2450-2290 BC, while the hronology of the younger one (group VII; graves17, 21 and 22) falls on 2340-2100 BC. The last of the dated stratigraphi groups(VIII) omprises graves of the Mnogovalikovoi Pottery ulture (no. 11, 15, 16 and20), whose dates jointly mark out the interval of 2220-2000 BC. A more detailedhronologial and stratigraphi analysis will be possible only when all the souresare proessed. * * *As a result of the program mentioned earlier, a series of radioarbon dates wasobtained pratially for the whole ultural sequene reorded in the Akkiembetskiykurgan. It should be stressed that it is the �rst multi-ultural feature so arefullyexamined in the whole of East European steppes. It will be possible to appreiatein full the undertaken e�ort when all the soures are presented, whih should nottake long. Translated by Piotr T. �ebrowski



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 203-210PL ISSN 1231-0344Aleksander Ko±koPONTIC TRAITS IN THE MATERIALS OF THE KUJAWYFUNNEL BEAKER CULTURE AND EARLY CORDED WARECULTURE | A RADIOCARBON PERSPECTIVEKujawy, lying where the drainages of the Vistula and Oder meet (Fig. 1), marksthe western frontier of the zone of disernible reeption of the traits of the Pontiultural irle. Ponti traits were reeived there by a hronologially long yle ofultures beginning in the 6th millennium BC and ontinued with a speial intensityby the Funnel Beaker ulture (FBC) (beginning with phase IIIB), the GlobularApphora ulture (GAC) and the Corded Ware ulture (CWC), i.e. in the LateNeolithi [Ko±ko 1991℄.In this paper we shall fous on FBC and CWC materials, or FBC/CWC ones,that exhibit the traits in question. The joining of these two taxa here is justi�ed bythe state of their development ties in Kujawy [Ko±ko 1997; f. Kurzawa 1999℄. Fouromplexes of traits were seleted (both settlement and grave ones), in the ase ofwhih the identi�ation of Ponti traditions seemed to be partiularly reliable andtaxonomially spei� (Fig. 1). A number of omplexes were disregarded beauseof less spei� identi�ations (geneti and ultural) of their soures of inspiration.A. Latkowo, Kujawy-Pomorze Prov., site 5, settlement from phase VA of the FBC(Fig. 2) [Ko±ko 1990:315; 1996:99, materials under proessing℄. Resue exavations(by the Dept. of Polish Prehistory, IP UAM) enompassed a signi�ant portion ofthe settlement surfae that had been unovered beause of a planned industrialinvestment. A seletion of pottery from the layer and oor | of amorphous hori-zontal outline - of a large feature (semi-dugout ?) was reorded. Within the featurea large amount of pottery was found and a smaller number of animal bones. Amongthe pottery, fragments of a large amphora dominated. On its lip, an ornament offour lines of impressions of a three-strand ord was reorded together with fourlines of zigzag impressions. Underneath, a pattern with zoomorphi motifs of two\herds" of deer is visible. The state of vessel preservation does not allow to fullyreonstrut the sene (Fig. 2).A stylisti and tehnologial evaluation of the vessel learly indiates its ties withthe Radziejów group of the FBC, spei�ally with phase V [Ko±ko 1981℄. A meager
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F i g . 1. Kujawy - loation of soure assemblages displaying Ponti traits disussed in the paper. (a): 1- Latkowo, site 5; 2 - Opatowie, site 42; 3 - Krusza Zamkowa, site 3; 4 - Bo»ejewie, site 8set of stylisti traits prevents any more detailed ategorization, but allows one topoint to subphase VA. From a sample of animal bones a 14C date was proured:Gd - 4424:4560±90 BP, i.e. 3225±145 BC. This dating bears out the relationship ofthe assemblage with the suggested phase [Ko±ko 1999℄.The zoomorphi pattern does not �nd any analogy in the FBC nor in the rela-ted Radziejów group of the Baden ulture (BC) [Ko±ko 1988:103℄. Relatively loseanalogies to this pattern an be found in the Tripolye ulture (TC), where theyare dated to phases BIII-CI/CII [Passek 1949:108; Movsha 1972:16; f. Jastrz�b-ski 1988:55-68℄. A partiular abundane of zoomorphi ornaments is found in the\western" zone of the TC, espeially in the upper drainages of the Prut, Reut andDniester Rivers [e.g. Markevih 1981; Movsha 1985:234; f. ontrasting \eastern"



205
F i g . 2. Latkowo, Kujawy-Pomorze Prov., site 5. Funnel Beaker ulture sattlement, phase VATC: Kruts 1977:62�.℄. As the result of these �ndings, it is possible to determinethe following synhronization of the taxa: FBC (Kujawy) phase VA (Radziejówgroup) | TC phases BIII | CI/CII (Zhvaniets group aording to T.G. Movsha[1985:232-237℄; f. Zhvaniets | Kuban - Brynzeny type [Jastrz�bski 1989:17�℄).B. Opatowie, Kujawy-Pomorze Prov., site 42, a settlement of phase IVA/B of theFBC (Fig. 3) [Ko±ko, Szmyt 1993, materials under proessing℄. The exavations (bythe Dept. of Polish Prehistory, IP UAM) overed the whole aessible area of thesite. As a result, a small, single-house settlement was unearthed with a signi�antamount of artifats, primarily pottery.The olletion of pottery shows traits of a loal, Lubo«-Papros style, more spe-i�ally of their early development stage [Ko±ko 1987:62-64; Ko±ko, Szmyt 1993:176--177℄. This lassi�ation is supported by the presene | as reessive traits | oflate-Wiórek andM¡twy elements [f. Chahlikowski 1994℄. Keeping this in mind, thefeature may be dated to phase IVA/B (or possibly beginnings of IVB) of the FBC,plaing it in the late segment of the east-ern group. This hronologial lassi�ationorresponds to the 14C date of Gd - 2764:4460±80 BP, i.e. 3172±142 BC.The stylisti traits of the FBC pottery from site Opatowie 42 may be dividedinto three geneti groups, namely loal Lubo«-Papros patterns, BC and hypothetialTC patterns. In the last mentioned ase | whih is of immediate interest to us here| what is hiey meant is the use of painted ornaments, in partiular of blak wood--tar dye [Langer, Ko±ko 1999℄. As a result of the latest researh, organi dyes maybe genetially assoiated with the drainage of the Upper Tisza whene they musthave been adopted | as substitutes for mineral dyes (?) | by the TC soieties inthe Upper Dniester area. This geneti identi�ation is borne out by the presene
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F i g . 3. Opatowie, Kujawy-Pomorze Prov., site 42. Funnel Beaker ulture settlement, phase IVA/IVB.A seletion of pottery. 1 - pottery fragment with blak dye



207of \Volhynia" raw-material artifats in the Opatowie assemblage [without detailedidenti�ation of the bed, f. Konopla 1998℄, resembling TC artifats in the mannerof their exeution.On the basis of the above observations, the following synhronization of the taxaan be proposed: FBC phase IVA/B (eastern group) | TC \late" phase (possiblyC, i.e. domination of the blak dye).C. Krusza Zamkowa, Kujawy-Pomorze Prov., site 3, grave (kurgan ?) from phaseA of the CWC (Fig. 4) [Ko±ko 1992℄. During the investigation of a vast settlementof the Przeworsk ulture (by the Dept. of Polish Prehistory, IP UAM) a singleburial related to the CWC was disovered (feature 427). In the 100x100x85 mgrave pit a hild had been interred (Infant I) lying \supine with a leg drawn upvertially" (? | there are reasons to believe that the orpse was mutilated beforethe burial). The deeased wore a neklae and a \brassard" plaed over the lefthand (Fig. 4:2, 3, 6-9). On the grave bottom, to the right of the body, a lay vessel(Fig. 4:1), two akes made of Balti and hoolate int (Fig. 4:4, 5) and a boneawl (Fig. 4:10) made from the tibia of a small ruminant were found. The gravepit was proteted at its top with a pile of large obblestones. At the irumfereneof a hypothetial mound, in the layer, two vessel fragments, similar tehnologi-ally to the beaker, were unearthed. The vessels were a beaker and a bowl (Fig.4:11).The ultural marker of the burial is the type A beaker onsidered to be amarker of horizon A of the CWC [for a more detailed disussion see Ko±ko 1997℄.The deeased's bones were dated using the radioarbon method and obtaining thedate of Bln - 1812:4395±70 BP, i.e. 2997±101 BC.While evaluating the plae of origin of all the omponent traits of the assem-blage, its omplex proveniene was stressed. It is a synthesis of many traditions tobe found in the area between the Vistula and Dnieper [Ko±ko 1992:89-94℄. AmongPonti traits | spei�ally of the Yamnaya ulture (YC) ones | the following anbe named:{ grave pit form, i.e. a deep exavation (depth:width=1:1>, taking into aount thedepth of hernozem humus);{ equipping the deeased with a neklae inluding dog teeth (atypial for the Pontiregion is the presene of amber beads as well);{ \steppe" positioning of the body on its bak with legs drawn up;{ protetion of the grave \pit" with a stone pile and | whih is highly probable |a mound.There are items that ould be added to this list, e.g. traits of the CarpathianCWC | beaker form [Sveshnikov 1974: Fig. 2, 52, possibly 83℄ or of the late TC(phase CII) | orded-stamp patterns on the bowl found lose to the grave [f.Movsha 1971a℄.To onlude, it an be reasonably aepted that phase A of the CWC (Kujawy
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F i g . 4. Krusza Zamkowa, Kujawy-Pomorze Prov., site 3. Corded Ware ulture grave, phase A. 1-10 -from grave pit; 11 - from the mound (?) of a hypothetial kurgan)
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F i g . 5. Bo»ejewie, Kujawy-Pomorze Prov., site 8. Corded Ware ulture grave, early phaseversion) was synhronous with the YC and | with lower reliability | with the lateTC, phase CII.D. Bo»ejewie, Kujawy-Pomorze Prov., site 8, grave-kurgan from an early phaseof the CWC (Fig. 5) [Ko±ko, Klohko 1991℄. The investigations (by the Dept. ofPolish Prehistory, IP UAM) foused on the kurgan whih was distinguishable onthe surfae. Underneath the mound, a single burial was reorded hypothetiallyonneted with the CWC (feature 32B). In the 245x185x100>m grave pit, a bodyof a woman aged 25-30 years had been interred in a slightly exed position andlying on the left side. The deeased woman wore a diadem made of seven ordsof thin opper pipes (2.7-3.0 mm in diameter) fastened to a tape of fabri or le-ather. On the body, a semi-omposite bow was plaed having �rst been harred.In the �lling material of the grave pit, about 50 m over the skeleton, there was



210reorded a fragment of \tehnologially late" FBC or early CWC pottery [f. Ko±ko1989:Fig. 22℄.The ultural identi�ation of the burial raises a number of doubts. There is noanalogy to it in the Central European ultural environment. The sole diret linkwith the sale of loal taxa is the pottery fragment found in the �lling material ofthe grave. It an be onsidered a general lassi�ation lue whih is meaningfullysupplemented by a radioarbon date seured from the oals of the harred semi--omposite bow. The date, Gd - 888:4140±120 BP, i.e. 2717±153 BC, plaes theburial at the hronologial and development level of the CWC. It annot be ex-luded, however, that in this ase we deal with a totally exogenous ombination ofultural traits where the erami marker is a seondary insertion.When the geographial origins of the burial are onsidered, it is absolutely learthat they must been in the east. Spei�ally, the burial relates to the traditions of thesoieties of the Ponti steppe or forest-steppe suh as pre-Yamnaya ones (the oldestornaments of opper pipes), Yamnaya ones (grave pit form, kurgan-type protetionof the grave) or generally \nomadi" ones (semi-omposite bow) [Ko±ko, Klohko1987; Ko±ko, Klo�ko 1991℄. A 14C date prefers the YC fator in this register.CONCLUSIONSThe reported observations suggest a two-level synhronization in the period of3225±145-2717±153 BC of the following taxa:{ FBC, phases IVA/B | VA (Balti zone | Kujawy) = TC, phases CI/CII, mainly(Ponti zone) and{ CWC, phase A (Balti zone | Kujawy) = YC, possibly TC, phase CII (Pontizone)[see Klohko, Ko±ko, Szmyt, A Comparative. . . , in this volume℄ .Translated by Piotr T. �ebrowski



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 211-220PL ISSN 1231-0344Marzena SzmytTRIPOLYE TRAITS IN THE MATERIALS OF CENTRAL(POLISH) GROUP OF THE GLOBULAR AMPHORACULTURE | A RADIOCARBON PERSPECTIVEThe question of ontats between the Globular Amphora ulture (GAC) andthe Tripolye ulture (TC) soieties has oupied sholars for a long time. They havemainly foused, however, on the eastern group of the GAC and the forest-steppeTC strutures. The harater of relationships between the two units has been asses-sed in most ases on the unreliable basis of the o-ourrene of the materials ofboth ultures on the same sites (espeially, the presene of GAC eramis at Tri-polye settlements) [e.g. Passek 1949:222; Sulimirski 1959:279; Sveshnikov 1983:18℄.Conlusions drawn from suh data have led, for instane, to a wrong synhroniza-tion of the GAC with stage CI of the TC [e.g. Sulimirski 1959:167; f. polemis in:Zbenovih 1976:46℄. At present, the data is being expanded to inlude more onvin-ing evidene of the partial ontemporaneity of both ultures and diret ontatsbetween their populations [e.g. Movsha 1985a; Szmyt 1999b℄. Relying on still ratherrare ases of the o-ourrene of GAC and TC traits and the urrent version ofthe hronology of both ultures [Videiko, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄, one mayjusti�ably aept a thesis about (partial?) the ontemporaneity of the GAC and LateTripolye groups of phase CII [Movsha 1985a:29℄.As T.G. Movsha [1985a:28℄ stressed it, between the TC and GAC there hadbeen no neutral zone. There is no doubt that areas oupied by GAC settlementin the forest-steppe zone had been earlier, and at least for some time ontempora-neously, oupied by Late Tripolye groups (espeially Gorodsk-Kasperovtsy group).What is stressed in this ontext is the di�erent harater of many aspets of lifeof people of both ultures [Gimbutas 1991℄. However, to view the relationshipsbetween the soieties solely from the point of view of their possible ompetition(or even strife) [e.g. Sulimirski 1970:166; Zakharuk 1971:179; Zbenovih 1976:46℄would be premature.
∗ Projet was �naned in part with grant no. 1H011g01810 provided by the Polish Committee for Sienti�Researh in 1996-1998.



212 Muh less attention has been given to the question of the presene of Tri-polye traits within the entral (Polish) group of the GAC. The list of possibleidentifying markers was rather short with the most important being vessel orna-mentation with two-strand ord impressions. The aeptane of the hypothesisabout the Ponti origin of this type of ornamentation in the Funnel Beaker ulture(FBC) [Ko±ko 1981:99-101℄ led to the onlusion that analogous ornamentation inthe GAC had a similar origin (via the FBC) [Ko±ko 1991b:94, Czebreszuk, Szmyt1992:116-117℄.Now, thanks to the most reent results of �eld researh we have an entirely newategory of soures testifying to mutual ontats between TC soieties and those ofthe entral GAC group. These are vessels with traes of intentional oloring of theouter surfae whih have been identi�ed within the Kujawy GAC agglomeration[Szmyt 1996a℄. 1. CATALOGUE OF SOURCESThe soures urrently onsist of fragments of six vessels reorded at four ar-haeologial sites: Bo»ejewie 22, Kuzkowo 1, Pieki 8, and �egotki 2. The pot-tery has been subjeted to physiohemial analyses that helped identify dyes anddetermine their properties [Langer, Pietrzak 1999; Langer, Szmyt 1999℄. The on-text of eah �nd has been disussed in detail in soure publiations [Szmyt 1998;1999a℄.A. Bo»ejewie, Kujawy | Pomorze Prov., site 22, feature A10. In a pit [Szmyt1999a℄, a belly pottery fragment was reorded. On its outer surfae, a thin layerof dark dye was marosopially identi�ed (Fig. 1:a). The burning of the fragmentprevents any assessment of the tehnology used to make it. The dye was subjetedto physiohemial analyses [Langer, Pietrzak 1999℄ whih showed it to be a highlyarbonized substane [\having a low ontent of organi ompounds built of satura-ted hydroarbon groups"℄ whose harateristis di�ered from those of wood tar orbituminous materials. Nevertheless, the dye was found to have been obtained \in aproess similar to that in whih wood tar is obtained and used" [Langer, Pietrzak1999℄. The dye was treated with high temperature (most probably the tehnologyof \thermal stabilization of the dye layer") [Langer, Pietrzak 1999℄.B. Bo»ejewie, Kujawy | Pomorze Prov., site 22, feature A2. In a pit [Szmyt1999a℄, a belly pottery fragment was reorded. On its outer surfae, a thin layerof reddish-brown substane was marosopially identi�ed (Fig. 1:b). The vesselhad been made aording to a formula known as tehnologial group IIIB1 [Szmyt
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F i g . 1. Loation of Globular Amphora ulture sites displaying \Tripolye" traits in Kujawy.1 - Bo»ejewie, Kujawy - Pomorze Prov., site 22, 2 - Kuzkowo site 1, 3 - Pieki site 8, 4 - �egotki site 21996:26-27℄, i.e. ontaining leaning temper onsisting of oarse rushed stone and�ne and medium grain sand, whih are readily visible in the ompat frature. Theresults of physiohemial analyses showed the dye to be a mineral substane madeon the basis of iron oxides \whih are transformed into a durable red ompound,Fe2O3, known as hematite, when pottery is �red in oxidizing onditions" [Langer,Szmyt 1999℄. The dye was spread over a speially prepared beige ground made fromerami material in the proess of �ring thanks to appropriate thermohemial tre-atment [Langer, Szmyt 1999℄.C. Kuzkowo, Kujawy | Pomorze Prov., site 1, feature A136. In the upper portionsof the deposits overing a ritual feature ontaining a attle burial on its bottom
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F i g . 2. Bo»ejewie Kujawy-Pomorze Prov., site 2. A seletion of Globular Amphora ulture potteryfrom features A2(1) and A10 (2-9). 1 - fragment with blak dye, 2 - fragment with red dye
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F i g . 3. Kuzkowo Kujawy - Pomorze Prov., site 1. A seletion of Globular Amphora ulture potteryfrom feature A136. 1 - fragment with blak dye
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F i g . 4. A. Pieki Kujawy - Pomorze Prov., site 8. A seletion of Globular Amphora ulture potteryfrom feature 18. 1 - fragment with red dye; B. �egotki, site 2, exavation B1a. Pottery fragments withred dye



217[Szmyt 1999a℄, a pottery fragment with a thin layer of blak dye on its outer surfaewas found (Fig. 1:). The vessel had been made aording to a formula known astehnologial group IIIb1 (f. item B above). The partially preserved rim of thevessel belongs to type 1e [Ko±ko 1981:32-33℄, i.e. it has straight walls and an arhedtop. The dye was identi�ed using physiohemial analyses to be analogous to thatin the ase of fragment A [Langer, Pietrzak 1999℄.D. Pieki, Kujawy | Pomorze Prov., site 8, feature 18. In deposits overing a grave[Szmyt 1998℄, a fragment of a vessel belly was found. On its outer surfae, it boretraits of reddish-brown dye (Fig. 1:d). The vessel had been made aording to aformula known as tehnologial group IIIb1 (f. item B above). Physiohemialanalyses on�rmed the marosopi identi�ation of the dye whih turned out tobe a mineral substane having similar properties to those in the ase of fragmentB. The only di�erene is the fat that the bright (beige) ground was purposefullyspread over the gray erami material as an \additional thin layer on the surfae ofa preliminarily �red vessel" [Langer, Szmyt 1999℄.E. �egotki, Kujawy | Pomorze Prov., site 2, exavation B1a. In the slopewash o-vering the upper portions of the exavation, underneath a thiker layer of humus[Szmyt 1999a℄, seven belly fragments of the same vessel were reorded. On its outersurfae, a red substane was found (Fig. 1:e). The vessel was made aording tothe formula known as tehnologial group IIIB2, i.e. with temper of oarse bro-ken stone, plant admixture and �ne/medium grain sand; its frature was strati�ed.One of the fragments was analyzed physiohemially to �nd out if the marosopiidenti�ation of the dye was orret. It turned out to be a mineral substane ofanalogous properties to those in the ase of fragment B [Langer, Szmyt 1999℄. Thedye was spread on a brown ground obtained from a erami material during theproess of �ring.F. �egotki, Kujawy | Pomorze Prov., site 2, exavation B1a. In the same strati-graphi loation as fragment E, remains of another vessel were found. Their outersurfae was overed with a red substane as well (Fig. 1:f). The vessel was madeaording to formula IIIB1 (see item B above). In this ase, too, physiohemialanalyses on�rmed the marosopi identi�ation of the dye whih was found tobe a mineral substane whose properties were analogous to those of fragment B[Langer, Szmyt 1999℄.As it an be seen from the above information, in the analyzed soures organiand mineral dyes were identi�ed. The former were made from materials related towood tar [Langer, Ko±ko 1986℄, while the latter were based on iron oxides. Beingrelatively badly damaged, the olored surfaes prevent identi�ation of any orna-mentation patterns. What an only be asertained is the fat that dyes were usedto olor edge or belly portions of vessels.



218 2. CHRONOLOGICAL ANALYSISThe soures presented in the �rst part ome from settlement (A, B), sepulhral(D) and other ritual (C) features as well as from a \ultural layer" (E, F). In allthe ases, it is possible to determine the relative hronology of respetive features[Szmyt 1998; 1999a℄. In partiular, three of them (Bo»ejewie 22, features A2 andA10 and Kuzkowo 1, feature A136) may be related to phase IIb of GAC settlementaording to the Kujawy periodization [Szmyt 1996: 34-35℄, one (Pieki 8, feature18) to phase IIIa, while the \ultural layer" from �egotki 2 may be assoiated withphases IIb-IIIa. These hronologial assessments are borne out and adjusted by aseries of radioarbon datings presented in Table 1. T a b l e 114C datings related to GAC features ontaining painted pottery. Calibration using Weninger 1993No. Loality Feature Phase Type of Material Lab. no. Conv.bp Cal BCfeature [Weninger 1993℄1 Kuzkowo 1 C2 IIb ritual bones Ki-6920 4525±45 3200±952 Kuzkowo 1 C2 IIb ritual bones Ki-6496 4520±45 3203±953 Kuzkowo 1 C2 IIb ritual bones Ki-6919 4490±40 3226±984 Kuzkowo 1 C2 IIb ritual bones Ki-6921 4480±40 3209±1065 Kuzkowo 1 A136 IIb ritual bones Ki-6927 4420±55 3010±1056 Kuzkowo 1 A136 IIb ritual bones Ki-6917 4415±45 3003±817 Kuzkowo 1 A136 IIb ritual bones Ki-6929 4400±50 2994±768 Kuzkowo 1 A136 IIb ritual bones Ki-6928 4385±45 2977±629 Kuzkowo 1 A136 IIb ritual bones Ki-6926 4370±50 2974±6210 Bo»ejewie 22 F44 IIb pit bones Ki-6913 4335±40 2946±5311 Bo»ejewie 22 A2 IIb ritual bones Ki-6914 4305±45 2929±5712 Bo»ejewie 22 A3 IIb pit bones Ki-6912 4275±45 2843±7813 Pieki 8 16 IIIa pit bones Ki-5681 4270±30 2891±3714 Pieki 8 13 IIIa pit bones Ki-5680 4230±25 2819±6515 Pieki 8 18 IIIa grave bones Ki-6513 4105±40 2594±10816 �egotki 2 A68 IIIa pit bones Ki-6220 4150±45 2740±10117 �egotki 2 A113 IIIa ritual bones Ki-6221 4030±60 2539±81Bo»ejewie 22. Both features (A2 and A10) are related to the same settlementphase, identi�ed at the site, to whih three datings refer inluding one from featureA2 (Table 1). A joint alibration [Weninger 1993℄ of the three datings gives a fully



219legitimate result indiating that the settlement was oupied about 2897 BC (1�interval of 3000-2880 BC) [Szmyt 1999a℄. It is also this hronology that an beasribed to the disussed pottery fragments.Kuzkowo 1. For the bones of an animal buried at the bottom of feature A136, �vedatings were obtained (Table 1), the joint alibration of whih sets the time of a3031 BC (1� interval of 3070-2920 BC) [Szmyt 1999a℄. Beause the fragment ofpainted pottery was found in the deposits overing the feature, the dating annotbe diretly applied to it. On aount of the homogenous harater of the �llingmaterial, it may be aepted that the grave was �lled relatively quikly. It meansthat the dating orresponds to the hronology of the disussed fragment or setsterminus ante quem for it. Admittedly, in the zone of the site lose to feature A136,no signs of older GAC settlement were found, but suh signs were atually foundapprox. 200 m west of it (feature C2). They are also assoiated with phase IIb, butwith its older segment ourring a 3230 BC (1� interval of 3300-3110 BC). Thisresult was obtained by alibrating four radioarbon datings from feature C2 [Szmyt1999a℄. In sum, the most probable hronology of the analyzed fragment �ts into theperiod of 3230-3030 BC.Pieki 8. The bones of a deeased person, plaed on the bottom of a grave (feature18) were dated produing a date of a 2594±198 BC (2700-2490 BC; Table 1). Atthe site, however, older settlement was reorded belonging to phase IIIa as well[Szmyt 1998℄. Some light is shed on its hronology by the onurrent datings of twosettlement pits (of features 13 and 16) whose joint alibration marks out the timeof a 2886 BC (1� interval of 2890-2760 BC). The fragment of a painted vesselwas reorded in the deposits overing the grave. Hene, it is most probable thatthe date from the grave is terminus ante quem for the fragment, whereas the datesfrom settlement features are its terminus post quem. In other words, the hronologyof the fragment lies within the interval of max. 2890-2490 BC (minimum interval:2760-2700 BC).�egotki 2. In the \ultural layer", in exavation B1a, there ourred materials di-splaying features assoiated with phases IIb and IIIa of the GAC [Szmyt 1999a℄. 14Cdates are available only for two features assoiated with the same phase, namelyIIIa, but with settlement dating to two di�erent periods: the older one ourring a2740±101 BC and the younger one dated to 2539±81 BC (Table 1). Consequently,the two dates set terminus ad quem for the fragments of painted pottery presentedhere, i.e. the hronology of the fragments should fall on the younger of the namedintervals at the latest.To sum up all the reounted investigations, it an be said that the hithertoreorded manifestations of the use of dyes in the manufature of GAC eramisare related to phases IIb and IIIa, while its absolute hronology overs the period ofmax. 3230 (Kuzkowo 1) - 2460 (�egotki 2) BC. A more redible, however, seemsto be the interval of 3030-2460 BC. When onsidered separately, the hronologies



220of the use of organi and mineral dyes di�er onsiderably. The former have beenidenti�ed so far only in phase IIb materials (Kuzkowo 1, Bo»ejewie 22), whilethe latter have been reorded in pottery assemblages from phases IIb and IIIa(Bo»ejewie 22, Pieki 8, �egotki 2). The absolute hronology may be thus �xed at3030- 2900 BC (organi dyes) and 2900-2460 BC (mineral dyes). CONCLUSIONThe origins of the ornamentation type of GAC pottery disussed here may besought only in the TC irle. The hronologial �ndings presented above allow usto synhronize the manifestations of the use of dyes among the soieties of theKujawy GAC with phase CII of the TC [see papers by Videiko, Radioarbon. . . ,Ko±ko, Klohko, Szmyt, A Comparative. . . , in this volume℄. Further studies shouldfous on traing the transmission routes and mehanisms of this unique tehnologyfrom Ponti to Balti ommunities. At present, the most plausible hypothesis seemsto be the one about the transmission through the mediation of Volhynia GACsoieties [Szmyt 1996; 1999b℄. It must be noted, however, that the hronology ofthe oldest manifestations of the use of the pottery painting tehnique in the KujawyGAC, set above at a 3030 BC at the latest, preedes the oldest datings for VolhyniaGAC strutures [Kadrow, Szmyt 1996; Szmyt 1999b℄. Furthermore, in the materialsof the eastern group of the GAC no traes of dyes have been found. Therefore, it isnot entirely impossible that the transmission of the disussed skills involved KujawyFBC soieties among whom the use of dyes (primarily organi ones) reahes bakto a 3600 BC [Langer, Ko±ko 1992℄. What is more, as it follows from the data itedin part 2, the traes of the use of organi dyes are on the whole older (assoiatedexlusively with phase IIb and dated to a 3030-2900 BC), whereas those of mineraldyes are younger (are assoiated with phases IIb and IIIa and an be dated to2900-2460 BC). The question, however, alls for more studies.* * *The experiene so far has indiated that the tehnologies of spreading dyes onpottery, originating with the TC, were adopted hiey by FBC soieties. [Langer,Ko±ko 1992℄. The �ndings disussed here argue in favor of a wider reeption of thesetehnologies than it was thought before. The irle of reeption is made still widerby the information about the use of (mineral?) dyes by Old Upland (Maªopolska)groups of the CWC (�erniki Górne, grave 140 and Smroków) [Wªodarzak 1998℄.Translated by Piotr T. �ebrowski



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 221-250PL ISSN 1231-0344Jan MahnikRADIOCARBON CHRONOLOGY OF THE CORDEDWARE CULTURE ON GRZ�DA SOKALSKA.A MIDDLE DNIEPER TRAITS PERSPECTIVE1. INTRODUCTIONDisovered in the early 1970's, the barrows in the southern part of Grz�daSokalska [Gurba, Wojtanowiz 1974℄ waited until the late 1980's to be systematiallyexavated. With the barrows being heavily damaged, the exavations were learlyof a resue type [Bagi«ska 1988; Koman, Mahnik 1993℄. The barrows, numberinga few dozen and ourring in small groups, most often in pairs 200-300 m apart,streth E-W for about 15 km along the rests of loess hilloks forming (Fig. 1, 2)the divide between the Huzwa and Rzezya Rivers (left tributaries of the Bug).The surviving height of the barrows is generally from 0.5 to 2.0 m (in forest) withthe diameter osillating between 10 and 30 m. Next to them, there are single largebarrows in this area (whih must be younger than the Neolithi) a few meters highand up to 50 m in diameter at the base [Koman, Mahnik 1993:41,42; Fig. 1℄. Sofar, twenty-four barrows, in various stages of destrution, have been exavated. Inmost ases their mounds have barely been preserved. Almost all of them turnedout to be kurgans of the Corded Ware ulture (CWC) from di�erent phases of itsexistene [Bagi«ska 1998; Koman 1998℄. Some of these kurgans inluded more thanone human burial with most of the burials being plaed o� the kurgan enter orfrequently even at the edge of its mound. They were skeleton inhumations in gravepits, sometimes of a nihe type. In some better preserved kurgans, a symboli groove(in two ases a double one), dug into the undisturbed soil, was found underneaththeir mounds. The groove enirled one of the burials, usually the entral one. Ina lear majority of graves, both entrally loated and plaed o� enter, there were
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F i g . 1. A general map of single Corded Ware ulture graves and their lusters in the interuvial areaof the Upper Vistula, Upper Bug and Dniester Rivers: a - lusters and single CWC kurgans, b - lustersand single at graves of the Kraków-Sandomierz group of the CWC,  - lusters and single GAC graves,d - site of a presumed MDC grave assemblage (Mªodów-Zak¡ie), e - kurgans with CWC traits fromthe late 3rd millennium BC, f - zone separating ompat ranges of the CWC and GAC, g - diretions ofmovement of ultural traits (movement of shepherds) within the CWC area between the Upper Vistula,Upper Bug and Dniester, h - diretions of far-reahing intrusions into the CWC area between the UpperVistula, Upper Bug and Dniester, i - diretions of the spreading of kurgans with CWC traits in the late3rd millennium BC, j - main range of the Carpathians and Sudetes, over 500 m above the sea level.Letters GS stand for Grz�da Sokalska.found numerous grave-goods, inluding omplete vessels. This made it possible tothoroughly analyze, both typologially and stylistially, the ultural ontent of thekurgans. As a result we have obtained evidene of a great diversity of artifat formsas well as of pottery ornament patterns. The patterns have farreahing analogiesnot only within the CWC but also to the Middle Dnieper ulture (MDC). This, aswell as ertain stratigraphi observations and 14C dates are a proof of onsiderablehronologial di�erentiation between individual kurgans (even neighboring ones) aswell as between graves loated within them or nearby.The CWC kurgans on Grz�da Sokalska mark the northern frontier of the om-pat range of the south-eastern branh of the ulture overing the area loated on
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F i g . 2. Kurgans and traes of Neolithi settlements Funnel Beaker ulture in the southern part ofGrz�da Sokalska (Podkarpaie Prov.): 1 - Corded Ware ulture kurgans, 2 - large kurgans of unknownhronology, 3 - traes of Neolithi settlements. The map gives numbers of sites disussed in the text withtheir aÆliation to a given loality shown with a line.the right bank of the Upper Vistula in the west and the Gniªa Lipa and BystrzyaSoªotwinska Rivers in the east (see map). The area also inludes ertain foothillregions of the Carpathians with the Ondawa and Labore Highlands in the dra-inage of the Upper Tisa. To the north and east of the area (Fig. 1), there strethesa zone of the ompat range of the Globular Amphora Culture (GAC), for a longtime ontemporaneous with the branh of the CWC of interest to us here whihoupied the area between the Upper Vistula, Upper Bug and Dniester [Kadrow,Szmyt 1993℄.The fat that it has been possible in the last deade to exavate suh a largenumber of CWC kurgans on Grz�da Sokalska, a onsiderable number of whihhave been assigned absolute dates, allows us to investigate this ulture better andto study the behavior of its founders in greater detail also in the ontext of thespatially distant MDC. This is possible beause among the exavated CWC graveson Grz�da Sokalska there are some whih ontained pottery with traits more orless typial of the latter (i.e. MDC). The MDC is also ounted among the widespetrum of ultures with orded wares [Buhwaldek 1986a:11, Fig. 1℄.



224 2. GRAVE ASSEMBLAGES FROM GRZ�DA SOKALSKA WITH MIDDLEDNIEPER LINKSOut of about thirty disovered CWC human burials in the area under disus-sion, six ontained pottery (at least one vessel) with lear Middle Dnieper links. Inaddition, two other graves ontained mortar-like beakers that might be a distanteho of inuenes oming from that diretion. Among the former, two burials le-arly stand out with vessels that have very lose ounterparts, both in respet of formand ornament, in MDC pottery. These are graves nos. 2 and 3 disovered during theexavation of a kurgan on site no. 3 at Hubinek in 1997 [Koman 1998℄. Both graves(Fig. 3:A, B), dug into the undisturbed soil, were loated at the original edge of themound of the kurgan (Fig. 3:A1). In grave no. 1, loated underneath the mound(however, not exatly in the enter of the kurgan), there was a reord number ofseven vessels, onsidering what is typial of the CWC. All the vessels were typialonly of the said ulture (Fig. 3C), spei�ally of its late phase with one vessel (Fig.3:C6) displaying lear resemblane to GAC amphorae1.Interesting Middle Dnieper traits are partiularly learly visible in one of thetwo beakers found in grave no. 2 mentioned before (Fig. 3:B1). The walls of thebeaker are slightly urved inwards while the bottom setion is rounded and has aregularly irular onavity in the bottom. The upper setion of the vessel is deora-ted with three horizontal bands of inised herringbones with the middle band beingonsiderably wider than the other two. The shape of the beaker bears lear resem-blane to vessels of the same type (being a ertain variety of \hourglass" beakers)in the MDC, for instane to a speimen from grave no. 3 in kurgan no. 1 in Kho-dosovihi and even more spei�ally to a speimen from grave no. 12 in Strelia onthe Upper Dnieper [Artemenko 1967:17, Fig. 4:2, 3℄. A less typial of this ulture,although appearing in its assemblages, e.g. in Belynets on the Desna [Artemenko1987:168, Fig. 12:27℄, is the other speimen from the grave under disussion, i.e. abeaker of a sinusoid pro�le with a strongly protruding belly whose greatest protru-sion is in the lower setion of the vessel (Fig. 3:B2). It di�ers from MDC beakersof this type by the presene of a marked, slightly onave bottom, however small,whereas in its Middle Dnieper ounterparts the bottom is not usually marked, beingrounded or even onvex [Artemenko 1967:87, Fig. 49:6℄.The other artifats from grave no. 2 in Hubinek, i.e. a tetrahedral int elt, he-art-shaped arrowhead, retouhed hip, broken ake and a bone punh (Fig. 3:B3-7),ourring in the whole irle of orded ware ultures do not indiate learly any1 In addition, within this kurgan (Fig. 3A1), two other features (nos. 5 and 7) were disovered. These are settlementfeatures ontaining potsherds of painted eramis of the Volhynia-Lublin ulture and the Funnel Beaker ulture. Infeature no. 7 an unpublished vessel fragment was found (probably of an amphora) deorated in a way harateristiof an older CWC phase. On the edge of the original kurgan mound two other graves had been plaed (nos. 4 and 6)most probably belonging to the Mierzanowie ulture of the Early Bronze Age [Koman 1998:67℄.
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F i g . 3. Hubinek, Podkarpaie Prov., site 3 (A,B,C - Kurgans), kurgan A, grave no. 3: 1 - kurgan outline,2 - int, 3, 4 - pottery; kurgan B, grave no. 2: 1, 2 - pottery, 3-5, 7 - int, 6 - bone; kurgan C, grave no.1: 1-7 - pottery, 8 -stone, 9-11, 15 - int, 12 - lay, 13, 14 - bone. Foll. Koman [1998℄.



226taxonomi unit of the irle. The same an be said about the harateristis of theburial rite observed in the grave (the deeased is plaed on his right side in a exedposition, along the SW-NE axis, with the head pointing SW and grave goods plaedat his legs and hips) whih are ommon to at least a few units of the said irle,two of them being the CWC between the Upper Vistula, Upper Bug and Dniester[Mahnik 1998℄ and a signi�ant portion of the MDC [Artemenko 1967:82℄.In hild grave no. 3 at site 3 in Hubinek, both vessels found there (Fig. 3A3, 4)bear a striking resemblane to forms of this type in the MDC. The �rst of the two isa small beaker (Fig. 3A4) similar to the speimen from grave no. 2 on the same site(Fig. 3B1), but di�ering from the latter in the fat that the inward indentation ofits walls is moved up, whih brings it loser to MDC beakers from Syabrovihi andKhodosovihi [Artemenko 1987:167, 168, Fig. 12:32; 13:27℄ or even to a squattiervariety from Jakowia (urrently Dolinka) near Vinnitsa [Bydªowski 1905: Tab.II, 2℄. Additionally, it is deorated with a ombination of patterns frequent in theMDC, namely a horizontal inised herringbone in the upper setion of the vesseland a vertial one in its lower setion separated by a dotted zigzag. Thus, thepatterns over almost the whole surfae of the vessel, as is the ase in the majorityof beakers of the ulture in question. The other vessel from the said grave is abeaker (Fig. 3:A3) with almost straight walls that slightly bend in under the rim.The walls smoothly hange into the bottom whih is at only in the middle. Thebeaker is deorated at the top with a horizontal pattern of a large asual herringboneand an inomplete row of slanting inisions (Tab. Fig. 3:A3). This form type hasnot found yet any aurate ounterparts in CWC assemblages; it refers partiallyto some speimens of the Kawsko type (a small group of �nds from the UpperDniester) whih are believed by some authors to be a manifestation of easterninuenes, i.e. of the Yamnaya (Pit Grave) ulture (YC) or the MDC [Berniakovi¢1959; Sveshnikov 1974:33℄. From the latter ones, however, our speimen di�ersin both the shape of the bottom and in the ornament. Kawsko-type beakers (Fig.8:25, 26), most probably dating from the Early Bronze Age [Mahnik 1979℄, haverounded bottoms and are deorated with horizontal impressions of a thik ordat the top. A loser similarity to our speimen is shown in this respet by ertainMDC vessels of this type. What is meant here is, e.g. a beaker from Stretovkawith a attened bottom and a slight narrowing of walls deorated at the top witha horizontal pattern of an inised herringbone [Artemenko 1967:28, Fig. 16:2℄. Apattern of a large, asually inised herringbone overing only the upper portion ofthe vessel, analogous to the speimen from Hubinek, is enountered on a smallMDC mug/up with bulging walls from kurgan no. 5 in Ry»anówka2. The thirdartifat from the grave, i.e. the retouhed ake of Volhynia retaeous int (Fig.3:A2) has no diagnosti traits. To a ertain extent the same an be said about thearrangement of the skeleton of a four-year-old hild in grave no. 3 (on its side,2 The vessel, whih has not been published yet, is in the olletion of the Arhaeologial Museum in Kraków.



227along the E-W axis, with the head pointing E, exed, with hands bent in elbowsand pointing to the fae). The arrangement ours both in the CWC, spei�allyin the drainage of the Upper Dniester [Sulimirski 1968: Plan 35℄, and in the MDC[Artemenko 1967:86℄.In the neighborhood of the kurgan on site 3 in Hubinek, during the exavationof whih two graves numbered 2 and 3 were disovered, another kurgan was foundknown as site 4 [Bagi«ska 1998:70 et all.℄. Under the kurgan's mound, traes of airular groove were found and, to all appearanes, a shaft of a nihe grave dug init. Within the spae enirled by the groove no grave has been found3. However, onthe edge of a laypit, from whih soil was taken to make the kurgan's mound, a FBCsettlement pit was disovered (Fig. 4:A1). The nihe grave might have been dug inthe loess undisturbed soil from the shaft utting into the edge of an already existingkurgan mound4. Approximately in the middle of the ample hamber of the nihegrave (Fig. 4:A2), a man's skeleton lying along the SE-NW axis on its right side withits legs strongly exed and the head pointing NW was found. In addition, at thesouthern wall of the hamber, bones of another individual forming a heap withoutany anatomial order were disovered. Below the legs of the �rst skeleton and atthe same time lose to the other one, at the south-eastern wall of the hamber, twolarge amphorae lay. Two beakers (displaying Middle Dnieper traits as we shall see)were loated somewhat further away, behind the bak of the �rst skeleton, on thelevel of its legs (Fig. 4:A2, 6, 7). Also behind the skeleton's bak a stone axe (Fig.4:A2, 3), two stone elts (Fig. 4:A2, 9, 11) and a sidesraper of Volhynia retaeousint (Fig. 4:A2, 4) were found. Another sidesraper of the same material (Fig. 4:A2,5) lay below the legs, in the proximity of the two amphorae. Next to the toes of the�rst individual, a small bone hisel was found (Fig. 4:A2, 12). At the east wall, ahip of sandstone and a fragment of pearloyster shell (Margaritifera margaritifera ?)were disovered [Bagi«ska 1998:69℄.Taking into onsideration onsiderable sattering of relatively quite numerousartifats within the grave hamber, it seems that some of them might have belongedto an older human burial. The bones of the older burial might have been movedto the SE wall when a new body was interred. Consequently, the artifats may notmake up a temporally homogeneous assemblage belonging to one individual. Weare not able, however, to determine whih of the artifats are older and whih areyounger. On the other hand, a stone axe (Fig. 4:A3) refers bak to older boat axesof the CWC, while a lentiular int elt (Fig. 4:A8) may be an indiator of a verylate horizon of that ulture, but also, as we shall see, of the MDC. Tetrahedralstone axes (Fig. 4:A9, 11), whih are very rare in the interuvial area of the UpperVistula, Upper Bug and Dniester, again would rather refer to the earlier forms of3 Already before the exavations, the kurgan had its mound ompletely leveled o� by ploughing and showeddamages aused by fox burrows [Bagi«ska 1998:69℄.Consequently, the entral grave may have been ompletely damaged.4 This is possible under the assumption that the symboli groove marks the original diameter of the kurgan.
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F i g . 4. Hubinek, Podkarpaie Prov., site 4, kurgan (A): 1 - kurgan outline, 2 - horizontal projetionand-ross setion of the nihe grave, (Arabi numerals on the horizontal projetion refer to numbersof artifats in the �gure.) 3, 9, 11 - stone, 4, 5, 8 - int, 6, 7, 10, 13 - pottery, 12 - bone. Foll. Bagi«ska1998. Werszzya, Lublin Prov., site 30, kurgan (B), grave: 1 - kurgan outline, 2, 3 - int, 4 - pottery.Foll. Bagi«ska [1990℄.



229the said ultures. Other int artifats and the bone hisel do not have any diagnostitraits in the hronologial sense.As far as the pottery is onerned, the two vessels loated behind the feet of the�rst skeleton (i.e. the one preserved in the anatomial order), next to the easternwall of the hamber, are beakers (Fig. 4:A6, 7) having a typial form of lassi \ho-urglass" beakers of the MDC. Several varieties of these beakers are known in thesaid ulture [Artemenko 1964:56, Fig. 18:1; 1967:36, 53, 75, 80, Fig. 25:12; 39:1-4;44:1, 3, 5, 7-9; 45:2-5, 6; Mahnik, Pilh 1997:154, Fig. 8:6-10, 13, 15, 16, 18, 20, 28,30℄, of whih the most frequent is a squatty, \wasp-waisted" beaker, i.e. stronglynarrowed approximately in the middle of its height or slightly higher [Artemenko1967:36, Fig. 25:12℄. Its walls are almost straight or slightly onvex in the lower halfwhile the bottom part is wide and bow-like shaped, the diameter of whih equalsthe diameter of the rim and the vessel height frequently exeeds both these values.Sometimes, the bottom is barely marked by a small and regular dent. Beakers ofthis variety are usually deorated all over its surfae, sometimes even inluding thebottom [Artemenko 1967:96, Fig. 62:9℄, with the upper part of a vessel being ove-red with horizontal patterns while the lower one being predominantly overed withhorizontal ones, frequently metopially arranged [Artemenko 1967:80, Fig. 45:2, 5℄.Curiously enough, one of the small beakers from the nihe grave in Hubinek (Fig.4:A6) almost fully �ts the desription of the main variety of \hourglass" beakersof the MDC given above. It di�ers from the latter in that it has a handle andthat its ornament, spei�ally in the upper part of the vessel, is rather simple andmade only with a ord while in a lear majority of its ounterparts the ornamentis made by inision and srathing using rather more ompliated patterns [Arte-menko 1967:53, Fig. 39:4℄. The beaker also laks a sharp transition between theupper and the lower part, whih is learly marked in a majority of MDC beakersof the variety in question. The transition is quite visible, however, in another, slen-derer beaker (Fig. 4:A7) orresponding to a slightly di�erent variety of \hourglass"beakers, i.e. with slightly onvex walls in the lower part of a vessel, representedin one of the kurgans of the ulture under disussion loated near Khodosovihi[Artemenko 1964:56, Fig. 16℄. On our speimen, a simple ornament of horizontalord impressions overs only the upper part of the vessel, whih is very rare in itsMiddle Dnieper ounterparts.The two large amphorae (Fig. 4:A10, 13) lying in the SE part of the hamberof the nihe grave in Hubinek, lose to the heap of human bones found at one ofthe hamber walls, are not typial of the MDC. However, the ornament overingthe upper part of one of them (Fig. 4:A10) and onsisting of dense, horizontallyinised herringbones is frequently enountered on di�erent types of beakers ingrave assemblages of this ulture. Due to its shape, the amphora must be subsumedunder type IIb (aording to J. Mahnik's lassi�ation) known, apart from Grz�daSokalska, from di�erent regions of the CWC, in partiular from Maªopolska loess



230area [Mahnik 1966℄. The other amphora (Fig. 4:A13), being a variety of the sametype, is related to some speimens from Germany [Bagi«ska 1988:75,76℄.The majority of other artifats found in the grave have no distintive haratersine they are enountered both in the CWC and MDC. The stone elts, representedin the grave under disussion by two di�erent types (Fig. 4:A9, 11), while beingextremely rare in the interuvial area of the Upper Vistula, Upper Bug and Dniesterand only sporadially found in the grave assemblages from the areas on the Middleand Upper Dnieper [Artemenko 1967:50℄ are a ommon omponent of CWC grave--goods in the Alps-Sudeten Zone [Buhvaldek 1986a℄.It is worth mentioning in this ontext that one of the two amphorae (Fig.4:A13) from the nihe grave on site 4 in Hubinek has ertain analogies in CentralGermany. Whereas MDC graves were very frequently furnished with river molluskshells, suh shells have not been found so far in CWC graves between the UpperVistula and Dniester [Artemenko 1967:81℄. One suh shell piee was found in thedisussed grave.For the purpose of analyzing ultural traits, the arrangement of the body inthe nihe grave is of little importane. The form of nihe grave itself, however,has not been registered so far in the MDC, whereas in the CWC it ours notonly in the Kraków-Sandomierz group, of whih it is quite typial, [Mahnik 1966,Wªodarzak 1998℄, but also in some CWC kurgans on Maªopolska loess highlands,e.g. in Paªeznia near Proszowie [Liguzi«ska-Kruk 1975℄ and ever more often onGrz�da Sokalska5.Summing up the disussion of the nihe grave in the kurgan on site 4 in Hubi-nek, the following an be said. Most probably, we deal here with two human burialsthat took plae some time apart. The skeleton, possibly of a man, preserved in ananatomial order and lying in the middle of the grave hamber, would belong toan individual plaed seond in the grave after moving aside the bones remaining ofa human body that was plaed there earlier and for whih, in this ase, the gravehamber had been dug. It seems less probable that the last mentioned body wasplaed in the grave in the state it was found at the same time as the interment ofthe other body (arranged in the position onsistent with the prevailing rite) after ithad been exhumed from another plae [Bagi«ska 1998:75℄. In any ase, taking intoaount the fat that remains of two individuals were found in the grave, it is quitepossible that some grave-goods belonged to one of them while the remaining onesto the other. A dividing riterion ould be the loation of individual objets eitherloser to the anatomially arranged skeleton or to the heap of bones at the SEwall of the nihe. From this point of view both beakers displaying Middle Dniepertraits (Fig. 4:A6, 7), the stone axe and two stone elts would belong to the formerwhile the two amphorae and the int elt to the latter. Adopting, however, the5 In the 1998 exavation season, two other nihe graves, plaed on the edge of a CWC kurgan, were disoveredon Grz�da Sokalska. Personal ommuniation from Wiesªaw Koman M.A. for whih I am very grateful.



231order of interment of the two individuals suggested above as being more probable,both amphorae would have to be taken to be older than the beakers, whih is notimpossible from the typologial and hronologial points of view, as is taking all thefour vessels to be ontemporaneous.In another earth mound on Grz�da Sokalska loated approx. 4 km to the W ofthe kurgans disussed above (Fig. 2), namely in kurgan no. 2 on site 2 in the loalitynamed �ubze, a grave was disovered [Koman 1990℄ in whih two of the threevessels found there display Middle Dnieper traits. The grave, designated as no. 2,was dug into one (inner) of two symboli grooves enirling the entral pit (Fig.5:A1) loated underneath the mound of a heavily ploughed-over kurgan. On thebottom of this grave, a skeleton of an adult individual plaed on its right side alongthe E-W axis was found, with its head pointing W and slightly exed legs, with theleft hand bent in the elbow and plaed on the hest while the right one was raisedin the diretion of the fae [Koman, Mahnik 1993:44, Fig. 3A℄. At the skeleton'sfeet, three vessels were plaed (Fig. 5:A4-6) inluding the two beakers mentionedabove (Fig. 5:A4, 5). Behind the deeased's bak, at his knees, a plano-onvex eltof Volhynia retaeous int (Fig. 5:A2) was loated while at the pelvis a bone hisel(Fig. 5:A3) was disovered. The �rst of the mentioned beakers (Fig. 5:A4) ould bea variety of slender speimens of MDC \hourglass" beakers, e.g. from the alreadyited graves of this ulture in Strelitsa [Artemenko 1967:95, Fig. 61:3℄, if it were notfor its pointed bottom part ending in a marked, very small and at bottom. Thisshape of bottom parts is, however, harateristi of other, more pot-like vessels inthe MDC [Artemenko 1967:66, 126, Fig. 62:5; 76:14℄, whih in their ase may betaken to be a result of an impat of the Yamnaya ulture6. A typial trait of the MDCis the zone arrangement of ornament on the beaker in question (Fig. 5:A4) stressedby inised lines separating the patterns of horizontal inised herringbones and losedat the bottomwith a band onsisting of a double zigzag being, as it were, a simpli�edversion of the pattern of the salled interlaed triangles. The other beaker from thedisussed grave (Fig. 5:A5), of whih only the lower half has survived, is learly avariety of squattier, MDC \hourglass" beakers; it is also zone-deorated but in thisase with impressions of a thin ord making rather wide horizontal bands (Fig. 5:A5).This type of deoration while being rather rare in the MDC [Artemenko 1967:75,Fig. 44:2℄ is typial of the proto-Mierzanowie ulture [Kadrow, Mahnik 1997℄.The large amphora aompanying the beakers (Fig. 5:A6) represents a type that is6 However, one must remember that beakers similar to the disussed speimen from �ubze, however having aslightly wider bottom and a less bulging lower part, but deorated in a very similar way (patterns of inised, horizontalherringbones separated by horizontal bands of grooves), are also known from Jutland [Siemen 1991:92, Fig. 1B11℄.These similarities, exhibited also by other beaker forms, not to mention type A amphorae [Mahnik, Pilh 1997: 164℄,existing between the south Sandinavian and south Balti zones, on one part, and the drainage of the Middle andUpper Dnieper, on the other part, must be related to the fat that it was from the �rst area and aross the Lowlandsthat the oldest CWC traits spread (together with population migrations) towards the Dnieper giving rise to the MDCor even the Fatyanovo ulture bordering on the MDC in the NE. To this possibility attention was also drawn by Prof.Aleksander Ko±ko at the annual seminar in Igoªomia in February of 1999.



232quite ommon on Maªopolska loess soils [Wªodarzak 1998:43, Fig. 1℄ and in theCWC, in partiular in its earlier hronologial phases. The plano-onvex elt of anirregularly lentiular ross-setion (Fig. 5:A2) belongs to the type known from bothCWC kurgans (mostly from older ones) and MDC grave assemblages. It does ourin the latter ulture, though only in some of its hronologial phases [Artemenko1967:43, Fig. 29:4℄. Aompanying the vessels in the disussed grave, the bone hisel(Fig. 5:A3) is an artifat of an interultural harater. As far as the form of the graveis onerned, i.e. the position of the deeased and the arrangement of grave-goods,although the burial does not di�er from some graves in CWC kurgans, espeiallyolder ones, it has many traits in ommon with MDC graves. In the latter ulturewe know of graves with a similar arrangement of hands to that in �ubze and withvessels plaed at the deeased's feet while the remaining grave-goods (frequentlyinluding axes) are deposited behind the skeleton's bak [Artemenko 1967:81, 83℄.The stratigraphi situation in kurgan no. 2 on site 2 in �ubze (Fig. 5:A1) seemsto indiate that grave no. 2 ould have been dug into the edge of already existingkurgan raised over entrally loated grave no. 1 enirled by at least one internalgroove marking the original base of this rather small barrow. As far as the othergroove is onerned, one may not totally rejet the presumption [Koman 1999:13,14℄ that it was made after grave no. 2 had been exavated, hene before the possibleenlargement of the whole kurgan, i.e. of its mound. In any ase, the entral gravehad to be plaed in the kurgan earlier than grave no. 2. The entral grave ontainedremains of a heavily damaged skeleton ? oriented along the E-W axis, similarly as itseems to grave no. 2, and was equipped with three vessels (Fig. 5:B1-3), displayingtraits of a rather early CWC phase, and a tetrahedral int elt (Fig. 5:B4). It isworth mentioning already here (it shall be disussed later) that the stratigraphirelations of both graves disussed above fully agree with absolute dates obtainedfor them. Grave no. 2 with vessels displaying traits related to MDC pottery is, inthe light of these dates, younger than the entral grave by at least half a entury(Table 1).About 4 km to the W of the disussed kurgan in �ubze (Fig. 2), in a heavilydamaged barrow (no. 2) on site 22 (Fig. 5:C) in Nede»ów, two human burials,loated in the enter of the barrow, one over the other, were found [Bagi«ska1996℄. In the lower grave, oriented E-W, there were found, apart from the remainsof a skeleton of a young individual plaed, as it seems, on its side in the exedposition [Bagi«ska 1996:63℄, only a at elt with a retangular ross-setion (Fig.5:D2) made of Volhynia halk int and a retouhed ake of the same material (Fig.5:D1). The upper grave ontained remains of a skeleton, most likely of an adultman, plaed on his right side in the exed position with the head pointing W andthe fae turned S [Bagi«ska 1996:59℄. At the eastern wall of the retangular gravehamber, a large amphora was found (Fig. 5:C3) while near the SW orner a intelt was unearthed (Fig. 5:C9). Slightly further away from it, already lose to the



233T a b l e 1Spei�ation of radioarbon dates obtained for grave assemblages from the kurgans on Grz�daSokalska ontaining MDC traits or for features (also mainly graves ones) stratigraphially related tothese assemblages.No. Site Lab. No BP BC (Calib 3.0.3)1 Hubinek, site 3, grave 2 Ki-6889 3995±55 1σ 2581-2455 1.02 Hubinek, site 3, grave 3 Ki-6890 4070±60 1σ 2855-2820 .162662-2635 .122627-2550 .432549-2491 .293 �ubze, site 2, kurgan 2, grave 2 Ki-6298 4160±50 1σ 2872-2852 .122824-2800 .132777-2713 .372708-2657 .282641-2623 .104 �ubze, site 2, kurgan 2, grave 1 Ki-6297 4210±60 1σ 2888-2858 .192816-2693 .782677-2668 .045 Nede»ów, site 22, kurgan 2, grave 1 Ki-6894 4020±55 1σ 2588-2463 1.06 Nede»ów, site 22, kurgan 2, grave 2 Ki-6895 3940±50 1σ 2487-2392 .702386-2338 .307 �ubze, site 37, grave 3 Ki-6300 4050±55 1σ 2837-2828 .042618-2472 .968 �ubze, site 37, grave 1 Ki-6299 3920±45 1σ 2464-2392 .622387-2337 .389 Wereszzya, site 1, kurgan 1, grave 2 Ki-6301 4305±45 1σ 3016-2995 .152926-2879 .8510 Wereszzya, site 30, feature 3 Ki-6891 4125±50 1σ 2863-2810 .302746-2725 .112698-2589 .59N wall of the grave, a small beaker was disovered while the remaining objets, i.e.another elt (Fig. 5:C5), a retouhed ake tool and other int goods (Fig. 5:C5-8,10, 11), were found in the NE orner [Bagi«ska 1996:61℄. Whereas one of the twovessels found in the grave, namely the amphora, shows ertain analogies to theamphorae of the late (III) phase of the CWC in Bohemia [Buhvaldek, Koutek�y1970:110, Fig. 49:1; Tab. II), in the other one a lear impat of the MDC an bedeteted. What is primarily meant here is not the form itself of this ower-pot--like beaker, although a ertain analogy to it is supplied by a speimen with twosymmetrial handles from Grehaniki on the Middle Dnieper [Artemenko 1967:75,
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F i g . 5. �ubze, Lublin Prov., site 2, kurgan no. 2 (A, B - graves): A - grave no. 2: 1 - kurgan outline,2 - int, 3 - bone, 4-6 - pottery; B - grave no. 1: 1-3 pottery, 4 - int. Foll. Koman, Mahnik [1993℄. -Nede»ów, Lublin Prov., site 22, kurgan 2 (C, D - graves): C - grave no. 1: 1 - kurgan outline, 2 - kurganross-setion, 3, 4 - pottery, 5-11 - int; D - grave no. 2: 1, 2 - int. Foll. Bagi«ska [1996℄.



235Fig. 44:2℄, but rather an ornament typial of this ulture overing the whole surfaeof the vessel and onsisting of horizontal herringbone patterns (on the top part ofthe vessel) as well as vertial ones and a zigzag losing it from below (Fig. 5:C4). Ofpartiular importane is the pattern of a double, vertial herringbone whih is oneof the deorative traits of MDC beakers. However, on the last mentioned vessels itusually ours in a more developed form inorporating vertial lines in the middle[Artemenko 1967:27, 96, Fig. 14:3; 62:9℄. The int artifats from the disussed graveare of more inter-ultural harater. The same an be said of the form of the graveitself, its orientation and the arrangement of the skeleton [Bagi«ska 1996:61, Fig. 3℄.The modest grave-goods found in the lower grave (no. 2) onsisting of a te-trahedral int elt (Fig. 5:D2) and a int tool (Fig. 5:D1) of the same Volhyniaraw-material do not have any distintive traits and may ome from, despite the fatof their earlier plaement in the kurgan than the upper grave no. 1, the same hro-nologial phase of the CWC. This may be on�rmed, as we shall see below, by theabsolute dating of both burials.Only a distant analogy, from the typologial point of view, to the \hourglass"MDC beakers may be mortarpot-like speimens from graves disovered in anothertwo kurgans on Grz�da Sokalska, i.e. on sites 1 and 30 in Werszzya [Bagi«ska1990; 1997℄. The kurgans were loated in the spae between the barrow in Nede»ówand the already disussed kurgans from �ubze (Fig. 2). The small beaker from the�rst of these sites (Fig. 6:A4), almost ompletely overed with a ompat patternof horizontal inised herringbones, was found in grave no. 1 oriented E-W andenirled by a symboli groove [Bagi«ska 1997:50 �.℄. In the eastern part of thisgrave poorly preserved leg bones were found while the grave-goods (inluding thebeaker) were loated in its western and entral parts [Bagi«ska 1997:50℄. Besidesthe beaker, the grave-goods omprised a small undeorated amphora of the \oldertype" (Fig. 6:A5), a stone axe (Fig. 6:A2) of type VI (aording to J. Mahnik'slassi�ation) and a broken ake of Volhynia halk int (Fig. 6:A3). Three othergraves were disovered in this barrow, of whih one, i.e. grave no. 2, was plaedunder the mound, lose to the enter of its apex that was preserved until the be-ginning of exavations (Fig. 6:A1). The grave, oriented also along the E-W axis,was, in the opinion of the disoverer of this kurgan, dug into the groove enirlinggrave no. 1 [Bagi«ska 1997:50℄. The grave-goods of the deeased, of whom onlyfew bones have survived, omprised a small slender beaker (Fig. 6:B1) �nding ananalogy to its ornament form in some speimens from Germany [Bagi«ska 1997:51℄,a large amphora with two handles (Fig. 6:B2) of the type of the so-alled CentralEuropean horizon [Mahnik 1979:342 �.℄ and a boat axe (Fig. 6:B3) reminisent ofspeimens subsumed by K. Struve [1955℄ under type A. A ruial issue (to whihwe shall return) is the very early dating of the other grave whih supposedly isstratigraphially younger than grave no. 1 with the mortar-like beaker [Bagi«ska1997:50℄. The remaining two features, designated by the disoverer of the kurgan



236in question as graves no. 3 and 4 [Bagi«ska 1997:50℄, due to their modest artifatinventory (Fig. 6:C, D) annot ontribute muh to this disussion. The �rst of them(grave no. 3), loated on the southern edge of the kurgan mound, ontained �neremains of two human skeletons, as it seems, a bone pendant (Fig. 6:C1) and a ringmade of round-setion wire (Bagi«ska 1997:50). The other one, grave no. 4, is asmall oval feature dug into the groove enirling grave no. 1. Inside, three humanvertebrae and a tetrahedral elt made of Volhynia retaeous int (Fig. 6:D1) werefound. The elt was disovered lying partially in the ontents (?) of the groove.On the other site in Werszzya (site 30), in a kurgan seriously disturbed bymany dug-ins, inluding modern ones, and with almost ompletely attened mound(Fig. 4:B1), a symboli groove was deteted that must have one enirled a totallydamaged entral burial [Bagi«ska 1990:20 �.℄. Into the groove, a grave was dug in,oriented along the ENE-WSW axis, ontaining poorly preserved bones of a humanskeleton. Inside, besides two int artifats (Fig. 4:B2, 3), a ower-pot-like beaker wasfound (Fig. 4:B4). The beaker has a strongly widened bottom part and is ompletelyovered - from the lip rim to the bottom edge - with inised lines making haotipatterns of large horizontal herringbones (Fig. 4:B4). They resemble somewhatthe ornament on the already ited MDC beaker from kurgan no. 55 in Jahowia[Bydªowski 1905, Tab. II 2℄.Among di�erent features disovered within the arhaeologial exavation en-ompassing the disussed kurgan and its immediate surroundings, a trapezoidal pit,later designated as no. 3, was exposed. It was loated outside the original range ofthe mound (Fig. 4:B1) and ontained a large pile of animal bones, mostly attle's[Bagi«ska 1990:23℄. The feature was dated using the radioarbon method, whihshall be disussed below. However, there are no data to determine its relation,inluding temporal one, to the above disussed grave and groove. It ould havepreeded the raising of the barrow over the presumed (not surviving) entral grave,surrounded by the groove or it ould have been ontemporaneous to or youngerthan the grave.Finally, to omplete the review of the assemblages ontaining MDC traits onGrz�da Sokalska one must mention grave no. 3 in the kurgan on site 37 in �ubze(Fig. 2). The grave, 14C dated, must have been plaed on the edge of the barrow(Fig. 7:A1) and ontained bones of two or three individuals forming a pile 90 min diameter. Among them there were items that must have been grave-goods (Fig.7:C1-5), namely: a beaker (Fig. 7:C5), int implement (Fig. 7:C1), opper ring madeof attened wire with overlapping ends (Fig. 7:C2) and two bone pendants (Fig.7:C3, 4) [Bagi«ska 1997:45℄. The beaker has a slightly marked protrusion (reliefstrip) and is deorated with dense, horizontal and inised herringbones on its upperpart (Fig. 7:C5). What strikes the viewer is the disproportionately small bottom ofthis artifat, whih may be, together with the whole form and ornament, a ertainanalogy to some MDC vessels [Bereza«ska 1971:168, Fig. 12:24, 27℄.
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F i g . 6. Werszzya, Lublin Prov., site 1, kurgan (A, B, C, D, - graves): A - grave no. 1: 1 - kurganoutline, 2 -stone, 3 - int, 4-5 - pottery; B - grave no. 2: 1, 2 - pottery, 3 - stone; C - grave no. 3: 1 -bone; D - grave no. 4: 1 - int. Foll. Bagi«ska [1997℄.
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F i g . 7. �ubze, Lublin Prov., site 37, kurgan (A, B, C, - graves): A - grave no. 1: 1 - kurgan outline, 2- pottery, 3 - stone, 4-6 - opper, 7, 8 -int; B - grave no. 2: 1, 2 - pottery; C - grave no. 3: 1 - int, 2 -opper, 3, 4 - bone, 5 - pottery. Foll. Bagi«ska [1997℄.



239In this ontext, of ertain importane may be the opper ring of hammered-outwire found in the disussed grave. Ornaments in the form of simple rings are knownfrom some, mostly younger, CWC graves [Kempisty 1978:73, Fig. 88; 1982:68℄, butare made of wire of round ross-setion and only their ends are attened. In theMDC, however, ornaments are often enountered, as for instane in Strelitsa or in aloality alled Proletariat, that are made of ompletely beaten-out wire [Artemenko1967:37, 38, Fig. 26:1; 27:1℄.In the disussed kurgan, the mound of whih has been ompletely attened,no entral grave has been found. None of the two remaining human burials anbe taken to be one. The most entrally loated grave no. 1 (Fig. 7:A1), dated bythe radioarbon method, belongs to the proto-Mierzanowie ulture while the other(Fig. 7:A2-8), loated learly o�-enter, was a nihe grave ontaining two vessels(Fig. 7:B1, 2) and dating, as it seems, to a rather late CWC phase.3. CATEGORIES OF GRAVE ASSEMBLAGES DISPLAYING A MIDDLEDNIEPER CULTURE TRAITS ON GRZ�DA SOKALSKAFrom the above review of the grave assemblages on Grz�da Sokalska, whihto a lesser or greater degree display Middle Dnieper traits, we an see that theassemblages an be divided into three ategories. The �rst ategory omprises twoassemblages from graves no. 2 and 3 in the kurgan on site 3 in Hubinek (Fig. 3:A,B). In this ategory all vessels do not di�er radially, either in form or ornament,from MDC pottery. The seond ategory is made up of three burials, i.e. grave no.2 in kurgan no. 2 on site 2 in �ubze (Fig. 5:A), grave no. 1 in kurgan no. 2 onsite 22 in Nede»ów and the grave on site 4 in Hubinek (Fig. 4:A), in whih beakersof de�nite Middle Dnieper traits our together with vessels typial of the CWC.Finally, the third ategory inludes also three assemblages, i.e. grave no. 1 in thekurgan on site 1 in Werszzya, the grave on site 30 in the same loality (Fig. 4:B)and grave no. 3 in the kurgan on site 37 in �ubze (Fig. 7:C) in whih the mortar-likebeakers (Fig. 4:B4; 6:A4) and the sinusoid-pro�le beaker (Fig. 7:C5) were found.The last ategory only vaguely reminds us of the MDC pottery.It has been found that in the ase of the �rst two ategories, the graves fromwhih the assemblages ome annot have been entral graves or, in any ase, theoldest in a given kurgan. At times, as in the ase of graves no. 2 and 3 on site 3 inHubinek, they were atually plaed on its border (Fig. 3:A1). The same ertainlyapplies to another two assemblages, i.e. grave no. 3 in the kurgan on site 37 in�ubze (Fig. 7:A1) and the grave in the kurgan on site 30 in Werszzya (Fig. 4:B1)inluded in the third ategory. An exeption would be the assemblage from grave
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F i g . 8. Typology of vessel forms exhibiting Middle Dnieper ulture traits to a various degree from theinteruvial area of the Upper Vistula, Upper Bug and Dniester: 1-3 - Mªodów-Zak¡ie near Lubazów,4-5 - Hubinek, site 4 (Grz�da Sokalska), 6, 15 - �ubze, site 2 (Grz�da Sokalska), 7, 8, 18, 24 - Hubinek,site 3 (Grz�da Sokalska), 9 - Nede»ów, site 22 (Grz�da Sokalska), 10 - �ukawia near Narol, 11 - Sidenear Sambor, 12 - Werszzya, site 1 (Grz�da Sokalska), 13 - Wola W�gierska near Przemy±l, 14 - Krylosnear Halih, 16 - Koªokolin near Rohatyn, 17 - �ubze, site 37 (Grz�da Sokalska), 19, 20 - Komarov nearHalih, 21, 23 - Koniusza near Kraków, 22 - Kobiela near Opatowie, 25, 26 - Kawsko near Drohobih.no. 1 in the kurgan on site 1 in Werszzya if it was aepted following I. Bagi«ska[1997℄ that the surrounding groove did atually mark the original base of the wholekurgan, whih raises ertain justi�ed doubts as we shall see below.From the typologial point of view, vessels having lear CWC traits and o--ourring with those displaying MDC analogies in assemblages inluded in theseond ategory represent rather the younger phases of the former ulture. Thereis no ontradition between ategorizing them in this way and other aompanyingartifat ategories. This remark an be autiously applied also to the assemblagesof the third ategory7.7 Caution of this remark is absolutely justi�ed in the ase of grave no. 1 on site 1 in Werszzya beause theamphora aompanying the beaker (Fig. 6:A5) represents a type believed to be quite early in the CWC [Mahnik1966:12, Tab. XXIV 4a℄.



2414. GRAVE ASSEMBLAGES CONTAINING MIDDLE DBIEPER CULTURETRAITS ON GRZ�DA SOKALSKA IN THE LIGHT OF 14C DATESIn the 14C Laboratory of the National Aademy of Siene of Ukraine in Kiev,absolute dates for thirteen features, inluding twelve human burials from the exa-vated kurgans on Grz�da Sokalska, have been obtained from bones by the 14Cmethod. In this series, eleven dates oinide with expetations, in one ase (graveno. 2 in kurgan no. 1 on site 1 in Werszzya) a slightly older date than expetedhas been obtained, whereas in another ase (grave no. 2 of the late MierzanowieCulture (MC) on site 25 in Nede»ów [Bagi«ska 1992℄ a date onsiderably departingfrom the reorded hronology of that ulture has been proured [Kadrow, Mahnik1997℄8. Out of eight grave assemblages showing Middle Dnieper traits, �ve havebeen assigned absolute dates, inluding both plaed by us in the �rst ategory, twoout of the three belonging to the seond ategory and one of the three inludedin the third ategory. This is already a suÆient number making it possible to de-termine the approximate time of depositing these assemblages on Grz�da Sokalskaand, onsequently, to de�ne their plae in the general CWC hronology in the areabetween the Upper Vistula, Upper Bug and Dniester Rivers.Already at the �rst glane one an see (Fig. 9-18) that there are no major timedi�erenes between individual assemblages with Middle Dnieper traits belonging toall three ategories. Both assemblages of the �rst ategory (Fig. 3:A, B) an be safelydated to the period between 2600-2500 BC with one of them, i.e. grave no. 3 on site3 in Hubinek (Fig. 3:A), probably having been deposited loser to the lower (older)limit of the time interval or even slightly preeding it. Another perfet �t into thisinterval is sored by one of the two assemblages, i.e. grave no. 1 in kurgan no. 2 onsite 22 in Nede»ów (Fig. 5:C) assigned by us to the seond ategory as well as theonly dated assemblage of the third ategory, i.e. grave no. 3 on site 37 in �ubze(Fig. 7:C). Hene, we already have four assemblages of di�erent ategory originatingroughly from the same time horizon. Any hronologial di�erenes between themould not have been longer than a few dozen years or even less. Only one assemblageof the seond ategory, i.e. grave no. 2 in kurgan no. 2 on site 2 in �ubze (Fig.5:A), has been assigned a BP date older by a 100 years than the above-mentionedassemblages. Taking into onsideration, however, the harater of the bar graph(produed by the OxCal program) o�ering a wide legitimate hoie of the momentof the origins of this deposit, it is absolutely aeptable that they took plae in a2650 BC (Fig. 13). This date would be lose to the lower limit of the hronologialinterval adopted for other assemblages exhibiting Middle Dnieper traits and alreadydated by the radioarbon method. A ertain orroboration of the date is o�ered8 The date, Ki-6302 4270±60 BP, in no way orresponds to the dating by the radioarbon method of the wholeMC, not to mention its lassi and late phases.



242by the presene in this assemblage of a small beaker deorated with horizontalbands of multiple impressions of a thin ord (Fig. 5:A5) in a manner typial of theproto-MC [Kadrow, Mahnik 1997:18℄.The absene of an absolute date for the \third" assemblage, i.e. the nihe gravein the kurgan on site 4 in Hubinek (Fig. 4:A) lassi�ed under the seond ategory,makes it diÆult to determine its hronology. Nevertheless, relying on the amphorafound in it and similar in shape (Tab. 4:A13) to that from the above-named grave in�ubze (Fig. 5:A6), taking also into aount its ornament �nding ertain analogiesin younger CWC graves in Germany, it an be aepted that this \assemblage" isroughly ontemporaneous with the latter one9.In a similar situation as the nihe grave in the kurgan on site 4 in Hubinek, onemay �nd two assemblages of the third ategory, i.e. the grave on site 30 in Wersz-zya (Fig. 4:B) and grave no. 2 on site 1 (Fig. 6:A) in the same loality, that donot have absolute dates. The mortarpot-like beakers found in both graves are belie-ved, as it has already been mentioned, to be vessels typial of rather younger CWCphases. This is on�rmed by a reently obtained date from 3920±80 BP to ? for agrave loated underneath a kurgan in Wola W�gierska on the Dynów Upland fromwhih omes a mortarpot-like beaker of the same type as the disussed speimensfrom Grz�da Sokalska [Mahnik, Sosnowska 1998:11, Fig. 11a℄. Therefore, the in-terpretation of the stratigraphi arrangement in the kurgan on site 1 in Werszzya(Fig. 6:A1) seems to be unreliable. Under this interpretation, grave no. 1 ontainingthe same beaker would have to be older than grave no. 2, dated to 4305±45 BP,dug into the groove enirling the �rst grave. At least this is what follows from adrawing published by J. Bagi«ska [1997:47, Fig. 2B℄. Considering the fat that thedate of grave no. 2 is among the oldest in the CWC in Europe, we would have toaept in suh a ase that grave no. 1 with a mortarpot-like beaker is even older,whih is untenable vis-�a-vis our urrent knowledge of this ulture. Thus, we dealhere either with an error in the dating of grave no. 2 or with a wrong interpretationof the sequene of plaing these two burials in the kurgan. If we aepted a di�erentsequene, namely that the symboli groove irumsribing grave no. 1 was dug laterthan grave no. 2 - suh ases are frequent in the MDC [Artemenko 1967:81℄ oreven in the CWC [Mahnik 1966:343℄ - then the 14C date obtained for the latterould at least approximately reet its atual hronology. In this ase, however, onewould need to prove that it is the groove that was dug into the ontents of grave no.2 and not vie versa as the investigator of the kurgan believes. In this situation, toattempt to determine the time of depositing both assemblages of the third ategorywith mortarpot-like beakers one would rather need to take into aount the urrentknowledge on the hronology of this vessel form within the CWC supported by thelatest absolute dating from Wola W�gierska. The dating seems to indiate to a still9 If it was also aepted that both beakers with Middle Dnieper traits (Fig. 4:A6, 7) found in the grave were partof grave-goods buried together with the deeased after moving aside the bones of a person plaed in the nihe earlier,to whom both amphorae belonged, it would ipso fato mean that the beakers were younger than the amphorae.
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F i g . 9. Hubinek, Podkarpaie Prov., site 3, kurgan, grave no. 3, bar graph of alibrated radioarbondates (foll. OxCal).
F i g . 10. Hubinek, Podkarpaie Prov., site 3, kurgan, grave no. 2, bar graph of alibrated radioarbondates (foll. OxCal).
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F i g . 11. �ubze, Lublin Prov., site 2, kurgan no. 1, grave no. 1, bar graph of alibrated radioarbondates (foll. OxCal).
F i g . 12. �ubze, Lublin Prov., site 2, kurgan no. 2, grave no. 2, bar graph of alibrated radioarbondates (foll. OxCal).
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F i g . 13. Nede»ów, Lublin Prov., site 22, kurgan no. 2, grave no. 1, bar graph of alibrated radioarbondates (foll. OxCal).
F i g . 14. Nede»ów, Lublin Prov., site 22, kurgan no. 2, grave no. 2, bar graph of alibrated radioarbondates (foll. OxCal).
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F i g . 15. �ubze, Lublin Prov., site 37, kurgan, nihe grave no. 3, bar graph of alibrated radioarbondates (foll. OxCal).
F i g . 16. �ubze, Lublin Prov., site 37, kurgan, grave no. 1, bar graph of alibrated radioarbon dates(foll. OxCal).
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F i g . 17. Werszzya, Lublin Prov., site 1, kurgan no. 1, grave no. 2, bar graph of alibrated radioarbondates (foll. OxCal).
F i g . 18. Werszzya, Lublin Prov., site 30, kurgan, pit no. 3, bar graph of alibrated radioarbon dates(foll. OxCal).



248later period (a 2400 BC) from the upper limit of the time interval (2600-2500 BC)set by the 14C dates obtained for the assemblages with Middle Dnieper traits onGrz�da Sokalska.10.A general onlusion that omes to mind after making the above analytialreview of dates referring to pertinent grave assemblages and after analyzing theirstratigraphi positions in the exavated kurgans is that the Middle Dnieper traitsontained in them should be synhronized with the relatively late period of theCWC development extending not earlier than the very deline of the �rst halfof the 3rd millennium BC in the area between the Upper Vistula, Upper Bugand Dniester Rivers. Consequently, it would be the period of a fully developedKraków-Sandomierz group of the CWC on the loess soils of the Maªopolska Uplands[Wªodarzak 1998:38, Fig. 3℄ and most probably it would oinide with phase IIIaor even the beginning of phase IIIb of that ulture in Moravia [�Sebela 1991℄.5. OTHER ASSEMBLAGES IN THE AREA BETWEEN THE UPPER VISTULA,UPPER BUG AND DNIESTER RIVERS CONTAINING MIDDLE DNIEPER TRAITSThe graves on Grz�da Sokalska are not the only ones ontaining Middle Dnie-per traits in the vast interuvial area. Quite reently, an assemblage of artifats,most likely grave ones, has been disovered in Mªodów-Zak¡ie near Lubazów[Mahnik, Pilh 1997℄ whih inludes three lassi MDC hourglass beakers [Mah-nik, Pilh 1997:148, Phot. 1℄ displaying tehnologial harateristis typial of thepottery of that very ulture. The vessels and aompanying objets, i.e. a large stoneboat-shape axe, a int elt with an irregular lentiular ross-setion, heart-shapedbow arrowheads and other artifats made of the same raw-material leave no do-ubt that the assemblage was deposited by MDC people far away from their hometerritory (Fig. 1). A detailed stylisti analysis of the vessels, espeially of the largebeaker [Mahnik, Pilh 1997:146, Fig. 2℄, seems rather to indiate to a possibility ofrelating this deposit to a quite early period of CWC existene in this area [Mah-nik, Pilh 1997:156-159℄. Thus, it would ome earlier, or even muh earlier, thanthe Middle Dnieper assemblages on Grz�da Sokalska, inluding those assigned byus to the �rst and seond ategories. Besides, it shows \purer" MDC traits (withrespet to form, ornamentation and tehnology) than the latter, not to mention thevessels from the assemblages of the third ategory. It is so far the only assemblageof its kind in the area in question, beyond the ompat range of the MDC. In the10 Also a late 14C date, namely 1850±100 b (later than the grave in kurgan 1 in Wola W�gierska), was assignedto grave K in �ukawia near Narol in Roztoze [Mahnik 1966℄ ontaining a \ower-pot" beaker of ertain MDCreminisenes [Mahnik, �ibior 1991:54, Fig. 6:3a℄. The auray of this date, however, should be treated with autionbeause it was obtained very early in Berlin without appropriate doumentation.



249area, however, several grave assemblages, inluding pottery exhibiting to a variabledegree Middle Dnieper traits, are known. They have been inventoried and brieyharaterized while working on the already mentioned deposit in Mªodów-Zak¡ie[Mahnik, Pilh 1997:159-164℄. We an see among them speimens that are verysimilar in shape and ornament to respetive MDC forms as well as vessels (o-wer-pot beakers) whih are only reminisent of the MDC impat in the westerndiretion (Fig. 8). Among the former ones the most important are: an \hourglass"beaker from a grave plaed seondarily in a kurgan in Kryªos near Halih [Sulimirski1968:135, 136, Fig. 11:15; Sveshnikov 1974:44, Fig. 9:21℄, two wide-ori�e beakersfrom kurgans in nearby Komarov [Sveshnikov 1974:44, Fig. 9:1, 5; Mahnik, Pilh1997:160, Fig. 9: 4, 5℄, a small beaker from a side grave in kurgan II in Koªokolinnear Rohatyn [Sulimirski 1968:141, Plate 7:7; Mahnik, Pilh 1997:160, Fig. 9:24℄,two beakers from feature no. 11 (possibly a grave) in Koniusza near Kraków [Tunia1979;70, Fig. 18a, b℄ and a beaker from a grave in Kobiela near Opatowie [�ibior1990:143, Fig. 1a℄. Together with the last mentioned item, a boat-shape axe of anolder type was found [�ibior 1990:144, Fig. 2a℄, whih may indiate a quite earlyorigin of that burial. Vessels with hardly legible Middle Dnieper traits inlude, as wealready know, \ower-pot" beakers narrowed at the top and having wide bottomspreserved intat in kurgan K in �ukawia near Narol, in graves (at?) in Nowosióªkinear Przemy±l and Side near Sambor [Mahnik, Pilh 1997:160, Fig. 9:6, 10, 15℄.Out of these arti�ats, only the beaker from �ukawia is ornamented in a mannersimilar to the patterns prevailing in the MDC [Mahnik 1966: Tab. XXIV 2a℄.As of today we do not have any ertain premises for aurate dating of themajority of the listed �nds exhibiting Middle Dnieper traits and originating in plaesother than Grz�da Sokalska in the interuvial area under disussion. All we an sayis that, save the deposit from Mªodów, the degree of their similarity to the MiddleDnieper pottery is omparable to that whih we observed in the assemblages -espeially of the seond and third ategories - on Grz�da Sokalska. What is more,some of these �nds (Kryªos and possibly Koniusza, too) were, as was the ase onGrz�da Sokalska, plaed within CWC kurgans that had been raised earlier or intheir immediate viinity. Hene, it may be aepted that also a majority of these�nds �t into the hronologial limits set on the basis of 14C dates referring to theassemblages displaying Middle Dnieper traits on Grz�da Sokalska. Consequently,this would mean 2600- 2500 BC.11. However, this would not apply to a lassiallyMiddle-Dnieper assemblage from Mªodów (Fig. 8:1-3) whih must be older fromthe lower limit of that time interval. It may also be older, but with muh lowerertainty, than the above-mentioned �nds from Kobiela and Koniusza.11 Exept for \ower-pot" beakers whih in most ases seem to ome from (as it is suggested by the 14C datesrelating to the barrow in Wola W�gierska and the grave in �ukawia) a still later period.



250 6. CONCLUSIONSAs we have seen the grave assemblage from Mªodów is undoubtedly an ini-dental ourrene in the interuvial area. Therefore, it must be onsidered a resultof a single intrusion into the area ontrolled by CWC soieties (Fig. 1). Its iniden-tal harater follows from the existene of a wide zone separating the territories ofthe ompat range of the CWC and MDC (on their south ank) and oupied by aGAC people [Sveshnikov 1983℄. It must have been a signi�ant barrier preventingany diret ontat aross the upland zone of the interuvial area of the MiddleDnieper and the Upper Dniester Rivers between the �rst two ultures, after allso genetially lose to one another.12. The signi�ane of the barrier must havedelined together with the weakening of the GAC settlement, its disintegration andomplete disappearane from the areas lying to the east of Gniªa Lipa (western partof Podolia). Judging by a long series of dates obtained for the GAC in Volhyniaand Podolia [Kadrow, Szmyt 1996b; Szmyt 1998℄, its lifetime was drawing to an endbeginning with the middle of the 3rd millennium BC. Thus, we have here a strikingoinidene between the 14C dates onerning the disussed assemblages exhibitingMiddle Dnieper traits on Grz�da Sokalska and a majority of suh assemblages fromthe late period of the GAC in Volhynia and Podolia [Szmyt 1998:228, 229℄.It follows that a lear intensi�ation of MDC inuenes, most probably dueto the inux of groups of people not only to Grz�da Sokalska but to the wholeinteruvial area, took plae during a risis and disappearane of the GAC, whihuntil then bloked any suh migrations in the areas lying to the east of Gniªa Lipa[Mahnik 1979b:57℄. Now, these areas beame fully aessible to people of the lateor even deline CWC from the interuvial area of the Upper Vistula, Upper Bugand Dniester Rivers (Fig. 1). Earlier suh expansion was hardly possible, exept forinidental intrusions, e.g. a kurgan in Lisie«zye on the Upper Zbruz, or om-pletely impossible due to the presene of the GAC. The expansion is evidened bykurgans and other graves showing deline traits of the CWC, e.g. in Kazanówka andNowosióªki in Podolia [Bedªowski 1930℄ and Siwki in Volhynia [Sulimirski 1968:164℄,oming from the times when in the western part of the interuvial area, primarilyon the loess soils of the Maªopolska Uplands, the ulture underwent a transforma-tion resulting in a rapid spread (also in the eastern diretion) of early MC traits[Kadrow, Mahnik 1997:30, Fig. 7℄. Translated by Piotr T. �ebrowski12 A lot seems to indiate that these ties existed for a long time, espeially between the south Balti zone and thedrainage of the Upper Dnieper [Mahnik, Pilh 1997. See also footnote 6℄.



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 251-263PL ISSN 1231-0344Vadim L. LakizaRADIOCARBON DATING OF THE CORDED WARECULTURE FROM THE NIEMEN RIVER BASIN. A GRAVEFROM PARKHUTY, SITE 1, THE GRODNA REGIONOnly two graves of the Corded Ware ulture (CWC) had been known in theNiemen river basin until the beginning of the 1990s: one in Krasnoselski int mineon the Ros river bank (Fig. 1:3) [Charniauski 1963; 1997℄, and the other on the leftbank of the river Shhara on the territory of Rusakova site 2 (Fig. 1:2) [Charniauski1997℄. A new settlement dating to the Neolithi and Bronze ages | Parkhuty 1 |was disovered by the author of this paper on the right bank of the Shhara river |a large tributary of the river Niemen | in 1994 (Fig. 1:1). The monument is loatedone kilometre to the north of the village of Parkhuty, in the Distrit of Diatlava,Grodna Region (Fig. 2). It oupies a sandy dune, 60m long, 50 m wide and 3 mhigh, above the level of oodlands (Fig. 3). Flint artiles and fragments of vesselsof the Neolithi and Bronze ages an be found on denudations and along the wholeterritory of the dune, with a high onentration on the southern edge of the hill.1. SETTLEMENT INVESTIGATIONIn 1995-1996, in the upper southern part of the settlement, the exavated areaovered 86 km2 (Fig. 3). The ultural layer, of a heterogeneous grey olour, 0.4-1 mthik, omposed of �ne-grained sand, was damaged by ploughing and by the sinkingof pits. 19 features of di�erent periods were reorded: pits, burnt out pathes ofearth (features No. 8, No. 18), and a grave (feature No. 14) (Fig. 4). The ulturallayer is rih in arhaeologial �nds. More than 4,000 split ints and tools, fragmentsof vessels, stone artefats, and small bones were found.Omitting a detailed desription of the material disovered, whih was done inanother artile [Lakiza 1999℄, we will dwell on some prominent issues. Among the
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F i g . 1. Loation of the Corded Ware ulture graves in the Niemen basin (1 - Parkhuty; 2 - Rusakova2; 3 - Krasnoselsk).fragments of vessels identi�ed, 79% belong to vessels of the Niemen Neolithi ul-ture. This ulture is represented by material of all three periods: Dubihay, LysayaGora, Dobriy Bor (Fig. 5:1-5) [Lakiza 1999℄.The latter, aording to the leading researher of the ulture in the Niemenriver basin M.M.Charniauski, may date bak to the �rst half of the seond millen-nium BC [Charniauski 1979:78℄. Fragments of eramis of the Bronze Age (20%) (atraditional Belarus sheme of ultural-hronologial division is used) [Charniauski,Kryvaltsevih 1993:96; Kryvaltsevih 1997:288-290℄ belong to the CWC (Fig. 5:6-8,10-17) and Trzinie ulture (Fig. 5:18-23). The int artefats revealed are diÆultto synhronise with either ulture in partiular beause of the mixed ultural layer.Some samples of arrowheads, knives, sikles and srapers ould probably be de�nedas rather late in omparison with the rest of the material (Fig. 6).
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F i g . 2. Loation map (1 - a grave at Parkhuty site 1, Grodna Region; 2 - monuments of the Stone andBronze ages) 2. GRAVE STRUCTURETraes of the grave (a dark-grey humus spot with dimensions of 1.54 x 1.7m) were found 0.5-0.6 m below the present day ground level of the dune. Furtherexavations revealed a one-body tomb with burial implements (Fig. 4; 7:1). It wasloated 1.62 m deep in a round pit (Fig. 4: feature No14). The pit, narrowingtowards its bottom, gradually aquired a retangular outline with urved orners.Its dimensions diminished to 0.4-0.5 x 1.3 m. It was oriented along the north-westaxis (along the SE-NW line) (Fig. 7:1). The �lling of the grave pit, from the levelof 0.6 m below the present day ground level, was exavated in onventional layersof 0.1 m, with the preservation of its western part for stratigraphial observation(Fig. 7:2). We an trae bak the layers with the following harateristis: 0.6-0.7 {1.1 m | dark grey; 0.7-1.1 { 0.8-1.34 m | dark with a brownish shadow; 0.8-1.34 {1.5m | light yellow-grey �ne-grained sand; 1.5-1.62 | ashy-grey humus with smallharoals and dark pathes (Fig. 7:2, 3).Ten layers were extrated. In nine of them, 118 split ints and 44 fragments of
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F i g . 3. Parkhuty site 1, Grodna Region. Shemati layout.eramis of the Niemen Neolithi ulture and Early Bronze Age were disovered.We an observe a derease in the number of �nds in the sixth-ninth layers, whihorrespond to the yellow-grey olour of the �lling (subsoil). In the tenth layer, asmall int splinter, two minor fragments of Niemen eramis, small haroals andvarious grave goods were found. The skeleton was not preserved. A stone axe witha hole and an intat at-bottomed bowl, lying on its side, with its nek to the north,were oriented along the south-north axis; the distane between them was 0.5-0.6 m.A int slab was also found in this setion (Fig. 7:1; 8:1-3)
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F i g . 4. Parkhuty site 1, Grodna Region. Plan of the grave loation in the exavation site.2.1. BURIAL IMPLEMENTSa. The at-bottomed bowl has a globular belly, with a narrowed nek graduallywidening into a high one-shaped halo (Fig. 8:1). The halo brim is uneven, andsharpened in plaes. Dimensions: 12-13 m high, the bottom 6 m in diameter, thediameter of the halo is 13-14 m, the diameter of the belly 12- 13 m. Thus, themaximum diameter of the bowl is that of the belly. The walls are 3-5 mm thik. The
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F i g . 5. Parkhuty site 1, Grodna Region. Fragments of eramis (1-5,9 - the Niemen ulture; 6,7,8,10-17-the Corded Ware ulture; 18-23 - the Trzinie ulture)
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F i g . 6. Parkhuty site 1, Grodna Region. Flint implement (1,2- arrowheads; 3-6 - srapers; 7-9 - knives;10 - int axe; 11-14- sikles)
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F i g . 7. Parkhuty site 1, Grodna Region. Feature No 14 - grave (1 - plan of the grave, 2 - ross-setionsof the grave; 3 - ross-setion of the grave bottom). Legend: 1 - dark-grey; 2 - dark-brown; 3 - yellow-grey�ne-grained sand; 4 - ashy-grey with small haroals; 5 - subsoil layer; 6 - stone axe with a hole; 7 - intblade; 8 - bowlouter surfae of the bowl is of a light grey-brown olour, with darker pathes. Itis almost smooth, but with barely visible traes of smoothing. The inner surfae isroughly polished. At the juntions of lay ribbons on the inner surfae of the nekand halo, the wall surfae is uneven. The dough of the bowl is of an admixture ofsand and haroals.b. The axe is made of grey-green stone. Dimensions: 11 m long, 4.5 m wide,3.5 m thik; the diameter of the one-shaped hole is 2.1-2.3 m. The hole is madealmost in the entre of the axe. The surfae of the �nd is arefully polished. It hasa diamond-shaped fae, retangular ross-setion with urved angles, and a distint,almost retangular butt (Fig. 8:2).. The broken int blade is 6.5 m long and 2 m wide (Fig. 8:3). It is unreto-uhed, with no signs of being used. The blade is made of light grey Balti int.
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F i g . 8. Parkhuty site 1, Grodna Region. Grave implement (1 - bowl, 2 - stone axe with a hole, 3 - intblade)



260 3. ANALYSIS OF THE GRAVE. CHRONOLOGYThe exavated grave was found at the upper edge of the settlement territory.The individual grave was made aording to the burial ritual of inhumation.The ross-setion of the tomb presents an ashy-oal layer at the very bottom,followed by a layer of yellow subsoil, whih overed the deeased, and traes ofa wooden over (Fig. 7:2). It is diÆult to surmise the loation of the deeased,sine the skeleton was not preserved. Nevertheless, having analysed the plaementof the grave goods and the dimensions of the tomb, and using the data from neigh--bouring territories, we an speulate that the grave was of a man lying in a foetalposition on his side. Suh graves in the territory of a settlement is a wide-spreadphenomenon for Late Neolithi monuments in Balti ountries [Rimantien�e 1984;1994; Girininkas 1990:99-101℄, and in Poland [Mahnik 1966; �ibior, �ibior 1992℄,and also for Bronze Age monuments of the forest zone of Europe [Artemenko1967:128-135; Charniauski 1997:308-309℄. In the opinion of many researhers, astone axe with a hole should be de�ned as an attribute peuliar to the grave of aman [Artemenko 1967:82-83; Kraynov 1972:38-39℄.The most ruial ulture-determining elements of the grave are onsidered tobe the stone axe with the hole and the bowl. They also solve the problem of thedating of the tomb. The stone axe with the hole is typologially related to I andII types, aording to the lassi�ation of J.Mahnik, made on the basis of �ndsfrom the territory of Poland. Suh axes our widely in the majority of the gravesof the CWC; they date to the third | the beginning of the seond millennium BC[Mahnik 1966:41-48℄. Finds from Parkhuty site 1 also have analogies among butthammer-shaped axes of the Fatyanovo ulture [Kraynov 1972:38-61℄, in emeteriesof the Middle Dnieper ulture (MDC) near Khodasavihy and Stralitsa [Artemenko1963:40; 1967:Fig. 14℄. Suh axes were also widespread at the end of the third | the�rst half of the seond millennium BC in the Niemen basin. [Charniauski, Lakiza1995:46- 59℄.It was not possible to �nd preise analogies to the bowl from the grave in termsof all three indiators (morphologial, tehnologial and the pattern of ornamenta-tion).Close analogies may be enountered in the CWC in Poland. The pottery fromgraves at Bosutów, Zesªawie, and Ksi¡»nie bear some resemblane to the bowlfrom Parkhuty in terms of morphologial features [Mahnik 1966: Tab. II, IV, XV,XXVII℄. In partiular, one of the grave bowls disovered on site 59 near Zªotahas pratially the same dimensions and tehnologial peuliarities [�ibior, �ibior1992:Fig. 3.℄. J. �ibior and J.M. �ibior asribe this bowl, ornamented with im-pressions of a ord, and with a ared, one-shaped nek, to the type II b spei�ed



261by J.Mahnik, and synhronise it with a entral European horizon of the CWC,pointing out the presene of some arhai features.Some analogies to the bowl in question were found in burial omplexes of theBattle-axe ulture in Estonia [Yanits 1952:55-57℄ and Latvia [Moora 1952:3-9℄. InLithuania, where, at the end of the third | the �rst half of the seond millenniumBC, the Balti Coastal ulture (Rzuewo ulture) was formed, ared-nek roundedbowls with an admixture of sand in dough were widely used, as, for example, wasan ornamented vessel with a narrowed nek and high halo from the Sventoi site[Rimantiene 1984: 316- 317, Fig. 104℄.M.M. Charniauski also �nds analogies to the burial bowl from Krasnoselski intmines in the territory of the south-eastern Balti ountries [Charniauski 1963; 1997:308-309, Fig. 111℄. This vessel, with a \�r-tree" ornament underneath the edge of thelip, is rather like the bowl from Parkhuty site 1 in terms of its tehnologial (almostsmooth surfae, dough with an admixture of oarse-grained sand) and morphologialfeatures (11 m high, a diameter at the bottom of 6 m, walls 5 mm thik) (Fig.9:1). M.M. Charniauski onsiders the disovered grave to be linked with the \ordedware" of the Niemen basin inuened by the Rzuewo ulture [Charniauski 1996:83;1997:308-309℄.We annot but mention the resemblane of the bowl from Shhara to the e-ramis of the MDC. Our �nd is similar to the bowls of type III spei�ed by I.Artemenko, but with some di�erenes. Those bowls he revealed in a grave nearKhodasavihy and dated to the late phase of the aforementioned ulture [Arte-menko 1963: 40;1967: 15,105℄. A range of monuments from the Upper Niemen andupper reahes of the Shhara have been subjet to the inuene of the MDC. Forexample, the dimensions and S-shaped ross-setion of the vessel from the gravein Rusakova, site 2 (Fig. 9:2) bear a resemblane to the bowls from Krasnoselskiand Parkhuty site 1 and they are similar to some erami forms from north-easternPoland and western Lithuania. Ornaments of ut triangles, however, are more ha-rateristi of the MDC [Charniauski 1997:309; Fig. 111℄.As a brief typologial analysis justi�es, the burial omplex Parkhuty site 1 shouldundoubtedly be linked with a irle of CWC. It should also be noted that the majorityof analogies were found in the territory of Poland and Balti ountries or withina Cirum Balti Cirle of CWC. However, a more de�nite ultural interpretationof the grave, as well as of the majority of monuments with orded ware in theNiemen river basin, is urrently in proess. One should bear in mind that in thelate Neoliti and early Bronze ages, the Niemen basin is onsidered to have beena spei� ontat area of various ultures; monuments from the area have showntraes of the Niemen ulture (Dobriy Bor type), the Globular Amphora ulture, theRzuewo ulture, and the MDC.The hronology of the grave from Parkhuty site 1 is determined on the basisof 14C dating made at the 14C laboratory of the State Sienti� Center of Environ-
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F i g . 9. Grave implement from the Corded Ware ulture grave at Rusakova site 2 (2 - bowl; 4 - stoneaxe with a hole) and from the grave in Krasnoselsk int mines (1 - bowl; 3 - bone needle)



263mental Radiogeohemistry (National Aademy of Sienes of Ukraine). The resultsobtained are shown in the following Table 1. T a b l e 1Parkhuty site 1 - the dated omplexNo. Site Material Lab. No DateBP Cal BC1-sigma 2-sigma1 Parkhuty 1 Fragment of grave vessel Ki-6212 3665±40 2126-2084 2138-1922grave with admixture of 2042-1972(feat. No. 14) haroals in its doughThus, the individual grave disovered in Parkhuty site 1 is preliminarily asribedto the CWC of the Niemen river basin and dated to the period of the third andseond millennia BC (aording to alibration dates).Translated by Marina Lakiza



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 7: 1999, 264-282PL ISSN 1231-0344Viktor Klohko, Aleksander Ko±ko, Marzena SzmytA COMPARATIVE CHRONOLOGY OF THE PREHISTORYOF THE AREA BETWEEN THE VISTULA AND DNIEPER:3150-1850 BCPresented in this volume of the Balti-Ponti Studies, the study of the ompa-rative hronology of the ultural units found in the area laying between the Vistulaand Dnieper (from another perspetive - in the physiographi borderland betweenthe East and West of Europe) supplies only a fragment of neessary identi�ations.What is not dealt with is the question of polylinearism of ultural hanges andthe problem of \peripheral" manifestations of the \long hronology" [f. Klohko,Ko±ko, Szmyt, Problem. . . , in this volume℄.The aim of this paper is to ritially assess the ahieved state of explorationfrom the point of view of both its taxonomi ompleteness and interpretation rangeof individual datings or their series following from the urrent state of knowledgeon the theory of radioarbon hronometry. As a �nal produt, we intend to presenturrent possibilities of historial (alendar) orrelations of ultural units found in thearea between the Vistula and Dnieper (3150- 1850 BC) together with the expositionof \unexplored grounds".1. CULTURAL UNITS OF BALKAN ORIGIN FROM THE BLACK SEA BASINThe presented papers have doumented the hronometry of two taxa: (1.1)Tripolye ulture (TC) in its CII stage and (1.2) Globular Amphora ulture (GAC).



2651.1. THE LATE (CII) STAGE OF THE TRIPOLYE CULTUREDates have been obtained (35 new ones) for the following spatial units/groups(or types) of the TC: Zhvaniets, Troyaniv, Gorodsk-Kasperivtsy, So�evka, Kosenivkaand Usatovo (Fig. 1). Together with earlier datings [e.g. Telegin 1977; 1985; Pato-kova et al. 1989; Wehler 1994℄ we have ample soure material of 46 radioarbondatings.The time span of all the 46 dates osillates between 3841±148 BC and 2379±85BC while their joint alibration sets the interval of 3080-2420 BC. However, the se-ries of dates inludes datings seured from samples ontaining di�erent organimaterials, suh as haroals, bones (inluding burnt ones), shells and organi de-posits (so-alled \nagar"). If the analysis is restrited to \short-lived" samples, theresults will be slightly di�erent, i.e. 2950-2360 BC.The spatial diversi�ation of the analyzed samples makes for the fat that themost reliable piture is provided by a detailed analysis of the alibration of datesfor individual taxonomi units and sites [all alibrations foll. Weninger 1993℄. Outof several urrently available spatial divisions of the Tripolye area in its CII stage[e.g. Dergahev 1980; Chernysh 1982; Movsha 1985b; Kruts 1997℄, we mainly followT. Movsha's proposal. 1.1.1. ZHVANIETS GROUPThis group is loalized in the drainage of the Middle Prut and Dniester Rivers[Movsha 1985b:232-235℄. In T.G. Movsha's opinion, the main development stage ofthe unit falls on phase CI and only its deline partially overlaps the limits of phaseCII [Movsha 1985b:254-255℄.The �ve dates (all new ones) that are at our disposal ome from Zhvaniets--Shhovb site [Videiko, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. They split into two timehorizons | two older ones group around a 3200 BC while the three youngerones are lose to a 2960 BC. Furthermore, the older stage is determined by thedatings of bone samples (Ki-6745, Ki-6743), while the younger one is de�ned bybone (Ki-6744) and haroal datings (Ki-6754 and Ki-6753). In this ase, \haroal"datings do not make older a hronology set by other datings, therefore they anbe taken to be relatively reliable. The objetion follows from the fat that one ofthe dates (Ki-6753) refers to haroals olleted from an embankment, while theloation ontext of the other (Ki-6754) is not known (no information on the loationof the haroal luster is given) [Videiko, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄.
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F i g . 1. Synhronization of ultural units between the Vistula and Dnieper from 3150-1850 BC basedon radioarbon dates. a - general hronology of phase CII of the TC and GAC b - possible expansiondiretions of the hronologial ranges of spei� units  - impat diretions of Ponti zone ultural units



267The datings from Zhvaniets taken together set the interval of 3300-2980 BC(Fig. 1). 1.1.2. TROYANIV GROUPThe territory of the group overs the drainage basins of the Pripet's southerntributaries, the Teterev, Sluh and Horyn, i.e. eastern Volhynia [Movsha 1985b:237℄.The group is believed to have preeded the Gorodsk group [Dergahev 1980:200℄.The period of the greatest ativity of the Troyaniv group took plae in stage CI withonly its deline supposedly oiniding with the emergene of the strutures of CII[Dergahev 1980℄.From the site in Troyaniv, three datings have been obtained for single bonesolleted in dwelling-type features [Videiko, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. Theymark out the interval of a 3080-2910 BC. However, the datings oinide withone another, whih may be interpreted as an indiator of the same stage of siteoupation that may have taken plae around 2950 BC (Fig. 1).1.1.3. GORODSK-KASPEROVTSYThis unit is distinguished by T. Movsha in the area previously oupied byearlier units, namely Zhvaniets and Troyaniv groups [Movsha 1985b:237-242℄. InV. Dergahev's division, some of its sites (from the Southern Bug, Dniester andPrut) are subsumed under Gordineszty group [Dergahev, Manzura 1991: Tab. 1℄.Of the dates at our disposal, six datings an be linked to the Gorodsk-Kasperivtsygroup. Two of them ome from the northern part (Gorodsk; 1 new dating) and theother four from the southern part (Sandraki, Tsviklovtsy, Gorodnia-Gorodyszze;3 datings are new).Of the two \northern" dates, one was formerly obtained for samples that musthave ontained haroals (GrN-5090), while a new one was proured from a shellsample olleted during old exavations (Ki-6752) [Videiko, Radioarbon. . . , inthis volume℄. There is no information on the loation of all samples and theirontexts. A joint alibration of the three dates indiates the period of 3350-3100BC, while the dating of the shell sample �ts into the period of 3212±100 BC(Fig. 1).Dates from Sandraki were proured from bone samples oming from a singledwelling feature [Videiko, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. They together set the



268period of 2860-2690 BC. Nevertheless, they may relate to a single settlement phasetaking plae a 2710 BC.The dating from Tsviklovtsy was obtained for burnt bones olleted probablyfrom a grave during old exavations [Videiko, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. Thedating indiates the period of 2450±89 BC (Fig. 1). The value of the dating, in theontext of previous datings and the harater of the whole site [Movsha 1964; 1965℄,seems to be rather too low.The ombined analysis of all the six dates permits us to plae the Gorodsk--Kasperivtsy group in the period from 3320 to 2690 BC with the beginning and endof this sequene being unertain. 1.1.4. KOSENIVKA GROUPThe group is loalized in the area between the Southern Bug and DnieperRivers [Movsha 1993℄. The hronology of this group is assoiated with stages CI andCII [Kruts, Ryzhov 1985:54; Movsha 1993℄. Asribed to this group, the settlement inVilkhovets [Videiko, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄ supplied four dates (all frombone samples found in pit 1). They mark out the interval of 2870-2690 BC. In alllikelihood, they are onneted to a single settlement phase ourring about 2870BC (Fig. 1). 1.1.5. SOFIEVKA GROUPIt is believed to be the latest stage of the Tripolye ulture in the Middle Dnieperarea [Kruts 1977:109-138; Movsha 1985b:246-259; Dergahev 1980, Videiko 1995℄.For three emeteries of the So�evka type (So�evka, Zavalovka and Krasny Khutor),eight 14C dates were seured from samples of di�erent materials (burnt bones,arbon deposits, oals) [Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin 1995; Kadrow 1995℄. Theonsisteny of the datings of di�erent samples should be emphasized, whih is ofutmost importane for the interpretation of dates onerning so ontroversial asoure as burnt bones. Ti is neessary, however, to ontinue work on the dating ofthe said unit using other materials.The oldest group of three dates was obtained for the emetery in So�evka,where burnt bones and | in one ase | haroals were analyzed. The \oal" date�ts between those for the bones. When ombined, the three dates set the intervalof 3010-2770 BC.



269The younger datings from So�evka oinide with two dates from the eme-tery in Zavalovka (both date samples of burnt bones). They indiate the period of2920-2650 BC.The youngest series of dates from the emetery in Krasny Khutor partiallyoverlaps the datings from So�evka and Zavalovka. In two ases we deal with datingsobtained for samples of burnt bones and in one ase for a sample of arbon deposit.Taken together, the three dates indiate the interval of 2870-2570 BC.In the mentioned time range, following from the analysis of all the eight sam-ples, the interval of 2920-2790 BC is the most redible one [Kadrow 1995℄ (Fig. 1).1.1.6. USATOVO GROUPThe Usatovo series omprises 11 new dates from the \Akkiembetskiy kurgan"[Szmyt, Chernyakov, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. They were proured fromeight bone samples and one wood sample oming from six graves. In addition, twodates from the same kurgan onern a ritual feature where a horse's skull has beendeposited. All the dates �t into the period of 2610-2310 BC. The dating of thewood sample �ts into the middle of the sequene, thus there are no reasons forquestioning it.However, old datings of \long-lived" materials (Mayaki, Usatovo, Danku) indi-ate a muh earlier period of 3270-2880 BC. The disrepany between the old andnew datings seems to be aused by di�erent materials subjeted to the radioarbonanalysis | the old datings may be awed by the \old-wood e�et". It is hard to tellwhether the disrepany shows real time di�erenes between the disussed omple-xes, if it is assumed that the Usatovo group funtioned over a long period of time[Dergahev 1980℄. The issue alls for more researh and more ontrol radioarbondates (Fig. 1). 1.1.7. CONCLUSIONPutting together all the presented information, one may set the maximum timelimits for stage CII at 3100/2950-2400/2300 BC. Out of the disussed groups, Go-rodsk-Kasperivtsy, Kosenivka and So�evka had survived until the beginning of the3rd millennium BC, while Usatovo strutures may have lasted as late as to 2300 BC.



270 As it has been already stressed, the urrent piture of the hronologial andspatial diversi�ation of phase CII strutures alls for more study, in partiular formore series of \short-lived" samples with well explored settlement ontexts.1.2. GLOBULAR AMPHORA CULTUREThe urrent series of dates for GAC settlement in Volhynia and Podolia om-prises 12 datings from nine sites [for an earlier version see Kadrow, Szmyt 1996b;for a full analysis see Szmyt 1999b; 2000℄. 1.2.1. VOLHYNIAOut of seven dates onerning the GAC in Volhynia, six were obtained bydating human bones from graves and one by dating animal ones from a settlementpit.Tovpyzhyn. In a ist grave, remains of one man aged 40-50 years were found. Twodates were proured (Ki-5011 and Ki-5010), a joint alibration of whih pointed outto the period around 2895 BC.Ozdiv. In a grave laking any stone strutures, remains of three individuals (twoadults and a hild) were disovered. For the bones of one of the individuals, thedate (Ki-5919) of 2740±103 BC was obtained. The grave an be taken to have been�lled only one. Thus, the date orresponds to the \moment" of interment.Ivanye. In a ist grave, remains of two persons were found (an older and a youngerman). For the bones of one of the individuals, two dates were obtained (Le-5021and Ki-5141) whose joint alibration points out to a 2570 BC. The dating may referto one of the two episodes of grave �lling.Suyemtsy II. In a ist grave, remains of �ve individuals were unearthed. Fromthe bones of one of them, the date (Ki-6930) of 2399±66 BC was proured. Thedesription does not provide enough information to onlude whether the gravewas used only one or a number of times.Peresopnitsa. In a settlement pit, very rih erami materials were found. Animalbones from its ontents were dated obtaining the result (Ki5075) of 2382±74 BC.The disussed datings from Volhynia �t into the interval of 2860-2330 BC(Fig. 1).



2711.2.2. PODOLIAAll the dates from Podolia were seured from human bones found in graves.Vorvulintsy. In a ist grave, remains of six people were found. For the bones of oneof them, the date (Ki-5008) of 2788±98 BC was obtained. The date indiates onlyone of several possible episodes of the grave use.Loshniv. In a grave, remains of four people were found. For the bones of one ofthem, the date (Ki-5006) of 2741±106 BC was obtained. The desription does notprovide enough information to onlude whether the grave was used only one ora number of times. It has to be onluded that the date refers to one of severalpossible episodes.Khartonovtsy II. In a ist grave, remains of �ve people were disovered. From thebones of one of them two dates (Ki-5586 and Ki-5587) were proured. They indiatea period about 2500 BC. The grave must have been used a number of times, whilethe datings refer to only one episode.Dovge. In a ist grave, remains of three individuals were disovered. For the bonesof one of them, the date (Ki-5009) of 2544±84 BC was obtained. The grave mayhave been used as many as three times. Hene, the date indiates only one of severalpossible episodes.The datings from Podolia �t into the interval of 2840-2570 BC (Fig. 1).1.2.3. CONCLUSIONFig. 1 shows all the datings onerning the GAC in Volhynia and Podolia. Theyall lie within the period of 2830-2470 BC. Generally speaking, the datings fromVolhynia over a longer period than those from Podolia (Fig. 1).2. CULTURAL UNITS OF NON-BALKAN ORIGIN IN THE BLACK SEA BASINThe papers ited above reord new data onerning the absolute hronologyof the three taxa: (2.1.) the Yamnaya ulture (YC), (2.2.) Kemi-Oba ulture (KOC)and (2.3.) Cataomb ulture (CC).



272 2.1. YAMNAYA CULTUREIn the literature, there an be found a long series of 14C datings whih havebeen seured in the last 35 years from di�erent YC grave assemblages [e.g. Telegin1977; 1985℄. The spread of datings is quite onsiderable | about 4800-3500 BPin the extreme. Yet, the majority of them luster between 2600/2500-1900/1800b[Telegin 1977:12-13; 1985℄. The series is haraterized by all the aws whih havebeen mentioned earlier [Klohko, Ko±ko, Szmyt, Problem. . . , in this volume℄. Thisis why our program attahed partiular importane to the dating of YC omplexes,espeially those in the western part of the ulture's ompass, i.e. between the Dnie-per and Dniester Rivers. For the sake of the study, three \test areas" were hosen:a forest-steppe one in the southern part of the right-bank Middle Dnieper area andtwo steppe ones of whih one was loated between the Ingul and Dnieper and theother on Budzhak.The new series of dates is based on the analysis of 45 samples [see papers:Klohko, Radioarbon. . . ; Klohko, Kruts, Radioarbon. . . ; Nikolova, Radioar-bon dates. . . ; Szmyt, Chernyakov, Radioarbon. . .| all in this volume℄. The datedmaterial onsisted mainly of human bones from burials (39 ases) and, only by wayof supplement, of other materials (wood in six ases).2.1.1. MIDDLE DNIEPER AREAMyronivka. Radioarbon analyses were made to examine bones from four burialsand wood reorded in another grave [Klohko, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄.Out of �ve dates, one (Ki-6741) is learly aged, whih must be related to the so--alled old wood e�et. Thus, it has to be left out of further analyses. The remainingfour (\bone") dates lie within the period of 2450-2200 BC (Fig. 1).Talyanky. Bones from four YC graves were dated obtaining four results [Klohko,Kruts, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. The dates are onsistent with the stratigra-phi positions of individual burials and form a sequene �tting into the interval of2460-2250 BC (Fig. 1).



2732.1.2. DNIEPER-INGUL AREAFrom the kurgans in the area of Ordzhonikidze (Chkalovo, Shakhta) and Go-lovkovka, 29 samples of human bones from YC graves were sent to radioarbonanalyses [Nikolova, Radioarbon dates. . . ; Radioarbon dating. . . , in this volume℄.The obtained dates mark out 1 � interval of 2540-2310BC. In most ases the datingsagree with stratigraphi observations, although several signi�ant disrepanies werenoted [see Nikolova, Radioarbon dating. . . , in this volume℄. After alibration, atleast three groups of dates were obtained separated by intervals of 70-60 years (Fig.1). The youngest datings oinide with the oldest dates for the CC in the same area(see part 2.6). 2.1.3. BUDZHAK AREAThe disussed soures ome from the Akkiembetskiy kurgan [Szmyt, Cherny-akov, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. Seven samples taken from �ve graves, iden-ti�ed as belonging to the Budzhak group (ulture) by the author of the study, weredated. The analyzed material was either human bones (graves 17 and 22) or wood(graves 13, 14, 17, 21, 22). The sequene of dates is onsistent with the stratigraphiposition of individual graves. The oldest of the dates, proured from wood (fromgrave 14 | Ki-6817), is older than the next one (from grave 17 | Ki- 6819), prou-red by analyzing bones, by almost 75 years. The remaining datings of wood samples(e.g. from graves 17 and 22) are in priniple onsistent with the \bone" dates (oreven younger). For this reason, we believe this series to be generally reliable. Allthe datings lie within the 1 � interval of 2380-2130 BC (Fig. 1).2.1.4. CONCLUSIONGenerally speaking, the series of datings onerning the YC on the Dnieper andDniester Rivers presented in this volume lie within the period of 2550-2130 BC. Atthe same time, however, we do observe di�erenes within this hronologial braket(Fig. 1). The earliest dates (we onsider only those obtained for bone samples)| from about 2550 BC | ome from the Middle Dnieper area (the region ofOrdzhonikidze and Myronivka, somewhat later of Talyanky). The oldest datingsfrom the Lower Dniester area (Akkiembetskiy kurgan) are over 150 years younger.



274A similar situation is observed in the ase of the latest datings. On the Dnieper,they fall between a 2285 BC (Ordzhonikidze) and 2230 BC (Myronivka), while onthe Lower Dniester, they luster around 2130 BC.The data presented in the ited papers [Nikolova, Radioarbon dates. . . ; Ra-dioarbon dating. . . ; Klohko, Kruts, Radioarbon. . . ; Klohko, Radioarbon. . .|all in this volume℄ allow us to at least partially verify the grounds for distinguishing\lassi" and \late" YC graves. A omparison of datings for features lassi�ed inthis way on the basis of burial harateristis (Fig. 1) shows that the lassi�ationis only partially hronologially viable. 2.2. KEMI-OBA CULTUREUntil reently only one 14C date for the KOC, obtained for the Mezhlimanskiykurgan [Korovina 1974:209; Shhepinskiy 1985℄, has been known. The radioarbonanalyses of samples from the Akkiembetskiy kurgan, mentioned here several timesalready and loated at the mouth of the Dniester, produed �ve datings for fourgraves assoiated with the KOC [Szmyt, Chernyakov , Radioarbon. . . , in this vo-lume℄. All of them were seured from short-lived materials (human bones, reed inone ase). The dates are very lose to eah other (2402±97 BC - 2367±92 BC). They�t into the interval of 2450-2280 BC (Fig. 1). The dating results are borne out bythe stratigraphi position of the burials, i.e. between an older stage assoiated withthe Usatovo group (see part 1.1.6) and the younger one of the YC (see part 2.1.).2.3. CATACOMB CULTURERadioarbon datings for the CC have been relatively few until reently [Mallory1977; Telegin 1992; Mallory, Telegin 1994; Aleksandrovskiy et al. 1997℄. Moreover,the dated features are for the most part situated in the eastern expanses of theterritory oupied by the CC.The papers by E. Kaiser and A. Nikolova inluded in this volume bring 24new datings for the so-alled Ingul group of the CC from the right-bank steppeDnieper area [Kaiser, Radioarbon. . . ; Nikolova, Radioarbon dating. . .| all inthis volume℄. All the datings were seured from samples ontaining human bones.The features seleted for the radioarbon analyses gave us a hane to verify theobtained results beause of the stratigraphi arrangements into whih the CC graveswere �tted.



275Generally speaking, when analyzed together, the new dates for the CC markout the interval of 2260-2020 BC. Hene, the presented datings are a reord of arelatively short, but intensive stage of CC settlement in the area in question.The series shows no signi�ant di�erenes between datings onerning the so--alled Ingul and Donets groups of the CC. Work on the radioarbon hronology ofthe CC should be ontinued with speial attention being paid to the early assembla-ges of this ulture from Donbass as well as to the so-alled \Yamnaya-ataomb"or \early ataomb" ones.3. GENETICALLY SYNCRETIC CULTURAL UNITS FROM THE BLACK SEABASIN3.1. MNOGOVALIKOVOI POTTERY CULTUREBelonging to the irle of steppe and forest-steppe ultures, the Mnogovali-kovoi Pottery ulture (MPC) is taken to be the �nal link of the CC [Brathenko,Shaposhnikova 1985℄. The more the researh into its metallurgy and relationshipswith the Trzinie ulture is advaned, the stronger is the onvition about the needto analyze it as a segment of the Carpathian-Danube Early Bronze Civilization[Ko±ko, Klohko 1998℄.The investigated emetery omplexes supplied six datings for graves assoiatedwith the unit. They are situated amid the forest-steppe landsape of the right-bankpart of the Middle Dnieper area (Myronivka) [Klohko, Radioarbon. . . , in thisvolume℄ and at the mouth of the Dniester (Akkiembetskiy kurgan).The two features from Myronivka have radially di�erent hronologies: theolder dates bak to a 2000-1900 BC (1941±49 BC), while the younger one toa 1640-1510 BC (1577±64 BC). Whereas the sequene of four graves from theAkkiembetskiy kurgan �ts into the interval of 2220-2000 BC (from 2215±106 to2046±75 BC).Taken together, the datings plae the beginnings of MPC settlement relati-vely early. In the western portions of the steppes (on the Dniester), it began a2220 BC, while in the forest-steppe Middle Dnieper area, the settlement starteda 2000/1900 BC (Fig. 1). In the latter zone, the unit survived until the beginningsof Early Trzinie strutures (Eastern Trzinie ulture), whih are represented bythe older assemblages from the emetery in Malopolovetske dated to 1600-1500 BC[Kovalyukh et al. 1998℄.



276 3.2. MIDDLE DNIEPER CULTUREConneted with the Blak Sea basin, the Middle Dnieper ulture (MDC) hasvery omplex origins, whih makes it diÆult to inontrovertibly assign it to eitherof the two ultural irles distinguished earlier, namely Balkan or extra-Balkan one.On a larger sale, this is true also for the whole irle of ultures with ordedware [f. Buhvaldek 1986b℄, but in the ase of the MDC, the problem of theontribution of YC and then CC traditions is one of the most pressing issues [f.reently Serdyukova 1996℄.At present, we have at our disposal a long series of radioarbon datings forthe MDC [see papers by Kryvaltsevih, Kovalyukh, Radioarbon. . . ; Klohko, Ra-dioarbon. . .| all in this volume℄. Together with the only old dating of haroalsfrom a grave in Bielynets [Artemenko 1985:373℄ the series onsists of 19 dates.The analysis of MDC dates, oming from sites situated in the drainage basinsof the Middle Dnieper, Pripets and Desna, shows that they all lie within the intervalof 2370-1670 BC (Fig. 1). However, it must be noted that the 14C datings onernsamples of di�erent nature, for instane, haroals (inluding those being the e�etof the organi temper added to the erami body), bones and arbon deposits. Asin the example of the series of TC dates disussed earlier, the results of the analysiswill be di�erent if we limit ourselves to the dating of \short-lived" samples (bones,arbon deposits). Then, the interval will over the period from 2140 to 1590 BC.A dynami view of the hanges ourring within the MDC is seured only by theanalysis of datings from individual sites.Prorva 1. An MDC emetery, without any kurgans, has supplied eight 14C datingsso far [see Kryvaltsevih 1996 and Kryvaltsevih, Kovalyukh, Radioarbon. . . , inthis volume℄. Colleted from graves, the analyzed samples onsisted of haroals(grave 1 - two dates, grave 2 | two dates, grave 18, grave 20), bones with no tra-es of burning (grave 10) or arbon deposit (grave 10). All the datings lie withinthe 1 � interval of 2760-2170 BC and show that the emetery was used for a longtime. This is also on�rmed by the stratigraphy of the site [Kryvaltsevih, Kovaly-ukh, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. However, ertain doubts may be raised bythe hronology of the oldest interval whih is set by two \oal" dates from grave 1[Kadrow, Szmyt 1996b℄. Taking into onsideration the similarity of ornamentationbetween vessels found in graves 1 and 10 [Kryvaltsevih 1996: Fig. 5:1 and Kryvalt-sevih, Kovalyukh, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume: Fig. 3:1℄ and the proximity oftwo dates from eah pair (Ki-5140 and Ki-6206), it must be onluded that the mostreasonable interpretation is to assoiate both graves with the same phase of eme-tery use taking plae about 2550 BC. In the ase of younger graves, we have only\oal" dates, hene the time when the emetery eased to be used is not ertain.Prorva 2. In the ase of another MDC emetery, we have only one date onerning



277haroals from grave 1 [Kryvaltsevih, Kovalyukh, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄.Its alibration marks out the interval of 3870±93 BC. Taking into aount the natureof the dated sample, the suggested hypothesis is urrently diÆult to verify.Hodasavihi (Siargeeva Gryva). In respet of grave 2 from kurgan 3, one datinghas been obtained marking out the interval of 2283±81 BC. The sample ontainedhuman teeth. Observations made by I.I. Artemenko show that the grave was theseond one in a sequene of burials disovered in kurgan 3 [Artemenko 1964℄. As awhole, the kurgan emetery investigated on the site has been dated until now to thelate stage of the MDC [Artemenko 1987:37℄. The dating points out to the neessityto amend, at least partially, the hitherto prevailing hronologial lassi�ation.Aziarnoye 1. In ontrast to the rest of dated MDC sites, here we have a settlementdated to the late stage of this ulture [Kryvaltsevih 1999℄. The 14C analysis wasused to determine the age of two samples of arbon deposit found on MDC vessels.Being similar, the results an be jointly alibrated marking out the 1 � interval of1910-1760 BC.Strelitsa. The emetery was investigated in the 1960s by I.I. Artemenko [Artemenko1976b℄. At present, we have �ve 14C datings of materials from these investigations.Due to insuÆient reords, it is not possible to de�ne with any ertainty the ontextof the dated samples whih onsisted of human and animal bones and objets madeof bone [Kryvaltsevih, Kovalyukh, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. When analyzedtogether, the datings from Strelitsa bear out the late hronology of the emetery[Artemenko 1987:37℄. The interval set by them extends from 1860 to 1680 BC.Myronivka. A single 14C date was obtained for human bones from grave 6 in kurgan8 [Klohko, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. It must be noted that in none of thethree graves in this kurgan, lassi�ed as MDC ones, were any grave-goods found.Their ultural lassi�ation is based solely on the analysis of burial forms. The datemarks out the interval of 2048±75 BC. The hronology of the grave is on�rmedby its position in the sequene of burials unearthed during the exploration of thekurgan. 4. CULTURAL UNITS OF THE BALTIC SEA BASIN | WITH \EASTEUROPEAN" ELEMENTSThree groupings, in whih ultural traits from the Ponti irle were reorded,have been inluded. Among them are: (4.1) the Old Upland CWC, (4.2) the Ra-dziejów group of the Funnel Beaker ulture (FBC) together with the materials ofthe early Kujawy Corded Ware ulture (CWC) and (4.3) the Kujawy group of theGAC. It is also admissible to identify the seond of the named groupings allowingfor a greater share of CWC traits.



278 4.1. OLD UPLAND CORDED WARE CULTURE | WITH PONTIC ELEMENTSA new quality is brought into the study of the origins and development of theMaªopolska CWC by the results of the investigations arried out in the area lyingbetween the upper ourses of the Vistula, Bug and Dniester Rivers, spei�allyon Grz�da Sokalska in southeastern Poland (Fig. 1). There have been reorded anumber of CWC grave assemblages ontaining ertain MDC elements (espeiallyobservable in the form and ornamentation of pottery). Furthermore, grave featuresentirely related to the MDC have been found as well [Mahnik, Pilh 1997 andMahnik, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄. At present, we have �rst 14C datings forassemblages in whih MDC traits have been identi�ed. The series omprises �vedatings seured from human bones. Sine the arhaeologial ontext of eah datinghas been presented in detail by J. Mahnik [Radioarbon. . . ,in this volume℄, weshall fous now only on their signi�ane against the bakdrop of the MDC datingsfrom the Dnieper drainage presented earlier.The dates vary from 2754±99 to 2502±77 BC. A joint alibration of all the �vedates marks out the interval of 2700-2450 BC. The ontext of the �nds permittedus to narrow down the interval to a 2650-2500 BC with the majority of datings�tting into the period of 2600-2500 BC. At the same time, the analysis of traits ofthese assemblages for whih 14C analyses annot be made justi�es a hypothesis thatthe oldest of them may be dated to the period preeding the 2650/2600 BC division[Mahnik, Radioarbon. . . , in this volume℄.Against the bakground of the MDC datings from the area of the MiddleDnieper disussed earlier, the hronology of MDC traits between the Upper Vistulaand Bug is relatively early. However, while interpreting this observation one mustremember that we do not have any 14C dates for the early stage of the MDC. Hene,the problem alls for more researh.4.2. RADZIEJÓW GROUP OF THE FUNNEL BEAKER CULTURE, AN EARLYLOWLAND CORDED WARE CULTURE | WITH PONTIC ELEMENTSA omplex of four FBC-CWC assemblages, in whih traits of the TC (Radzie-jów group) or the YC (early Lowland-Kujawy CWC) have been observed with avarious degree of probability, o�ers a hane for their hronometri (radioarbon)synhronization.The assemblages of the Radziejów group of the FBC whih ontain elementsassoiated with the TC and whih are presented here [Ko±ko, Ponti. . . , in this vo-lume℄ represent phases IVA/IVB (Opatowie 42) and VA (Latkowo 5). In respet ofthem, we have three radioarbon datings of haroal samples taken from settlement



279features. In general, the dates an be taken to be reliable with ertain reservationsabout the older dating from Opatowie. Taken together, they mark out the intervalof 3370-3030 BC.The two assemblages of the early CWC from the Lowlands (preisely fromKujawy), i.e. Krusza Zamkowa 3 and Bo»ejewie 8, with analogies to the Blak Seasteppes (YC) [see Ko±ko, Ponti. . . , in this volume℄ may be dated to a 3100-2900BC (2997±101 BC | Krusza Zamkowa) and 2870-2660 BC (2717±153 BC |Bo»ejewie). Their joint alibration sets the interval of 3070-2600 BC.Taking into aount the datings of the late TC (phase CII) disussed earlier,the \Tripolye" traits in the Radziejów group should be rather related to the in-terlude between phases CI and CII or possibly to the early period of phase CII(3100/2950-2400/2300 BC) (Fig. 1).In the ase of the YC, the hypothetial steppe analogies of the soure materialsof the early CWC in Kujawy should be synhronized with an early period, i.e. plaedon the sale of its development on the Dnieper before about 2550 BC (Fig. 1).4.3. KUJAWY GROUP OF THE GLOBULAR AMPHORA CULTURE | WITH PONTICELEMENTSDisussed elsewhere in this volume, the elements that are genetially relatedto the TC, namely the use of organi and mineral dyes in pottery making, werereorded at four GAC sites in Kujawy [Szmyt, Tripolye. . . , in this volume℄. On thesale of relative hronology they may be assoiated with phase IIb (Kuzkowo 1,Bo»ejewie 22) and IIIa (Pieki 8, �egotki 2) of the GAC. A detailed analysis of 14Cdates and their relation to the disussed materials made it possible to determinethe hronologial braket in whih the said elements ourred in Kujawy to be3030-2460 BC.Upon referring the above assessments to the periodization of the TC, they maybe synhronized with its phase CII; what's more, with almost the whole period ofits existene whih has been determined using radioarbon dating.5. THE DIVISION MARKED BY THE TRZCINIEC SYNTHESIS OFCULTURES IN THE BORDERLAND BETWEEN THE EAST AND WEST OFEUROPEAs it is shown in the introdution, the formation of a yle of ultures assoiatedwith the Trzinie Horizon (TH) sets the upper uto� point of the period of interestto us here [Klohko, Ko±ko, Szmyt, Problem. . . , in this volume℄. This is why we



280shall disuss the question of the TH radioarbon hronometry only as a set ofonlusions relying on the data published in an earlier volume of the Balti-PontiStudies [Kovalyukh et al. 1998; Makarowiz 1998℄.From the point of view of this study, the following �ndings seem to be impor-tant:a) In the area lying between the Vistula and Dnieper, the earliest TH datings omefrom the Lowlands of the Balti Sea drainage basin (Kujawy) and onentratebetween 2000-1850 BC.b) Towards the end of this period, the TH is also identi�ed in the area of oldUplands, in the Upper Vistula drainage.) The beginnings of the TH in the Dnieper drainage an be dated now to a1600 BC.The above onlusions indiate that the TH reahed a marospatial dimension |binding the ultural environments of the Vistula and Dnieper drainages | between1850 and 1600 BC.6. POSSIBILITIES OF HISTORICAL (CALENDAR) CORRELATION OFCULTURAL UNITS OCCURRING BETWEEN THE VISTULA AND DNIEPERWhile assessing the possibility of orrelation, we should exerise extreme au-tion. This is so beause of ertain doubts onerning the auray and integrity ofthe radioarbon hronology of individual taxa. The problem is vividly illustratedby asynhronisms in YC and MDC datings and \Balti" adaptations of their traitswhih are learly older! (Fig. 1). The simplest interpretation of this fat is that theset of analyzed samples did not inlude any assemblages representative of the earlystages of development of these units.Keeping the above remarks in mind, we would rather limit ourselves to drawinga general outline of the \orrelations" taking as a point of departure the Ponti pe-riodization of the period of 3150-1850BC. In the \Blak Sea zone", it orresponds tothe period of transition between the Eneolithi and the Bronze Age. The followingseries of divisions an be distinguished: 3150/3100 BC, 2800/2700 BC, 2550/2500 BC,2200/2100 BC and ±1800 BC (Fig. 1). These points allow us to establish a sequeneof four subperiods in the period of prehistory of the area on the right bank of theDnieper whih is of interest to us here. The sequene is as follows:A. 3150/3100-2800/2700 BC | domination of late TC strutures (phase CII)B. 2800/2700-2550/2500 BC | Ponti exodus of the GAC into the territory of thedeline TC surviving until a 2700 BC. This dividing line is rossed only by theUsatovo group (?). Beginnings of YC in�ltration and MDC development (?).



281C. 2550/2500-2200/2100 BC | the development (\invasion" aording to M. Gim-butas) of \pastoral" YC soieties and the Kemi-Oba ulture. The deline (par-tial retreat to the west?) of the GAC and the beginnings of CC development.Further development of the MDC.D. 2200/2100-±1800 BC | the development of the CC and MDC. The emergeneof the MPC.The above outline is only a spei�ation of a sequene of ultural units (forwhih we have 14C datings) with any referenes to the urrent historial interpreta-tions of the disussed stages of ultural hange purposefully redued to a minimum.The Ponti traits reorded in the Balti Sea drainage basin orrespond either tosub-period A (Latkowo 5, Opatowie 42, Kuzkowo 1, Bo»ejewie 22) or subperiodB (Krusza Zamkowa 3, Grz�da Sokalska, Bo»ejewie 8, Pieki 8, �egotki 2), i.e.they �t into the period of 3150/3100-2550/2500 BC.Departing from a \preise orrelation", i.e. based on a orpus of 14C datingspresented in this volume of the Balti-Ponti Studies, it is worthwhile to attemptto synhronize the above distinguished subperiods with the radioarbon hrono-logy of the sequenes of taxa from the settlement and ultural mesoregions of theVistula drainage. The two most thoroughly researhed mesoregions of this areaare loess soils near Kraków in Maªopolska [Kruk, Milisaukas 1983; �ibior 1992;Wªodarzak 1998; Wªodarzak, Kowalewska-Marszaªek 1998; Krzak 1989; Mahnik,�ibior 1991; Kadrow, Mahnik 1997℄ and Kujawy [Czerniak et al. 1991; Czebreszuk1996; Czebreszuk, Szmyt 1998; Szmyt 1999a; Czebreszuk et al. 1999℄.A = Maªopolska: FBC | phases Bronoie IV and V (a part); Zªota ulture; CWC| phases I and IIaKujawy: FBC | phases IVB, (a part) and VB (a part); GAC | phase IIb;CWC | phase 1 (a part)B = Maªopolska: FBC | Bronoie phase V (a part); Zªota ulture; CWC |phases IIb and IIb/IIIaKujawy: FBC | phases IVB (a part) and VB/C, VC; GAC | phase IIIa (apart); CWC | phases 1 (a part) and 2 (a part)C = Maªopolska: CWC | phases IIIa and IIIb; Mierzanowie ulture | phase I;Bell Beaker ultureKujawy: FBC | phase VC (a part); GAC | phase IIIa (a part) and IIIb (apart); CWC | phases 2 (a part) and 4 (a part); Iwno ulture | phase 1 and2 (a part)D = Maªopolska: Mierzanowie ulture | phases II and IIIKujawy: GAC | phase IIIb (a part) and III; CWC | phase 4 (a part); Iwnoulture | phases 2 (a part) and 3



282 CONCLUSIONSThe presented �ndings bring a tentative order to the taxonomi outline of thearea lying between the Vistula and Dnieper between 3150-1850 BC. Any furtherresearh | apart from obvious objetives like its veri�ation and partiularizationas well as systemati reording of arhaeologial (typologial) synhronizers of bothultural areas (in partiular in the Blak Sea basin) | should fous on the taxonomiproblems outlined above. They primarily onern:{ exeedingly broad (?) hronology of the Usatovo group of the TC,{ too late (?) a hronology of the YC expansion into the right-bank Dnieperarea,{ too late (?) a hronology of the beginnings of the MDC.The list may be expanded to inlude the question | exluded from this volume| of the radioarbon dating of the reeption of the ataomb grave on the UpperVistula [Kempisty 1978: Fig. 291; Mahnik 1979a:392-397℄, whih seems to be tooearly for the CC hronology framework.All these questions, having a diret bearing on the synthesis of the borderlandbetween the European \East" and \West", all for more researh.
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